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Abstract
This PhD thesis contributes to the research field of health, wellbeing, body and bodywork among
young adults by exploring contemporary discourses around the understanding and expectations of
body monitoring and bodywork practices particularly in form of physical exercise. Applying a range
of sociological theories, most prominently drawn from Foucault’s work Discipline and Punish and
Goffman’s Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life, this research is primarily guided by its focus on
how bodies and bodywork practices are understood, constructed and experienced among young gym
exercisers in Australia. Through semi-structured in-depth interviews, I examine different relations of
dominant social discourses around the body that construct, influence and shape participants’ views
and experiences of the perceived norms bodies should or have to be modified, shaped and maintained
by. While the relationships around body and bodywork expectations, norms and ideals are complex
and formed through nuanced power structures, interests and intricate relationships within the social
world, the construction, discussion, portrayal, communication—and consequently experience of
them—often remains distinct and seemingly simplified in an attempt to communicate certain messages more effectively. This is particularly evident around the health and appearance discourse. While
information on bodywork is often targeted to health improvement strategies provided by health professionals or government institutions that are concerned with public health, fitness movement and
lifestyle content primarily focuses on aesthetic bodywork. The social expectations, norms and ideals
these discourses hold are, however, constantly evolving and require continuous negotiations and adjustments in how the body is, can or should look, be worked on, experienced and function. Within
this discussion, I primarily investigate dualistic concepts or differences which offer helpful analytical
lenses to discuss and create novel insights into the understanding and concerns individuals carry regarding their body, body image and personal health and how they navigate the social expectations,
ideals and norms that are attached to these body projects. The three dualistic concepts and their differences discussed in this thesis are (1) appearance v. health in regard to building a healthy self, (2)
empowerment v. (self-)surveillance in regard to the construction of the healthy and/or attractive body
and (3) shame v. pride in regard to the effects of body image on people’s self-perception and their
social relationships. Discussing the complex navigations individuals conduct between these differences is particularly important to better understand young adults’ concerns around ontological security; building or maintaining a stable sense of self; and their experienced pressure to work on, monitor
and discipline their body in a normative way.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The conceptualisation of dualisms in this thesis has arisen from the data collection and the elaborations by the study participants—young Australian gym goers aged 18–24 years—on their continuous
concerns and efforts to meet various norms and ideals around the body and bodywork practices. While
the participants showed a nuanced understanding of numerous social concepts of the body and how
they are connected with one another, a key finding of this study shows that many participants discussed their concerns and aspirations around body norms and ideals in ways that lend themselves to
being aligned with persistent binary thinking. Based on this finding, this thesis is structured around
analyses of dualisms. The three dualisms—health and appearance; empowerment and self-surveillance; and pride and shame—that I explore in this thesis are certainly not the only ones that exist in
the field of sociology of the body. However, the point here is not to make a comprehensive list of
such oppositions, but rather to identify the key dualisms with which young Australian gym goers are
concerned in navigating different expectations, norms and ideals around the body and bodywork
practices. This discussion is significant because the problem with the use of dualisms is not that they
do not yield any insight, but rather that their theoretical categories are made to be mutually exclusive.
Dualistic categories within such paradigms are strictly defined and discussed out of each other’s domain, either eliminating all that mediates them or distributing it between themselves so that it becomes a characteristic for one or the other while neglecting any point of connection. The continued
discussions of dualisms that underpin this artificial conceptual separation of two socially constructed
opposites is problematic. The constructs remain disconnected, which directs any attention away from
their interconnections and, consequently, individuals’ complex engagement with and around them.
In this sense, unpacking dualisms and acknowledging them as connected rather than as opposite constructed socio-cultural categories allows exploration of everything that lies beneath and between
them; how they are negotiated; and how they influence decision making regarding whether and how
individuals will work on their body (Prout, 2011).
The premise that understandings of the body and bodywork practices are in constant negotiation in
terms of different, seemingly contradicting or opposing, social concepts, is powerful as this perspective emphasises people’s individual mediation processes in their understanding of the body and their
decision to undertake bodywork practices, rather than the ways bodies are restricted, defined and
reproduced by social discourses of simple, artificially created conceptual separations. Unpacking
such mediation processes is profoundly important because they often remain unspoken or are taken
for granted. Indeed, the premise that individuals are forced to constantly work on their body and
negotiate different norms, ideals and expectations remains almost entirely unaddressed within the
1

literature. It is, however, precisely this critical perspective, which provides insight in individuals’
understanding of the world and how they have to navigate various intricate social discourses around
body norms and ideals, that is essential to make meaningful contributions to promote health and to
community engagement work.
The societal context in which bodies are located and in which bodywork practices take place is also
central to this thesis, and crucial for understanding the participants’ descriptions of their bodies and
bodywork. Here, gender is central, along with the forces of consumerism and social media culture,
which includes concepts around health, appearance ideals, individualism and ‘identity work’ aimed
to achieve a coherent, stable sense of self. The participants in this study described these aspects as
particularly important to their bodywork; they can also be understood as key features of the current
social, economic and historical context in which bodywork takes place and in which understandings
of bodies are negotiated.
The central questions explored in this research are:
•

How is knowledge, understanding and expectations of bodies produced through dualisms;
and how and with what intentions are these negotiated by the participants?

•

What are the key dualisms discussed by the participants, how are they negotiated and how do
they contribute to the understanding of bodies from a non-binary, complementary dualistic
perspective?

•

What are the wider social implications of this thesis in understanding and creating new
knowledge around how the body is perceived and worked on by young adults?

Within the discussion of these research questions, I pay particular attention to the ‘fitspiration’ (fit +
inspiration = fitspo) movement on social media that is promoting a fit and healthy lifestyle via the
use of images of gym-sculpted, muscular, lean bodies and that has become highly influential in young
people’s understanding of their body. I avoid discussing models of structure and agency, subjects and
objects or any other disembodied models; instead, I discuss the body as being socially constructed
through dominant social discourses and power structures. Before discussing the guiding research
questions, arguments, theories, methodology, scope and structure of this study in more detail, I
introduce the current dominant discourses around the body, bodywork health and wellbeing in
‘Western’ advanced societies in more depth.

2

1.1 Current Body and Health Trends: The Idealisation of the Fit and
Marginalisation of the Fat Body
Current body and health trends are complex, multifaceted and based on various, sometimes contradictory advice, ideals and expectations. Navigating these different discourses is an ongoing process
with which individuals who have an interest in and place importance on body norms and ideals must
engage to build a healthy self and shape their appearance in line with what is perceived as acceptable
and valuable within their social environment. Body and health trends that value the fit body and
stigmatise fat have been primarily guided by what is framed as an ‘obesity epidemic' (Patterson &
Johnston, 2012). The high prevalence of overweight and obesity has been firmly established as an
acute public health concern over the past three decades in most Western countries, resulting from
various socio-cultural, political, economic and environmental factors as well as individual behaviour
patterns, including people leading an increasingly more sedentary lifestyle (Gard & Wright, 2005;
Harjunen, 2017; World Health Organization [WHO], 2018c). This trend has been growing continuously despite health professionals, government institutions and newly published studies in the health
literature raising concerns about rising obesity levels (Boero, 2012; Lupton, 2014c; Mayes; 2015a).
At the same time, and in contradiction to this concern, various health and bodywork movements have
been highly popular over the past three decades, including the new fitspo movement that has gained
millions of followers who have helped to elevate the fitness industry into one of the largest and fastest
growing industries in the world (Lord, 2017; Millington, 2018; Tahseen, 2013). In 2015, Suncorp
(2015) reported that Australians spend a record $8.5 billion on exercising annually; in particular, on
gym memberships, sport equipment and fitness gear. This trend is fuelled by the promotion of fit
lifestyles, particularly on social media. A quick search for #fitspo on the social media platform Instagram in 2018 brought up over 62 million entries, featuring images of people in fashionable workout
gear and of ultra-defined muscular body parts. These images are accompanied by inspiring muscle
gain and fat loss transformation stories. It is this desire for a fit (looking) body that sells and generates
high profits in the current appearance- and lifestyle-obsessed socio-cultural environment of the Western world (Millington, 2017; Mowbray, 2017; Simpson & Mazzeo, 2017).

3

Figure 1: Lorna Jane (2018)

Brands that position themselves in this market—such as Australian activewear manufacturer and retailer Lorna Jane, which promotes ‘Happiness is move nourish believe’ (see Figure 1)—profit greatly
from this trend. Such advertisements further promote the popular fitness culture and simultaneously
slowly turn it into a whole lifestyle movement. Fitspo is, however, nowhere more powerfully promoted than on social media, where it first gained popularity among a small fitness- and gym-obsessed
audience and where it is now endorsed, followed and daily contributed to by millions of people
(Barnes, 2012; Carrotte, Prichard, & Lim, 2017; Mowbray, 2017). It is in this environment and the
current affluent consumer society—in which the upper class can afford to purchase seemingly any
luxury goods and services—that the body, or more precisely, the appearance of the well-toned, fit
body, has become a new status symbol. The good-looking body cannot, unlike consumer products,
easily be purchased, but instead requires continuous work and self-discipline; the appearance of the
body has come to be perceived a reflection of personal morality, value and self-worth (Barnes, 2012;
Harjunen, 2017; Lupton, 2017a; Mayes, 2015a).
The current body culture imposes a strong significance and sense of duty on individuals in contemporary society to work on their body, not only in terms of its health but also its appearance. Fitness
and other bodywork trends, including aerobics and the more male-oriented bodybuilding movement,
have been around for a long time, most prominently promoted by celebrities such as Jane Fonda in
the 1980s and Arnold Schwarzenegger from the early 1970s (Chaline, 2015; Millington, 2018). However, bodywork has become increasingly more complex since the days of aerobics and weightlifting
(Millington, 2016a; Mitchell, 2018; Mowbray, 2017). The industry now promotes high-intensity body
workouts. Radical body transformation is expected through punishing exercise sets, driven by a flood
of images of seemingly ideal bodies with which individuals constantly compare themselves and aim
to conform (Barnes, 2012; Norton, 2017).. These high-intensity fitness programmes are further accompanied by technological advances made through self-tracking technology and various other
4

beauty and health products for bodywork and monitoring. This gives the impression that the body has
become more manageable and mouldable (Crawford, Lingel, & Karppi, 2015; Lupton, 2017a;
Millington, 2016a).
However, doctors and health professionals have begun to raise warnings about the high-intensity
training that fitspo programmes and instructors encourage people to follow, as they can lead to
physical injury and are associated with an emerging crisis of body image dissatisfaction, insecurity
or low self-esteem (Barnes, 2012; Mowbray, 2017; Norton, 2017). The latter risk is exacerbated by
the use of edited images of idealised bodies; the promise of body transformation results that are barely
achievable for the average person; and the public perception of the fit body as honourable and moral,
while the overweight body is seen as lazy, lacking willpower or suffering from emotional problems
(Donghi & Wennerholm, 2014; Lupton, 2017a; Mayes, 2015a). Reasons for the stigmatisation of fat
bodies are thus not limited to health risks; rather, fat bodies may also be shamed as unattractive, toxic
and unworthy of being seen in public.
These discourses consequently influence the way bodywork and bodies are perceived, experienced
and lived by individuals, as well as how bodies can or should be worked on, modified and maintained
within a specific social environment (Mayes, 2015a; Millington, 2018; Harjunen, 2017). It is
paramount to understand these discourses and how they are embodied and navigated by individuals,
especially in regard to creating effective health interventions and messages that promote good
physical health, body positivity and mental wellbeing. This is because individuals resonate and
communicate most effectively with those who share their understanding of the world and understand
the difficulties they face (Martin & DiMatteo, 2014; Roter & Hall, 2006).
When discussing the experiences of health, appearance and bodywork discourses in depth, it is
particularly important to focus on one specific social group—young adults in the case of this thesis.
This is because health promotions and interventions need to be not only systematic and grounded in
theory, but based on real-life experiences that can strongly differ depending on a range of factors,
among the most dominant of which is age. Having insight into individuals’ embodied experiences in
a specific age group helps to create promotions, messages and interventions tailored to the unique
needs, worries, concerns and anxieties of the intended audience. To develop an understanding of how
the body can or should be lived in Australia, this study examines young (18–24 years) adults who for
various reasons—some of which I briefly outline in the following section—are particularly vulnerable
to discourses around health, appearance and body matters overall, while simultaneously going
through an important and transformational stage in their lives.
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As a further selection criterion, I focus on young adults who are gym exercisers. Gym exercisers are
individuals who go to gyms to work on their body in accordance with dominant social discourses of
building a healthy, fit subject or to shape their body in accordance with certain social appearance
ideals. Gym goers are hence an interesting group of people to investigate as they show interest in
bodywork while their stakes and goals of engaging in physical exercise—and hence the way they
navigate different discourses, norms and expectations—may differ strongly (Sassatelli, 2010).

1.2 Significance of the Study: Health and Bodywork Advice for Young
Adults
In this section, I discuss a few key arguments that strongly underline the significance of this study
and its aim to understand the embodied health and bodywork experiences, behaviours and practices
of young adults as well as their navigations of various expectations, norms and ideals around the
body. However, I first briefly outline my own experiences regarding the significance of this topic,
through which I developed a strong personal interest in this research area.
It was during my young adulthood that I became aware of the strong association of the body in the
current socio-culture environment with personal values, identity and the moral self. It was this awareness through which I developed an interest in body aesthetics, norms and health, as well as their social
constructions, changes, adjustments, modifications and regulation. Conversations I had with my
friends, comments I overheard or received regarding my own appearance, and images of seemingly
ideal bodies to which I was exposed during that time of my life, further strongly shaped my curiosity
about this field. It was through these personal experiences that I built—as so many of us do—an
unrealistic image of what is considered a ‘normal’ (female) body and what expectations must be met
to be perceived an accepted member of society when in reality, these judgements are built upon idealised, heavily ‘photoshopped’ and edited versions of unrealistic appearances.
Through these images and the comments I received from others, I also became aware of the social
judgement and rewards attached to specific appearances. I began to cultivate an idealised picture of
the body and the social rewards that come with it, which led me to focus on aesthetics over health
concerns—a binary that seems particularly dominant at the current time. Consequently, I began to
isolate and withdraw myself from social events to avoid situations in which I was expected to eat
foods that were not compatible with my strict low-carbohydrate diet regime. I thus felt increasingly
isolated and under constant pressure to continue to work on and improve my appearance, and felt
guilty when I ‘cheated’ on my diet and workout regime. At the same time, people in my environment
praised me for my seemingly healthy, disciplined self-conduct and appearance. However, when I
6

followed a more relaxed and balanced lifestyle, I might receive less positive, or even critical, comments about my gaining weight and not being as disciplined as I used to be. This criticism was raised
despite the fact that my body never exceeded what the medical discourse defines as the threshold for
overweight or obesity.
Through these experiences, I learned how weight gain is immediately associated either with a negative mental state, or faulty character traits such as laziness, indulgence and a lack of self-control; even
if I personally felt happier, more balanced and healthier by leading the lifestyle that led to this weight
gain. These personal experiences also made me strongly aware of the significance the sign-bearing
and sign-wearing body holds, in the contemporary neoliberal consumer culture, as a symbolic projection of personal self-worth and self-identity (Featherstone, 1991; Giddens, 1991).
Based on these personal understandings and the literature around health communication, key
arguments for the significance of this study aiming to understand the navigation around embodied
experiences of body and health ideals, especially in regard to health policies addressing young adults,
are as follows. First, the literature strongly suggests a continuity of health behaviours and
understandings that are learned and practised from youth into adult life (Viner & Macfarlane, 2005).
These health practices, behaviours and understandings often determine the health condition of
people’s later lives. Although health behaviours in childhood are introduced and closely guided by
parental advice and shared family values, in young adulthood individuals begin to have the
opportunity, and simultaneously the duty, to independently follow their chosen health practices (Kim
& White, 2018; Viner & Macfarlane, 2005). This duty is further complicated by the challenge to
navigate various norms, ideals and advice from a variety of sources guided by interests that may be
driven purely by profit, not necessarily public health safety. These new challenges are often
overlooked or minimised by the argument that adolescents moving into adulthood are growing out of
immediate physical and mental health risks as they are seemingly no longer dependent on others and
are mature enough to make the right decisions independently for themselves (Kim & White, 2018;
Viner & Macfarlane, 2005).
Young adults further live through a pivotal time in which they come to terms with and accept the
changes their bodies experienced during adolescence. However, many also struggle to accept these
changes and may develop negative associations with their body during their young adulthood (Griffiths, Murray & Touyz, 2015; Mission Australia, 2017; The Butterfly Foundation, 2018). Those who
develop an unhealthy body image may suffer from appearance anxiety, low self-esteem and, in more
severe cases, eating disorders or harmful behaviour patterns such as excessive exercising in an attempt to change the way their body looks (Kostanski & Gullone, 1998; Mustapic, Marcinko &
7

Vargek, 2015; Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2010). It is during this important time that young adults develop an outlook on whether and how they choose to work on their body in the future (Carlson, 2004;
Paxton, Eisenberg, & Neumark-Sztainer, 2006; Viner & Macfarlane, 2005).
This planning process of bodywork practices, is, however, strongly dominated by short-term consequences resulting from a linear relationship between cause and effect, whereby immediate benefits
such as positive feedback regarding one’s appearance can outweigh possible long-term negative
health effects (Viner & Macfarlane, 2005). Therefore, unhealthy behaviours including the use of substances such as steroids and laxatives are often not considered of major concern as long as they help
to improve, or at least do not negatively affect, the body’s appearance relative to the body image
promoted by the fitspo ideal (Norton, 2017; Putterman & Linden, 2004; Vartanian, Wharton & Green,
2012). In this context, health advice and policies that advocate for an active lifestyle and warn about
long-term chronic diseases such as diabetes, cancer, heart and cardiovascular disease, can be rejected
or perceived as irrelevant as they do not lead to visible appearance improvements (Viner & Macfarlane, 2005). Furthermore, such health advice does not consider the navigation processes that individuals have to engage in around social discourses, which create knowledge and power of body and
bodywork practices. These contradictory yet connected interdependencies of different social concepts
around body norms, ideals and expectations can cause feelings of anxiety and distress for individuals.
This could be the case particularly regarding how they want, or wish to, present themselves to others,
and consequently how they shape their self-concept through their experiences of everyday life.
The exploration of the premise that understandings of the body and bodywork practices and decisions
around how individuals want to work on their body are in constant negotiation, provides valuable
insight for health communication and community engagement strategies. Such strategies need to relate to and be built upon people’s understanding of the world, to be able to form a connection, interactions, participation and involvement with individuals and communities. The significance of this
study thus lies in the analysis around how young adults understand different social concepts around
the body and how they navigate and mediate various intricate social discourses when they decide
whether and how they want to work on their body.
In the following section, I map out the guiding arguments, theories and methodology to discuss how
I aim to approach problems around the understanding of health and wellbeing through body ideals
and bodywork in form of physical exercise.
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1.3 Scope of the Study: Guiding Arguments, Theories and Methodology
This PhD thesis aims to contribute to the research field around health, appearance and wellbeing
among young adults by exploring the body and contemporary discourses around the understanding
and expectations of body monitoring and bodywork practices, particularly in the form of physical
exercise. Applying different complex theories at the intersection of philosophies of the body and
sociology, this research is primarily guided by a focus on how different bodywork practices are
chosen, and their norms managed and navigated, among young gym exercisers in Australia. Through
individual semi-structured in-depth interviews, various contradictions emerged around body norms
and ideals, along with the participants’ intricate engagements with and difficulties in navigating
around them. I examine and discuss the addressed and emerged relationships among dominant social
discourses around the body that construct, strongly influence and shape people’s views and
experiences of the perceived norms for how bodies are or should be modified, shaped and maintained.
By employing a Grounded Theory research methodology and focusing on the elaborations that
participants provided on their experiences and perceptions of health and body norms, as well as the
social discourses that construct these norms, I explore the embodied understanding, goals, aspirations
and perceived obligations that individuals experience in doing bodywork. I am hence not primarily
interested in what the body is or how it is constructed, but rather in how relationships among social
discourses build concepts and understandings that individuals embody; based on which they learn
how the body should be governed, appear and function to receive social rewards and acceptance while
avoiding having social punishment.
As these social discourses strongly influence the way bodywork and bodies are perceived and experienced, how they can or should be modified, shaped and maintained in relation to their environment
is central to this study. It is thus crucial to examine how the body is currently discussed in health,
fitness and other popular discourses to which individuals are exposed and that they consequently
embody to create their own understanding and experience of how the body can or should be lived
within their socio-cultural environment. Foucault’s concept of ‘biopower’, that refers to the ways in
which power that is exercised within social discosurses manifests itself in individuals’ daily lives
through practices and routines of self-surveillance and self-discipline, is guiding this discussion. I
further understand the body through the concept of embodiment that sees the body as a construct of
such social discourses and connections that are in constant movement, rather than as an object experiencing a mind/body dualism where the body is controlled by cognitive functions of the brain. The
body in this thesis is consequently perceived as constructed and experienced through a ‘relationship
of forces’ (Coffey, 2012), nonetheless seeing discourses around the body and bodywork as dualistic.
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I elaborate on this concept of embodiment, dualism and the body as relationship of forces or discourses in the following section, and in more detail in Chapter 2.

1.3.1 Body, Health and Bodywork Practices as Embodied Ideals Communicated
Through Dualisms
While the relationships around body and bodywork are complex and formed through nuanced power
structures, interests and intricate relationships within the social world, the construction, discussion,
portrayal, communication and, consequently, the experience of them often remains dualistic and
seemingly simplified by using conceptual metaphors in an attempt to remove some of the complexity
and thus, to communicate certain messages more effectively (Gerber, 1997; Lakoff, 1987, 1994). For
instance, information around bodywork is often delivered as health improvement strategies from
health professionals or government institutions, to discipline the body to be healthy and productive
for society; whereas fitness and other lifestyle content primarily revolve around aesthetic bodywork.
Most of these constructed dualisms then hold social expectations, norms and ideals that constantly
change and often contradict one another. Individuals who embody these concepts, norms and ideals
consequently often experience some form of tension and the need for constant negotiation and
adjustment in how the body is, can or should look, and is understood, perceived and worked on
(Duncan & Klos, 2014; Gough, 2009; Wolf 1990). The influence of these dualistic discourses is made
more powerful because they match people’s understanding of the world as being constructed of social
categories that help them to understand themselves, others and their environment (Gerber, 1997;
Lakoff, 1987, 1994). However, the body is not lived as a disembodied object caught within distinct
or opposite categories of different dualisms; instead, individuals embody both or various concepts
that construct, shape and constantly influence one another (Coffey, 2012, 2016a; Johnson, 1987;
Lakoff, 1987, 1994; Turner, 1987, 1994). While I personally experience these mixed messages as
increasingly easier to manage and navigate the older I become, their expectations and created tensions
never fully disappear and require continuous reassessments that result in adjustments to how I
perceive and experience my own body and whether or in what way I decide to work on it. These
negotiations between different dualistic concepts, norms and ideals are, however, arguably more
difficult for young adults to navigate because, as outlined earlier, individuals in this age group are
just emerging from their transformative teenage years and are expected to shape or strengthen their
sense of self more independently with less protection from their primary caregivers (Carlson, 2004;
Paxton, Eisenberg, & Neumark-Sztainer, 2006; Viner & Macfarlane, 2005). The messages they
receive around health, appearance, fitness and bodywork overall are particularly influential, and
potentially confusing and harmful to them as they are strongly associated with self-identity, selfworth, morality and personal value. These are concepts that are still developing and are not yet
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strongly fixed in young adulthood (Gerber, 1997; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a). I demonstrate
these difficulties and complex negotiations in Chapters 4–6.
The challenge for this research is thus to find a non-binary, complementary dualistic approach that
accepts the intricate relationships of dominant social discourses within which bodies are caught in
their socio-cultural environment, to study the body empirically; while also accepting, recognising and
critiquing the social conditions that frame bodies, or more specifically bodywork, within dualistic
concepts. The concept of dualism with two non-binary, complementary positions provides a helpful
tool for this inquiry. The concept can, however, be misleading because dualistic discourses are often
perceived as simplistic and imprecise (Elbow, 1993; Nardi, 2017). In contrast to this common
understanding, in this thesis, I see dualistic discourses as powerful forms of communication evolved
from and based on various social structures with high levels of complexity. Dualisms, in this sense,
are not understood as a reductionist approach of the world to binary oppositions or a binary logic, but
instead, as the expression of social constructions that help to communicate and navigate complex
relationships, norms and ideals that are constantly changing and are influenced and shaped by one
another. These complex relationships derive from intricate entanglements of various discourses and
forces that help to establish the relationship between the body and society as a key issue in sociology,
particularly feminist theory (Coffey, 2012).
While most studies on bodywork or body image focus on one or more specific influences that shape
the embodied understanding and experience of the body in a specific direction, using dualisms or
differences as concepts to formulate problem statements offers a helpful analytical lens to discuss and
create novel insights into the concerns people develop in attempting to navigate contradictory or
different expectations, norms and ideals that are attached to body images and to how the body should
be worked on in regard to its appearance, health and functionality. While various discourses build
dualisms that create possible tensions and contradictions that shape the way individuals experience
their body and bodywork practices, within the scope of this PhD thesis, I primarily examine the three
dualisms that stood out most significantly from the conducted interviews: health and appearance;
empowerment and (self-)surveillance; and pride and shame. Each of these dualisms is characterised
by its strong suggestion of the body as a sign-bearing, sign-wearing symbol in contemporary society
and consumer culture as a source of personal value and self-identity (Featherstone, 1991; Giddens,
1991).

1.3.2 Methodology, Main Findings and Arguments
To discover and discuss the introduced dualisms, I applied a qualitative, inductive research approach
by conducting 24 in-depth interviews with 12 female and 12 male gym exercisers between the ages
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of 18 and 24 years. In the discussion and analysis around body and bodywork norms, I focus primarily
on the embodied experiences and understandings held by participants regarding the body, and their
decision-making processes about whether and how to work on their body.
The main findings and arguments drawn from the conducted interviews include first the acknowledgement that despite attempts to overcome dualistic thinking in the sociology of the body, participants expressed concerns about negotiating expectations, norms and ideals of a number of different,
yet non-binary dualistic concepts around health, fitness, appearance and overall bodywork. While
these non-binary dualisms are not directly focused on the conceptualisation of the body itself, such
as the mind/body, subject/object, meaning/materiality or agency/structure dualisms, they are focused
on how the body can or should be looked after, modified, shaped, maintained and experienced in the
current socio-cultural environment.
The second finding is that these dualisms and their binary discourses were embodied by the
participants and consequently guided their understanding and choice for their bodies. These dualisms,
their developments and changes guide the understanding and experiences of the bodywork regimes,
body norms and ideals that individuals try to negotiate and navigate. The different expectations of
these dualisms, however, often cause tensions whereby individuals experience constant pressure to
conform to the norms and ideals of both dualistic positions or make the decision to focus more
strongly on one of them because of the social significance they hold for the individual.
The third major finding lies in the recognition that the discussed dualisms take simplistic forms
regarding their language as well as conceptualisation; at the same time, most participants have
complex relationships and show a strong and nuanced engagement in their dealings with these
dualisms. Hence, the overall findings suggest that the way bodies and bodywork are experienced and
navigated is not based on dualistic or non-dualistic conceptualisations of the body and bodywork;
instead, it revolves around the complex and nuanced ways individuals navigate and engage with these.
Since these categories are conceptualised as distinct rather than being experienced and embodied as
different yet strongly interrelated ideas that hold complex relationships with one another, individuals
are left alone in making decisions on how to navigate these discourses, their expectations and reallife consequences. Understanding these concerns is important for building and fostering ongoing and
successful communication and relationships in health matters as individuals resonate and
communicate most effectively with those who share their understanding of the world and understand
the difficulties they face. A mutual understanding can thus help to provide guidance in resolving some
of the tension that young adults feel in having to navigate around the different norms, ideals and
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expectations that are attached to the ideal body and bodywork practices that they are expected to
fulfil.

1.4 Thesis Structure
To address the research inquiries outlined, this thesis is divided into seven chapters. First, I introduce
the research topic and situate it within current bodywork movements and discourses along with the
sociological literature (Chapter 2). I then discuss the methodological framework applied in this
research study (Chapter 3). These introductory chapters are followed by the analytical chapters
(Chapters 4–6), in which I separately analyse the three introduced dualisms—appearance and health
(Chapter 4), empowerment and (self-)surveillance (Chapter 5), and shame and pride (Chapter 6)—by
drawing on the theoretical literature, along with the collected data on the embodied experiences of
the participants. In a last, concluding chapter (Chapter 7), I summarise the core findings of this
research study by referring back to the key inquiries introduced in this chapter. The chapters discuss
the following content.
In Chapter 2, I introduce and discuss current dominant bodywork movements, especially the fitspo
movement, in the context of our late-capitalist, neoliberal society. I discuss how in this
environment—which is characterised by increasing unpredictable and complex risks as well as
changes that cannot easily be predicted, understood or assessed—people have also gained and are
confronted with a new sense of freedom and duty to build and present themselves and who they are
as a person through the choices they make (Featherstone, 1991; Giddens 1991; Mayes, 2015a). The
body, therefore, has become an entity that portrays self-value and self-identity, which can and must
be managed, monitored and controlled by individuals to gain some form of ontological security
(Lupton, 2016e; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). In this context, I discuss and define the concepts of
bodywork as well as the body as a project by primarily focusing on the current popular fitspo
movement. Further, I examine theoretical concepts established in the field of the sociology of the
body, particularly the idea of body dualisms and embodiment. Based on this overview of current
bodywork movements and the theoretical sociological framework of the body, I introduce the
theoretical concept for this thesis, which is based on dualistic concepts that do not consider what the
body is or how it is constructed, but how social discourses build concepts and understandings
individuals embody, based on which they navigate and make decisions around their bodywork.
In Chapter 3, I discuss the methodology applied in this study, which is guided by a descriptive,
qualitative approach built on Charmaz’s (2006) constructivist conception of Grounded Theory.
Taking an inductive research approach, I outline how I will explore the embodied experiences of the
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participants with regard to how the body and bodywork, in the form of physical exercise, is lived and
motivated within the current socio-cultural environment, based on their own elaborations. Qualitative
methodology offers a supportive research design for this purpose as it allows inductive reasoning to
emerge and to build an in-depth understanding of the participants’ behaviour, embodied beliefs, views
and attitudes around the body, bodywork, health and appearance in relation to the social and cultural
environment in which they live.
In analytical chapters, Chapters 4-6, I follow an interdisciplinary perspective, bringing together a
diverse range of disciplinary approaches and drawing on interconnected social discourses that transcend different disciplinary perspectives. This enhances the impact of this thesis in exploring individuals’ understanding of the body and bodywork practices, their concerns and their decision-making
processes. Based on the sociology of knowledge, this thesis explores how the social construction,
production, circulation and transformation of people’s perception and understanding of the world
derives from and is built through various social discourses and intricate power structures. These discourses are not distinct from one another, rather, they are strongly connected to and influenced by
one another, which is why an interdisciplinary perspective is beneficial.
In the first analytical chapter, Chapter 4, I discuss the health/appearance dualism, focusing on the
theoretical background and the participants’ embodied experiences around the expectation of
becoming a healthy subject and of conforming to appearance norms and ideals. In this context, I touch
on the concept of discourses as introduced by Michel Foucault; the medical and media discourses
around health and bodywork in particular and how they have contributed to obscuring the lines
between cosmetic body maintenance and actual health improvements (Evans & Allen-Collinson,
2016; Pylypa, 1998). These blurred lines between appearance and health have led to what many
participants described as increased pressure to work on their body and to shape it in a normative way.
Despite this shared experience, it was overwhelmingly the female participants who indicated they
suffered from body image dissatisfaction if their appearance did not conform to the gendered ideal.
Male participants, on the other hand, focused less strongly on negative and instead on positive body
images that allowed them to experience positive emotions such as feeling good, proud, dedicated and
strong.
In Chapter 5, I examine the empowerment/surveillance dualism that is encompassing bodywork and
body management in the current environment, built upon neoliberal values. I discuss these values and
the participants’ embodied experiences of the neoliberal discourse by tracing the extent to which they
have contributed to feelings of personal empowerment as well as surveillance. I discuss this dualism
drawing on concepts of biopolitics and surveillance as introduced by Foucault (1975/1995;
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1976/1978), healthism and the Quantified Self, which all emerged in this new neoliberal environment
characterised by self-responsibility and self-discipline (Crawford, Lingel & Karppi, 2015; Lupton,
2016g; Millington, 2018). Among the participants, only a small number indicated they engaged in
self-surveillance using self-tracking technology. Those who actively tracked and evaluated their body
movements were almost exclusively driven by a desire for empowerment rather than (self)surveillance. It was, however, self-surveillance that offered them empowerment via a feeling of
control over their body, whereby the two concepts almost collapsed.
In Chapter 6, I discuss the body in the shame/pride dualism. Body shame has developed into an
increasing crisis, specifically among young adults (Gill, 2007b; Grogan, 2016; Harjunen, 2017). At
the same time, body pride—a related but seemingly opposite self-conscious emotion to shame—has
emerged and received new-found significance within the current neoliberal environment that places
a strong emphasis on the visibility of the body as bearer of the self. In this chapter, I discuss how both
emotions, pride and shame as self-conscious and simultaneously social emotions are felt and
embodied as the result of a desire to fit in and create stable social bonds with others. The participants’
elaborations show that shame arises through a sentiment of being socially excluded and as a result of
a deep desire to meet society’s expectations. They reported that the more they feel that they fulfil
normative ideals, the less fear of shame, and hence of exclusion, they experience (Probyn, 2005;
Scheff, 2000). Within this study, body-related pride was almost exclusively discussed by male
participants, while female subjects were more strongly concerned with avoiding shame and not losing
their social bonds. Through this sociological lens, I draw predominantly on Scheff’s (2000, 2003b)
comprehensive literature and also refer to the work of Cooley, Goffman and Probyn to discuss selfpresentation concerns as well as the elicitation of shame and pride as self-conscious emotion.
I draw on Foucault’s work Discipline and Punish to discuss and analyse the participants’ elaborations
on health v. appearance and empowerment v. (self-)surveillance (Chapter 4 & 5), and on Goffman’s
Presentation of the Self to analyse the participants’ discussions around shame v. pride (Chapter 6). I
propose that Erving Goffman’s writing in the Presentation of the Self is complementary to Michel
Foucault’s work on Discipline and Punish, particularly in its analysis of disciplinary power.
Goffman’s analysis would be what Foucault refers to as the ‘microphysics’ of power. Microphysics
is an important concept, even in Foucault’s later work, but it remained a subdiscipline of genealogy
which Foucault himself never pursued (Hacking, 2004). Goffman’s work, which relies upon notions
of social performances and the construction of the self through these performances, allows us to discuss how the embodiment of disciplinary power around health and body norms (as discussed around
the first two dualisms) is an elementary aspect of individuals’ everyday face-to-face interactions.
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In the final Chapter 7, I summarise the most crucial findings of this research project and address key
inquiries around how young gym exercisers deal with dualistic body discourses and their attached
expectations and ideals as briefly introduced in this first chapter.
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Chapter 2: Conceptual Framework—The Body in Late
Modernity
In recent decades, health, beauty and fitness concerns among individuals in Western societies have
experienced significant growth (Dworkin & Wachs, 2009; Grogan, 2016; Harjunen, 2017). This has
created a social context in which the body receives increasing attention as a research subject in various
academic disciplines, as well as a political, social and personal focus of self-care, wellness, health
and bodywork (Coffey, 2016a; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). While the academic discipline of
sociology has shown a long-standing interest in body image, gender and health matters, it has only
recently introduced the body as an interdisciplinary subject in the research field (Hancock et al., 2000;
Howson & Inglis, 2001; Shilling, 2012). This academic shift has followed a strong popular interest
in the body that is pushed by an abundance of newspaper and magazine articles as well as blog and
social media posts that constantly reiterate images of the ‘perfect body’ and offer advice on how to
shape, tone and improve one’s physical appearance (Coffey, 2013b; Kleemans, Daalmans, Carbaat,
& Anschütz, 2018; Millington, 2018). For many, concerns about their health have shifted to an
obsession about transforming the body and the self into a social ideal (Coffey, 2013b; Shilling, 2012;
Vartanian et al., 2012). This obsession has given rise to industries that are concerned with weight
loss, diet, fitness and cosmetic surgery (Coffey, 2013b; Grogan, 2016; Shilling, 2012). Suncorp
(2015) illustrates this trend in its Suncorp Bank Cost of Being Fit report, which indicates that
Australians currently spend in excess of $8.5 billion annually on gym memberships, sports equipment
and fitness trends, which equates to $2,340 a year per household. The unprecedented attention to the
body and exercise regimes in contemporary modern societies reflects the possibility, and to a certain
extent the duty, for individuals to precisely monitor and manage their bodies and shape them
according to socially constructed appearance and health ideals.
In this chapter, I first examine the socio-cultural environment of modern Western societies that
influences how bodies are conceptualised and thus how they can or should be modified, shaped and
maintained. I then discuss ‘body projects’ (Shilling, 2012), and the current popular health- and
appearance-based fitness movement. Following this introduction, I present some of the key
theoretical concepts of the sociology of the body—particularly embodiment and the ways in which
current body movements or projects shape the understanding of the body, its social norms and ideals.
Based on this discussion around current bodywork movements and theoretical concepts, I then
establish the conceptual framework for this study, which is based on embodied dualistic statements
that comprise differences rather than opposites and thereby create a linkage between dualisms and
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embodiment. Last, I discuss these differences and their interconnections by examining bodywork;
more specifically, physical exercise.

2.1 The Insecure Body in Late Modernity
To understand the significance currently assigned to the body, it is worth first discussing the drastic
shifts that have occurred within the Western world since the mid-nineteenth century. It was this
environment of significant socio-cultural, political and economic change brought by industrialisation,
urbanisation and political democratisation processes, which first arose in Europe, that changed
people’s social and private lives in a drastic manner (Eyerman, 1992; Giddens, 1991; Shilling, 2012).
The concept of ‘modernity’ as a post-traditional or modern era has been established in an effort to
understand the meanings and modes of this new social environment (Eyerman, 1992; Giddens, 1991;
Shilling, 2012). Among these changes, some had direct implications for the body. In particular, with
the rise of the modern State, governments and medical professionals began to ‘civilise’ and take
control over the body as well as the definition and treatment of illnesses (Hancock et al., 2000; Pylypa,
1998; Shilling, 2012). For instance, body weight began to be monitored by health professionals in an
attempt to discipline the body. Later, obesity was named and classified as a disease by the WHO
(2018c), and consequently most Western states, while its diagnosis remained vague and primarily
based on socially constructed indices such as the mathematical formula of the Body Mass Index
(BMI, measured in kg/m2) that has been constantly redefined and adjusted in its categorisation of
‘normal’ health1 (Fabiansson & Fabiansson, 2016; Grogan, 2016; Harjunen, 2017; Nuttall, 2015).
Foucault (1977, p. 153) consequently sees “[t]he body [as] molded by a great many distinct regimes”;
in this sense becoming a reflection of the interplay of various power structures that “[reach] into the
very grain of individuals, touches their bodies and inserts itself into their actions and attitudes, their
discourses, learning processes and everyday lives” (Foucault, 1980, p. 39).
Meanwhile, amid these transformations of the modern age, religious institutions gradually lost their
status as regimes of power over the regulation of individuals’ bodies, if not over society’s organisation
overall (Giddens, 1991; Shilling, 2012). In traditional societies, religion or spirituality provided
guidance and established norms and moral beliefs to create stability, certainty and secure social
structures as core institutions in promoting solidarity and wellbeing (Eyerman, 1992; Shilling, 2012).
However, modern societies that developed alongside the gradual decline of these religious beliefs and
authorities have failed to replace these values with scientific facts and secular security. While science
has undeniably established a sense of control over certain areas of life, it has failed to provide morals

1

I will lead this discussion more in depth in Chapter 5.
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and norms that bring purpose to people’s existence in the way religion or spirituality did (Mellor &
Shilling, 2014; Shilling, 2012; Weber, 1946). Instead, modern societies have introduced a gradual
‘privatisation of meaning’, which has left an increasing number of people suffering from the so-called
diseases of modern civilisation including depression, loneliness, feelings of emptiness and anxiety
(Beck, 2010; Crossley, 2001a; Shilling, 2012).
Further changes and innovations occurring in science and technology since the 1950s have
exacerbated these feelings of insecurity and the rise of fundamental concerns among citizens in late
modern civilisations (Beck, 1986/1992; Giddens, 1991, Lupton, 2016a). Late or postmodern
societies2 have thus turned into what German sociologist Ulrich Beck (1986/1992) describes as ‘risk
societies’. People in these environments are increasingly exposed to unpredictable and complex
changes that cannot easily be understood, measured, predicted or assessed (Beck, 1986/1992;
Eyerman, 1992; Giddens, 1991). Beck (1986/1992, p. 21) describes a risk society as “a systematic
way of dealing with hazards and insecurities induced and introduced by modernization itself”. In this
sense, Beck (1986/1992) argues that modern societies, in the transition from industrial to postmodern
risk societies, have given rise to distinctively self-created or—as Giddens (1998) refers to them—
‘manufactured’ or ‘man-made’, risks. These self-created risks have been strengthened through radical
technological advances that have created complex economic, social and political structures with
global interdependencies (Beck, 1986/1992; Giddens, 1998; Lupton, 2016a). Examining and
attempting to mitigate the global impact of possible risks has consequently become increasingly
difficult (Beck, 1986/1992; Giddens, 1998; Shilling, 2012).
In this diffuse and complex environment, newly arisen risks are experienced as “low-probability highconsequence risks” (Giddens, 1990, p. 133), thereby creating a society with a distinct risk profile
(Giddens, 1991). Giddens (1999) emphasises, however, that the contemporary global or postmodern
society is not confronted with more risks than were traditional or modern civilisations, but is exposed
to forms of risk that create greater anxiety regarding the future and its uncertainty. The awareness of
this climate has given people a sense of insecurity; most profoundly about who they are themselves,

2

The terms ‘late’ and ‘postmodern’ describe the socio-cultural and economic state of society that emerged after the
modern age. While some philosophers—most prominently Jean-Francois Lyotard and Jean Baudrillard—argue that society and its structures have entered a radically different ‘postmodern’ stage, others conceptualise contemporary social life
as ‘late modernity’ (Giddens, 1991; Kroker, 1992; Lyotard, 1979/1984; Zurbrugg, 1993). Late modern societies, Giddens
(1991) argues, have not completely changed but emerged through the extensions and developments of the same social
forces that built social structures of preceding modern societies. However, these forces are embedded within a different
time–space dimension and characterised through the loss of tradition (Giddens, 1991; Held & Thompson, 1989). I use the
concepts of both, late and postmodern societies, throughout this thesis depending on the author to which I am referring.
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how they want to present themselves and with whom they want to identify (Giddens, 1991). Giddens
(1991, p. 70) describes the individual’s experience in this environment as follows:
What to do? How to act? Who to be? These are focal questions for everyone living in circumstances
of late modernity—and ones which on some level or another, all of us answer, either discursively or
through day-to-day social behaviour.

While some earlier societies with their strict social structures provided their citizens with more-orless clearly defined roles, social expectations and rules, post-traditional societies require individuals
to work out their social roles and self-presentation for themselves (Beck, 1986/1992; Eyerman, 1992;
Giddens, 1991). Individuals are inevitably forced to make significant choices throughout their lives,
ranging from everyday decisions about clothing or leisure time activities to high-impact questions
about morals, relationships and career paths (Giddens, 1991). The rejection of labels in terms of
traditional categories such as class, status, gender, religion or race is a central characteristic of posttraditional cultures (Beck, 1986/1992; Crossley, 2001b; Giddens, 1991). Modernity in this sense has
introduced a new way of living and experiencing the world as a human construct (Beck, 1986/1992;
Eyerman, 1992; Giddens, 1991). Modernity thereby offers individuals an unprecedented sense of
freedom to contribute to society and to independently build a sense of self, but simultaneously
strengthens feelings of insecurity and anxiety (Beck, 1986/1992; Eyerman, 1992; Giddens, 1991).
It is within this context of new-found social freedom, the gradual destruction of former religious
social structures, the privatisation of meaning and an increased risk profile, that the body has become
a decisive bearer of the self (Beck, 1986/1992; Eyerman, 1992; Giddens, 1991). Individuals have
“[become] responsible for the design of [their] own bodies” (Giddens, 1991, p. 102) through which
they can present who they are as a person. The body in this sense has come to carry symbolic value
and is an outward expression of what one is inwardly experiencing; it carries the self through how
one likes to style and present themselves, or experiences health and sickness (Bourdieu, 1980/1990;
Mayes, 2015a; Sterne, 2003). This new role assigned to the body provides individuals with a new
freedom and at the same time a duty to manage their bodies in accordance with how they wish to be
perceived by others. Bodies consequently have become projects that need to be managed and are a
signifier of the self as well as an instrument of self-responsibility. I elaborate on these concepts and
ideas around body projects in the following section.
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2.2 Body Projects—The Body as Representation of the Self and
Instrument of Self-responsibility
The new significance assigned to the body as representation of the self in the late modern era has
significantly changed the ways individuals perceive, live, work on and experience their bodies.
However, the idea of the body as manifestation of the self, in its many forms, is not new; it has been
practised in almost all cultures throughout human history (Shilling, 2012; Singh & Singh, 2011).
Ancients Egyptians, for instance, were particularly obsessed with beauty and idealised versions of
themselves. Men and women indulged in early forms of bodywork through the use of make-up, oils
and perfumes that helped them not only to enhance their appearance but also express their identity3
and their social status (Chaudhri & Jain, 2009; Lucas, 1930). While customary models of socially
acceptable bodies in these traditional societies were developed through communal rituals, modern
body projects developed to be more complex and require more reflexivity of the self and the
environment (Featherstone, 2000; Shilling, 2012; Sweetman, 1999). At the same time, despite the
globalised environment of postmodernity that has transformed the world into a global, more
homogenous society, bodily appearances, their symbolic meanings—and consequently the required
forms of bodywork—have remained to differ distinctively among societies and cultures (Frith &
Mueller, 2010; Shilling, 2012).
Regardless of specifics, perceiving the body as a project always demands individuals’ acceptance to
engage in ongoing efforts to construct, change or simply look after their bodies (Featherstone, 1991;
Giddens, 1991; Shilling, 2012). For some, these efforts have become addictive and highly consuming
of personal resources, whereas others are less interested in spending a vast amount of time or money
on their bodies (Chaline, 2015; Engeln, 2017; Shilling, 2012). Despite these differences in efforts,
the conception of bodies as projects has established a shared socio-cultural understanding and
consciousness about their management and appearance (Featherstone, 1991; Giddens, 1991; Shilling,
2012). The body as social entity has consequently become a mirror of personal determination, work
ethic and morals. Mol and Law (2004, p. 57) summarise these efforts as follows:
What this suggests is that the assumption that we have a coherent body or are a whole hides a lot of
work. This is work someone has to do. You do not have, you are not, a body-that-hangs-together,

3

The definition and theorising of identity as a concept has a rich and complex history that derives from disciplines
including sociology, philosophy and psychology (Cover, 2015). The central questions in the literature revolve around the
questions of “Who am I?” and “Who are we?” (Cover, 2015, p. xi). Identity comprises indemnificatory categories that
are offered in language, media and culture, which in connection to personal experiences and memories create the present
self (Cover, 2015). The concept of identity in this thesis is applied as a conceptualisation of the self to refer to people’s
self-perception as well as their self-presentation (see Chapter 6).
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naturally, all by itself. Keeping yourself whole is one of the tasks of life. It is not given but must be
achieved, both beneath the skin and beyond, in practice.

This task that Mol and Law (2004) describe as ‘keeping yourself whole’, has become especially
important in regard to the construction of healthy bodies as a central form of body projects in late
modern societies (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). Health has become a status marker;
conversely, illness has been framed as a threat to the individual and society as a whole (Brownell et
al., 2010; Mayes, 2015a, 2015b). The ‘obesity epidemic’ in particular has, from the early 1990s,
concentrated the attention of public health researchers, health policy makers and social scientists on
the fat body (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). The perception of overweight bodies has
been framed as an epidemic spreading through society with the potential for detrimental social,
political, economic and environmental consequences (Brownell et al., 2010; Mayes, 2015a;
Monaghan, Colls, & Evans, 2013). Obesity is declared a disease caused by individuals’ lack of selfcare, discipline and responsibility (Lobstein, Baur, & Uauy, 2004; Visscher & Seidell, 2001).
However, at a time when health is becoming increasingly threatened by global social, economic,
political and environmental risks and changes, these social factors are often denied or hidden in the
public and medical discourse. Instead, the blame is shifted onto the individual, who is directed to selfcare regimes to improve or uphold their personal health and wellbeing (Baum, 2016; Mayes, 2015a,
2015b). This discourse around personal responsibility, referred to as healthism, is promoted by
governments that are interested in directing the rise in welfare and health costs imposed by unhealthy
bodies back to individuals (Callahan, 2013; Crawford, 1980; Mayes, 2015b). Healthism and its
promotion of self-care regimes requires individuals to acknowledge their responsibility and “the
notion that the body is a project whose interiors and exteriors can be maintained as fully functioning
and optimised in terms of their efficiency” (Shilling, 2012, p. 7). The healthy body hence protects a
society and its institutions by being a productive force for the economy that supports and protects
government spending (Harjunen, 2017; Pylypa, 1998; Shilling, 2012). This notion of the body as
creating security is, however, not unique to the late modern area (Shilling, 2012). In Technologies of
the Self, Foucault (2000) outlines regimes of self-regulation imposed on citizens in ancient Rome.
While in traditional societies these body projects focus primarily on building a strong and healthy
self, transpired within a broader philosophical tradition, in the modern era, health-based body projects
are imposed and guided by governmental rationalities that are set in place for the administration and
sustainment of social law and order, as well as the overall wellbeing of society (Mayes, 2015a;
Pylypa, 1998; Shilling, 2012).
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Body projects in late modern societies are, however, not concerned only with inner health; but
increasingly also with the outer appearance of the body. I discuss these two forms of body projects
and their connections in the following section.

2.3 Body Projects of Health and/or Appearance
In the environment of the late modern era that is characterised by a strong visibility of the body,
health concerns have become increasingly associated with concepts of beauty and attractiveness as
well as the presentation of the self (Goffman, 1959; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). Body projects
focusing on health are hence not restricted to building a strong, functioning self, but also help to
reduce anxiety and concerns related to how bodies look, and how they are perceived by others
(Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). These concerns have been reiterated by the
production of a large number of self-help, fitness and dietary books, magazines, blogs and social
media accounts (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). The construction of health in this
media environment suggests that self-governance follows or, according to various media discourses,
has to follow the rationale of consumerism (Featherstone, 1987). The body within this discourse has
become a commodified entity that requires consumption to achieve not only inner health but also a
healthy looking, attractive appearance (Featherstone, 1987; Harjunen, 2017; Lupton, 2017a).
Media and advertising culture in particular are the key conveyors of the health-attractiveness
discourse by flaunting the attractive body as tool to promote various consumer products (Daniel &
Bridges, 2010; Grogan, 2016; McKinley, 1999). The reiteration of these media images creates a
dominant social discourse of the idealisation of the thin, fit female and the muscular, lean male body
(Featherstone, 1991; Millington & Wilson, 2016; Pylypa, 1998). The fit, lean body is perceived as
more desirable, successful, healthy, beautiful and sexy in contemporary Western culture
(Featherstone, 1991; Lupton, 2017a; Mayes, 2015a). The unfit body, in contrast, is ugly, unsexy and
unpopular (Dolezal, 2015; Featherstone, 1991; Mayes, 2015a). In cultures like that of Australia where
appearance has become a representation of the self, the penalties of bodily neglect include the
marginalisation of individuals’ social acceptability (Dolezal, 2015; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a).
Fat people are perceived as immoral or deviant in terms not only of their appearance but also of their
selves (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). Such discourses have helped to build and
shape a culture in which the effects of body projects have begun to impose significant pressure on
those who engage in habits that are detrimental to the body’s health or appearance (Harjunen, 2017;
Pylypa, 1998; Shilling, 2012). Within this environment, health, fitness and physical attractiveness—
and how this is defined through a muscular yet athletic and lean body ideal in the current discourse
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around fitness—have become almost symbiotic, despite the fact that attractiveness is not necessarily
an indication of health or fitness (Cairns & Johnston, 2015; Featherstone, 1991; Mayes, 2015a).
The media discourse within our highly visual late modern society has consequently seen an
unprecedented rise in what Robert Crawford (1987) calls ‘the new body consciousness’. The concept
of the body consciousness captures the social significance associated with the body as messenger of
health or illness as well as self-identity, whereby body projects have become central to many within
Western societies (Featherstone, 1991; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). The latest Australian Census
conducted in 2016 testifies to this rising importance of the appearance of the body by registering jobs
growth particularly for fitness instructors and beauty therapists (Bagshaw & Martin, 2017). Renee
Engeln (2017) accuses our appearance-obsessed culture of suffering from ‘beauty sickness’, a mental
state she applies in discussing women who are more worried about, and invest more time, attention
and emotional resources into, their appearance rather than on other, arguably more fulfilling, aspects
of life. The significance assigned to the body’s appearance in the current social climate has introduced
a proliferation of bodywork practices that suggest women as well as men can change, mould and
create ‘a body by design’ according to their own desires (Featherstone, 2000; Giddens, 1991; Shilling,
2012). In reality, however, these efforts are constrained through corporeal dispositions as well as
various other factors including financial resources and religious, spiritual and cultural belief systems.
Some of the most popular bodywork practices related to both health and appearance are fitness and
exercise regimes. All participants in this study subscribed to this form of body project even though
the stakes they held in their pursued goals varied greatly, as I discuss throughout the thesis. First,
however, I discuss the current popular fitness movement in further depth in the following section.

2.3.1 Fitspo as Modern Body Project Movement and Its Gendered Body Ideals
With the technological revolution of social media and growing concerns and visibility of the body
over the last decade, a new fitness movement has emerged as a socio-cultural phenomenon that
reaches beyond gym workouts and physical activity (Andreasson & Johansson, 2014; Sassatelli,
2006). The fitness culture represents a lifestyle4 surrounding physical exercise, fitness, wellness and
health that is accompanied by commodities such as lifestyle and beauty magazines, cookbooks,
workout fashion and commercially driven, sophisticated and interactive hardware and software

4

A lifestyle can be defined as a cluster or network of habits, behaviours, choices and orientations that create a certain
unity. People follow—some more consciously than others—a certain lifestyle whereby they connect the seemingly large
number of options provided within our current modern society and consumer culture in a more or less ordered pattern
(e.g. living a healthy, fit lifestyle) (Mayes, 2015a).
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including various self-tracking devices (Andreasson & Johansson, 2014; Millington, 2018; Sassatelli,
2006, 2010).
New technology such as smartphones and social media platforms that support the increasing interest
in corporeal aesthetics and health have created the perfect environment for movements like the
fitspiration or fitspo movement to emerge and rise (Andreasson & Johansson, 2014; Norton, 2017;
Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016). Fitspiration refers to the promotion of a healthy, toned, fit body and
lifestyle through motivational messages via texts, images, videos or a combination of these (Norton,
2017; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016). These messages are used to encourage its viewers to push
themselves to achieve their physical goals (Norton, 2017; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016). The term
got its name from merging ‘fitness’ and ‘inspiration’ as the messages are meant to inspire people to
follow their goals to transform their bodies and—through their bodies—their selves (Norton, 2017;
Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016). Many Instagram bloggers who promote these body ideals and fitness
routines have become minor celebrities who inspire a wider audience to follow their workout
programmes (Norton, 2017; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016). One of the most successful fitness
trainers in the world, who initially promoted her workout and lifestyle programme solely through
social media platforms, is the Australian Kayla Itsines (Figures 2 & 3). By the beginning of 2018,
Itsines had almost 10 million followers on Instagram and had published a series of fitness ebooks as
well as a meal plan and workout app, through which she amassed an estimated wealth of US$63
million (O’Connor, 2017; Smallwood, 2017).

Figure 2: Kayla Itsines (2018)

Figure 3: Kayla Itsines (2016)

While promoting a seemingly natural and healthy body project, amid an explosion of social media
fitspo accounts and online blogs that have come to compete with one another, the movement began
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to increasingly endorse unrealistic, ultra-fit (looking) figures. These seemingly ideal figures helped
to attract more followers who wished to mould their bodies in the ‘best’ and ever more drastic way
(Norton, 2017; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016; Zimmerman & Dahlberg, 2008). In this sense, fitness
has become a commodity that is sold through model bodies, and even though most fitspo models have
a seemingly healthy body defined by muscles and curves, they still portray one specific type: a fit,
toned, thin ideal that not every woman can conform to (Norton, 2017; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016;
Zimmerman & Dahlberg, 2008). The new fitness trend has consequently been accused of creating an
equally unhealthy body obsession in the way that the media—advertising in particular—has been
accused of for decades (Norton, 2017; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016; Zimmerman & Dahlberg, 2008)
and that can lead to body image issues, low self-esteem, obsession with food and exercise, and even
eating disorders.

Figure 4: Gymaholic (2018)

While the fitspo movement is mainly targeted at a female audience, men follow similar hashtags that
feature muscle-building and cutting-centric content. The increased social pressure and anxiety to look
lean, fit and especially muscular have, therefore, become increasingly more prominent also among
men (Carrotte et al., 2017; Wagner, 2017). The portrayed body ideals are ripped with a defined
muscular yet slim physique. Men are encouraged to build big muscle masses while simultaneously
losing weight by lowering their body fat percentage—a process referred to as bulking then cutting
(Antoniu, 2015; King, 2014; Schuler, 2015). These expectations have led men to increasingly suffer
from body dissatisfaction, disordered eating, steroid abuse and muscle dysmorphia (Burlew & Shurts,
2013; Galioto & Crowther, 2013; Grogan, 2016). Muscle dysmorphia, in particular, has arisen amid
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this fitness trend as a distinct form of body dysmorphic disorder, a mental disorder that manifests
itself as a fear of losing muscle mass or lacking a defined muscular, ‘shredded’ appearance (Grogan,
2016; Leit, Gray, & Pope, 2002; Tod, Edwards & Cranswick, 2016). Being surrounded by media
messages, particularly the abundance of muscle-centric fitspo images on social media platforms, can
intensify anxiety about ‘appropriate’ muscle size and definition (Fardouly & Vartanian, 2016;
Grogan, 2016; Palmer, 2015; Prichard, McLachlan, Lavis, & Tiggemann, 2017; Stronge et al., 2015).
The rhetoric used by fitness movements (e.g. Figure 4) focuses on strength and overall hypermasculinity as well as morals such as self-reliance, self-discipline and self-determination. This can
trigger or strengthen a feeling of insecurity for men who suffer from the effects of muscle dysmorphia
or body dissatisfaction in general, based on the belief that the size and fitness of their body is lacking,
and is a reflection of their lack of masculinity (Gray & Ginsberg, 2007; Grogan & Richards, 2002;
Hunt, Gonsalkorale, & Murray, 2013; Winograd, 2016).

2.3.2 The Body Consciousness Movement and the Boundaries of the Body
The seemingly healthy bodywork trend around the fitspo movement has not only come to increasingly
challenge the limits and boundaries of the body (Norton, 2017; Shilling, 2012; Tiggemann &
Zaccardo, 2016); it has simultaneously become a form of identity work (Burke, 1980; Goffman, 1959;
Mead, 1934; Stryker 1980) in the late modern era, offering individuals the opportunity to engage in
controllable self-presentation practices (Best, 2010; Harjunen, 2017; Shilling, 2012). Projects of
health and fitness exemplify the proliferation of ‘controllable’ options and the choices people
currently have available to create and shape their self-identity (Grogan, 2016; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling,
2012). These forms of work applied to their body offer individuals not only new and more defined
ways of self-presentation but also a feeling of ‘being in control’ and having their bodies as “island[s]
of security” (Shilling, 2012, p. 7) within an increasingly insecure social world (Beck, 1986/1992;
Giddens, 1998; Mellor & Shilling, 2014). Within this unstable and risky global environment where
people are exposed to potential risks over which they have little control, they now have the possibility
to at least control their body by regulating its size, shape and appearance (Cairns & Johnston, 2015;
Mavelli, 2017; Shilling, 2012).
At the same time, however, these body projects can become the source of new insecurities, uncertainties and anxieties, as outlined in Section 2.2. While fitspo images and messages suggest that the
body has become increasingly more malleable and can be transformed to perfection, it is still constrained by its given frame and cannot be shaped and changed interminably according to individuals’
free wishes and desires (Barnes, 2012; Holland, 2016; Shilling, 2012). Even hard-core exercise combined with a strict diet only allows the reconstruction of the human body within certain inherent
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boundaries5 (Bordo, 1993b; Holland, 2016; Shilling, 2012). Most images of idealised bodies are thus
strongly based on pre-existing social, cultural and anatomic inequalities (Baum, 2016; Mayes, 2015b;
Shilling, 2012). People have different corporeal dispositions that influence and lay out the playing
fields on which their body projects can take place (Klein, 2013; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). To
achieve a perfectly proportioned Victoria-Secret-Model-esque figure is as impossible for most
women as it is for most men to transform themselves into a 6-foot-tall muscular, tanned, zero-bodyfat, v-shaped bodybuilder. These inequalities reach into other areas of life, a phenomenon Shilling
(2012) refers to as ‘corporeal imperialism’. Corporeal imperialism describes the favourable treatment
of certain body types, facial features and skin colours over others (Shilling, 2012). Racial inequalities
are mirrored in the current consumer culture that offers cosmetic products such as skin-lightening
creams for dark-skinned people, in India or Nigeria for example, whose societies value lighter skin
tones (Brown, 2019; Mishra & Hall, 2017). Interestingly, skin-lightening products are also popular
in many Asian societies despite the fact that most people in these areas already have relatively fair or
light skin (Liu, 2018; Tai & Sukumaran, 2019). However, most still aim to appear whiter because the
US and various European countries dominate global cosmetic, fitness and fashion markets as well as
the media, which create a body imperialism that establishes a standard of physical beauty based on
the Western ideal (Brown, 2019; Shilling, 2012). The use of double-eyelid tape by many women of
Japanese and Korean descent, in an attempt to look more ‘White’ provides further support for this
theory (Prois, 2017; Shilling, 2012). In this sense, bodies are facilitating and simultaneously constraining expressions of self-identity, social inequalities and a feeling of security and control, all
within the currently encountered and acceptable boundaries of the ideal body (Shilling, 2012).

2.4 Sociology of the Body: The Concept of Embodiment and the Social
Construction of the Gendered Body
Through the fitness, health and overall body or appearance work movements discussed above, as well
as the socio-cultural and political developments that were accompanied by changes in public health
policies and medical technologies, the subject of the body had become firmly established as an
interdisciplinary field of sociology in Europe and Australia by the mid-1980s (Adelman & Ruggi,
2016; Shilling, 2012). In what follows, I discuss some of the core concepts of this research area. I
first outline the concept of embodiment; I then examine the cultural body; and in a third section,
discuss the sexed body and its socio-cultural significance. These introductory remarks build the

5
Body projects that include plastic surgery are increasingly pushing the natural boundaries of the body and allow moulding of the body in ever more drastic ways (Shilling, 2012). However, the body is still limited in the extent to which it can
change. Within the scope of this thesis, I cannot discuss this aspect in more detail.
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groundwork for the conceptual framework of this thesis, which I introduce in the final section of this
chapter (see Section 2.5).

2.4.1 The Concept of Embodiment
In classic sociology, the body was introduced and for a long time treated and discussed as “something
of an absent presence” (Shilling, 2012, p. 12). It was particularly the macro focus of classical theories
that had, on one hand, helped to build a legacy of political and social theories; and on the other,
discussed the structure and functioning of societies as largely guided by a disembodied understanding
of social actors (Adelman & Ruggi, 2016; Felski, 1995; Shilling, 2012). This disembodied approach
derives from a Cartesian6 philosophical tradition that describes a mind/body duality that privileges
cognitive conception and agency as the defining element for humans as social beings (Coffey, 2013a,
2016a; Hancock et al., 2000; Jensen & Moran, 2013). The body is thus not ignored completely in
these early writings, although their disembodied understanding has become increasingly limiting and
unsatisfying for the concept of the body as a distinct research subject (Adelman & Ruggi, 2016;
Shilling, 2012; Waskul & Vannini 2006). The field of body studies has since introduced and carried
forward “a distinction between lived body (Leib) and physical body (Koerper), or body–subject and
body–object” (Stanghellini, 2009, p. 56; Jensen & Moran, 2013; Merleau-Ponty, 1945/1962). The
lived body describes the “body experienced from within, my own direct experience of my body in
the first-person perspective, myself as a spatiotemporal embodied agent in the world” (Stanghellini,
2009, p. 56); while the physical body is “the body thematically investigated from without, as for
example by natural sciences as anatomy and physiology, a third person perspective” (Stanghellini,
2009, p. 56). A new perspective based on an embodied understanding of the self therefore emerges
from this discussion. Despite the increased focus on this new approach, the definition of embodiment
remains vague and ambiguous (Kiverstein, 2012). Broadly defined, in an embodied framework,
cognition is seen as embodied: “[T]he body is understood as playing a role in implementing the
computational machinery that underpins our cognitive capacities” (Kiverstein, 2012, p. 740). Clark
(2008, p. 207) meanwhile provides a more in-depth description:
The body […] is the primary tool enabling the intelligent use of environmental structure. It acts as the
mobile bridge that allows us to exploit the external world in ways that simplify and transform internal
problem solving. The body is thus the go-between that links these two different (internal and external)
sets of key information-processing resources. Hence, the body’s role in such cases is that of a bridging
instrument enabling the repeated emergence of new kinds of distributed information-processing
organization. […] I am inclined, that is, to simply identify the body with whatever plays these (and
doubtless some additional) roles in the genesis and organization of intelligent behaviour.

6

The term ‘Cartesian’ derives from the Latinised name of the French philosopher, mathematician and scientist Rene
Descartes who discussed and established the Cartesian dualism (Lubashevsky, 2017).
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The basic premise of embodiment, which Clark (2008) defines as a ‘go-between’ approach and which
links internal and external information processing, has been largely ignored in classic sociology,
Shilling (2012) argues. Classic sociology’s concern around the body, Shilling (2012) argues, has in
its absent–present nature mainly been implicit and tended to focus selectively on aspects of human
embodiment (Adelman & Ruggi, 2016; Shilling, 2012). For instance, classic sociology has discussed
language and consciousness without identifying that these capacities require information processing
that is always already embodied (Shilling, 2012). Norbert Elias (1991), for example, posits that
people’s ability to use language and consciousness is constrained within, is a part of, and limited by
the body. However, there have been challenges to this view that classic sociology has largely ignored
the complex accounts of the lived body (e.g. Jensen & Moran, 2013).
Further, there is a perception that classic sociology only rarely acknowledges the profound role that
the body plays in human agency7 and was largely bound to the theorisation of the ‘public sphere’ of
modernity (Adelman & Ruggi, 2016; Felski, 1995; Shilling, 2012). Shilling (2012) strongly argues
that the body as embodied agent becomes a vehicle of social agency and thereby reframes the
structure–agency relationship between the body and society. Shilling (2012, p. 13) writes:
It is our bodies that allow us to act, to intervene in, and to alter the flow of daily life, and I would
suggest that it is impossible to have an adequate theory of human agency without taking into account
the reflexive, thoughtful and practical potentialities facilitated by or [sic] embodiment. In a very
important sense, acting people are acting bodies.

However, despite this perception, classic sociology has not always been oblivious or indifferent to
the embodied dimensions of social relations and is not purely disembodied (Adelman & Ruggi, 2016;
Hancock et al., 2000; Shilling, 2012). With its focus on the structure and functioning of societies as

7

Agency is a complex concept that has been highly debated in the sociological literature, specifically in regard to its
existence outside socio-cultural discourses that influence and guide people’s understandings, actions and interpretations
of the world: “A general consensus coheres around the idea that individual action is circumscribed by structural constraints at the same time that structural forces fundamentally constitute the selves of individual actors” (Hitlin &
Kirkpatrick Johnson, 2015, p. 1429). This definition derives from arguments formulated by authors like Bray and Colebrook (1998) and Rose (1996) who proclaim the discussion around agency as a false problem because the body as a prediscursive matter cannot comprise agency in the shape of a mysterious force that itself is organised and limited by and
through social structures such as gender and ethnicity. I do not discuss the concept of agency more in depth within the
scope of this thesis; instead, I examine socio-cultural forces that guide people building opinions, views and understandings
towards certain ideas, based on which they assess and make personal decisions. This perspective provides a socio-psychological approach that can be tied to the concept of a ‘bounded agency’, which describes a social agency that is influenced but not determined by individuals’ environments and their internalised socio-cultural discourses (Hitlin &
Kirkpatrick Johnson, 2015). Bounded agency describes an individual’s opportunity to shape their life course through their
decision and thereby focuses on individual subjects rather than structured individualisation, without neglecting the perspective of socio-cultural structures that offers and limits people’s choices (Hitlin & Kirkpatrick Johnson, 2015;
Shanahan, Elder, & Miech, 1997). The choices that individuals make (e.g. how to look after, work on and shape their
body) are thus guided by the possibilities that are available and the possible benefits that these decisions bring to them
(Hitlin & Kirkpatrick Johnson, 2015). For instance, good-looking, fit people in Western societies are perceived to be
disciplined while having self-control and willpower (Pylypa, 1998)—attributes that may help to reach a higher social
status, obtain a better job and so on (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Mears, 2014).
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well as the characteristics of human actions as seemingly rational concepts of being in the world,
socio-political theories of classic sociology have unavoidably come to include aspects of human
embodiment (Adelman & Ruggi, 2016). Karl Marx, for example, discusses the assimilation of the
body during the introductory process of capitalist technology, and George Simmel lays out the
embodied nature of the human subject that forces individuals to build and maintain relationships with
others (Adelman & Ruggi, 2016; Shilling, 2012).
These early discussions around the body also provide the foundation for the work of recent social
theorists who aim to overcome the seemingly disembodied approach that sociology traditionally
imprints on the body. Foucault (1975/1995), for example, who is associated with the structuralist and
poststructuralist movements, theorises that the body is controlled through diffuse, all-encompassing
power structures exercised within social discourses that people embody through their interactions
with the social world. These social discourses subsequently guide individuals in building their opinions, views and understandings about certain concepts (e.g. health and appearance), based on which
they assess and make personal decisions and develop conformed attitudes, beliefs and behaviours to
avoid social sanctions. Another theorist, Goffman (1959), who draws on insights from Symbolic Interactionism, in his The Presentation of Self, focuses on the individual. His discussion relies on notions of face-to-face interactions, social performances and personal spaces. The dramaturgical body
is thereby always embedded in social practices and guided through the social world, its norms, values
and expectations. According to Goffman, Turner (1984, p. 24) argues, “the human body has to be
constantly and systematically produced, sustained, and presented in everyday life and therefore the
body is best regarded as a potentiality which is realized and actualized through a variety of social
regulated activities or practices”. Foucault and Goffman’s work still has a profound influence on the
contemporary understanding of the body as a socially constructed phenomenon in the present time
(Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998; Shilling, 2012). In this thesis, I draw on Foucault (1975/1995) (Chapter
4 & 5) and Goffman’s (1959) (Chapter 6) concepts by focusing on how the body is lived and
experienced, and with what intention it is worked on among young gym exercisers. Before elaborating
on this discussion in the conceptual framework section of this chapter, I first discuss the cultural and
the gendered body through this lens of social constructionism.

2.4.2 Bodywork and the Body as a Socio-cultural and Historical Phenomenon
According to the view of social constructionism that sees the body shaped by its social environment,
all societies require their members to exercise certain forms of bodywork practices as part of their
body projects, which are associated with the formation of self-identity (Giddens, 1991; Gimlin, 2007;
Harjunen, 2017). Bodywork consequently has become increasingly important in contemporary
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society where body shape and physical control are understood as central characteristics of people’s
sense of self (Featherstone, 1991; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). Through clearly defined body ideals,
the importance of the body, and the proliferation of bodywork practices, bodies are reshaped
continuously in a myriad of culturally relevant ways (Giddens, 1991).
An indication of the body’s socio-cultural construction is the homogeneous nature of social norms
and ideals concerning the aim of bodywork practices (Frith & Mueller, 2010; Shilling, 2012; Wolf,
1990). While body ideals can vary greatly over time and across cultures, they have strong similarities
within specific environments (Frith & Mueller, 2010; Monasterio, 2016; Shilling, 2012). Studies have
shown that women who identify as Black, for example, are more likely to perceive bigger and more
voluptuous bodies as healthy and attractive (Kelch-Oliver & Ancis, 2011; Molloy & Herzberger,
1998; Patton, 2006), while White women overwhelmingly aim to work towards a thin, toned and
curvy figure such as that portrayed by Victoria Secret models (see Figure 5) (Coffey, 2016a; Grogan,
2016; Harjunen, 2017). This socio-cultural ideal female body type has continuously changed and
been reshaped over time. In the early sixteenth century during the Renaissance era, for example,
Rubenesque full-figured women were perceived as the ideal for White European women (see Figure
8) (Howard & Ginsburg, 2018; Shilling, 2012; Smith, 2002).

Figure 5: Victoria Secret Model Miranda
Kerr (Getty Images, 2012)

Figure 6: Peter Paul Rubens (1606-1611)
'Venus And Cupid'
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Constructions of ideal masculinities and their cultural and historical references are equally as diverse
as the history around the ideals of femininity. South Korean men, for instance, currently strongly
orient themselves on beauty standards of famous K-pop singers who combine hard, muscular bodies
with soft features and who employ a fashion-forward clothing style and make-up (Asher, 2018;
Elfving-Hwang, 2018; General, 2017; Tai, 2018). Korean men also spend an increasing amount of
resources on skin care, especially lightning cream, and are more interested and inclined to have plastic
surgery than are Western men (see Figure 7) (Asher, 2018; General, 2017; Tai, 2018). Western White
men have also become increasingly interested in grooming practices and in their overall appearance.
The so-called metro- and now spornosexual8 man represents the figurehead of these newly arisen and
increasingly accepted forms of masculinity (Gill, Henwood & McLean, 2005; Gough, SeymourSmith, & Matthews, 2016; Ricciardelli, 2011). However, the dominant body ideal for men is still
defined by a more traditional muscular, yet athletic and lean ideal (Boyd & Murnen, 2017; Gill et al.,
2005; Ricciardelli, 2011). Muscularity, particular in the arm, chest and back area, is important to build
the desired v-shape and to signify strength and masculinity (Gill et al., 2005; Grogan, 2016;
Ricciardelli, 2011). Australian actor Chris Hemsworth is a role model for this popular muscular
physique (see Figure 8) (Court, 2016). However, in specific cultures and time periods in the past,
such as during the Victorian era in Britain, muscles were perceived as vulgar and an indicator of a
life centred around hard labour (Diebelius, 2016; Kunitz, 2017; Loria & Kim, 2017). Rather than
strength and self-discipline, muscles were suggestive of a low educational background or at least a
low self-regard (Diebelius, 2016; Kunitz, 2017; Loria & Kim, 2017).

Figure 7: K-Pop Band Dalmatian (2018)

8

Figure 8: Chris Hemsworth
(Muscle&Fitness, 2016)

I introduce and discuss the concepts around the metro- and spornosexual male in Chapter 6.
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While individuals nowadays are portrayed to have the freedom and recourses available to build, shape
or reconstruct their bodies, social expectations concerning the forms and extent of such efforts are,
as outlined earlier, not equal among all members of society and can exacerbate pre-existing social
inequalities (Coffey, 2016a; Gailey, 2014; Shilling, 2012). Feminist discourses suggest that these
inequalities have become embodied for men and women and have subsequently created gendered
bodies (Coffey, 2016a; Gailey, 2014; Shilling, 2012). Women, for example, are expected to invest
more resources in modifying and managing the body than are men (Gailey, 2014; Shilling, 2012).
Women also feel a stronger pressure to be self-critical of their bodies and to engage in bodywork
practices that demand more time, money and effort (Gailey, 2014; Grosz, 1994; Harjunen, 2017;
Shilling, 2012).
Various research studies have been conducted that discuss potentially contributing factors to these
differences in the pressure women and men experience to conform to socio-cultural body ideals. It
has been argued that women are more frequently confronted with ideal female bodies through the
media and that physical attractiveness is perceived to be more essential to the female than to the male
social gender role in Western societies (Buote et al., 2011; Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997; Knauss,
Paxton & Alsaker, 2007; Voges et al., 2019). Buote et al. (2011) further argue that the female body
ideal is defined more strictly and narrowly, while the ideal male body is depicted through more
divergent body types.
Despite awareness of the potentially harmful consequences associated with the pressure to conform
to gendered body ideals, such ideals have a long-standing influence on the conception, treatment and
understanding of the body (Shilling, 2012). In the following section, I outline and discuss the socially
constructed gendered body and the socio-cultural implications of this construction.

2.4.3 The Social Construction of the Gendered Body and its Social Importance
The social formation of the body has played an important role throughout the history of human
civilisation, as it allows to moul and style the body according to social ideals and as expression of the
self. Gender always played a key element within these processes.
In Western societies, individuals are identified with a ‘gender identity’ at birth, which influences the
expectations society places on them and the ways they can or should interact with others (Eagly &
Wood, 2017; Lindsey, 2015; Oakley, 2015; Stockard, 2006). Gender identity is therefore associated
with an array of norms, values and so-called gender characteristics or gender roles, which are perceived
to portray the differences between males and females (Lindsey, 2015; Martin & Ruble, 2004; Stockard,
2006). Based on this concept of gender identity, feminist scholars have historically drawn a distinction
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between ‘sex’—as the biological and physiological differences including chromosomes, sex organs,
hormones and other physical features to determine the differences between men and women—and
‘gender’, which refers to the social and cultural differences that form social roles, positions, behaviours
or identities as socially constructed and characterised by appropriate and inappropriate behavioural and
character traits (Rahman, Jalil, & Hassan, 2008; Stanley, 1984; Wharton, 2009). However, sex and
gender are not necessarily equivalent, which has created a highly diverse and complex discussion
around these concepts9 (Lorber, 1994; Schilt & Lagos, 2017; Wentling, Windsor, Schilt, & Lucal,
2008). Nonetheless, gender identities and their strong associations with certain values and ideals that
are shaped by dualistic female/male categorisations have prevailed until the present time (Coffey,
2013a; Döring, Reif, & Poeschl, 2016; Ridgeway, 2011; Taylor, Peplau, & Sears, 2003). Gender
thereby also fosters its status as a prime social category or identifier for most individuals to make
sense of the world, themselves and others (Coffey, 2013a; Ridgeway, 2011; Taylor et al., 2003). The
body is particularly important in this discussion as it is a “key site where [gender] division is
constructed and played out” (Crossley, 2005, p. 16).
However, the gender dichotomy is increasingly criticised because of its binary differentiation that
only allows membership to either the female or male category (Andler, 2017; Broad, 2002; Hines,
2007). Sedgwick (1990) agrees with this view and elaborates in her book Epistemology of the Closet
how the male/female distinction paints an image that is too simplistic as it hides the complex nature
of human sexuality. Amid the omnipresence of gender as core categorisation within our society,
Sedgwick (1990) further stresses that virtually any aspect of Western culture is incomplete and
damaged without the incorporation of a critical debate around modern sexuality, what exactly it
entails and what it is characterised by. Sedgwick’s (1990) discussions around this topic have emerged
in what is now referred to in the literature as queer theory. However, despite this criticism and the
growing literature on queer theory, people’s self-identity in most Western societies is still associated
with and shaped by a sexual categorisation; thus gender retains its status as a social priority (Grosz,
1994; Salih, 2007). Elizabeth Grosz (1994, p. 207) emphasises “the irreducible specificity of
women’s bodies, the bodies of all women, independent of class, race and history”. Because of the
prominence and importance of gender or sexual male/female binaries to organise social structures,
they thus remain as fundamental and immutable pillars for our society (Grosz, 1994; Salih, 2007).
The distinction between the male and female body is, however, not as simple as seeing bodies as
sexed or as assigned to a specific gender identity. Judith Butler (1990) argues for the decay of the
9
The terms ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ have different meanings for different feminist scholars and are not straightforward but
complex and multifaceted (Ingraham, 2002; Rahman & Jackson, 2010; Stanley, 1984). An in-depth discussion of these
various concepts would be beyond the scope of this study, so I merely sketch out some of the basic ideas and key theories
within this field of study to lead and guide the discussion around topics of body, health and appearance.
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sex/gender distinction as sex is always already implied by gender. In other words, “bodies are
gendered from the beginning of their social existence (and there is no existence that is not social),
which means that there is no ‘natural body’ that pre-exists its cultural inscription” (Salih, 2007, p.
55). Butler’s (1990) elaborations therefore carry the assumption that gender is not a state of being,
but instead one of doing. Gender is performed through comprehensive, cohesive and correlated acts
that fall into socially constructed and strictly regulated narratives (Butler, 1990). Butler (1990, pp.
43-44) discusses this idea in the first chapter of her book Gender Trouble, where she says, “Gender
is the repeated stylization of the body, a set of repeated acts within a highly rigid regulatory frame
that congeal over time to produce the appearance of substance, of a natural sort of being”. In other
words, through the endless repetition of performed gender behaviours, traits and characteristics, the
normalisation of female and male roles inevitably occurs and they come to be perceived as natural
and compelling. This perspective further helps to understand that while gender categorisations are
culturally constructed through language and as such are not ‘real’ (Butler, 1990), their implications
for individuals in their everyday lives are (Butler, 1990; Grosz, 1994; Shilling, 2012). This has
become especially evident around body image and bodywork issues. Gender categorisations and their
inequalities have a strong influence on the choices that are available to people to design their lives,
their selves and consequently their bodies (Coffey, 2013a; Crossley, 2005; Harjunen, 2017). Women
and men are thus still strongly confronted with certain role expectations that lay out the acceptable
practices with which both genders can or should engage and how their appearances can or should be
shaped; and consequently build the social inequalities that are attached to these constructs and
performances (Coffey, 2013a, 2016b; Crossley, 2005; Grogan, 2016; Harjunen, 2017). Historically,
for instance, the female body has always been more strongly objectified and had stricter aesthetic
ideals imposed on it (Bordo, 1993b; Gailey, 2014; Harjunen, 2017; Shilling, 2012). “[W]omen are
somehow more biological, more corporeal, and more natural than men”, Grosz (1994, p. 14) argues.
Throughout this thesis, I examine how and in what ways this discourse is slowly changing by an
increasing visibility and significance assigned with the male body, while the female body remains—
despite strong efforts—highly objectified.
By suggesting that gender is performed, Butler (1990) further acknowledges that individuals are not
free to choose which gender they are enacting, or the nature of this enactment. “’The script’, if you
like, is always already determined within this regulatory frame, and the subject has a limited number
of ‘costumes’ from which to make a constrained choice of gender style” (Salih, 2007, p. 56). Hence,
gender is not just a process of enactment, but a particular type of process, “a set of repeated acts
within a highly rigid regulatory frame” (Butler, 1990, p. 43) that follows certain rules and
expectations, and thus also inequalities (Coffey, 2013a; Harjunen, 2017; Shilling, 2012). Exploring
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the ways in which young women and men treat, see and work on their bodies and their selves,
acknowledging social dominant binary gender distinctions while simultaneously understanding their
cultural origin, is a helpful tool to analyse and understand individuals’ motivations for health- and
appearance-based bodywork practices. Based on the key role that gender plays for individuals to
understand themselves and their social world, I draw on Butler’s theory of gender performativity
throughout the entire thesis and in relation to different core themes, rather than dedicating an
individual chapter to it.

2.5 Conceptual Framework for the Embodied Bodywork: Non-Binary,
Complementary Dualisms
Based on the concepts of the sociology of the body discussed above, I establish the conceptual
framework for this study, which is predominantly based on dualistic concepts. The articulation of the
body in terms of male/female but also subject/object, mind/body and nature/culture dualisms has
created a literature involving binary epistemology in its quest for knowledge. This largely focuses on
enhancing the understanding of one perspective while ignoring the profound contributions offered by
the complement in each dualism. Binary thinking therefore reinforces the discourse of one position
against another while the relationship between them remains dualistic.
To address this gap in the literature, I apply a dualistic concept in this study by formulating problem
statements that contain two different, yet non-binary and complementary positions. For instance, I
examine two concepts—health and appearance, which are predominantly treated separately within
social discourses—by exploring how they and their conflicting or connected norms, ideals and
expectations are lived, experienced and continuously negotiated. Hence, I do not dispute the stance
that the individual and consequently the body is always embedded and influenced by various intricate
ongoing social relationships and discourses. However, I argue that regardless of the complexity of
these forces and their connections, discourses around the body are often simplified in an attempt to
help individuals to understand their social environment and its ideals, norms and expectations more
clearly and hence being able to communicate certain messages more effectively (Gerber, 1997;
Lakoff, 1987, 1994). For instance, information from media and medical sources often includes advice
regarding health or appearance-related bodywork (e.g. grow bigger chest muscles or reduce the risk
of chronic diseases such as type 2 diabetes and heart disease); the two discourses are only rarely
connected to one another or to other social forces, such as consumerism and gender issues. At the
same time, individuals in postmodern societies are expected to fulfil both, becoming healthy and
attractive-looking subjects.
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Focusing on dualisms, or two distinctly treated concepts that emerge from the data collection in this
study, thus helps to focus on specific and concrete issues, pressures, concerns and expectations to
which individuals are exposed and must continuously navigate in the current environment, to become
or remain accepted members of society. However, as outlined in the introduction it is important to
emphasise that these non-binary dualisms are not focused on the conceptualisation of the body itself,
such as the mind/body, subject/object, meaning/materiality or agency/structure dualisms, but instead,
on how the body can or should be looked after, modified, shaped and maintained in the current sociocultural environment-based dominant social discourses that individuals embody. To further elaborate
on and clarify this approach, I discuss the concept of dualism, followed by the one of bodywork.

2.5.1 The Concept of Dualism
Dualism constitutes, in its variety of practices applied in the literature of philosophy, two fundamental
and opposing concepts, positions or principles regarding a particular matter or problem10 (MartinSchramm, Stivers, & Spencer, 2015; Samuel, 2011). Despite attempts to overcome dualistic thinking
in the sociology of the body, a number of dualisms prevail in contemporary discourses around health,
fitness, appearance and overall bodywork. These dualisms are simplified, social constructs that are
made to be different. Through the review of the collected data, it became aparent that participants
subscribe to various dualistic concepts to navigate complex decision-making processes in how to
understand, present and work on their body, and consequently fulfil different social expectations,
norms and ideals.
It is these negotation processes that emphasise the importance to acknowledge and unpack the
interdependencies of different social concepts around body and bodywork practices to explore
everything that is beneath and between them; rather than discussing such dualisms through an
artificial conceptual separation of two socially constructed opposites that lack any point of connection
and ignore dualistic relations and their implications on individuals’ decision-making processes in
whether or how they want to work on their body altogether.
Consequently, the conceptual framework guiding this research project is based on non-binary, complementary dualistic constructs of socio-cultural concepts around the body and bodywork practices.
In contrast to non-complementary, or binary dualisms—which have rigidly constructed boundaries
between two opposites that do not interact with one another or cross over to other social constructs—
a non-binary, complementary paradigm includes two elements without maintaining sharp and clear

10
I use the terms ‘dualism’, ‘binary’ and ‘dichotomy’ synonymously and as linguistic variations throughout this thesis,
without establishing differences in meaning among these terms.
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boundary distinctions between them (Burkhart, 2014; Martell & Deer, 2005; Waters, 2011). Instead,
non-binary, complementary dualisms constitute two social concepts that are different yet strongly
connected concerning the ways they help to define one another while creating and strengthening their
own meaning. This approach is further elaborated in Derrida’s (1972/1982) discussion around difference.
In his essay Différance, a deliberate play11 on the French word différer—which can be translated to
‘to defer’ but also to ‘to differ’—Derrida (1972/1982) raises the argument that difference signifies
various heterogeneous characteristics that engender and direct the construction of textual meaning.
The first element of this construction, deferral, therefore implies that the meaning of words or social
signs can never fully be understood by themselves, but instead, only approached by drawing on other
words and signs that are different from them (Derrida, 1972/1982). In this sense, both positions of
the dualisms established in this thesis help to define one another by and through their differences. For
instance, in the shame/pride dualism that I discuss in Chapter 6, shame is defined as an embodied
experience that is different from pride: shame is not pride and hence, shame is defined by
characteristics or meanings that pride is not, including among other things, by being a dark emotion
without any redeeming qualities. While this difference helps to approach the meaning of pride, pride
can never fully be captured. Meaning, within this philosophical play on difference is hence endlessly
‘deferred’ or suspended through an infinite series of additional descriptions and words without it ever
being possible to build a complete, cohesive or exact understanding. The second notion that Derrida
(1972/1982) discusses revolves around espacement, a word that can be described as ‘spacing’ in
English and that describes the dynamics that differentiate concepts from one another; this establishes
dualisms or dualistic oppositions that create and strengthen meaning themselves. Formulating
dualistic statements within this thesis following Derrida’s (1972/1982) discussion thus helps to better
understand the individual elements of a dualism as well as their embodied experiences among the
participants. This approach thereby provides a perspective not possible for discussions focusing
solely on one notion or on binary, non-complementary dualims.
Overcoming rigid distinct boundaries and discussing different social concepts through their points of
connection not only facilitates an understanding of the interdependencies between them but also
avoids the hierarchical value judgements enabled by binary logics precisely because of their sharp
division of two opposites. In Western philosophy, value judgements are predominantly guided by
‘good’ and ‘evil’ (Martin-Schramm et al., 2015; Samuel, 2011; Waters, 2011). In Western thought,
the concept of ‘good’, if used together with the concept of ‘evil’, is such that one can diminish aspects

11

The French word for ‘difference’ is spelled correctly difference, and is pronounced identically to Derrida’s ‘différance’.
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of the other: something may be good or evil but not both at the same time without diminishing the
other. They need not be equal; rather there is the potential for one to be superior over the other (Waters, 2011). Hence, ‘good’ and ‘evil’ may not overlap, nor may there be any ambiguity about the
meaning of one in relation to the other. Social concepts, including actions, in a binary paradigm can
thus always be deemed acceptable or deviant, but not both. Individuals learn to accept these valueimprinted concepts and consequently guide their decisions and behaviour with reference to what they
feel is expected of them, and the consequences of negotiating different norms and ideals around different social concepts. Non-binary, complementary dualisms reject such value judgements and place
two constructs together in such a way that each remains itself but is also part of the other. In this way,
the hierarchical evaluation that one is superior in some way to the other is not possible.
Removing the clear boundaries of the binary logic consequently causes each construct to compete for
its own recognition and its positioning over that of the other (Martin-Schramm et al., 2015; Waters,
2011). The negotiation process around two non-binary, complementary dualistic concepts is highly
complex; in constant movement; guided by various social discourses and power structures; and dependent on individuals’ personal values and intended goals. Despite efforts to remove binary, noncomplementary dualisms around the sociology of the body and bodywork, some such dualisms prevail to the present day. Social institutions, for example healthcare systems, have great interest in
maintaining such dualisms, as their clear boundaries allow them to impose value judgements
(good/evil) onto different social concepts and create unambiguous, simple messages around them that
the intended audience can easily understand, accept and use as a guide for their behaviour (Waters,
2011). Clear boundaries and binary value judgements thus enable governing of people more effectively in normalising their understandings, values and conduct. An intended value of one position
over the other can, however, be achieved only if they do not blend, and this notion is rejected by the
framework of non-binary, complementary dualisms. Individuals have the freedom, and at the same
time moral duty, to constantly negotiate their understandings of the body and bodywork practices in
regard to different, yet connected, concepts and actions, rather than simply decide to take the ‘good’
action over the ‘evil’. This is what social institutions strive to uphold to be able to influence people
more effectively in their behaviour and may represent the very premise by which these intricate negotiation processes remain almost entirely unaddressed in the literature.
This thesis aims to address this gap in the literature through a conceptual framework guided by nonbinary, complementary dualisms that place together two elements without maintaining sharp and
clear boundary distinctions. This dualistic concept helps to formulate problem statements and offers
a helpful analytical lens for this research to discuss and create novel insights into the understandings
and concerns people carry in regard to their body, body image and health; and how they navigate the
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social expectations, ideals and norms that are attached to these body projects. These dualisms are
always socially constructed; they are never strictly binary or disconnected from one another and are
without clear imprinted good/evil value judgements. Instead, they require individuals to engage in
continuous, complex negotiation processes that are influenced by various social discourses around
different concepts and their social norms and ideals. The three dualistic statements and their
differences discussed in this thesis and conceptualised based on the data analysis are (1) appearance
v. health in regard to building a healthy self; (2) empowerment v. (self-)surveillance in regard to the
construction of the healthy or attractive body; and (3) shame v. pride in regard to the effects of body
image on people’s self-perceptions and social relationships.
Health v. appearance and empowerment v. (self-)surveillance relate to the participants’ elaborations
on how they (have to) navigate different discourses that create knowledge and power around body
and bodywork practices. Pride v. shame, however, focuses on how participants discussed different
embodied social discourses around body and bodywork practices and how this influenced their conduct or ‘performance’ in face-to-face interactions. I draw on Foucault’s work Discipline and Punish
to discuss the participants’ elaborations on health v. appearance and empowerment v. (self-)surveillance, and on Goffman’s Presentation of the Self to analyse the participants’ discussions around
shame v. pride. I propose that Erving Goffman’s writing in the Presentation of the Self is complementary to Michel Foucault’s work on Discipline and Punish, particularly in its analysis of disciplinary power. Goffman’s analysis would be what Foucault refers to as the ‘microphysics’ of power.
Microphysics is an important concept, even in Foucault’s later work, but it remained a subdiscipline
of genealogy which Foucault himself never pursued. Goffman’s work, which relies upon notions of
social performances and the construction of the self through these performances, allows us to discuss
how the embodiment of disciplinary power around health and body norms (as discussed around the
first two dualisms) is an elementary aspect of individuals’ everyday face-to-face interactions. I believe that it is important to include this perspective, as the participants discussed their concerns around
how they were perceived by others and their ‘performances’ in social interactions in relation to body
image extensively within their interviews. I have added this clarification into the conceptual framework in order to address any uncertainties.
I discuss further these non-binary, complementary dualistic problem statements through the concept
of bodywork, or more precisely bodywork practices, in the form of physical exercise. As outlined in
the introduction, it is important to emphasise that the three identified dualisms are not exclusive or
comprehensive in relation to those pervading the field of body and bodywork practices. Plentiful
complementary dualisms can be found today around body and bodywork. However, my aim is not to
make a comprehensive list of such oppositions, but to discuss and unpack key dualisms addressed by
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the participants in their interviews, about which they were most concerned. Before introducing and
debating the social importance of physical exercise in the last section of this chapter, I first outline
the key concepts of bodywork.

2.5.2 Bodywork
Bodywork has become an established although not uniformly defined concept in sociological
literature. However, my attempt to discuss body dualisms through bodywork has made its definition
even more difficult and multifaceted. ‘Bodywork’ has broadly been described as the practices or
‘work’ an individual performs on their own body (Gimlin, 2007). Gimlin (2007, p. 353) further
identifies bodywork as “(ii) paid labour carried out on the bodies of others, (iii) the management of
embodied emotional experience and display, and (iv) the production or modification of bodies
through work”. Bodywork also includes forms of bodily labour in areas of health, social care and the
commercialisation of domestic labour among others (Shilling, 2011). Recent work by Mears (2014)
additionally develops the term aesthetic labour as distinct from bodywork to describe the practice of
screening, hiring and managing workers on the basis of their physical appearance to achieve higher
commercial benefits. For the purpose of this thesis and to address the research questions, I adopt the
concept of bodywork established by Coffey (2016a, p. 4): a “dynamic process by which bodies and
societies shape each other”. This approach derives from Deleuze and Guattari, as well as Spinoza’s
work on productive forces that act on individuals from a broader socio-cultural and historical context
(Coffey, 2016a). This concept, in contrast to the other outlined definitions of bodywork implies an
understanding of the body that reaches beyond the individual and includes its intricate entanglements
with the social world (Coffey, 2016a). I decided to focus on Coffey’s approach in this thesis because
it allows acknowledgement and discussion of social discourses and their interconnections, which
define ‘how the body can be shaped’, regarding its cultural understanding. At the same time, I focus
exclusively on “body work as work performed on one’s own body that connects to aesthetic [and/or
health] modifications or maintenance of the body” (Coffey, 2012, p. 12). In this sense, this concept
of bodywork is comparable to Gidden’s (1991) body projects, Featherstone’s (1991) notion of the
body’s adjustability and Crossley’s (2005) reflexive body techniques, as these concepts all describe
a way individuals in the current neoliberal environment track, manage and aim to change their bodies
and consequently their selves (Coffey, 2016a; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a).
The ontological concept of the body in this thesis differs, however, from these earlier models,
particularly regarding the established relationship between bodies and the societal sphere. While
Giddens’s (1991) ‘body projects’ applies a disembodied approach, Featherstone (1991) aims to
overcome dualism through a classic embodied theory that focuses on the interrelationships between
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nature, culture and society. Coffey (2012) similarly, with her approach to bodywork, advocates for
overcoming body dualism through an embodied approach but follows a Deleuzean and Guattarian
approach that is based on affect and becoming.12
A crucial approach of bodywork as embodied concept particularly builds on Crossley’s (2005, para.
1) ‘reflexive body techniques’, which is based on the conceptualisation of the body as “both a subject
and an object, modifier and modified, […] [that aims to] avoid the trap of conceptualizing
modification in dualistic (mind/body or body/society) terms”. Crossley (2006a) hence emphasises
reflexivity as a tool to discuss bodywork and rejects the dualistic position of seeing the self and the
body as separate entities. His conceptualisation has nonetheless been criticised based on the argument
that reflexivity always requires us to “turn back upon ourselves and objectify our own bodily form,
arriving at an experience of ourselves” (Crossley, 2001b, p. 16-17). Shilling and Mellor (1996) in
response claim that this understanding of reflexivity places the body ‘outside’ the subject and
inevitably creates disembodied social actors (Coffey, 2012). In other words, reflexivity requires
actors who are separated and can thereby look at and actively shape, monitor, guide and construct
their body; characteristic of dualistic conceptions including the subject/object and mind/body
dichotomies, which Crossley aims to avoid (Coffey, 2012). Coffey (2012) consequently criticises
Crossley’s (2006a) reflective bodywork techniques as it entails a disembodied concept and hence
reinforces social inequalities. I agree with Coffey’s criticism and understand bodywork as “dynamic
process by which bodies and societies shape each other” (Coffey, 2016a, p. 4). In particular, I am
interested in how social discourses influence individuals in their decision-making processes and
navigation of different social norms and ideals in how they want to work on their bodies, if at all.
Following on from this discussion on dualism and bodywork, I now address the last element of the
conceptual framework, which is concerned with physical exercise as specific bodywork practice,
through which I discuss the three body dualisms outlined in this thesis.

2.5.3 Physical Exercise and its Social Significance
Physical activity in the form of exercise and sport participation is today construed as essential element
of a healthy lifestyle and is a cornerstone of the highly prevalent and popular fitness movement. The

12

Affect within this discussion is not perceived as emotion; instead, it describes the becoming, changes or variations that
occur through the encounters of bodies that are situated within a field of relationships of forces (Coffey, 2012; Deleuze,
1970/1988). A body is therefore not a specific thing, but can be anything, including a collectivity or a linguistic corpus.
This kind of affective encounter of bodies consequently “forces us to think” (Deleuze, 1968/1994, p. 139) and thereby
“defies consciousness, recognition and representation” (Bogue, 1989, p. 78). Affect further defines what a body can do
in relation to other bodies and thereby allow or force the body to continuously change, instead of remaining a fixed entity
(Cull, 2012; Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1988). For a more in-depth discussion on this topic, especially in regard to the
corporeal body as discussed within this thesis, please see Coffey’s (2012) Doctoral dissertation.
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WHO (2018b, para. 1) defines the modern societal notion of physical activity as “any bodily
movement produced by skeletal muscles that requires energy expenditure”. Exercise is a specific
subcategory of physical activity that is “planned, structured, repetitive, and purposeful in the sense
that the improvement or maintenance of one or more components of physical fitness is the objective”
(WHO, 2018b, para. 3). Physical activity, on the other hand, includes exercise as well as other
activities that involve bodily movement, such as playing sport, working, and undertaking active
transportation, house chores and recreational activities (WHO, 2018b). However, it is physical
activity in the form of exercise that has long played a crucial social and disciplinary role in different
societies. In Discipline and Punish, his 1975 work on the historical disciplinarian regimes of the body,
Foucault (1975/1995, p. 297) defines exercise as:
[the] technique by which one imposes on the body tasks that are both repetitive and different, but
always graduated. By bending behaviour towards a terminal state, exercise makes possible a perpetual
characterization of the individual […] It thus assures, in the form of continuity and constraint, a growth,
an observation, a qualification.

Foucault (1975/1995), as mentioned earlier, discusses the body as collective that is nowadays
controlled through hidden sanctions, rather than corporal punishments as practised in many traditional
societies. The origin of the aim to control bodies as a collective derives from a Puritan worldview in
which people must be prepared to contribute to society and its wellbeing (Bozkurt & Yesilada, 2017;
Foucault, 1975/1995; Kang, 2009; Uhlmann, Poehlman, Tannenbaum, & Bargh, 2011). Individuals
in current Western societies must be prepared and disciplined for school and later manual or factory
labour, or now predominantly an office work-regimented life. In this sense, authorities discipline or
‘punish’ people with exercise to become a productive contributor to society (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes,
2015a; Pylypa, 1998). Exercise is recommended or prescribed to individuals to improve their health,
maintain their fitness, and as an important means of physical and mental rehabilitation (Craft, Carroll,
& Lustyk, 2014; Knapen, Vancampfort, Moriën, & Marchal, 2015; Warburton, Nicol, & Bredin,
2006). In public discourse, exercise consequently is now framed not as arbitrary punishment but as a
positive outlet for stress resolution and health maintenance, and has also been linked to psychological
benefits including increased body satisfaction, self-esteem (Strelan, Mehaffey, & Tiggemann, 2003)
and overall psychological wellbeing (Maltby & Day, 2001).
A substantive body of work discusses and analyses gym goers’ motivations to exercise (Crossley,
2006b; Dogan, 2015; Laverty & Wright, 2010; Sassatelli, 2010). Gym goers are typically described
as individuals who are interested in taking control of their bodies. It is argued that one of the main
motives behind this interest is the wish to achieve a certain body shape that conforms to contemporary
aesthetic ideals (Dogan, 2015; Laverty & Wright, 2010; Sassatelli, 2010). Crossley (2006b, p. 43)
further argues that for some, the gym is an escape from everyday life, where people “can turn off
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consciousness and submerse themselves in exercise”. Laverty and Wright (2010, p.79) assert that
going to the gym may provide individuals with a heightened sense of morality because it is in itself
“a demonstration of desire to be a good citizen, to achieve and practice individual health responsibilities”.
Gym goers thus are influenced by or show a reaction to normative social discourses around body
ideals and bodywork practices that have been described as inviting individuals to enthusiastically take
responsibility for their bodies and invest in bodywork to perform culturally appropriate selfpresentation (Bordo, 1993b; Dogan, 2015; Sassatelli, 2010). In particular, Sassatelli (2010) argues,
the gym as a commercial institution together with the fitness movement and its cultural relevance
around the commercialisation of body discipline, illustrates the dominant discourses of what is
vaguely defined as ‘consumer culture’. Gym goers therefore are typically addressed as ‘customers’,
as individuals who choose among different commodities and, through the consumption of certain
goods and services, take control of themselves and their bodies (Sassatelli, 2010). Amid the rise of
bodywork movements such as fitspo and the increased visibility of the body, physical exercise as a
way take control of oneself and the body, is becoming more linked to ideal body images. These
images are, however, mostly unattainable and often achieved only through Photoshop (Coffey, 2016a;
Klein, 2013; Martin, 2010). Such ideal constructions further contain a number of paradoxes and
contradictions that exercising, as a practice and discourse, brings out and strives to solve. Some of
these paradoxes, or dualisms, I address and discuss in this thesis.
Ultimately, exercising revolves around and highlights individual choices that gym goers (have to)
make. With the increased visibility and social importance assigned to the appearance of the body—
which is seen as bearer of individuals’ choices and hence their selves—norms of masculinity and
femininity contribute equally to the creation of what Foucault terms ‘docile’ or controlled bodies,13
as does ideal physical fitness (Foucault, 1975/1995; Pylypa, 1998). The concept of the ideal body and
its prominent status in our society can thus have direct yet complex effects on an individual’s personal
body image,14 satisfaction or dissatisfaction and can consequently lead to a range of health and
psychological illnesses and disorders including physique anxiety, decreased psychological wellbeing
13

I discuss Foucault’s concept of the docile body in depth in Chapter 5.
Body image is predominantly defined as the “subjective picture of one's own physical appearance established both by
self-observation and by noting the reactions of others” (Merriam-Webster’s Medical Dictionary, 2018). The concept of
body image can thus refer to either body perception, body satisfaction or both. Body perception refers to an individual’s
own perception of their body size, shape and weight; body satisfaction refers to an individual’s personal satisfaction with
their body size, shape and weight (Massidda, Bastianelli, & Vidotto, 2010; Zaccagni, Masotti, Donati, Mazzoni, & GualdiRusso, 2014). In this thesis, I use the term in reference to both an individual’s body perception and their satisfaction. The
context in which the term is used often provides the clarity to understand its meaning; however, I provide further clarification where the context is not properly established. I decided to use the concept of body image to examine both aspects
of the construct, first because they are often strongly connected with one another and second, to avoid narrowing down
the construct and, consequently, the discussion.
14
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and eating disorders (Boyd & Murnen, 2017; Kleemans et al., 2018; Martin, 2010). Consequently,
physical exercise that strives to satisfy a certain body ideal can in the current climate lead to the
creation of unproductive and costly, rather than fit and productive bodies (Barnes, 2012; Lupton,
2017a; Mowbray, 2017). Particularly among young people, body image concerns have become a
cultural norm and has thus been nominated as one of the issues of most concern in their lives over the
past 30 years worldwide (National Eating Disorders Collaboration, 2018). In Australia, the struggle
of 15–19-year-olds’ with body image was identified as one of the top three concerns for this age
group over the past decade (Mission Australia, 2017). Indeed body dissatisfaction seems to have
become a cultural norm within Western societies (National Eating Disorders Collaboration, 2018).
Despite these negative consequences, with the collapse of traditional social structures that saw
individuals being born into fixed social roles that dress and shape an already defined or fixed body,
in contemporary societies where individuals have the freedom and the duty to form their identity and
social roles by themselves, images of the ideal body—and the physical exercise that is required to
achieve it—have become essential concepts and serve as guidelines to understand social morals and
values, and to create, shape and form a concept of the self (Allen-Collinson & Hockey, 2007;
Deighton-Smith & Bell, 2017; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a).

2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, I offered introductory remarks around the socio-cultural environment of late or
postmodern Western societies that influences how bodies are perceived and the meaning with which
they are assigned as representation of the self and as projects around health and appearance that can
and must be modified, shaped and maintained for individuals’ own security, as well as the stability
of society overall. I then discussed current bodywork ideals, particularly around the fitness movement
and the gendered body as status symbol and consuming entity. Following this discussion, I introduced
some key concepts around the sociology of the body, most prominently embodiment as response to
the mind/body dualism, the shift of the natural to the cultural body and, finally, the gender distinction
that remains at the core of social categorisation through which people make sense of their
environment and themselves and that still have strong real-life consequences for men and women in
the late or postmodern world. Based on this discussion around current bodywork movements and key
theoretical concepts, I built the conceptual framework for this present study, based on embodied
dualistic concepts that comprise differences rather than opposites and thereby establish a connection
between dualisms and embodiment. This concept builds the foundation for the analytical chapters
(Chapters 4–6) in which I discuss the most prominent dualisms that emerged from the data collection
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by analysing the participants’ embodied experiences around body and bodywork, more specifically
physical exercise, which I introduced in the last section of this chapter.
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Chapter 3: Methodological Framework
In this chapter, I discuss the research paradigm I applied in his study, explain this selection, discuss
the Grounded Theory approach and provide details about the sampling process as well as the process
undertaken in addressing the research questions. A descriptive, qualitative approach built on
Charmaz’s (2006) constructivist conception of Grounded Theory primarily guides this research study.
Attending to an inductive research approach, this study explores bodywork in the form of physical
exercise among young Australian gym exercisers through dualistic embodied experiences, as well as
their linkages to dominant gender body appearance ideals and personal health. Qualitative
methodology offers a supportive research design for this purpose as it allows inductive reasoning to
develop, to build an in-depth understanding of people’s behaviour, embodied beliefs, views and
attitudes in relation to the social and cultural contexts in which they live (Coffey, 2012; Creswell,
2009; Crotty, 1998). Unlike previous studies, this research has a central focus on how young gym
exercisers navigate different and seemingly contradictory discourses and their expectations, rather
than focusing on one or several social influences without taking into account different positions and
their effect on individuals’ decision-making processes in regard to how to work on their bodies. A
qualitative approach is helpful in this endeavour as it allows the “complexities and ‘difference’ of the
worlds under study to be explored and represented” (Philip, 1998, p. 267). In this chapter, I discuss
the methodological framework applied in this study by exploring the following concepts: research
paradigm, epistemology, theoretical framework, methodology, methods, analysis and ethical
considerations.

3.1 Research Paradigm
As indicated above, the research design adopted in this study is primarily based on Charmaz’s (2006)
constructivist notion of Grounded Theory. I expand upon this concept in the following sections with
reference to Crotty’s (1998) research design. Crotty’s (1998) design offers a helpful tool for building
a cohesive research paradigm that is an “all-encompassing [system] of interrelated practices and
thinking that define[s] the nature of a research inquiry” (Terre Blanche & Durrheim, 1999, p. 36). To
build a cohesive research paradigm, Crotty (1998, p. 4) suggests considering the following four
questions:
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1. What epistemology—theory of knowledge embedded in the theoretical perspective—
informs the research (e.g., objectivism, subjectivism, etc.)?
2. What theoretical perspective —philosophical stance-lies behind the methodology in
questions (e.g., objectivism, subjectivism. etc)?
3. What methodology—strategy or plan of action that links methods to outcomes—governs our
choice and use of methods) e.g., experimental research, survey research, ethnography, etc.)?
4. What methods—techniques and procedures—do we propose to use (e.g., questionnaire,
interview, focus group, etc). (Creswell, 2003, p. 5; quoting Crotty, 1998, p.2)
Crotty’s framework distinguishes between epistemology, theoretical perspective, methodology and
methods as essential elements of a research paradigm. While the elements are often “thrown together
in grab-bag style as if they were all comparable terms” (Crotty, 1998, p. 3), Crotty suggests that these
terms represent distinct hierarchical levels that entail frameworks and approaches that are embedded
in a particular epistemological stance. Different research paradigms are inherently comprised of
different epistemological positions and, therefore, different views of reality and knowledge, which in
turn guide the methodology and methods applied to the research inquiry (Crotty, 1998; Kivunja &
Kuyini, 2017; Scotland, 2012).
Creswell (2013), who bases his research framework on that of Crotty, implies that these four decisionmaking elements lead to research approaches that are of a quantitative, qualitative or mixed nature,
primarily dependent on the researcher’s initial stance towards the concepts of reality and knowledge.
The qualitative research paradigm substantiating this study is discussed in the following section,
beginning with the broad philosophical assumptions (epistemology), followed by the theoretical
perspective and the more practical decisions about methodology and methods.

3.2 Epistemology
Epistemology constitutes a branch of philosophy that is concerned with the perception of the world
and its sense-making (Lather, 1986). Epistemology is “the nature of knowledge, its possibility, scope
and general basis” (Hamlyn, 1995, p. 242). Crotty (1998, p. 3) defines epistemology, as “a way of
understanding and explaining how we know what we know”. According to Denzin and Lincoln (2008,
p. 31), epistemological inquiries consider the relationship between the knower and the knowledge,
asking, “[h]ow do we know the world or gain knowledge of it?”. Epistemology, hence, “inherently
[reflects] our beliefs about the world we live in and want to live in” (Lather, 1986, p. 259). Based on
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these core assumptions, Maynard (1994, p. 10) explains the relevance of epistemology by
emphasising that “Epistemology is concerned with providing a philosophical grounding for deciding
what kinds of knowledge are possible and how we can ensure that they are […] adequate and
legitimate”.
In the research literature, epistemology is often discussed together with the philosophical concept of
ontology. Ontology is “the study of being [and] is concerned with ‘what is’, with the nature of
existence, with the structure of reality as such” (Crotty, 1998, p. 10). Deriving from this definition,
Crotty (1998) argues that ontology and epistemology are mutually dependent on one another and
difficult to differentiate conceptually when discussing research inquiries. For him, ontology sits
alongside epistemology, guiding the theoretical perspective of a research study. Each theoretical
perspective therefore “embodies a certain way of understanding what is (Ontology) as well as a
certain way of understanding what it means to know (Epistemology)” (Crotty, 1998, p. 10). Crotty
(1998, p. 10) therefore claims that “to talk of the construction of meaning [epistemology] is to talk of
the construction of a meaningful reality [ontology]”. He goes on to argue that ontological and
epistemological issues merge into one another. Based on this argumentation, I discuss both
philosophical concepts – ontology and epistemology - together through epistemology.
No specific epistemological paradigm is, however, exhaustive or comprehensive for all or even one
specific scientific discipline (Vasilachis de Gialdino, 2011; Lincoln & Denzin, 2005; Morgan, 2007;
Poni, 2014). Epistemological paradigms in social sciences, and in sociology particularly, are multiple
and often coexist (Vasilachis de Gialdino, 2011; Lincoln & Denzin, 2005; Mertens, 2005). From a
broad perspective, positivist and interpretivist/constructivist stances represent the two dominant and
competing epistemological schools of thought (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006;
Mertens, 2005). The positivist paradigm adopts principles of natural sciences (Wahyuni, 2012) that
accept the existence of an external, objective social reality that can be studied through “observation
and reason” (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2018, p. 10). The interpretivist/constructivist paradigm
contrast with this worldview and instead sees meaning and knowledge as constructed and thereby
containing multiple understandings (Fosnot, 1996; Shotter, 1995; Thanh & Thanh, 2015). While
reality may exist, this epistemological paradigm argues that it can only be known through experience,
which results in a personal, unique reality that is subjective and relative (Creswell, 2009; Fosnot,
1996;
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interpretivist/constructivist paradigm is hence that individuals “actively construct their own
knowledge and meaning from their experiences” (Rahman et al., 2008, p. 18). This study adopts such
an interpretivist/constructivist epistemological position since, as Vasilachis de Gialdino (2011, sec.
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Epistemological Reflection, para. 10) argues, qualitative methods “presuppose and draw on
interpretive paradigm assumptions”.
Interpretivism/constructivism does not, however, constitute one homogenous paradigm, though they
are closely related in regard to their epistemological position and are therefore often used
interchangeably in the research literature (Chen, Shek, & Bu, 2011; Hammond & Wellington, 2012;
Lincoln & Denzin, 2005). While they share common philosophical roots that aim to understand how
meaning is created, negotiated, maintained and modified they differ in their approaches to achieving
these goals (Chen et al., 2011; Schwandt, 2003). Interpretivists try to understand social phenomena,
the meaning of human thinking and behaviour by applying a logical and empirical methodology
(Chowdhury, 2014; Yilmaz, 2013). Constructivists, on the other hand, assume that the way
individuals experience the world can only be understood by drawing on the interpretations of others
(Ültanır, 2012; Yilmaz, 2013). This thesis applies a constructivist paradigm because the study is
primarily interested in understanding how young people ‘construct’ and see their own bodies in
relation to the social appearance or health ideal, as well as the influence of these constructions on
their engagement in bodywork practices in the form of physical exercise. I aim to build this
understanding through the interpretations of meanings, perceptions and experiences discussed by the
participants.
These meanings, perceptions and experiences or knowledge acquired within the epistemological
stance of constructivism are hence always “socially constructed rather than objectively determined”
(Carson, Gilmore, Perry, & Gronhaug, 2001, p. 7) or perceived (Berger & Luckmann, 1967;
Hirschman, 1985): “Unaffected and universal knowledge of an external reality is not possible beyond
individual reflections and interpretations” (Levers, 2013, p. 3). Lincoln and Guba (1985) argue that
the absence of a universal truth within the constructivist paradigm, and the numerous systems of
meanings upon which the relative and multiple realities are built, makes their interpretation even
more complicated. The subjective nature of realities within the constructivist epistemological
paradigm implies that gathered data are not representative and cannot be generalised (Collins, 2010;
Girod-Séville & Perret, 2001; Scotland, 2012). Instead, they are heavily influenced and shaped by
personal beliefs and values (Collins, 2010). Despite these limiting characteristics, a constructivist
approach suits the purpose of this study, which aims to generate novel insights into young people’s
meanings, beliefs and views associated with body images and bodywork as linked to appearance and
health, which often remain unnoticed in deductive research designs.
The constructivist epistemology further fits the conceptual framework of the body and body image,
which are seen as constructive processes in which individuals are building internal illustrations about
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how an attractive/healthy body should look based on personal interpretations of experiences. These
illustrations are always open to modifications. Body images are, therefore, built through an active
and ongoing process. A mixed-method approach has not been applied as quantitative differences in
understanding of the meanings, beliefs and views of these illustrations are not of key interest to this
study; instead, the main research concern is the in-depth discussion of the underlying meaning and
concerns related to these differences.

3.3 Theoretical Perspective: Social Constructivism
The second element in Crotty’s research framework is concerned with the study’s theoretical
perspective. A theoretical perspective is “the philosophical stance informing the methodology”
(Crotty, 1998, p. 3), which is simultaneously embedded in and guided by the established
epistemological philosophy (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Creswell, 2013; Crotty, 1998; Saldaña, 2011).
However, constructivism is not predictive of a specific theoretical perspective but offers a continuum
with different positions to choose from (Belbase, 2014; Crotty, 1998; Doolittle, 2014; Moshman,
1982). The plurality of theoretical views helps to identify an approach that suits the research inquiry,
to build a differentiated research design (Crotty, 1998; Vasilachis de Gialdino, 2011; Gray, 2004).
Typically, the frameworks on the constructivist continuum are subdivided into cognitive
constructivism, social constructivism, and radical constructivism theoretical frameworks (Belbase,
2014; Doolittle, 2014; von Glasersfeld, 1984). According to von Glasersfeld (1984, 1998), these
subgroups share three essential epistemological principles, to which a fourth has been added based
on recently published studies:
1. Knowledge is not passively accumulated, but rather, is the result of active cognizing by the
individual;
2. Cognition is an adaptive process that functions to make an individual's behavior more viable
given a particular environment;
3. Cognition organizes and makes sense of one's experience, and is not a process to render an
accurate representation of reality; and
4. Knowing has roots in both biological/neurological construction, and social, cultural, and
language based interactions. (Doolittle & Camp, 1999, sec. Constructivism, para. 2)
The essential belief of constructivist epistemology that guides constructivist theoretical frameworks
is thus the notion that individuals actively construct their own knowledge and meaning from their
individual and social experiences (Creswell, 2009; Fosnot, 1996; Shotter, 1995). Different
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frameworks may, however, emphasise the concepts to different extents depending on the ‘degree’ or
‘type’ of constructivism (Doolittle & Camp, 1999).
Cognitive constructivism is typically associated with the construction of knowledge and meaning
through the cognitive information processing of individuals (Doolittle & Camp, 1999). Cognitive
constructivism therefore mainly refers to the first two concepts, which state that “knowledge
acquisition is an adaptive process and results from active cognizing by the individual learner”
(Doolittle & Camp, 1999, sec. The Constructivist Continuum, para. 2). Radical constructivism lies
opposite to cognitive constructivism on the constructivist continuum by particularly emphasising the
first three epistemological principles. These principles state that “knowledge acquisition is an
adaptive process that results from active cognizing by the individual learner, rendering an
experientially based mind, not a mind that reflects some external reality” (Doolittle & Camp, 1999,
sec. The Constructivist Continuum, para. 6). Social constructivism falls between the cognitive and
radical constructivist principle. Social constructivists believe that knowledge and reality are
constructed through discourse or conversation, social and symbolic relationships and interactions
within a given temporal, spatial and cultural context (Amineh & Asl, 2015; Andrews, 2012; Belbase,
2014). Deriving from the epistemology discussed above and supported by the research purpose and
research questions, this study’s theoretical perspective is based on social constructivism.
The central concerns of social constructivism revolve around what ‘knowing’ is and how one “comes
to know” (Fosnot, 1992, p. 167). At the same time, constructivism denies the existence of an objective
reality outside the subjective experience of individuals: reality is always socially constructed (Berger
& Luckmann, 1967; Schwandt, 2003; Tobin & Tippings, 1993). In other words, constructivist
realities are individual interpretations of what exists, obtained through reasoning of personal and
subjective experiences, beliefs and perspectives (Crotty, 1998; Duffy & Jonassen, 1992; Schwandt,
2003; Tobin & Tippings, 1993). Reality is thereby a constructive process that is situated in continuous
socio-cultural practices (Duffy & Jonassen, 1996). It is this rejection of the existence of an objective
reality outside of subjective experiences and constructions that characterises constructivist
approaches and constitutes an epistemological counterpoint to positivistic epistemological positions
(Duffy & Jonassen, 1992; Fosnot, 1992; Tobin & Tippings, 1993).
In reference to the present research design, social constructivism offers a helpful theoretical
perspective, as it emphasises how people’s reality is formed and shaped based on convention,
language, human perception and social experience (Andrews, 2012; Berger & Luckmann, 1967;
Speed, 1991). Knowledge hence is a ‘construction’ and does not necessarily reflect any external
‘transcendent’ realities (Andrews, 2012; Berger & Luckmann, 1967; Speed, 1991). These perceived
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realities determine in return how people organise all aspects of their lives, from the way they define
and know the world, to the way they see, understand and experience their bodies (Berger & Luckman,
1967; Creswell, 2009; Gergen, 1985). Thus, from a social constructivist perspective, individuals
develop subjective meanings in relation to certain events, phenomena or concepts, in seeking to
understand the world in which they live (Creswell, 2009). These meanings are varied and multiple,
forcing the researcher to examine the complexity of views rather than narrowing them down to a
small number of categories or ideas (Creswell, 2009). The aim of this research approach is therefore
to rely as much as possible on participants’ subjective meanings of a specific phenomenon. These
subjective meanings are socially constructed and historically evolved; in other words, subjective
meanings are not fixed but are shaped and developed through social interactions as well as historical
and cultural discourses that work on individuals.
The main criticism of social constructivism focuses on this very notion of subjective meaning and the
implied difficulty regarding the objectivity of knowledge (Andrews, 2012). This criticism raises the
question, specifically from the perspective of ideological forms of scientific knowledge, of whether
studies of socially constructed knowledge have any value. Authors like Lindemann (2007, p. 55)
consider that they do, arguing that “[s]tudying people’s subjective social position is important as the
social and political attitudes and behaviour of individuals originate from their subjective social
position rather than from their objective status”. In other words, the subjective social position that
influences people’s perceptions, attitudes and views towards objects, people and also themselves and
their bodies, does not depend on an ‘objective reality’ but on how people experience society and their
role in it (Andrews, 2012; Creswell, 2009). An individual’s subjective social status is in turn formed
by many diverse components and affected by institutional systems and cultural values (Andrews,
2012; Creswell, 2009). The social constructivist approach is, therefore, a supportive research
approach to build an understanding of and novel insights into how people create a perception of their
bodies through their social relationships and interactions within given temporal, spatial and cultural
contexts (Andrews, 2012; Creswell, 2009).

3.4 Research Methodology: Grounded Theory
The third step of Crotty’s (1998) research framework discusses methodology. A methodology is the ‘strategy,
plan of action, process or design’ (Crotty, 1998, p. 3) that lies behind the choice and use of particular

research methods. There is a general premise that the ‘right’ methodology is one that helps to address
the research questions (Holloway & Wheeler, 2002; Immy Holloway & Todres, 2003; McPherson &
Leydon, 2002) and that reflects a clear understanding of the research paradigm as well as of the
overarching epistemology (Creswell, 2012; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Holloway & Wheeler, 2002).
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Charmaz’s (2006) constructivist Grounded Theory guides the development of the methodology in the
present study. The methodological procedures Charmaz uses are primarily based on Glaser and
Strauss’s (1967) Grounded Theory. This approach fits the aim of the current constructivist research
inquiry, which is to discuss individuals’ knowledge, perceptions and reality regarding ideal and
healthy body images and the motivation and meaning of bodywork in the form of physical exercise,
which themselves are constructions and through which a ‘substantive theory’ (Charmaz, 2006) can
be formulated. Hence, while other research methodologies such as the narrative research approach
centre around individuals’ experiences and their accounts, focused on shared meanings, perceptions
and realities of a number of individuals (Creswell, 2012), the aim of Grounded Theory is to build a
“unified theoretical explanation” (Corbin & Strauss, 2007, p. 107) that reaches beyond the description
of individual perceptions and experiences (Creswell, 2012). Grounded Theory, therefore, is a
qualitative research methodology in which a unified theoretical explanation can be generated, but that
is always affected and shaped by the individual perceptions of the participants (Corbin & Strauss,
2007) as well as the epistemological views and interpretations of the researcher (Charmaz, 2014). For
the purpose of this study, I aim to build an understanding of how body images are constructed through
appearance- and health-related cues and young people’s motivations to work on their body for
functional or aesthetic purposes.
This theoretical explanation, elaborated through the methodology of the Grounded Theory, is always
generated through or ‘grounded’ in data gathered from a study’s participants (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin
& Strauss, 2007; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). It is an analysis-based theory, rather than one that comes
‘off the shelf’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Charmaz’s (2006) approach, which offers a social
constructivist perspective on Grounded Theory, is a helpful tool in this study as it does not limit itself
to a single core category—unlike Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) approach—but instead remains open
to discuss “diverse local worlds, multiple realities and the complexities of particular worlds, views,
and actions” (Creswell, 2012, p. 87). Grounded Theory, according to Charmaz (2006), therefore lies
within the constructivist epistemological paradigm that offers malleable and flexible guidelines for a
qualitative research design with “a focus on theory [development] that depends on the researcher’s
view, learning about the experience within embedded, hidden networks, situations, and relationships
and making visible hierarchies of power, communication and opportunity” (Creswell, 2012, p. 87).
Charmaz’s (2006) Grounded Theory also places a stronger emphasis on the understandings,
assumptions, interpretations, values, beliefs, feelings, expectations and ideologies of individuals than
on the research methods, although practices of data collection and analysis are considered important
(Charmaz, 2006; Creswell, 2012).
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Further, Charmaz’s (2006) Grounded Theory approach does not negate or understate the role of the
researcher in the research process. The researcher, instead, is seen as actively shaping the research
paradigm by building categories, formulating questions and analysing data through the lens of their
personal views, perceptions and priorities. Conclusions drawn from data that are embedded in a
Grounded Theory framework are hence always “suggestive, incomplete and inconclusive” (Charmaz,
2005, as cited in Creswell, 2012, p. 66). Despite these limitations, the strengths of Grounded Theory
as a methodology for this study is that it allows the creation of novel perspectives and insights into
people’s personal views and experiences. This approach is more suitable for the exploratory nature
of this study than the application of a methodology following a positivist or objectivist tradition and
thinking, which would be in direct contradiction to the epistemological stance of this study’s research
paradigm.

3.5 Methods
The last of Crotty’s (1998) four elements is concerned with methods. Crotty (1998, p. 3) defines
research methods as “the techniques or procedures used to gather and analyse data related to some
research question or hypothesis”. There are numerous potential research methods that can be applied
to a Grounded Theory research methodology (Crotty, 1998). This study applies semi-structured,
individual, in-depth interviews as a method as this is most suitable for addressing the research
questions based on the underlying social constructivist theoretical framework and epistemological
view (Crotty, 1998). Individual in-depth interviews are verbal conversations between the researcher
and the participant, guided by open-ended questions (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006) and the
premise that knowledge is constructed within a specific contextual, cultural and temporal situation
(Charmaz, 2006; Mason, 2002). The interview’s purpose is, therefore “to ensure that the relevant
contexts are brought into focus so that situated knowledge can be produced” (Mason, 2002, p. 62).
Charmaz (2006, p. 28) further advocates interviews as especially suitable within a Grounded Theory
framework, since both are potentially “open-ended yet directed, shaped yet emergent, and paced yet
unrestricted”. The interview method is, therefore, suitable to gather rich data that facilitate addressing
the research questions while following the core assumptions of the overarching epistemological
paradigm.
Hesse-Biber and Leavy (2010) distinguish between three types of interviews: highly structured; semistructured; and low-structured or open-ended interviews. Semi-structured interviews are tailored
according to a specific set of questions that guide the conversation while providing flexibility for
interviewees to speak about experiences, concerns and points of views that are important to them
(Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010). Semi-structured interviews allow a discussion to flow naturally while
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developing and exploring emerging themes that are relevant to the research inquiry (Hesse-Biber &
Leavy, 2010). In contrast, in strictly structured interviews, participants are guided firmly to address
a series of fixed questions (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010). While strictly structured interviews generate
data that are more standardised and therefore comparable, this leaves limited room for new topics and
inputs to emerge and evolve (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010). Low-structured or completely open-ended
interviews represent the other extreme of an interview structuration (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010).
The interviewees are free to lead the discussion without drawing from a specific catalogue of
questions (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010). They are encouraged to elaborate on the topics and
experiences that are important to them, while the interviewer only asks context-specific questions to
keep the conversation flowing (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010). Low-structured or completely openended interviews therefore generate highly individualised datasets (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010).
Despite these differences, all of the described interview types share an informal and “interactional
exchange of dialogue” (Mason, 2002, p. 62), while being “thematic, topic-centred, biographical or
narrative” (Mason, 2002, p. 62).
The semi-structured, topic-centred, in-depth interview is the most suitable method for the present
study as it supports the gathering of “rich data [that] get beneath the surface of social and subjective
life” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 13). It also allows unexpected themes, concepts and processes to emerge
while simultaneously remaining close to the research questions (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006;
Edwards & Holland, 2013; Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010). The in-depth nature of the interviews further
emphasises the encouragement of participants to speak in detail about their topics of interest to
explore their meanings, values, assumptions and beliefs regarding ideal body images and health
(DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006; Edwards & Holland, 2013; Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010; Rivas
& Gibson-Light, 2016). Other qualitative methods such as focus group discussions do not allow such
in-depth discussions and elaborations in regard to a research inquiry (Gratton & Jones, 2010).
It is important to re-emphasise here that qualitative interviews do not reproduce realities, but are
strongly dependent on participants’ constructions and capacities to articulate, conceptualise,
communicate and remember their experiences, feelings, beliefs and views (Kirkevold & Bergland,
2007; Knapik, 2006; Mason, 2002). The participants’ elaborations further provide accounts from
particular points of views to serve a particular purpose, including implicit conversational guidelines
and socio-cultural expectations about what should be or can be said (Charmaz, 2006). Interview
situations also always involve power relationships between the researcher and the participant
(Charmaz, 2006), on which I further elaborate in Section 3.8. First, however, I outline the data
collection and analysis phases of this research process.
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3.6 Data Collection
In the following sections, I describe the data collection process by outlining the sampling and
recruitment approach and the interview questions. These elements are based on and evolve from the
concepts and ideas discussed to this point in regard to the overarching research paradigm.

3.6.1 Sampling
I conducted 24 in-depth, semi-structured interviews from March 2017 to August 2017 with an equal
number of male and female Australian gym exercisers between the ages of 18 and 24 years. Amid
the rapid growth of the fitness movement that thrives on an enmeshment of health, fitness and
appearance, I aimed to focus specifically on individuals who regularly exercise and explore their
embodied experiences and motivation to work on their body by following a specific exercise regime.
Physical activity, which includes both sports participation and exercise, is promoted globally as a
pleasurable activity to improve emotional and physical health and wellbeing (Department of Health,
2017; Mavelli, 2017; Mayes, 2015a). In Australia, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(2018) advises that:
physical activity or exercise can improve your health and reduce the risk of developing several diseases
like type 2 diabetes, cancer and cardiovascular disease. Physical activity and exercise can have
immediate and long-term health benefits. Most importantly, regular activity can improve your quality
of life. A minimum of 30 minutes a day can allow you to enjoy these benefits.

While the guidelines provided by government institutions and health organisations often combine
sports participation and exercise under the umbrella term ‘physical activity’, people’s motives for
exercising or engaging in sports participation can differ greatly. Sports participation is usually
competitive, follows organised rules and is associated with social engagement and enjoyment (Cagas,
Manalastas, Torre, & Sánchez-Pituk, 2015). The most popular recreational club sports played by
Australians are football, Australian football and netball15 (AusPlay, 2016), all disciplines that involve
strong social interactions and thus create a sense of belonging and connectedness (Allen, 2003; Cagas
et al., 2015; Carron & Chelladurai, 1981; Heere & James, 2007; Walseth, 2006). Exercise, on the
other hand, is defined as “physical activity that is planned, structured, repetitive, and which maintains
15

This statistic is for adults and children combined. AusPlay (2016) additionally provides dissected figures for children
(0–14 years) and adults (≥15). The age group that is the focus of this study (18–24) is not separately assessed regarding
sports participation. The statistics including both adults and children place football as the most played sport (4.5% of the
population). Golf ranks second (2.8%) and Australian football comes in third place (2.6%), followed by netball (2.6% of
the population). Considering adults only, golf ranks clearly first (3.4%), ahead of football (2.7%) (AusPlay, 2016). I took
these figures to indicate that golf is played by a large group of the adult population that belongs to the older segment, and
that the participants in this study, while still categorised as adults, are more likely to play the sports that children, to whom
they are closer in age, like to play. Based on this assumption, I omitted golf as relevant sport young adults play for this
study.
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or improves health and physical fitness” (Cagas et al., 2015, p. 704) as well as the appearance of the
body (Gilchrist, Pila, Castonguay, Sabiston, & Mack, 2018; Molanorouzi, Khoo, & Morris, 2015;
Sassatelli, 2006; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2015). Exercise thus allows people to work on both healthspecific and appearance-related outcomes (e.g. cardiovascular health, loss of belly fat). Exercise is
further strongly associated with notions of discipline and self-determination (Cagas et al., 2015;
Chaline, 2015; Hurst, Dittmar, Banerjee, & Bond, 2017)—principles that are typically emphasised as
part of a biopolitical rhetoric and disciplinary power to promote individual and societal health
(Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998; Wallenstein, 2013). As these characteristics (fitness, health,
appearance, goal-oriented bodywork, discipline and motivation) are critical elements for this study’s
research inquiry, I set my focus primarily on participants’ exercise regimes and their underlying
motivation to work on their body.
Further, I decided to focus on exercise regimes as leisure activities, examining amateur or recreational
rather than professional exercisers. Leisure activities are interesting to discuss as they help individuals
in the process of constructing, maintaining and expressing their identity, and hence their self-concept
and self-presentation (Allen-Collinson & Hockey, 2007; Goffman, 1959; Haggard & Williams,
1992). Recreational athletes further represent a more significant segment of society that is concerned
about health and appearance but not engaged in exercising for a living. Professional or competitive
exercisers such as fitness models and professional bodybuilders have more resources available to
them, especially time, as they have made the decision to dedicate their lives to work on their body. I
also consider fitness instructors, personal trainers and other professions in which individuals earn
their living through bodywork as professional exercises. These people are more strongly focused on
their clients and have less time to focus on their own bodywork. Nonetheless, all in this group are
guided by motives such as earning money, gaining social media followers and clients, and competing
with other professional fitness models. Such activities are not necessarily of interest to the average
person. Instead, in this thesis, I am primarily interested in exploring the embodied experiences and
motivations of recreational exercisers who work out at least once a week and are a member of a gym
or fitness club. The participants all either regularly attended fitness classes (including Zumba16), exercised by themselves or had one-on-one workout sessions with a fitness instructor or personal trainer.
However, it is important to emphasise that not every person who is concerned about their health,
appearance or fitness engages in physical exercise. This study’s sample is also not claimed to be
representative of all young Australian recreational gym exercisers because of the qualitative nature
of the study, the recruitment approach and the small sample size. Instead, the collected data are used

16
Zumba classes entail exercise fitness workouts based on energetic dance and aerobic movements, combining elements
of fitness including cardio, muscle conditioning, balance and flexibility (Zumba, 2018).
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to provide valuable insights and develop an in-depth understanding of the different experiences, views
and opinions of young recreational exercisers regarding health, appearance and the potential enmeshment of these notions.
The participants are all Australians between the ages of 18 and 24 years. I chose this age range
because concerns around body appearance, or ‘body image’, are particularly pronounced among
young people (Mission Australia, 2017; Sabiston et al., 2007; Sabiston, Pila, Pinsonnault-Bilodeau,
& Cox, 2014; Tiggemann, 2005; Tiggemann & Slater, 2017). With the physical and emotional
changes that arise during puberty, young adults are often highly self-aware about their physical
appearance (Laufer & Laufer, 2002; Smolak, 2004; Voelker, Reel, & Greenleaf, 2015). Young adults
are in a critical phase in which they are beginning to accept their developmental changes and
simultaneously build an outlook for how they want to and can work on their bodies, if at all (Paxton
et al., 2006; Presnell, Bearman, & Stice, 2004; Ricciardelli & McCabe, 2003). These tendencies are
reflected in various studies conducted around body image and young people in Western societies over
the past two decades, during which the body has become increasingly visible and individuals strongly
exposed to the media discourse as key conveyor of socio-cultural norms that push certain gendered
body ideals (e.g. De Jesus et al., 2015; Fardouly, Diedrichs, Vartanian, & Halliwell, 2015; Galioto &
Crowther, 2013; Tiggemann, 2003; van den Berg et al., 2007; Yamamiya, Cash, Melnyk, Posavac, &
Posavac, 2005). Consequently, body image dissatisfaction and its potential negative or harmful
consequences have become the focus of academic, health, public, social and political discourses in
Western societies (see, e.g. Bucchianeri, Arikian, Hannan, Eisenberg, & Neumark-Sztainer, 2013;
Diedrichs, Lee, & Kelly, 2011; Grogan, 2016; Tiggemann, 2003; Tiggemann & Pickering, 1996). For
this study, focused on Australians, I mainly want to draw on Mission Australia’s Youth Surveys17
(2017), which repeatedly over the past decade identified body image as one of the top three personal
concerns among young Australians. Other personal concerns include family conflicts, depression,
coping with stress, personal safety and bullying (Mission Australia, 2017). Since 2012, the age group
of these surveys has involved only 15–19-year-olds. Therefore, it is important to now focus on 18–
24-year-olds, not only because most of them are now excluded from recent Mission Australia surveys
but more importantly, because in the years before the age span was reduced, this group reported
higher body image concerns than did the other two cohorts (11–14 and 15–19-year-olds) (Mission
Australia, 2010). In consideration of ethical concerns regarding the sensitivity of the research topic

17

Mission Australia’s Youth Survey, which has been conducted for the past 16 years, offers vital information for building
an understanding of how young people feel about themselves, about their values and aspirations, as well as their concerns
and ambitions (Mission Australia, 2017). Since 2012, the age range of participants has been 15–19 years, down from 11–
24 years previously (Mission Australia, 2012). The 11–14-year-olds are omitted because of the increased length and
complexity of the survey and its questions. The 20–24-year age group, which is important for the present study, was
removed from the survey because of the low response rate received from this cohort (Mission Australia, 2012).
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and the participants’ required consent to take part in the study, I elected not to interview subjects
under the age of 18.
The age group of 18–24-year-olds also represents the first generation to be born into or grow up
during the digital era. While most of the twentieth century, especially the second half, was dominated
by one-to-many media outlets such as television and radio broadcasts, the young people participating
in this study have never experienced life without digital technology (Wagner, Aguirre, & Sumner,
2016). Social media platforms in particular, such as Instagram, Facebook and Snapchat, have changed
the way people communicate and present themselves to others (e.g. Hanna et al., 2017; Herring &
Kapidzic, 2015; Perloff, 2014). Cover (2015, p. x) even argues that “[t]oday […], identity is always
online”. People cannot escape the online sphere and constantly, without even noticing, leave traces
online that create a digital identity of each member in society (Cover, 2015). At the same time, people
have the opportunity to actively create or perform their identity online, particularly on social media
platforms. Social media also allows users to display their identities in a physical and body-centric
manner, which Livingstone (2007) refers to as ‘bedroom culture’.18 Through digital technology,
people give new personal insight into their lives, a practice in which young people in particular freely
and willingly engage. Wagner and colleagues (2016, sec. Introduction para. 2) argue that “[t]he
enlarged sense of media personalization and tendency to use the Internet for social purposes has led
many Millennials19 to become increasingly invested in developing an idealized online self that they
can present to the world” (Gonzales & Hancock, 2011; Wagner et al., 2016). These created online
identities are ‘always on’ (Cover, 2015, p. x), for others to access and look at. In this sense, people

‘Bedroom culture’ according to Bovill and Livingstone (2013) emerged from socio-cultural developments in the
twentieth century amid a growing consumer culture, along with changing family structures, sizes and dynamics, the rise
of youth culture and the power of the youth consumer market. These changes led to an increasing number of children and
young people having their own bedrooms, which rapidly became a crucial space to spend their leisure time as well as to
build and express their identity. Bovill and Livingstone (2013, p. 2) state that, “[a]ccounts of children’s use of their
bedroom focus on the bedroom as a site for the consumption and display of consumer goods or as a private social space
where young people can express and experiment with a sense of personal identity”. At the same time, the bedroom is a
place where media and identity intersect; the consumption of mass media in their private space in particular helps young
people to build a sense of who they are as a person. Young people therefore are leading increasingly isolated lives in a
space where parents cannot control their media use. These developments have intensified with the rise of mobile phones
and social media platforms by which young people provide even more intimate glimpses into their lives, often with
photographs taken or uploaded in their bedrooms. This builds a specific narrative of themselves that they want to show
to the outside world (Wagner et al. 2016; Gonzales & Hancock, 2011).
19
The concept of ‘Millennials’, also known as Generation Y, represents the demographic cohort following Generation X.
However, Millennials do not constitute a fixed or universally determined age group. Many researchers and demographers
including Strauss and Howe (1991) set the starting birth years for Millennials at the early 1980s and the ending years at
the mid-1990s to early 2000s. The participants in this study, born between 1994 and 1999, can therefore be considered
Millennials and part of Generation Y. Choosing a narrower age group than all Millennials allows me to focus on younger
people who are strongly affected by body dissatisfaction (Mission Australia, 2017). It further helps me to formulate more
precise arguments regarding social phenomena that are relevant for this specific cohort, which is more difficult for a
sample that includes a wider age spread. Last, and most importantly, people who were born in the mid- and late-1990s
were born into or raised from their early childhood in a digital era, which has not been the case for individuals born in the
1980s. The rise of digital technology, particularly social media has played a crucial role in how body images are portrayed,
disseminated and embodied in Western societies (Wagner et al., 2016).
18
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cannot distance themselves or switch off their identity and their online representation (Cover, 2015).
On the other side of this phenomenon, in the pursuit of an idealised self, people have the opportunity
to search for, and are constantly exposed to, images portraying ‘ideal’ or ‘perfect’ bodies through
social media platforms. This provides a dangerous playground for young people to compare
themselves to others and develop body dissatisfaction and self-esteem issues (Kleemans et al., 2018;
Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016; Wagner et al., 2016). Compared with traditional media such as hardcopy magazines, modern social media creates an intense illusion of reality since everyone can
participate and, in real time, upload or look at photos that are seemingly real and not professionally
edited. However, various computer programs and apps now offer the opportunity for anyone to
heavily ‘photoshop’ and edit personal pictures. Social media further provides new content almost in
real time and allows anyone to openly and freely share their opinion whereby bodies that are
considered as ‘non-ideal’ often receive harsh criticism and are openly stigmatised or deemed as
unattractive. This discourse can strengthen feelings of inadequacy and the pressure to adhere to a
certain body ideal that is seemingly praised by most regular people (Kleemans et al., 2018;
Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016; Wagner et al., 2016).
Young people in the study participants’ age group further were born into a consumer and neoliberal
society that has vitally influenced the understanding and conception of the body, as well as the types
of body ideals and bodywork practices that are acceptable, pervasive and idealised (Coffey, 2016a;
Gill, Henwood, & McLean, 2005; McRobbie, 2009). Although the consumer culture and neoliberal
‘virtues’ were introduced at least two decades before the participants were born, in combination with
the rise of the digital age, these dominant discourses have become amplified in their power to
influence and shape the concept of the body and its ideal appearance in contemporary Western culture
(Harjunen, 2017; Kleemans et al., 2018; Mayes, 2015a). I discuss and elaborate on these social
developments throughout the analytic chapters in this thesis (Chapter 4–6).
I further decided to focus on both, male and female, gym exercisers. Traditionally, studies concerning
the appearance of the body, body image and body matters overall were more strongly focused on
women because of a higher prevalence of body dissatisfaction and eating disorders among females,
and because of feminist critiques of cultural objectification of women (Bordo, 1993b; Harjunen,
2017; Mission Australia, 2017; see also Chapter 2). However, men too are increasingly subjected to
social pressures to maintain or attain high levels of physical fitness and conform to an ideal of physical
perfection (e.g. Agliata & Tantleff-Dunn, 2004; Burlew & Shurts, 2013; Daniel & Bridges, 2010;
Galioto & Crowther, 2013; Grogan, 2016; see also Chapter 2). These predominantly female-framed
issues and concerns around the body are thus increasingly shared by men. I therefore decided to
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include both male and female subjects in this study. This also allows me to compare and identify
gender specificities that might not come to light by focusing exclusively on men or women.
Last, a short standardised questionnaire on personal and thematic-related queries completed by the
participants prior to the interview helped me to build a demographic profile of the study’s sample. In
total, I interviewed 12 women and 12 men from the Perth area. Perth is often referred to as the most
isolated capital city in the world, with a very low population density but in a fast-growing region
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017b; Perkins & Crews, 2013). Bill Bryson (2001, p. 615) describes
Perth as “[f]ar and away the most remote big city on earth, closer to Singapore than to Sydney, though
not actually close to either”. At the same time, Perth has a highly multicultural population (Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2017a, 2017b; Paddenburg, 2017). These characteristics make for an interesting
pool of potential participants who navigate themselves through and around dominant social
discourses within Australian society. More specifically, Perth is unique in its degree of isolation
among Western capital cities but is influenced by various multi-socio-cultural discourses to which its
citizens are exposed via the media, as well as through their personal social environment. On the other
hand, individuals belonging to a minority group are negotiating their understanding of themselves,
their body, appearance and health through their environment, where they are exposed to views,
opinions, attitudes, cultures or images and appearances that are different from theirs. In this study,
the participants were free to describe their ethnicity within the survey, rather than having to choose
between predetermined social categorisations. Thus, 19 participants identified themselves as
Caucasians or White Australians who represent the majority of the overall Australian population; two
described themselves as Asians; and one each as Malaysian, Iranian and African. The last five can be
considered to belong to so-called minority socio-cultural groups among the Australian population,
although their proportion is gradually increasing, as the latest two Census results have shown
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017a). Including the perspectives of so-called minority groups is
crucial because though they are for statistical purposes described as minorities, most are well
integrated and help to shape Australia’s cultural and social landscape while simultaneously being
influenced by it. However, I did not specifically target or seek out potential participants of a specific
socio-cultural background.
Two participants had completed a master degree, 11 held or were currently undertaking a bachelors
degree, and nine indicated year 12 or Cert III as their current highest level of education. An overview
of some further demographic and background information for the 24 participants is provided in
Table 1.
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Pseudonym

Identified
Gender

Gym Exercise Regimes20

Age
Working out alone

1

Sophia

F

Working out in a
group
Zumba Class: Cardio, Strength, Flexibility

Working out with a
personal trainer

Cardio

-

-

Cardio

-

-

Cardio, Strength

-

-

-

-

Cardio, Strength,
Flexibility

Strength

-

-

Cardio

Cardio Classes

-

Cardio, Strength

-

-

24
Cardio

2

Olivia

F

24

3

Emma

F

21

4

Noah

M

24

5

Charlotte

F

20

6

James

M

24

7

Mia

F

24

8

Thomas

M

19

9

Alexander

M

24
Cardio, Strength

10

Catherine

F

20

11

Isabella

F

21

12

Jasmine

F

24

13

Liam

M

24

14

Ellie

F

22

15

Angus

M

18

16

Ryan

M

24

17

Connor

M

19

18

Ethan

M

18

19

Logan

M

22

20

Anna

F

22

21

Max

M

23

22

Jessica

F

23

23

Claire

F

19

24

Daniel

M

24

Other Sport
or Exercise
Activities

Exercise Frequency (times
per week)

Netball

1 time a week

Swimming

2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
5-7 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
5-7 times a
week

-

-

Hockey, Netball
Aussie Rules
Football
Fight Club
Netball,
walking
Aussie Rules
Football
Dancing
(modern and
hip-hop)
Gymnastics

Cardio

-

-

Cardio, Strength

F45: Cardio,
Strength

-

-

-

-

Cardio, Strength,
Flexibility

-

Cardio, Strength

-

-

-

-

-

Cardio, Strength,
Flexibility

-

Cardio, Strength

-

-

Strength

-

-

Strength

-

-

-

Cardio, Strength

-

-

-

Strength

-

-

Cardio

Cardio Classes

-

Strength

Boxing Classes:
Cardio, Strength

-

Cardio, Strength,
Flexibility

-

Cardio, Strength,
Flexibility

Strength

-

-

Cardio, Strength

-

-

Boxing
Bouldering

Rugby
CrossFit:
Cardio,
Strength,
Flexibility
Aussie Rules
Football
Aussie Rules
Football
Running
Tennis

2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
5-7 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
2-4 times a
week
5-7 times a
week

Table 1: Participant Demographic and Background Information

20

The listed exercise types are those that the participants indicated they focused on most in their gym exercise routines. For example,
many participants indicated that they did cardio exercise as a warmup rather than as a core part of their workout routine or bodywork
aspirations.
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Table 1 shows that most participants go to the gym to work out either individually or with a personal
trainer, and that only few joined the gym to attend exercise classes. This indicates that young adults
prefer to follow flexible and individually-tailored workout regimes rather than following the timetable and programs of a specific exercise class. Young adults are also in a life stage where numerous
factors undergo change; they are trying to find a career path, experiment with different hobbies or
moving to different places, for instance. An individual training approach thus offers more flexibility
for their current life situation, as it allows them to transfer their membership to another gym and to
workout at different days and times of the week.

3.6.2 Recruitment
The participants were initially recruited by displaying flyers in gyms and fitness centres on and
around the campus of the University of Western Australia. Flyers were laid out on counters and hung
up on blackboards with the permission of facilities’ owners or managers. People were provided with
a brief description of the study and an invitation to contact me via email if they were interested in
receiving additional information regarding the project or wanted to become a participant. The flyer
provided a short description of the study in which I purposely included the terms ‘body image’,
‘health’ and ‘appearance’. While I am aware that asking people to talk about their body image and
appearance can be problematic as it constitutes a sensitive topic for many, I wanted to ensure that
those who were interested in the study had a clear understanding of the interview topic to prevent
participants from feeling uncomfortable or distressed during the interview situation. I also decided
not to use the term ‘bodywork’ as it might not be clear or understandable to those who were unfamiliar
with the subject matter.
After conducting the first six interviews, I drove to other and outer Perth suburbs located further away
from the university campus to distribute flyers and additionally created an electronic version of the
flyer that I posted on different Facebook pages of various gyms and fitness centres. Electronic
distribution of the flyer was time and cost-effective, while simultaneously allowing me to reach
potential participants with diverse educational, social and cultural backgrounds. This recruitment
approach through electronic and hard copy flyers was also beneficial because of its relatively
unobtrusive nature (Coffey, 2012; Durdella, 2018; Guest, Namey & Mitchell, 2013; Robinson, 2014).
People were not required to take any immediate action or to engage with the flyer unless they were
interested in receiving more information regarding the study or participating in the research process.
The recruitment process was thereby based on a self-selection process that was suited to finding
research subjects who held an interest in the subject matter and were willing, without pressure or a
feeling of obligation, to participate in the research study (Guest et al., 2013; Hammersley & Traianou,
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2012). This step of the recruitment process further helped to ensure and tie into voluntary participation
and informed consent (Allmark et al., 2009; Hammersley & Traianou, 2012; Miller, 2012; Miller &
Bell, 2012). As Hammersley and Traianou (2012) warn, informed consent can take different forms
and can and should never be expected no matter how free the individuals may seem in their decision
to take part in a study. Voluntary participation and informed consent can also occur at different stages
of the research process: while some may agree to take part in the study, they may not feel comfortable
with some of the questions they are asked during the interview (Hammersley & Traianou, 2012). I
discuss these issues around consent more in depth in Section 3.8. At this stage, it was important that
only those who freely made the decision to contact me were selected for the research process.
Participants who select themselves freely are also more likely to have an interest in the research topic
and are engaged in more depth in the interview discussion (Guest et al., 2013). In a qualitative study
with a relatively small sample such as the present one, finding a number of people who are interested
and motivated to freely share their views, opinions and experiences is important.
I further decided to accept everyone who contacted me and expressed their interest to participate in
the study in accordance with the order of their approach, without imposing any additional selection
criteria, other than their age, gym exercising and Perth residency, on their expression of interest.
Through this sampling approach, I tried to ensure that a variety of participants and thus, a variety of
perspectives and views were included in the dataset. Most participants who contacted me via email
included some personal information regarding themselves and their exercise regimes and goals.
However, I did not select or reject any potential participant based on this information, to avoid
deliberately guiding the research outcome in a specific direction. All interviews were conducted upon
a mutual understanding of the research topic and at a time and place according to the participant’s
convenience. The interviewees were given a token payment to help offset some of the expenses
arising from their participation in the study.
Despite trying to avoid additional selection criteria, after having conducted the first 12 semistructured, in-depth interviews, I realised that the study’s sample had a strong gender imbalance, with
nine female and only three male participants. Dickinson, Adelson and Owen (2012) address
unevenness in male and female representation in sexuality research, which generally reports an
overrepresentation of women or their inclination to volunteer. Many studies provide evidence for this
phenomenon21 in that females show an overall stronger tendency towards volunteering as participants
in research studies, and greater willingness for self-disclosure compared with their male counterparts,

21
Other authors including Gaither, Sellborn and Meier (2003), Strassberg and Lowe (1995) and Wiederman (1999),
however, present contradictory findings, and argue that men are more inclined to participate in research involving sexuality if the study design includes video screenings or images of heterosexual activities, or is of an unconventional nature.
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particularly if the study is conducted by a female researcher (Demir, Haynes, Orthel-Clark, & Özen,
2017; McCray, King, & Bailly, 2005; Robinson, 2014; Wiederman, 1999). While the present study
does not directly focus on sexuality, body image can constitute a sensitive and intimate topic for many
as it relates to attitudes and perceptions of one’s body and has implications for the experience of
romantic relationships, including sexual and intimate experiences (Cash, Maikkula, & Yamamiya,
2004; Cash, Theriault, & Annis, 2004; Wiederman, 2002). A poor body image can further elicit an
experience of shame, a feeling that people try to avoid if possible and hence are reluctant to talk about
(Dolezal, 2015; Frost, 2001; Harjunen, 2017; Strother, Lemberg, Stanford, & Turberville, 2012).
Given that the male body has only recently become more visible and subject to the discussion around
body image issues, most research has been conducted on female body image; discussions around
male body issues still lack depth and scope (Galioto & Crowther, 2013; Goldman, Pope, & Bhasin,
2018; Mitchell, 2017a; Strother et al., 2012). Men consequently still tend to be more reserved about
body image dissatisfaction or pressure. They seek treatment less frequently or wait longer to seek
advice because of shame; the lower acknowledgement of this problem in society; or the use of illegal
substances such as anabolic steroids that people try to avoid talking about for obvious reasons
(Brennan, Lalonde, & Bain, 2010; Burlew & Shurts, 2013; Goldman et al., 2018).
Women are historically more strongly objectified and placed under greater pressure to adhere to
narrowly defined female body ideals (Bordo, 1993b; Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997; Harjunen, 2017;
Klein, 2013; Ricciardelli, 2011). At the same time, the research literature discussing negative body
images and their harmful consequences has for a long time merely revolved around female concerns
and has only recently begun to pay attention to men, their objectification and pressure to normatively
work on and shape their body. Thus, the field of male body image concerns remains strongly
understudied (Klimek, Murray, Brown, Gonzales, & Blashill, 2018; Morgan, 2008; Pope, Kanayama,
& Hudson, 2012; Strother et al., 2012; Tod et al., 2016). Women’s objectification has further become
increasingly criticised and openly discussed as health-threatening discourse (Boyd & Murnen, 2017;
Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997; Harjunen, 2017; McKinley, 1999; Zimmerman & Dahlberg, 2008).
Women therefore may show greater interest in the subject matter and feel more comfortable and
openly accepted if admitting that their body is not ideal or that they are concerned with their
appearance. Men, on the other hand, still have a great stigma to overcome by talking about their body
image (Dubovi, Li, & Martin, 2016; Griffiths et al., 2014; Lefkowich, Oliffe, Hurd Clarke, & HannanLeith, 2017; Mitchell, 2017a; Murray, Griffiths, & Mond, 2016; Strother et al., 2012) and potential
dissatisfaction; they are thus arguably less likely to select themselves as participants in a study such
as this. Another reason for the small number of men who self-selected may have been that printing
my name on the flyer revealed my female gender identity, and some men may have felt uncomfortable
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talking to a person of the opposite gender about a sensitive topic such as body image (Arendell, 1997;
Braun & Clarke, 2013; Jachyra, Atkinson, & Gibson, 2014; Pini, 2005; Schwalbe & Wolkomir, 2001;
Williams & Heikes, 1993). I therefore amended the flyer for a limited time by stating that I was
exclusively seeking male participants to create a gender balance among the participants and their
perspectives. After a gender equilibrium was established, I re-opened the recruitment process for both
men and women. Eventually, I conducted 12 interviews with each of male and female participants,
at which point I felt that a theoretical saturation had been accomplished (Fusch & Ness, 2015; Guest,
Bunce, & Johnson, 2006; Morse, 2004).

3.6.3 Interview Questions
As discussed, I decided to follow a semi-structured interview approach that is guided by themes and
their respective subthemes. These interview themes and subthemes followed Coffey’s (2012)
interview structure as well as this study’s research questions (see Appendix A):
•

Childhood and Upbringing: How did you grow up (siblings, family structure, hobbies etc.)?
When, where and why did you start becoming engaged in sports and exercise? How often did
you practice this sport/exercise regime? Why did you stop? What made you change discipline?

•

Health and Body Ideals: What does health mean to you? Can you describe what makes you
feel healthy? What do you do to stay or become healthy? How would you describe the ideal
body? What bodies do you think are considered ideal in our society? What do you think of
these ideals? Why do you think there are body ideals in our society? Why do you think people
want to look a certain way? What work or habit does it take to achieve these body ideals? Are
you satisfied with your body image? Are there situations or places you feel uncomfortable
because of your appearance?

•

Bodywork: How often do you exercise and what is your exercise regime? What does exercising mean to you? What is your motivation to work out? How would you describe your lifestyle? What does it involve? Do you use self-tracking devices; if yes, how do you use them
and why?

These questions were the key guiding questions in the interviews. Various follow-up questions were
then asked depending on the direction in which the participants took the discussion and the personal
information that they disclosed. This structure allowed me to build a relatively stable frame to gather
data that were relevant to the research questions, while simultaneously leaving room to flexibly adjust
and guide each interview in accordance with participants’ interests, points of views and experiences
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(Bartholomew, Henderson, & Marcia, 2000; McIntosh & Morse, 2015; Qu & Dumay, 2011). The
interview structure further provided the possibility to establish a friendly atmosphere by first casually
talking to the participants about their childhood, upbringing, family and cultural background (Coffey,
2012). In addition to these interview questions, I asked the participants to fill out a short questionnaire
(see Appendix B) consisting of demographic and topical queries. The questionnaire helped me to
build up a demographic profile of the research sample and to use the topic-related questions as
touchstones for new discussion points throughout the interview (e.g. You mentioned that you strongly
compare your appearance to others. Can you elaborate on this point?). Most interviews lasted 40–50
minutes; the longest lasted almost 1.5 hours and the shortest 35 minutes. Before discussing some of
my experiences during the interview discussions, I first outline in more depth the ideas behind and
the rationale for my posing the listed questions.
The question catalogue for the first category, Childhood and Upbringing, included general questions
that referred to the participants’ family situation and where they grew up, and focused on this study’s
purpose, what sort of bodywork they engaged in their youth and their motivations for this. These data
helped to build an understanding of who the interviewees were and what points of references could
be used throughout the interview to guide the discussion. The questions were further posed in an
open-ended form. Since I aimed to lead the data collection process in an open-minded way, I did not
want to formulate the questions in a manner that was too narrow and focused solely on specific topics.
Each question initially gave the participants the opportunity to answer in a way that followed and
reflected their key experiences, concerns, ideas, motivations or opinions. Follow-up questions were
then asked that were more specifically targeted to a particular idea or topic. The questions in the
second category, Health and Body Ideals, were developed based on notes taken from various current
media articles around body, body image and health. I did not directly take the questions from a
specific source; instead, I formulated them based on different themes addressed in various texts. This
approach allowed me to guide the interviews around topics and narratives that were currently relevant
and highly debated within dominant social discourses, to which the recruited participants were
unavoidably exposed and influenced by. Last, the question guide from the final category, Bodywork,
focused primarily on building a detailed understanding of how, why and how often the participants
worked on their body. I tried to connect these questions with the answers provided in the previous
category. This order was chosen so that the participants did not feel as they had to talk about health
when discussing body image after having discussed exercise and gender bodywork regimes.
Prior to conducting the interviews, I led two pilot interviews with a male and a female friend aged 19
and 24, respectively. I adjusted, clarified, reformulated and added several questions based on the
feedback I received. This adjustment process was ongoing throughout the data collection in which
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new themes continuously arose and shaped the research inquiry. The adjustments made after the pilot
studies were mainly focused on the flow and clarity of interview questions to ensure a natural
progression of the emerging themes and eventually the theoretical concepts.
During the data collection phase, I realised that while some participants spoke freely, elaborated on
their ideas and provided context by taking the discussion to topics and issues that were relevant to
them, others experienced more difficulties or were more reluctant to discuss their experiences,
perceptions and sensitivities. They either answered in short sentences that did not provide great
insight into a discussion point or were unsure about how to refer to specific terms, ideas or topics.
For instance, while body image was for most an easily understandable concept, others were not sure
what aspects this concept includes or how they should approach it. Even after clarifying and assuring
the participants that their perceptions and understanding of body image, regardless of the precise
definition, were crucial for the purpose of this study, most were still hesitant or reticent about how to
refer to the topic. In these cases, I offered some examples or broad definitions while trying to avoid
leading them into a specific direction with their answers. For those who were still reluctant to
elaborate on their discussion points and experiences, I tried to encourage them with further followup questions. For instance, one participant indicated that he liked to play rugby, so I asked what roles
the appearance or health of the body played among the players in his team. However, this strategy
was not always successful. While some began to show great enthusiasm and even to guide the
interview in a direction of their interest—which in some cases drifted too far away from the core
interest of the study—others did not open up and merely offered short answers lacking in depth. Some
participants also only gave short, scattered, non-coherent or broken-off answers. While in some
instances, I was immediately aware of this, in others it was not obvious during the interview and I
only realised during the analysis phase, or when writing the chapters and the discussion around the
gathered data, that some participants had expressed interesting ideas but were unquotable. While
some statements were non-cohesive, others were scattered or simply pulled apart by the various
follow-up questions I aimed to ask. It was only in the analysis phase that I realised the severity of this
issue and as a result, I cite some participants, who were able to articulate their thoughts well in regard
to the posed questions, more frequently than others. However, this is not a reflection of their views
and experiences being only individual and exclusive experiences, unless they are specifically
described as such. Often, the content of quotes used was described by a few or the majority of
participants but was most pointed and clearly expressed by the cited participants. Hence, I chose
quotes from participants whose elaborations were representative of broader views and that provided
opportunities for an engagment from a complex theoretical standpoint.
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The data from participants that were difficult to quote or completely unquotable were still used and
helpful in the discussion of the research questions. They supported the quoted statements from other
participants and provided valuable insights in how they think about different issues and social
concepts. Had I been aware of this issue during data collection, I would have tried to ask participants
more often to repeat their discussed points in an attempt to receive more precise, clear and cohesive
descriptions of their views, feelings and experiences. Despite these difficulties, the generation of indepth information to build a deeper understanding of the individuals’ struggles, concerns and
motivations around the topic of the body, its appearance and health through an inductive process was
successful because in most cases, the participants provided in-depth elaborations of their insight
world regarding the discussed topic.
Last, I aimed to ensure the interview questions listed in the catalogue were asked in a way that they
did not influence one another, so that the participants would not gain the feeling that they needed to
be perceived as moral subjects and hide seemingly bad choices, behaviours or perception, but instead,
would openly discuss their experiences. Most prominently, this aspect was relevant in relation to the
discussion led around health and appearance. By addressing the notion of health first, I tried to avoid
this discussion influencing the participants’ answers regarding body image. If they first indicated that
health was important to them, they would be less likely to admit that appearance was a key motivator
for them to work on their body in a normative way and shape the body in a way that adhered to the
social ideal. I therefore specifically tried to ask these questions in an order that naturally fitted into
the discussion with no sharp break between one topic and the other. The exact order of the questions
and even the three sections of the question catalogue hence often varied. While I had a personal
feeling that both notions—health and appearance—could be worked into the conversation without
the participants feeling compelled to answer in a specific way, some participants were, according to
my impression, hesitant to openly disclose what they were thinking or made remarks such as, ‘I know
it’s bad to think this way’, ‘I know it’s silly’ or ‘People say you should be happy with yourself, but…’.
In these instances, I tried to reassure the interviewees that there was no right or wrong, moral or
immoral answer, but that I was interested solely in their opinions and experiences in regard to this
topic.

3.7 Analysis
In this study, I integrated Grounded Theory and narrative analytic techniques. I applied methods from
each to the collected qualitative data to illustrate how they provide a different interpretive scope of
meanings and negotiation processes that the participants associated with and conducted around body
and bodywork norms, ideals and expectations. In the first research phase, I followed a Grounded
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Theory approach aiming to discover patterns and eventually concepts or theories from the data
through the process of constant comparative analysis. In a second analysis phase, I applied a thematic
narrative analysis to identify, report and discuss the meanings and understandings participants
expressed around the concepts and the different themes identified in the first research phase. I
describe this analysis process and its two phases in more detail in the following sections.

3.7.1 Grounded Theory Analysis
Following a Grounded Theory approach, the analysis of the data constitutes the core process of
constructing emerging concepts and theories, and addressing the research questions. The analysis
phase therefore requires the flexibility to remain open-minded and to allow new concepts to evolve,
but also stability, to stay focused on the research inquiry and to thoroughly and systematically analyse
the collected data (Birks & Mills, 2011; Charmaz, 2006; Glaser, 2001; Oktay, 2012; Turner, 2008).
Coding and memo writing are essential steps in this process (Birks & Mills, 2011; Charmaz, 2006;
Glaser, 2001; Oktay, 2012; Turner, 2008). I included three data analysis stages in this project: open
coding; focused coding; and theoretical coding alongside memo writing. These three phases were
conducted in a developing process over several coding cycles to allow themes, categories and
concepts to slowly emerge and evolve (Charmaz, 2006). As stressed by Charmaz (2006) and Glaser
(2001), the researcher’s attention in the analysis process of a Grounded Theory approach is on
conceptualisation, rather than the creation of narrative descriptions and generalisations from the
collected data. Hence, the data obtained in this study were analysed throughout the different coding
stages with the aim of building theoretical concepts that were grounded in the data and captured the
participants’ embodied experiences, views, perceptions and beliefs rather than merely describing and
reporting them.
3.7.1.1 Open Coding
The first coding phase, referred to as open coding or initial coding, is defined as “the analytic stage
in which concepts, their properties and dimensions are identified” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 101).
While Charmaz (2006, p. 47) introduces the term ‘initial coding’, I decided to use open coding as this
more appropriately emphasised my attempt to stay ‘open’ to new concepts emerging from the
collected data (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Charmaz (2006) defines coding as “the process of labelling
a line, sentence or paragraph of interview transcripts or any other piece of data (such as segment of
audio tape, video record, etc.) with a short and precise name” (Alemu, Stevens, Ross, & Chandler,
2015, p. 530). In this first coding stage, I therefore aimed to identify initial codes and broad themes
for the subsequent analysis stages and eventually, theory development.
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Following Allan’s (2007) advice, during the open coding stage, I tried to keep asking the following
questions: ‘What are these data a study of? What concept or category does this incident indicate?
What is actually happening in these data?’. These questions helped to constantly remind me of the
original research inquiry and to remain focused without getting lost in the interview transcripts, which
generated a substantial amount of rich data (Allan, 2007). This approach was vital as the semistructured nature of the interviews gave the participants a lot of room to guide the conversation in
various directions and to focus on topics and ideas that were not necessarily relevant to the research
inquiry. For instance, male participant Alexander showed a great passion for dancing and discussed
in depth the appearance of famous dancers and the criteria on which performers were selected in
auditions for theatre and dance performances. While the discussion was interesting, it contained a lot
of technical and dance-specific knowledge and did not express his own embodied experiences
regarding body image, appearance or health. By repeatedly asking the questions suggested by Allan
(2007) during the analysis phase, I tried to stay focused on the research inquiry and understand what
the data were saying, if anything, in regard to the addressed topic and themes.
Charmaz (2006, p. 48) further emphasises, “Make your codes fit the data, rather than forcing the data
to fit your codes”. At first, I found it challenging to avoid following pre-existing expectations and
assumptions and to instead allow concepts to arise that were grounded in the data. After re-reading
and re-coding the data in different ways and by closely following the participants’ elaborations, I
realised that while central themes could not be completely re-invented, they could be described more
specifically in the context in which they were discussed by the participants. ‘Health’ for instance, was
described by many as a condition, state or appearance that could be achieved and managed through
systematic approaches with clearly defined goals and outcomes. Instead of ‘getting’ healthy, the
interviewed participants were strongly concerned with ‘building’ or ‘creating’ a healthy (looking)
self.
As I was particularly interested in discovering and comparing similar and dissimilar patterns of
themes such as ‘building a healthy self’, rather than detailed observations of consequential scenes, I
applied an incident-by-incident, rather than a word-by-word or line-by-line, coding approach
(Charmaz 2006; Glaser, 1978). An incident-by-incident guided open coding approach helped me to
understand the bigger picture rather than being focused too narrowly on specific descriptions (e.g. I
was less interested in the participants’ precise exercise regimes than in the underlying motivation and
embodied experience of their bodywork). During the identification of the initial codes, new codes
were continuously added, combined with others or removed throughout the coding cycles (Glaser,
1978).
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3.7.1.2 Focused Coding
Upon completion of several open coding cycles, I initiated the focused coding phase with the aim of
identifying core categories and themes from the initial codes that were relevant to the research
questions (Alemu et al., 2015). The purpose of focused coding is to reject, organise, connect and
divide repeating ideas that link and unite the codes identified in the open coding stage (Charmaz,
2006). Repeating ideas are ideas that are addressed and discussed by various participants, while a
theme is a broader topic that organises or connects a group of repeating ideas (Charmaz, 2006).
Through focused coding, I was able to identify recurrent patterns as well as different layers within
the participants’ views, experiences and explanations that helped me to build interconnections and
subtopics within the broader research themes. This process led me to rethink and reformulate my
research inquiry. While I was initially more broadly interested in how young gym exercisers work on
their body, I realised during the focused coding stage that the dilemma of distinguishing between
appearance- and health-based bodywork practices embedded in a fitness and looks-obsessed,
neoliberal culture has given rise to new concerns regarding body image and a new understanding of
health. Media depictions of seemingly ‘ideal’ bodies that serve as targets for social comparison have
helped to shape and reinforce such a discourse based on an enmeshing of health and appearance (e.g.
Evans & Allen-Collinson, 2016; Herring & Kapidzic, 2015; Lewallen & Behm-Morawitz, 2016;
Wagner et al., 2016). I therefore came to the realisation that exercise as a bodywork practice and as
a linkage between appearance and health was a central concern among the interviewed participants
and constituted an important issue to discuss in regard to young people’s body image concerns
(Mission Australia, 2017). The precise reformulation of the research inquiry then allowed me to work
through the multiple layers of the different research themes and to build interconnections among the
emerged initial codes.
In regard to ‘health’, for instance, the participants alluded to a distinction between measurable inner
body health cues (e.g. blood pressure, cardiovascular health) and a concept of health based on
appearance. Meanwhile, the concepts were also discussed as connected ideas (see Chapter 4). Like
Coffey (2012b), I first rejected the idea of ‘body projects’, but realised through these elaborations
that this notion remains relevant in the contemporary neoliberal, visual-obsessed culture and amid
the rising popularity of wearable technology and fitness apps. Instead of rejecting the idea of the
‘body as a project’, I therefore decided to include it as a theme in the focused coding stage and
reconceptualised the approach later based on the participants’ elaborations (see Chapter 5). I further
identified the participants’ strong awareness and concern about their appearance in regard to how
they felt about themselves, how they were perceived by others and the relationship they held to
friends, family members, their significant others and general members of society (see Chapter 6).
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Finally, I found that the interviewed participants had all strongly internalised and often aimed to
adhere to gendered appearance ideals as well as characteristics and behaviour traits. These
perceptions and attitudes are particularly interesting amid the apparent pluralisation of female and
male body ideals in the media and feminists’ advocacy to overcome gendered body ideals (Cairns &
Johnston, 2015; Frost, 2001; Harjunen, 2016). Gender thus has a prominent role in the discussion
around the three identified categories and themes, and is embedded in the analysis in regard to all
three themes. However, I discuss the specific gender ideals in more depth and the current discourse
around postfeminist sensibility and men’s studies in Chapter 6, around pride and shame.
3.7.1.3 Theoretical Coding
While focused coding facilitates the organisation of initial codes, the theoretical coding stage
facilitates saturation of the core categories identified during the focused coding process (Alemu et
al., 2015; Charmaz, 2006). The use of memo writing and the constant re-examination and rethinking
of focused codes are instrumental in theoretical coding. During each of these refinement and
saturation cycles, I tried to move beyond a mere description to a conceptualisation of the arising
themes (Alemu et al., 2015; Charmaz, 2006). The theoretical coding eventually resulted in the
development of three major conceptual or core categories. These core categories represent the
overarching themes discussed in the previous section on focus coding. The terms associated with each
theme and core category are, however, not necessarily synonymous with those used by the
participants. For instance, I conceptualised the theme revolving around participants’ concerns about
self-presentation and their imagined perception by others, particularly by friends, family members
and their significant others, as notions of ‘shame’ or ‘pride’ that arise based on a perceived threat to
one’s social bonds (Scheff, 2000, 2003; Scheff & Retzinger, 2000). Interestingly, neither the term
‘shame’ nor ‘pride’ was used by any of the participants or myself during the interview process;
however, the codes gathered from the open coding stage show that the interviewees held a strong
inherent fear of being perceived as unattractive, lazy or unhealthy and consequently, of losing their
social connections with friends, family members or significant others.
The core categories were consequently conceptualised based on concerns and themes that were
openly discussed or indirectly alluded to by the participants (Alemu et al., 2015). It was within this
analysis stage around the identification of the core categories that the concept of dualism emerged. I
was surprised to see the extent of dualistic thinking discernible during the data analysis around the
identified themes. I expected more nuanced responses and engagements with social discourses around
body concepts, norms and ideals. Through the data analysis, however, it became apparent that the
participants tend to fall back and rely on more simplistic binary thinking when discussing and making
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decisions around complex issues related to the body, fitness, appearance and emotions. Thus, these
findings guided this thesis’ exploration of the continuing force of dualisms in how people in a complex social environment navigate decision-making processes around their body and bodywork practices.
The main three dualisms that provide the lenses for this study are :
•

Appearance/Health Dualism:
The Healthy Body and the Blurring of the Boundaries Between Inner and Outer Health

•

Empowerment/Surveillance Dualism:
The Body as Neoliberalism Embodied and Controllable (Health) Project

•

Shame/Pride Dualism:
Body-related Shame or Pride as Self-conscious Emotion and Threat to, or Protection of, Social
Bonds

The thematic chapters in this thesis (Chapters 4–6) are guided by these identified core dualisms,
which are used as lenses to discuss the different layers of each concept in depth, by outlining the
relationship and interconnections between the subthemes and the participants’ subjective experiences
that emerged from the data. It is crucial to re-emphasise at this point that the three introduced dualisms
I explore in this thesis are certainly not the only ones that prevail in the field of sociology of the body.
The intention here is not to make a comprehensive list of such oppositions but to identify the key
dualisms that the participants addressed and described in navigating various expectations, norms and
ideals around the body and bodywork practices. This discussion is significant because the theoretical
categories of the dualisms are made to be mutually exclusive and to neglect the struggles individuals
experience in making decisions about working on their body. During the review of the collected data,
repeated ideas and negotiations between different concepts became apparent, which form the basis
not only of the concept of dualisms but of the three discussed thematic dualisms.
In order to find these repeated ideas, I referred back to the data organised in the Open and Focused
Coding stage to discuss the nuanced and complex ways through which participants negotiate body
and bodywork norms and ideals. This analysis of the subthemes constantly evolved during the writing
process and was very challenging because although it was possible to find common subthemes
referring to each dualism, the participants discussed these themes through numerous highly
diversified and individualistic experiences that all stood in relation to one another. The fact that I
interviewed male and female participants further contributed to these difficulties in summarising the
participants’ experiences accurately without losing their nuanced elements. To overcome this
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challenge and ensure data interpretations and analysis were grounded in the participants’ discussed
lived experiences, I support the discussion with direct quotes from the data transcripts, throughout
the analytical Chapters 4–6 in relation to each respective dualism (Stiles, 1993). Based on the richness
and diversified data gathered in this analysis phase, I discuss the data in depth in these chapters rather
than outlining them here.
In the analytical process of finding the introduced three central dualisms and their subthemes, memo
writing was a key component, which I discuss in the following section.
3.7.1.4 Memo Writing
Memo writing is an important element in the conceptualisation of research data in a Grounded Theory
approach (Charmaz, 2006). Memos served as analytic tools that helped me to pause throughout the
research process and reflect upon the collected data. These reflections led me to make adjustments
regarding the interview questions as well as the research inquiry (see Section 3.7.1). Memo writing
further allowed me to identify emerging themes and categories throughout the data collection process,
starting from the early research stages (Alemu et al., 2015; Charmaz, 2006; Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
I used three types of memo writing throughout the data collection and analysis process: project
journal; descriptive; and analytical memos (Alemu et al., 2015). I kept all memos informal and
handwritten. Project journal memos were created by taking notes during the individual interviews
and thus helped me to record the participants’ elaborations; guide the conversation; and identify
addressed themes or ideas. I subsequently created descriptive memos based on the interview
transcripts. I tried to transcribe the interviews as soon as possible after their conduct, which, together
with the descriptive memos allowed me to make instant adjustments to the interview question guide
and improve the overall data collection process. I particularly tried to identify emerging themes,
topics and ideas, which helped me to include additional questions regarding these subject matters in
subsequent interviews to enrich the data in this area. Finally, the analytical memos were created to
conceptualise the collected rich data into core categories and later theoretical concepts (Alemu et al.,
2015) as outlined in Section 3.7.3.
Alongside this data analysis-focused process, memo writing helped me to reflect on the entire
research process by documenting ethical questions, problems and difficulties that I encountered
throughout the data collection phase (Alemu et al., 2015). I elaborate on these difficulties and ethical
considerations that I encountered throughout the research process as outlined thus far in Section 3.8
that revolves around ethics.
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3.7.2 Thematic Narrative Analysis
Narrative analysis refers to a cluster of analytic methods whereby researchers interpret stories that
are told within a research context—in the case of this study, in semi-structured interviews (Sahlstein
Parcell & Baker, 2017). Thematic narrative analysis, in particular, is a commonly used qualitative
method to identify, report and analyse data around ‘themes’. Themes are patterned responses or meanings within a dataset regarding particular events or concepts (Braun & Clark, 2006; Floersch, Longhofer, Kranke & Townsend, 2010; Patton, 2015; Riessman, 2008). A narrative analysis helped to
identify as well as discuss and analyse the meanings, attitudes and concerns expressed by the participants in relation to each—and between the different yet complementary social concepts—of the three
dualisms. This second analysis phase thus supports and allows deeper insight into the concepts of
dualisms that emerged in the first analysis phase by analysing what meanings participants associated
with their different yet complementary concepts and how they navigated around them.
The researcher who conducts this type of analysis makes diverse substantial and meaningful interpretations and conclusions about research participants’ elaborations by focusing on different elements
of a theme that were addressed. Such elements can include the substance of a narrative or what performances, decisions and ways of thinking a narrative describes. The significance of a theme is not
simply determined by its frequency but by its “substantive significance” (Patton, 2015, p. 135), which
refers to the consistency of themes arising across and within the participants’ datasets. Themes are
additionally significant when findings deepen the understanding of knowledge about certain events
and phenomena. The main concern in this analysis method is thus to find a number of common thematic elements across participants’ elaborations while preserving their contexts and particularities.
To identify substantive significant thematic narratives for each dualism, I used the codes from the
first research phase, the Grounded Theory analysis. These codes were identified through several open
and focused coding cycles and helped in this second analysis phase to identify, connect and organise
significant elements within thematic narratives around each dualism and explore how the participants
negotiated the norms, ideals and expectations attached to the different, yet complementary, non-binary concepts. Relevant quotes from the participant interviews were then gathered and organised for
each thematic theme. To provide an overview of these findings that facilitates a clear arrangement
and conciseness, I constructed a table presenting the significant thematic narratives describing and
helping to analyse each emerged dualism in the absence of the participants’ quotes (see Table 2). The
most useful and significant quotes for describing a phenomenon or social concept are presented
throughout the analytical chapters (Chapter 4–6).
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It is important to emphasise that the discussed quotes and their narrative analysis are embedded here
and build on the relevant literature. This literature is not only a fundamental basis for the findings of
this study—thus extending the state of knowledge in different areas—but also clearly describes the
theoretical standpoint from which the data were analysed. Interpretation of data is always dependent
on the theoretical lens employed by the researcher. Being aware of this theoretical lens during the
analysis process and informing the reader of this lens is one of the foundations of qualitative work.
Multiple participant quotes recorded in this study often describe the same theme or elements of a
theme, so were not all used in the analysis chapters, to avoid repetition and provide insight into more
and varied significant themes.

Dualisms

Thematic Narratives
•

Health- and appearance-based motivations to exercise

•

The embodied importance assigned to appearance

•

Self-objectification and social rewards of the good-looking body

Empowerment v. (Self-)

•

Empowerment through self-improvement, self-knowledge and self-surveillance

Surveillance

•

The quantified self and self-management

•

Resistance to self-tracking, body management and body ideals

•

The narrative of the empowered woman

•

Body imperialism and unrealistic ideals for upward comparisons

•

Womem body image and social bonds

•

Hegemonic masculinities, social comparison and status

•

Media and the normalisation of the narrow male body ideal

•

Men and the rising concern about their body

Health v. Appearance

Shame v. Pride

Table 2: Themes of Thematic Narrative Analysis

Alongside both phases of the data analysis-focused process, I continuously wrote memos that helped
me to reflect on the entire research process by documenting ethical questions, problems and difficulties that I encountered throughout the data collection phase as well as my own bias, worldview and
perspectives towards the different themes (Alemu et al., 2015). Qualitative work always requires
reflection on the part of the researcher about their own role in the research process. When being
reflexive, researchers should not try to simply ignore or avoid their own biases, as this would likely
be impossible; instead, reflexivity requires researchers to reflect upon and clearly articulate their position and subjectivities (worldview, perspectives, biases), so that readers can better understand the
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filters through which questions were asked, data were gathered and analysed, and findings were reported, particularly when conducting a narrative analysis of participant data. From this perspective,
bias and subjectivity are not inherently negative but they are unavoidable; as a result, it is best that
they are articulated upfront in a manner that is clear and coherent for the reader. I addressed my
experiences, views and biases regarding the different concepts discussed in this study in the introduction (see Section 1.2). I now elaborate in the next section on ethical considerations I encountered
throughout the research process as outlined thus far.

3.8 Ethics
Ethical consideration of research projects that involve human participation should “ensure that the
interests of participants in research are safeguarded” (Hollway & Jefferson, 2000, p. 83). The
University of Western Australia (2017) advises that “[e]thically acceptable research should be
developed through careful deliberation on its values and principles; the exercise of sound judgement;
and an appreciation of context”.
The Human Ethics Committee of the University of Western Australia granted ethics approval for this
project in 2016 and an amendment in 2017 (Project No. RA/4/1/8209). The amendment was necessary
because minor changes were made to interview questions.
Throughout the research phase of this project, I endeavoured to follow the Australian Government’s
guidelines, which espouse the following principles of research ethics:
•

honesty and integrity

•

respect for human research participants, animals and the environment

•

good stewardship of public resources used to conduct research

•

appropriate acknowledgement of the role of others in research

•

responsible communication of research results. (Australian Research Council, 2007, sec. 1, 1.3)

During all stages of the research project, I aimed to maintain high standards of responsibility by
working honestly and transparently. This included careful referencing of all the resources used to
construct the conceptual framework as well as the different steps taken in building the research
paradigm. Careful referencing was maintained in the creation and implementation of the data
collection process, the creation of the analysis process and, finally, the analysis and theoretical
construction. The interview recordings were transcribed carefully and any references used in the
analyses of the collected data were cited appropriately, either by utilising quotes or by paraphrasing
the participants’ views, attitudes and experiences in the context in which they were expressed. I
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thereby aimed to “respect the truth and the rights of those affected by [my] research” (Australian
Research Council, 2007, sec. 1, 1.4).
I further tried to manage conflicts in a way that did not benefit me personally and that would achieve
an anticipated research outcome. For instance, I did not actively seek out or choose participants with
a specific background but interviewed individuals who fulfilled the identified age, nationality and
bodywork-related requirements and who selected themselves, in the order in which they contacted
me via email or text message. Towards the advanced stages of the data collection phase, a friend
informed me about a female bodybuilder in her friendship circle who was recreationally but not
professionally engaged in this particular bodywork practice. While a female bodybuilder’s insights
would have been interesting for the purpose of this study and as a counterpoint to the thus-far
interviewed female participants, who were primarily concerned with losing weight and being lean
and skinny, I did not want to pick and choose participants who might provide specific information to
guide the discussion in a certain direction. Instead, I relied on the outlined approach that those who
contacted me voluntarily were best suited as participants because of their interest in the study and
their willingness to discuss their perspectives and experiences.
The relationship between the research participants and myself as a researcher was another central
ethical concern in this research project. The Australian Government states that an ethical relationship
between the researcher and research participants should be based on “respect for human beings,
research merit and integrity, justice, and beneficence to help shape that relationship as one of trust,
mutual responsibility and ethical equality” (Australian Research Council, 2015, p. 9). The participants
were provided with an information and consent form prior to the commencement of the interviews
that informed them that the interview would be audio recorded, that personal information would be
gathered for research purposes only, that the information would not enable identification of them as
a person22 and that they were free to withdraw from the project at any stage without the need to
provide any explanation or justification. All participants were provided with my email address as well
as that of the University of Western Australia’s Human Research Ethics Office in case questions or
concerns regarding their participation, their treatment during the research process or the research
project in general arose after completion of the interview. The participants gave their informed
consent by signing the attached form. The participants’ consent was therefore based on the outlined
information relevant for this specific study as well as the general ethical principles that “participation
is voluntary, […] based on sufficient information”, and rests on an “adequate understanding of the

22

I use pseudonyms throughout this thesis to refer to individual participants to protect their privacy.
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purpose, methods, demands, risks and potential benefits of the research” (Australian Research
Council, 2015, p. 16).
Ideally, informed consent acts as protection for participants against any potential harm involved in
the research process (Hollway & Jefferson, 2000). Unfortunately, it is difficult to foresee and assess
any possible risk prior to the data collection process and it is therefore “the researcher's responsibility
for creating a safe context, in which issues of honesty, sympathy and respect [are] central” (Hollway
& Jefferson, 2000, p. 88). I tried to respect this responsibility, particularly as I am aware of the
sensitivity of discussions surrounding topics of ‘body image’ and ‘health’, which can trigger negative
or uncomfortable feelings such as distress, anxiety and self-loathing (Coffey, 2012). I tried to
minimise any possible negative effects by informing each participant prior to the interview about the
research topic and by reiterating during the interview that they were free to choose not to answer any
question with which were uncomfortable. None of the participants indicated feeling uncomfortable
and only a few decided not to discuss certain questions—not because of personal distress, but because
they did not know how to answer or did not have a view on the specific issue. For instance, for
participants who indicated they work on their body to conform to a certain ideal, I asked why they
had chosen this particular body shape as the one to strive for, and why certain body types are described
as ideal in our society. A few, predominantly male, participants, said that they were not sure and
could not answer the question. Upon the assessment of my memos, I decided to retain the question in
the question guide as most participants, female and male, provided in-depth explanations and
interesting insights as to why certain bodies are perceived to be more aesthetically pleasing than
others. Most of the participants indicated feeling comfortable or not minding talking about their body
image, and even freely addressed difficult emotions they felt and experiences they had when they
perceived themselves to be ‘not in shape’, ‘fat’ or ‘unfit’. It is, however, likely that some participants
did not feel comfortable and decided not to discuss these issues and concerns altogether; simply not
addressing them or indicating that they had no such experiences. Nevertheless, none of the
participants aborted the interview or submitted a complaint to my supervisor, the University of
Western Australia’s Human Ethics Office or myself.
There were, however, a few interview situations that were difficult to manage from an ethical point
of view. Female participant Catherine, for instance, indicated that she was suffering from eating
disorders including anorexia nervosa. While she freely addressed and elaborated on the topic, I did
not want to pressure her into speaking about her illness and causing her any distress. I was as careful
as possible to ensure that she was comfortable talking about her experiences and reassured her that
she could move to the next interview topic if she preferred to avoid this sensitive topic. I additionally
offered her contact details from local counsellors. She politely declined and indicated that she was
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currently in therapeutic treatment as she was a member of a support group for people suffering from
eating disorders. She further told me that her health condition had improved over recent years and
that ‘it’s ok’ for her to talk about her illness. Catherine then, during the interview, offered me the
opportunity to look at her Instagram account on which she documented her journey to recover from
anorexia nervosa. She created the account in addition to her personal profile. When I asked her what
motivation lay behind her opening an account that solely focused on her illness, she answered:
Well, this is going to be really difficult to explain; ehm I have like an Instagram account that's just like
my name, like normal what everyone has but there is like this really, really large community like across
the world of like recovery Instagram accounts, it's like the opposite of like the 'pro-ana' stuff. It's like
the opposite of that. It's like people with eating disorders just like-, it's like a journal online, basically.
So, yeah, I use both, on my normal one I just like, I don't know, the beach, like my dog, and then other
one it's just like pictures of food or like pictures in hospital just being like, 'This is what happened
today'. (Catherine, 20 years of age)

I asked her if she set up the account to seek support from others who could send her messages or if it
was mainly for herself to deal with the situation. She answered:
Ehm, that's kind of where it gets difficult. For me, not as much but there's some people like in the
community where it's like, 'If you'd just got rid of Instagram you would be better', but yeah so I don't
know, I guess it kinda depends on how many followers you have, like the person I'm thinking of has
15,000 and that's-, she is just very unwell, but yea so I guess… (Catherine, 20)

Her elaborations were quite confusing to me at the time. I could not clarify the exact purpose of the
Instagram group and whether it was helpful or harmful for people suffering from an eating disorder.
I asked Catherine another follow-up question but realised that I could not paint a clear picture of the
situation and I did not want to push her any further considering the sensitivity of the topic. After
finishing the interview, I looked further into the ‘pro-ana’ movement that Catherine addressed in the
hope of finding some clarification from journal and newspaper articles. The ‘pro-ana’ Instagram
accounts and hashtags described a pro-anorexia movement that, along with some lexical variants
including ‘anorexia’, ‘pro-ana’, ‘thinspiration’, ‘thighgap’ and ‘imugly’, created a community on
social media that shared information and thereby promoted eating disorders as a lifestyle rather than
an illness (Mariani, 2016; Petter, 2017; Reynolds, 2016). The accounts mainly shared triggering,
vulnerable and self-harm-related content. Instagram decided to ban these accounts and hashtags in
2012, to stop the movement and protect its users from being exposed to harmful messages and images.
However, the phenomenon is ongoing and spreads on newly created pages and hashtags (Mariani,
2016; Petter, 2017; Reynolds, 2016).
While Catherine emphasised that her Instagram community constituted a countermovement to the
‘pro-ana’ phenomenon, as her account—which was part of a wider community—offered support to
those who tried to find their way out of an eating disorder, I sensed a concerning disconnect in regard
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to her awareness of the group’s actual purpose. Even she herself indicated, ‘that's kind of where it
gets difficult’ when she tried to explain the idea or aim of her sharing and documenting her illness.
While she said that she wanted to become healthier and liked to encourage others to do the same, she
also expressed her comfort with being skinny and being praised for her thin appearance. In her quote,
she further stated that the girl who had the most followers was ‘quite unwell’, which is an indication
that being unhealthily thin was praised by this ‘support group’ and rewarded with more followers and
likes. Despite Catherine’s reassurances that she was getting healthier and was attending therapy, her
Instagram support group sounded concerning and was not helpful to me. However, I did not want to
openly voice this opinion as I tried to be as careful with the topic as possible and avoid distressing or
criticising her. I further did not consider it to be ethical in my role as a researcher and a non-expert
on eating disorders, to judge the participant’s behaviour or give her any advice other than providing
information and contact details regarding where she could reach out for help if she needed and desired
it. It was comforting for me to know, however, that she received ongoing professional support.
The power dynamic between the researcher and the participant in a qualitative research paradigm
(Olesen, 1994) creates further considerations from an ethics point of view. Briggs (2001, pp. 911–
912) argues that:
asymmetries of power are inherent in interview situations, rooted in the dynamics of the interview,
since the interviewer usually has control over the direction of the interview, and the length and scope
of a respondent’s answers, and thus power relations are deeply embedded in the data produced from
interviews.

To lessen the unavoidable power asymmetry between the participants and myself in the role of the
researcher, I strived to make the interview situation as friendly, open and comfortable as possible. I
reiterated to every interviewee that they did not have to answer any question they were not
comfortable with. I also assured them that there was no ‘right or wrong’ answer and that I was solely
interested in their perceptions and experiences on the subject matter. Despite these efforts, power
relationships were evident in the interview situations. Female participant Jasmine, for example,
addressed me in a discussion when she expressed her frustration over ideal and seemingly unrealistic
bodies portrayed in the media. She stated:
[I]t's insane, it's no way I'm going to achieve that, but if I get somehow the proportions, like do you
know what I mean? (Jasmine, 24)

Just as in this quote, throughout the interview, she often asked me the question ‘do you know what I
mean?’ regarding different views and experiences on which she was elaborating. While I was unsure
if the question was an indication of her seeking to counterbalance the unavoidable power gap of the
interview situation, it might also have come from a place of insecurity and an attempt to receive some
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reassurance that her views were not ‘irrational’ or ‘wild’. I was led to this consideration as she was
very outspoken about body ideals in reference to pop culture figures such as Kim Kardashian
perceived by many—cultural critics in particular—as trashy or raunchy (Kohn, 2014; Pearson, 2016;
Saar, 2014). By indicating that she followed these celebrities on social media and considered them to
have the ideal body, Jasmine might have been reticent to place herself in the position of subscribing
to ‘trashy’ or low cultural standards. However, sometimes I also had the impression that she addressed
me personally to build an understanding about whether I held similar views or had similar
experiences. Although the situation did not make me uncomfortable, I was at times unsure of how to
react. I wanted to encourage her to feel comfortable and to talk freely about any experiences she had
and views she held, but I did not want to let my own perceptions influence her elaborations. I reacted
intuitively by nodding or agreeing verbally (‘Yes, I understand’, ‘Yes, I know what you mean’, ‘Yes,
sure’) in an attempt to show understanding and to encourage her to keep expressing her point of view.
While I tried to create a positive, open and friendly interview atmosphere, I realised that there is a
fine line between encouraging a participant to talk without them through a nod or a ‘yes, sure’, which
they may interpret as ‘you are on the right track’. The latter explanation again alludes to the power
relationship existing in the interview setting and the opportunity for her to feel safe and understood.
Throughout the data collection process, I further became strongly aware of my own embodied
presence in the interview situations and its potential influence on the data collection process. Bodies
unavoidably build relationships with one another; hence so do the bodies of the participant and the
interviewer (Evans, Allen-Collinson & Williams, 2017, , Weiss, 1999). These relationships are
constant and implicit (Coffey, 2012). Coffey (2012, p. 121) —based on Bain and Nash’s (2006)
work—emphasises that, “the researcher’s body is central to the research process, and to the data that
is (co)produced in fieldwork”. This additional layer in the power imbalance of an interview setting
was particularly relevant in the present study with its focus on relationships formed between bodies
and between bodies and the social sphere. In hindsight, I realise that I must have had a subconscious
feeling of the unavoidable presence of my body in the interview situation because I carefully
considered what clothing I should wear and overall how I should present myself before conducting
each interview. I generally wore neutral colours, mostly black, and wide draped cardigans in an
attempt to ‘hide’ my body and to take my embodied position out of the situation. Although this can
never be achieved completely, my body, physical appearance and exercise regime were never directly
addressed by the participants in any of the conducted interviews.
As a result of my embodied presence, I also acknowledged my privileged position to remain a listener
and interrogator without talking about my own experiences, weaknesses and feelings of inadequacy.
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Many participants expressed their frustration with themselves for being ‘fat’, ‘undisciplined’ or ‘disappointed’, or for not faithfully following a specific diet or exercise regime. At times, I experienced
my silence as an expression of, ‘I know what is right’ or ‘This would never happen to me’, when
instead my own embodied experiences were similar to those of many, particularly female, participants
who described their struggles with their weight and their lack of discipline. Feminist sociologist Ann
Oakley (2004) discusses this issue in her article, Interviewing Women: A Contradiction in Terms, in
which she criticises research methodologies, tools of social scientific inquiry and textbook codes of
ethics for alienating and objectifying women whereby systems of patriarchy are maintained and
strengthened. As a feminist interviewing approach, Oakley (2004) consequently advocates for the
establishment of intimacy and openness between the interviewer and the interviewee through selfdisclosure on the part of the researcher. Unlike Oakley (2004) in her research around childbirth, I was
not directly asked about my opinion or experience by any of the participants, so I decided to take
myself out of the interview situation as much as possible. I avoided sharing my own experiences and
opinions or providing feedback on the topics the participants were addressing and discussing. However, this is at the same time an action that is only possible because of the power relationship inherent
to the interview situation. The fact that the participants voluntarily asked to participate in the study
and recruited themselves provided a useful mechanism to counteract the potential for me to feel ‘privileged’ as a researcher in this situation.
These outlined ethical considerations also influenced the data analysis process. In particular, the
relationship between the researcher and participants is critical in the sense-making process of
collected data (St. Pierre, 1997). St. Pierre (1997) emphasises that data analysis in a qualitative
constructivist research paradigm requires a reflection on the researcher’s own identity to enable
theorising of the participants’ views and perceptions. She writes, “[t]he examination of one’s own
frailty surely makes one more careful about the inscription of others” (St. Pierre, 1997, p. 181). I
therefore decided prior to the data analysis, to reflect on my own perceptions and views regarding the
interview questions and write them down to create awareness of my own underlying beliefs.
Throughout the analysis process, I was then able to ask and remind myself whether I was projecting
my own perspectives onto the data, based on whether the created codes actually reflected the
participants’ ideas, opinions and points of view.

3.9 Conclusion
In pursuit of finding novel insights into bodywork practices in the form of physical exercise among
young Australian gym exercisers as embodied experience and as links to dominant gender body ideals
and personal health, an inductive research approach with a constructivist epistemological paradigm
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was chosen. Attending to the inductive and social constructivist research approach, a social
constructivist theoretical perspective and Grounded Theory as methodology were considered fitting
to investigate the participants’ embodied experiences, perspectives, beliefs and views on socially
constructed body ideals, health management and their motivation to exercise and work on their body.
As it uses an inductive research paradigm, this study does not test any preformulated or existing
hypotheses, but develops concepts through the research process itself. These concepts are analysisbased and have emerged from the empirical dataset collected using semi-structured, in-depth
interviews.
The qualitative method of semi-structured interview employed for the data collection process was
overall beneficial for the purpose of this study. It allowed themes to emerge and evolve during the
research process, which supported the inductive nature of the study. The approach further offered the
opportunity to listen to the participants’ interpretations, understandings and experiences of the
different themes, which strengthened the subjective perspective of the study based on which the
evolved themes were established. Finally, the semi-structured interviews allowed me to collect indepth and detailed data to build the context and range of factors related to the themes discussed. Some
interviews, however, did not provide the expected rich data because the participants could not relate
well to the topic or did not show a strong reflective engagement with their opinions, attitudes and
experiences. This might derive from the fact that the participants were not as interested or engaged
with the topic as expected on the basis of the voluntary character of the recruitment process. I could
therefore have tried to prepare more descriptions for certain terms or examples to provide them with
guidelines or support regarding how they could approach and discuss a topic. However, such action
should be taken with caution, since these reference points should not act in a way that they influence
or guide participants in a certain direction. Additionally, to gather clear and more precisely articulated
data, I could have asked participants to repeat or elaborate on points that were not cohesively
expressed.
Lastly, the constructivist Grounded Theory approach offered me as researcher the opportunity to be
part of the research process, through proactive mutual communication, construction and reflectivity
processes during the data collection and data analysis phases. While this allowed me to build a close
connection with the participants and insight into the context of the collected data, it raised ethical
concerns, which as I have discussed here, I strived to respect and constantly took into consideration
throughout the entire research process.
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Chapter 4: Bridging the Appearance/Health Dualism—The Healthy Body and the Blurring of the
Boundaries Between Inner and Outer Health
In this chapter, I discuss bodywork in the form of physical exercise among young Australian gym
exercisers as embodied experience and as a linkage to the blurring23 boundaries between health and
appearance. The increasing social importance of becoming a healthy subject and being ‘goodlooking’ has led to growing body image pressure, anxiety and dissatisfaction, especially among young
people (Dakanalis et al., 2014; Ho, Lee, Ng, Leong, & Tham, 2016; Lupton, 2017a). Within the
current consumer and fitness culture and amid the obesity ‘epidemic’, where the healthy, fit body has
become a bearer of the self, health and appearance are often displayed and discussed as mutually
dependent on one another. By transmitting and reiterating the norms of health, bodies are perceived
as visible reflections of individual choices and behaviours and hence people’s self-identity, discipline
and morality. The visibility of the body further allows individuals to compare their own bodies to
others and the norm. This is particularly evident in the current fitness movement that strongly focuses
on the appearance of the body and often overlooks actual health aspects. By equating health with
superficial health, this chapter discusses how the current body culture that is shaped by medical and
media discourses has helped obscure the lines between superficial body maintenance and actual
health improvements. This discussion addresses the following research questions:
•

How are the concepts of health and appearance constructed and how do they differ from and
intersect with each other in the current society?

•

How did health- and appearance-based motivations to exercise influence participants to work
on their body?

•

What embodied meaning and experiences did the participants assign to health and appearance?

•

In what ways are health and appearance given different priorities in contemporary society and
what reasons did the participants give for these?

‘To blur’ refers to making something unclear or less distinct (Oxford Dictionaries, 2018b). In reference to the body
and bodywork, I discuss how the current dominant socio-cultural discourses help to blur the lines and hence make the
boundaries and definitions between health- and appearance-based features less clear. As a result of blurring of the lines
between these concepts, they also inevitably begin to overlap and become less distinct from one another. I discuss this in
depth throughout this chapter.
23
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To address these questions, I first examine how health is defined by government institutions and
health professionals. I then discuss how the two dimensions, appearance and health, are constructed
and conjoined through first the medical, and second the media discourse, which have both created an
obsession with the fit, thin and healthy body. These current discourses around health and appearance
are based on self-discipline and manifested through movements like the ‘fit-community’ on social
media networks such as Instagram and Facebook, which have changed the field of public health communication significantly. At the same time, these online platforms have given rise to the visuality of
the body and connected it more strongly to the consumer culture, which has contributed to the blurring
of the boundaries between health and appearance. In this context, in a third section, I specifically
discuss the participants’ embodied experiences and understanding of health and appearance, their
motivations to exercise and the values they accorded to their health and appearance.
As this chapter touches on a field of knowledge extensively researched over recent decades, in a range
of disciplines including medicine, health communication and sociology, I emphasise that my intention
is not to discuss and focus on health promotion strategies, but analyse how the research participants
negotiated discourses around and between health and appearance discourses. To shed light on and
contribute new insight to this discussion, I draw on literature and fundamental theoretical concepts
from these various research areas. This facilitated and was necessary for the contextualisation of the
analysis of the data collected in this study and to open new ways of thinking. The findings and analysis
of the collected data are hence built upon and are embedded within literature that is essential to
understand the current state of knowledge and create new insights, rather than being built primarily
upon and guided solely by the collected data.

4.1 What Is Health?24
Historically, the concept of ‘health’ has been difficult to define, having multiple meanings for
different people and groups (WHO, 2018a). In their constitution of 1948, the WHO defines health as,
“a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or
infirmity” (WHO, 2018a, para. 1). While this definition acknowledges the shortcomings of previous
concepts of health as mere ‘absence of disease or infirmity’, the notion of ‘complete physical mental
and social well-being’ provides grounds for new criticism. Authors like Jadad and O’Grady (2008)

24

I do not discuss the concept of ‘appearance’ separately within the scope of this thesis. ‘Appearance’ in this discussion
is used in reference to its common seemingly straightforward understanding as the way someone or something looks
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2018a). This simple definition was chosen based on the participants’ elaborations and their understanding of the concept. Appearance has also been discussed as an act of performance in public and of perception of
others and oneself. I discuss these aspects in more depth and in connection to the current socio-culturally determined ideal
appearances of the gendered body in Chapter 6.
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and Callahan (1973) argue that using the notion of ‘complete’ makes any definition of health vague,
intangible and practically unattainable. WHO’s definition is therefore not only ambiguous and broad,
but also lacking in any operational value. In Western societies today, this ongoing discussion around
a cohesive understanding of health has great significance, not least because it forms the basis of health
promotion practices and health insurance policies that are highly debated, questioned, opposed to and
constantly expanded upon through new approaches and concepts (Callahan, 2013; Mayes, 2015b;
Singer, 2016).
Most participants in this study indicated they had a broad understanding of the concept of health.
Claire, for example, answered the question about what health means to her as follows:
Having good health refers to not only being physically active but just me being healthy and being
mentally happy. It's not just the physical side of things. It's also the mental side of things and the
psychological side of things. In order to be healthy or classified as healthy, you need to have everything
in order. (Claire, 19)

Claire strongly emphasised the role mental health played for her wellbeing. Without ‘having
everything in order’ including her mental health, she did not feel well or consider herself to be healthy.
Like Claire, most participants included physical wellbeing as well as their mental state in their
definition of health. I refer to physical and mental health,25 in this thesis, as components of inner
health in reference to Featherstone’s (1991) notions of the inner and outer body. In contrast, when I
refer to the outer body, I refer to the physical appearance or the appearance of health through the
visuality of the body.
Claire further referred to a feeling of wellbeing that has become a key concept within many recently
proposed concepts of health. Bellieni and Buonocore (2009, p. 9) state that “[t]he awareness that our
desires are being realised is what we call well-being: in other words, the awareness of health”. Desires
as discussed by Bellieni and Buonocore (2009, p. 8), among others, include:

25

Similarly to the obesity epidemic, a mental health crisis has been declared in our current society (e.g. Lin, 2017; Rössler,
2016). In Australia in 2015, four million people, which equates to almost one in every six, were estimated to have suffered
from so-called common mental disorders including anxiety or depression (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare,
2018). These figures are alarming as poor mental health has effects equally as detrimental as physical illnesses. Mental
health, however, does not refer exclusively to certain disorders such as anxiety, depression or schizophrenia; rather, it
describes ‘a state of well-being in which every individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope with the normal
stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to her or his community’ (WHO,
2014). Beyondblue (2018), an organisation supported by the Australian Government and Australian state and territory
governments, provides information and support to help individuals to improve their mental health. It considers that mental
health is ‘about wellness rather than illness’ (Beyondblue, 2018). Hence, just as with physical desires, mental desires
need to be met for an individual to be healthy. As another parallel to physical or biomedical health, it is the body that
plays a key role in the mental health discourse. The body is seen as a side to work on to support, cure or maintain mental
health. This discussion around body image and mental health is important to lead, especially given the high number of
young people suffering from a poor body image (Knapen et al., 2015; Mission Australia, 2017; Tiggemann & Slater,
2015). Within the scope of this study, however, I do not address mental health further as health as visual representation through the fit body stands in the foreground of the discussion.
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[t]o drink, to walk, to eat ice cream, to read a good book; to restore breathing if our nose is obstructed,
to restore sight if we are blind or to kill pain if we have a headache—to be healthy is to realize this.

In contrast, a person who is not capable of experiencing these desires based on circumstances such
as poverty or illness is considered unwell or ill (Bellieni & Buonocore, 2009; Mayes, 2015a, 2015b).
Health following this concept moves away from the strong inner body focus and applies a new
understanding that comprises different dimensions including social desires. In line with this
argumentation, most participants counted not only their mental health but also aspects such as eating,
sleeping and fitness26. Some also discussed a feeling of wellbeing and satisfaction because of their
appearance, especially when they were in good shape or had lost weight. Liam, for instance, said:
Yeah physical attractiveness is definitely part of like my exercise, but the main reasons are personal
happiness and energy levels, but definitely attractiveness as well. It's not so much attractiveness, as not
want to be unattractive, just because that's depressing. […] They're really linked together, cause
obviously, the way you look at yourself is how you feel but also the way you feel determines how you
look at yourself, so… (Liam, 24)

When I asked him if he could elaborate on how he developed this understanding of health and
appearance, he said:
Sure, when I split up with [my girlfriend] when I was 18, I stopped taking care of myself for a while.
I was a bit depressed, so I stopped exercising and I put on a bit of weight and became quite unfit and
after I stopped being depressed about our relationship falling apart, and I realised that I was kind of let
myself go, that was a motivation for me to start exercising again and also how difficult it was for me
to do things that have been really easy before so like running or swimming, I found that I was tired
really fast and things like that, and obviously that was a big motivator for me to train myself again so
that I wasn't so rubbish at doing things I needed to do, I obviously wanted to run around and have a
good time, go swimming at the beach do whatever, not feel tired, so… (Liam, 24)

Liam indicated that he began working out to get back into shape and restore the health condition he
had before a breakup, which had made him depressed and led to him gaining weight.While he also
indicated he felt better when he looked good, his motivation to work out was based on a desire to

26

‘Fitness’ can be defined as “a combination of strength, flexibility, and cardiovascular endurance” (Millington, 2018, p.
15) that allows “the ability to carry out daily tasks with alertness and vigor, without undue fatigue, and with enough
reserve to meet emergencies or to enjoy leisure time pursuits” (Glanze, 1986, p. 880; cited in Millington, 2018, p. 15).
According to this definition, fitness, refers to the ‘physical’ aspect in the introduced WHO (2018a) definition of health.
Fitness, in comparison to this definition of health, does not know any state of completion, fitness is “always pursuable no
matter one’s already existing fitness level” (Millington, 2018, p.15). Fitness, at the same time, is strongly connected to
outer health (appearance) (Evans & Allen-Collinson, 2016) and is often framed as a ‘lifestyle’ that follows commercial
pursuits (Millington, 2018). Fitness thereby also confers physical capital to the body (e.g. the fit body and hence individual
is perceived as worthy, disciplined and attractive). Since fitness in itself constitutes a concept that blurs the lines between
outer and inner health, in this discussion, I focus primarily on the concept of ‘health’ as discussed by Bellieni and Buonocore (2009), which allows a distinction of desires (inner body concerns) from wishes (outer or appearance related
concerns) to analyse the embodied understandings and negotiations participants engage in between inner and outer health
norms, ideals and expectations. Fitness in this discussion can relate to either desires or wishes, I will subsequently clarify
its meaning if necessary.
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restore his physical wellbeing, especially his fitness.27 Other participants, such as Connor, however,
described that they felt better solely based on their appearance. He elaborated:
You just get so immersed in [muscle-building workouts], just watching yourself grow, it's the greatest
thing. That's what makes it so addictive. Watching yourself slowly become better and better. (Connor,
19)

Unlike Liam, Connor was motivated to engage in bodywork practices because of his interest in
bodybuilding. He worked out regularly to build up a bigger muscular physique, to lose body fat and
to observe his own transformation. Connor admitted that he even went so far as to use steroids, which
helped him to augment his muscular development and to look better than his peers in the gym. For
him, growing muscles equated to being better. He stated:
That was the main reason I wanted to [use steroids] because it will give me the edge on everyone else.
(Connor, 19)

Connor’s explanation for why he decided to use steroids did not indicate an aspiration to restore a
previous state of being or an ‘average activity’, as with Liam, but instead alluded to him obtaining
superior skills or status. In this sense, his bodywork did not fulfil a desire, but constitutes what
Bellieni and Buonocore (2009) call a wish. Some participants, overwhelmingly females like Charlotte
who discussed suffering or feeling bad because of their physical appearance, described an imagination
that equated to a wish of their ideal appearance. Charlotte said:
I think it's a bit silly, so I know like, especially Nicky Minaj is-, her body like is just-, it's insane, it's no way I'm
going to achieve that, but if I get somehow the proportions, like do you know what I mean? Cause obviously I
don't want to look like her in real life, cause it would look like a bit insane, but you know what I mean, the skinny
waist and then do squats to do your ass bigger, something. (Charlotte, 20)

Charlotte described a modelling body that was guided by the “fashion or advisory canons” (Bellieni
& Buonocore, 2009, p. 9) of the current popular media and was, thus, as argued by Bellieni and
Buonocore (2009), representative of wishes, not desires. Olivia made a similar point when she
discussed how the rise of social media has given people the opportunity to contribute to and help to
shape these ‘fashion canons’. She stated:

27

Fitness here implies functional health. Functional health refers, in the literal sense, to how well the body functions as a
whole, and is hence an aspect of fitness that relates to inner health without focusing on a specific part, organ or system.
Functional health, therefore:
is about your muscles, bones, joints, nerves, and everything else that’s responsible for your physical ability to move.
It’s your mechanical well-being. But what Functional Health is really about is optimising your ability to do the
activities that you need to do and that you want to do, without being hampered by pain or injury. Whether that’s
keeping up your weekly tennis match, playing with your kids, or simply unloading your groceries, the goal of
Functional Health is to improve your capacity to perform your life’ (Your Functional Health, 2018, para. 1).
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I think with the advancement in technology like Instagram, I think people can also decide what they
think is ideal and then ridiculous things like the ‘thigh-gap’ come up. (Olivia, 24)

Olivia raised an interesting point; that people can—via social media and the posts they like on these
platforms—effectively vote for what body shapes they perceive as ideal and thus drive what bodywork practice is in fashion. The thigh gap that she addressed provides an interesting example of such
a process; it describes a space between the inner thighs that some women, particularly thin women,
have when standing upright with their feet touching each other. Having received widespread attention
and likes on social media, the thigh gap has become, like a clothing accessory, a fashionable aspect
of the ideal female body.
External inputs from social media, fitness trends and fashion thus create ‘medicine desires’ that are
masqueraded as requirements to build or restore personal wellbeing, while in reality, they are wishes
(Bellieni & Buonocore, 2009). Connor, Charlotte and Olivia hence described what Bellieni and Buonocore (2009) see as practices that go against the principle of autonomy. This principle describes how
individuals’ wishes regarding their body are increasingly guided by media propaganda and fashion
that promote ‘unnatural’ body shapes that do not fulfil a desire in the form of a curative measure, but
instead create a wish (Bellieni & Buonocore, 2009). Wishes can even be harmful such as in the case
of Connor. Steroids are performance-enhancing drugs that can pose severe health risks including
kidney problems, liver damage and high blood pressure (Maravelias, Dona, Stefanidou, & Spiliopoulou, 2005). Wishes regarding bodywork can further lead to a waste of public resources and funds and
may contrast with the principle of justice as they can only be fulfilled by individuals who possess the
required means (Bellieni & Buonocore, 2009). While these implications for society and its institutions
are crucial in the current climate, in this thesis, I want to focus on and deepen the discussion introduced here around the embodied experiences regarding the interplay of health and appearance and
their influence on individuals’ motivation to engage in exercise regimes. To lead this discussion, I
first outline the construction of health and appearance and their connections with one another as two
socially developed concepts, through first the biomedical, and second the media discourse.

4.2 The Biomedical Health Discourse
Biomedical knowledge creates key discourses for the construction of people’s embodied
understanding of health and appearance. The biomedical discourse consists of knowledge primarily
from medical research, and secondarily from popular discourses that apply a scientific tone in
discussing health matters (Pylypa, 1998). A discourse, as Foucauldian scholar Weedon expresses,
refers to:
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ways of constituting knowledge, together with the social practices, forms of subjectivity and power
relations which inhere in such knowledges and relations between them. Discourses are more than ways
of thinking and producing meaning. They constitute the 'nature' of the body, unconscious and conscious
mind and emotional life of the subjects they seek to govern. (Weedon, 1987, p. 108)

In this sense, discourses are “a form of power that [circulate] in the social field and can attach to
strategies of domination as well as those of resistance” (Sawicki, 1988, p. 185). I discuss power
structures and how they are exercised within discourses to govern and control individual subjects and
their bodies within a society more in depth in Chapter 5. In this chapter, I primarily focus on the
embodied understanding that discourses create around health and appearance and that people share
within a society.
Following the above quote by Weedon (1987), a discourse establishes the ‘nature of the body’, it
defines and constructs the understanding and knowledge of certain concepts such as health, which
individuals internalise and consequently come to embody. This embodied understanding then guides
the way people take care of themselves and their good health. In this discussion around the biomedical
health discourse, I first consider overweight and obesity as health threats and self-inflicted diseases,
and in a second part, discuss the categorisation, visualisation and moralisation of the fat body through
health measurements.

4.2.1 Obesity and Overweight as Health Threats and Self-inflicted Disease
Overweight and obesity constitute one of the world’s most prominently discussed medical, social,
political and moral health topics (Brownell et al., 2010; Lupton, 2017a; Mayes, 2015a, 2015b). The
discourse around obesity as a global threat that spreads uncontrollably and poses a danger to
individuals’ and society’s wellbeing had become highly pervasive by the late 1990s and early 2000s
(Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). The latest figures published by the Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare (2017) indicate that 63% of the adult and one-quarter (26%) of the
child and adolescent population was overweight or obese in the 2014-15 financial year. Adults are
now more likely to be obese than those of the same age 20 years ago, and the proportion of people
categorised as obese has increased over time compared with that classified as overweight (Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare, 2017).
Obesity burdens the social system through an increase in government and business spending for
health and medical insurance and by preventing individuals from achieving their full potential as a
productive workforce contributing to the economy, and in return, social systems (Mayes, 2015b;
Monaghan et al., 2013; Pylypa, 1998). Overweight bodies are consequently perceived to be costly,
lazy and unproductive to society (Mayes, 2015a; Puhl & Heuer, 2010; Pylypa, 1998). The Australian
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Government estimated overweight and obesity to cost the economy around $8.6 billion in the 201112 financial year (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2017).
Despite the various multifaceted and complex socioeconomic and environmental forces that influence
and cause people’s overweight, until the late 1990s, and to a considerable degree up until today,
fatness is mainly observed and discussed in the context of biomedical knowledge (Pylypa, 1998) and
therefore as a result of individuals’ moral failing to make the right or healthy choices for themselves28
(Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). These two discourses have consequently influenced
the way people and society as a whole view and treat fatness and the fat body (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes,
2015a; Pylypa, 1998). Henderson (2005) describes the cause of overweight from a biomedical
perspective as follows:
When humans ingest more energy than they spend, the excess energy is stored in the form of adipose
tissue. Energy storage is fundamental for survival. Whenever food is scarce, the body uses the stored
fat to provide additional energy. As more fat is stored, resulting from an energy surplus, the risks of
morbidity and mortality increase. [...] Therefore for health purposes obesity is not an aesthetic
consideration, but rather a risk factor. (Henderson, 2005, pp. 340)

Henderson’s (2005) elaboration adheres to the perspective of personal responsibility by indicating
that the behaviour or choice individuals make to eat a surplus of energy in comparison to their energy
use leads to obesity. He further emphasises the biomedical health-centric approach by discussing a
calorie surplus solely on the basis of its cause of elevated health risks and not on any aesthetic
considerations. Because of its health focus and its scientific research approach that constitutes a
socially acknowledged process to produce objective and neutral knowledge, the biomedical
perspective of fatness is perceived as the most authoritative (Engel, 2012; Gillett, 2006; Harjunen,
2017; Mazzotta, 2016; Pylypa, 1998). The biomedical paradigm is thus most commonly referred to
as ‘the truth’, in both academic and popular discourses on fatness (Engel, 2012; Gillett, 2006;
Harjunen, 2017; Mazzotta, 2016). Alternative views from other academic fields—including
humanities, social and cultural studies—that challenge the biomedical paradigm struggle for
legitimacy, recognition and visibility (Engel, 2012; Gillett, 2006; Harjunen, 2017; Mazzotta, 2016).
The biomedical discourse of obesity and its individual-centric approach has consequently increased
the pressure on individuals to take action and implement strategies to prevent the risk of becoming
overweight (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). None of the participants in this research,
however, discussed any recommendations or information provided by the biomedical discourse
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The discourse of self-responsibility for one’s health is called healthism. Crawford (1980, p. 368) defines the term as
“the preoccupation with personal health as a primary—often the primary—focus for the definition and achievement of
well-being; a goal which is to be attained primarily through the modification of life styles”. I discuss this concept in depth
in Chapter 5 in connection to biopolitics.
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through government, official health institutions or health professionals. Only a few participants,
including Ryan, indicated they had read academic or biomedical health information to inform
themselves about how to exercise based on the scientific ‘objective’ or ‘truthful’ health discourse.
Ryan said:
I don’t read fitness magazines, all my information I read online it's like journal articles and things like
that cause obviously, I have access to it through the university so I can read like scientific journals
about sports science or physiology or whatever, so there's no pictures of like ripped men and stuff in
there that just gonna depress you or, you know… (Ryan, 24)

Interestingly, Ryan indicated that he was interested in reading scientific journals to distance and to
protect himself from the seemingly unrealistic standards the media discourse provides regarding the
appearance of the body. While he discussed his interest in health desires rather than aesthetic wishes
throughout the interview, he was clearly aware of how the appearance aspect had come to strongly
influence the discourse around health and exercise and the potentially harmful implications of this
continuous blurring of the two concepts. While he perceived the media health discourse as harmful,
it was the more appealing discourse to follow for most participants in this study. Apart from one other
female participant, Claire, who studied physiology and also indicated she had acquired health
knowledge through the scientific discourse, participants overwhelmingly followed health and
exercise advice from popular or social media discourses that were more strongly based on health
wishes, than on the desires most participants predominantly strived to meet.29
This trend is concerning to Western governments that are strongly interested in disciplining individuals to look after their body by following biomedical health advice that is predominantly guided by
‘the fight against obesity’ (Harjunen 2017; Lupton, 2014c; Mayes, 2015a). It is through this discourse
that the overweight or fat body has become emblematic of the undisciplined or unhealthy body.
The participants showed that they themselves also internalised this moral discourse, the narrative of
self-responsibility and health as a moral duty. While many alluded to this sentiment in a more covert, indirect way, Sophia explicitly said:

29

I discuss the participants’ embodied experiences further in Section 4.4.1. In the scope of this thesis, I do, however, not
extensively address and have not conducted research focused specifically on media studies or young people’s use and
interpretation of media content. I use some media content to support and illustrate the outlined theoretical discussions and
to address the embodied understanding of media discourses by the participants when they - often in a general manner (see
for example Section 4.4.3) - were freely addressed in their interviews. Including these embodied understandings of media
images is paramount as the media discourse plays a crucial role within our society: “[M]edia texts […] subtly or overtly
reinforce understandings of particular ideas or practices as being ‘normal’ compared to others - a process known as hegemony” (Millington & Wilson, 2016, p. 154). Media texts thereby also help people to make sense of themselves and
others (Millington & Wilson, 2016). At the same time, the interpretations of these media texts are always grounded in
sociocultural, historical and subcultural contexts (Millington & Wilson, 2010), which I aim to explore in this thesis in
regard to young people’s management and negotiation of different bodywork and body norms.
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Ehm, I guess it makes you feel good, eh, you know- feel good endorphins and also you feel less guilty.
You feel pleased with yourself for going or doing something ehm, and I also feel really sluggish and
like a bit down if I don't do it. (Sophia, 24)

Sophia clearly embodied the moralisation surrounding the health discourse and her obligation or selfresponsibility to look after her body. She expressed a feeling of ‘guilt’ when she did not exercise. At
the same time, not exercising also influenced how she felt within her body. She indicated that she felt
‘sluggish’ if she did not work out. This embodied sentiment can be attached to the moralisation of
laziness. Not working out for one day does not influence an individual’s health status in a significant
way; however, her strong awareness of what she should be doing seemed to affect the way she felt
about herself and her body.
The phobia around the fat body has reached unprecedented levels in current Western societies where
the ability to control the body—especially regarding its size—is an all-important standard in regard
to health but also morality and productiveness (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998) (see
also Chapter 5). The efforts to fight these threats of obesity are targeted to protect not only the individual citizen from various chronic diseases, but overall society’s wellbeing, especially regarding the
financial burden that overweight causes30 (Callahan, 2012; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998; Singer,
2016). The Australian Government, along with most governments of Western societies, particularly
promote exercise as bodywork practice for people to avoid gaining extra weight and to promote
healthy lifestyles. The Australian Department of Health (2017, para. 4) provides the following health
guidelines regarding physical activity for people 18–64 years of age:

Physical Activity Guidelines
•

Doing any physical activity is better than doing none. If you currently do no physical activity, start
by doing some, and gradually build up to the recommended amount.

•

Be active on most, preferably all, days every week.

•

Accumulate 150 to 300 minutes (2 ½ to 5 hours) of moderate intensity physical activity or 75 to 150
minutes (1 ¼ to 2 ½ hours) of vigorous intensity physical activity, or an equivalent combination of
both moderate and vigorous activities, each week.

•

Do muscle strengthening activities on at least 2 days each week.

The government’s efforts to provide physical activity guidelines strongly reiterate the individualcentric approach to health, by advising how the individual, moral citizen should behave (e.g. engage

30

Foucault (1980) refers to such systems of social control to discipline the body and optimise its capabilities and functionality to contribute to society—especially its economic structures—as ‘biopower’. These coercive mechanisms of control demand individuals to accept self-responsibility and self-discipline. I discuss these concepts more in depth in Chapter
5.
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in 150 to 300 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity per week). Individuals who follow the
provided guidelines through self-discipline and self-surveillance should not be ill or overweight. This
discourse therefore also indirectly strengthens the notion that overweight is a result of individuals’
own negligence and laziness in looking after themselves and creates an embodied understanding of a
personal obligation for good health. In this sense, “health is not value-free; [but represents] a moral
discourse” (Pylypa, 1998, p. 25). The moralisation of fat, and the strong focus on individual selfresponsibility refers to what Leon Kass observed over 40 years ago when he said, “I would lean much
more in the direction, once traditional, of saying that health is a duty, that one has an obligation to
preserve one's own health” (Kass, 1975, p. 39). This sense of personal duty has strengthened over the
past few decades, specifically with the advances made in communication technology, via which
everyone is able to access information on health and wellbeing. Most participants showed in their
interviews that they strongly embodied this moral narrative around self-responsibility and health as a
moral duty, which is in regard to the outer body also shared by the media discourse they
predominantly followed.31 While many participants pointed to these sentiments in a more covert,
indirect way, Liam explicitly said:
[L]ike it's hard for people to respect you [when you are overweight] cause to a certain extent people
view your body image as a reflection of your work ethic, if you let yourself get like really overweight,
if you get morbidly obese, people figure that you're lazy, yeah, which isn't always the case obviously
people have medical conditions and stuff but that's kind of the-, it's not that people do it like actively
in the front of their brain it just happens like in their subconscious. (Liam, 24)

Liam strongly associated overweight with laziness and saw excess weight as a reflection of an
individual’s poor work ethic. Bodies, in this sense, make individual choices and behaviours visible
and become a target for stigmatisation (Lupton, 2014e; Mayes, 2015a; Saguy & Ward, 2011). For
many male participants, just as for Liam, overweight was associated with fear of losing the respect
of others and being associated with negative values. Interestingly, while Liam acknowledged that
other factors could cause overweight, he indicated that the pervasive discourse of self-responsibility
was at the forefront of people’s minds and therefore shaped the perception of obesity and overweight
as a reflection of laziness and immorality. The body as visible representation of health is consequently
pre-reflectively associated with—and sometimes even equated to—fitness32 and thinness (Mayes,
2015a; Pylypa, 1998). Within the current individual-centric health discourse, this fit, thin outer body
or appearance can be achieved by anyone through the adherence to disciplinary diet and exercise
regimes imposed upon oneself (Crawford et al., 2015; Lupton, 2017c; Millington, 2018).

31

I discuss the media health discourse in Section 4.3.
Fitness here refers to the appearance of the body rather than its inner health concerns such as strength, flexibility, and
cardiovascular endurance.
32
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Overweight or fat is further associated with value judgements through the measurements that are set
in place to define health. Currently, the most common way to distinguish normal from non-normal—
or healthy from unhealthy—weight is the BMI (Grogan, 2016; Harjunen, 2017). An individual’s BMI
can be calculated using the formula weight (kg) ÷ height2 (m2), which classifies weight in relation to
people’s height into six health groups: underweight (BMI <18.5); normal (18.5–24.9); overweight
(25–29.9); obese (30–34.9); severely obese (35–39.9); and morbidly obese (>40) (Grogan, 2016;
Harjunen, 2017; Nuttall, 2015). A normal BMI indicates the range within which an individual’s
weight–height ratio should lie to be considered ‘healthy’. Individuals whose BMI exceeds either the
upper or lower bound of the normal BMI are automatically categorised as ill (Fabiansson &
Fabiansson, 2016; Harjunen, 2017; Nuttall, 2015).
A few participants indicated that they used the BMI to monitor their weight and overall wellbeing.
Claire, for example, stated:
I still calculate my BMI, because for me, if I'm around 23, 24, that's ideal and I'm-, ehm, I just feel a

bit lighter […]. I'm not a bodybuilder, I don't have muscle mass where it would skew BMI, ehm, so
that's why I think [the BMI is] a good tool, and it's also quick to calculate. (Claire, 19)

Claire indicated that she connected a certain BMI with a feeling of being ‘lighter’ and being able ‘to
do’ more. The BMI for her, hence, seemed to be a measure of overall wellbeing rather than a simple
weight measurement tool. At the same time, she alluded to a shortcoming of the BMI that would
‘skew’ its reliability. I address her remark about muscle mass and further deficiencies of the BMI in
the following section.
The BMI is criticised by many from the health, medical and sociological research fields for a number
of widely discussed limitations (Fabiansson & Fabiansson, 2016; Grogan, 2016; Harjunen, 2017;
Nuttall, 2015). The most significant shortcoming is the formula’s incapability to separate muscle
mass from fat tissue (Fabiansson & Fabiansson, 2016; Harjunen, 2017; Nuttall, 2015). Since muscles
weigh more than fat, a muscular body with a low body fat percentage is likely to have a BMI that
exceeds the upper level of the normal weight range and falls into the obese category (Harjunen, 2017).
The BMI further constitutes an improper instrument to measure normal or healthy weight for very
young, elderly or people of different ethnicities and gender, which the BMI calculation does not take
into consideration33 (Grabowski & Ellis, 2001; Harjunen, 2017; Wen et al., 2009).

33

Researchers and health professionals have introduced new or alternative measures including skin-fold thickness, waist
circumference or bioelectric measures to determine fat levels, all of which have challenges, however. Thus, authors like
Huxley and Jacobs (2011) argue that these measures do not add any support for determining a person’s state of health
relative to the BMI alone (Grogan, 2016). The BMI itself was also further developed into the so-called Smart BMI
(SBMI), which attempts to overcome the shortcomings of the BMI by taking age and gender into account as well as, to a
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Another point of criticism regarding the BMI is its classification of body weight as normal, at-risk or
non-normal, whereby normal weight is automatically equated with good, and all other categories with
poor health (Fabiansson & Fabiansson, 2016; Grogan, 2016; Harjunen, 2017; Nuttall, 2015). BMI
categorisation thus also enforces the moralisation of the ‘non-normal’ body, as well as the notion of
a causality between certain body weights and health. While biomedical studies have reported some
significant correlations between body weight and certain diseases, causation between the two factors
is often questionable or even lacking (Grabowski & Ellis 2001; Wen et al. 2009). Discourses around
fatness as a global threat to people’s health are thus often exaggerated or false (Grabowski & Ellis,
2001; Harjunen, 2017; Wen et al., 2009). Further, the strong moralisation of fat neglects its essential
roles for the functioning of the body, which include the maintenance of the right body temperature,
the smooth functioning of cells, the storage of energy and the absorption of vital vitamins
(HealthStatus, 2018).
Another indication of the arbitrariness of the ‘normal weight’ discourse is its construction as a
relatively new phenomenon introduced in the 1940s as a statistical tool for life insurance companies
to calculate mortality rates and consequently premiums for their clients (Boero, 2012; Harjunen,
2017; Oliver, 2006). The normality as defined by the BMI is hence a predominantly socially
constructed categorisation that is not universally or naturally determined but instead is adjustable and
a matter of negotiations. In the United States in 1997, for instance, the normal or healthy BMI was
lowered from 27 to 25, which categorised millions of Americans instantly as ‘overweight’ and hence
unhealthy without having gained any extra body mass (Harjunen, 2017; Oliver, 2006; Squires, 1998).
Schwartz (1986) describes how the definition of the ‘normal’ or ‘healthy’ body weight historically
became increasingly restricted through such negotiations, especially in the first half of the twentieth
century when concern with overweight increased substantially to the point where it came to be
perceived as a social threat, even though “[t]he nation [of the United States] had not grown suddenly
heavier; rather, the tolerances had narrowed” (Schwartz, 1986, p. 159). ‘Normal weight’ has
consequently become strongly politicised as strategic and political instrument to control people in
their behaviour to protect themselves and society overall (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015b; Puhl &
Heuer, 2010; Wang, Brownell & Wadden, 2004). The so-called obesity epidemic can therefore be
described as a constructed health crisis around fatness and the moralisation of obesity (Campos, 2004;
Harjunen, 2017; Oliver, 2006; Patterson & Johnston, 2012). I discuss the moralisation of the
overweight body more in depth in the following section, while introducing and discussing more in
depth the BMI as a health measure and its connection to the appearance of the body.

limited extent, race (Asian populations or White). It represents a comparative figure on a 70-point scale that does not
include any physical units (Smart BMI Calculator, 2014; Bachmann, 2016).
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4.2.2 Visualisation and Moralisation of the Fat Body Through Health Measurement
With further developments in BMI charts, the visualisation of the body, particularly the fat body, has
slowly entered the biomedical health discourse. Modern BMI charts began to associate socially
constructed health categories with certain body appearances and thereby reinforce the moralisation
of fat. A low BMI is associated with a slender, but a high BMI, with a rounder or thicker physique.
These visuals are often used within the popular health discourse that is framed as scientific discussion
by using the respective terminology (Pylypa, 1998). One example of a popular media health discourse
around weight, specifically overweight, is represented by the BMI charts in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9: Body Mass Index (BMI) and weight distribution for women (Zamora, 2018)

Figure 10: Body Mass Index (BMI) and weight distribution for men (Zamora, 2018)
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The BMI charts depicted match specific body shapes and weight distributions for each BMI health
or weight category for women (Figure 9) and men (Figure 10). While the webpage that published
these specific charts provides some additional information on normal, over- and underweight, the
chart itself focuses exclusively on the body’s appearance (Zamora, 2018). Visual content that has
become an increasingly popular and common aid for health communication messages in support of
written material has seemingly introduced a shift away from the statistical, numerical discussion to
visual aids as targets of comparison that serve individuals in assessing their own health status.34
A further observation that can be made from the BMI charts is their apparent focus on the fat or
overweight body that is described by two categories (obesity and morbid obesity); while the
underweight body is given limited attention at the lower end of the scale, discussed only through one
category. Being underweight can, however, have equally detrimental health effects to being
overweight, but is not as strongly morally judged and framed as epidemic in our society (Campos,
2004; Troiano, Frongillo, Sobal, & Levitsky, 1996). This might derive from the fact that the slender
body does not represent indulgence and laziness, but determination, renunciation and selfdiscipline—values held in high regard in late modern, neoliberal societies. Just as with overweight,
however, the findings regarding the causation of underweight and health are highly debated. Despite
these similar discourses, overall the health hazards associated with being overweight are given more
attention in the media then those associated with being underweight, based on the moral judgement
regarding fat and the fat body as threat to society (Campos, 2004; Flegal, Graubard, Williamson, &
Gail, 2005; Troiano et al., 1996).
The moralisation of fat, the definition of health and the measurement instruments put in place,
including the BMI, create discourses and thereby knowledge in a very Foucauldian sense (Harjunen,
2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). This means that individuals come to internalise these discourses
and build an embodied understanding of health and its moral judgement, whereby they also
automatically come to understand and accept the visuality of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ health and the narrative
of self-responsibility to look after their body. Anna expressed these sentiments when she described
the way she felt when she went to the gym:

34

The discussion around health literacy, specifically numerical health information, and its translation into easier-to-understand illustrations has been led by various authors; however, discussion revolves mainly around the conversion of
statistical data into graphs rather than their representation through images and pictures (Ancker & Kaufman, 2007; Apter
et al., 2006; Estrada, Martin-Hryniewicz, Golbeck, Ahlers-Schmidt, Paschal, & Dismuke, 2005). Most prominently,
Ancker and Kaufman (2007) summarise and discuss the issues of quantitative health information and the challenges they
may entail for patients to understand them, in their article ‘Rethinking health numeracy: A multidisciplinary literature
review’.
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To be honest, and I know this sounds really silly, but I worry most about other people at the gym. If
they look at me, I hope they're not thinking that I'm being lazy or not doing something wrong. That's
where I get the most worried about judgment and hope that people are not thinking badly of me. (Anna,
22)

Similar to Liam, who was concerned about losing the respect of others when he gained weight (see
Section 4.2.1), Anna was worried about being perceived as lazy and being judged by others. This
indicates a strong internalisation and embodiment of the health discourse as personal responsibility
and the body as visual representation of personal choices and behaviours. Noah futher argued:
(…) if you're overweight or not physically attractive, it's also hard for you to lead because people don't
respect you. (Noah, 24)

Noah clearly made a connection between being overweight and being respected by others.
Overweight as stigmatising characteristic, he argued, diminishes a person’s ability to lead. This ties
back into Anna’s concern that other people will not respect her if she is overweight. I will lead this
discussion around physical appearance and respect more in depth in Chapter 6.
Referring back to the health/appearance dualism within the biomedical and media health discourse,
the fit body is framed as healthy, while the overweight or unfit body is exposed as unhealthy and
deviant. Even though biomedical researchers such as Henderson (2005, p. 340) argue that “for health
purposes obesity is not an aesthetic consideration, but rather a risk factor”, through the moral
discourse around self-responsibility, the visibility of the body and its association with a specific health
status (BMI: underweight, normal weight, overweight), health and appearance have come to influence
and sometimes even imply one another in our current society. The boundaries between two
historically distinct concepts have become increasingly blurred. Featherstone (1991) refers to this
dialogue as superficial health, or the appearance of health. The interplay between health and
appearance is, however, not static; especially regarding the thin ideal that has not always been
associated with health. At the beginning of the twentieth century, thinness was considered a potential
indication of tuberculosis and hence sickness (Bennett & Gurin, 1982; Daftary, 2012; Grogan, 2016).
In the 1980s, strong underweight was associated with HIV or AIDS (Daftary, 2012; Grogan, 2016;
Persson, 2005). The connection between thinness and health has only been established in the twentyfirst century (Grogan, 2016; Harjunen, 2017; Lupton, 2017a; Murray, 2008), when it shifted from a
thin to a slender, fit and strong figure (Grogan, 2016; McKinley, 1999; Tahseen, 2013). Health and
appearance are hence two discourses that have, even in the medical and seemingly inner healthcentric discourse, historically been involved in a constant dynamic relationship with one another.
Before considering how the participants experienced this interplay, I discuss the media health
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discourse, which even more so than the biomedical discourse has helped to establish and shape the
connection between health and appearance.

4.3 The Media Health Discourse
The media discourse constitutes the second key discourse that builds and shapes the
health/appearance dichotomy of the body and bodywork. In comparison with the biomedical
discourse, however, health-based media body projects openly discuss the appearance-based benefits
of exercise and other bodywork practices that seemingly naturally arise from leading a healthy
lifestyle (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). Appearance concerns have grown
significantly with the increased visibility of the body through technological advances and new media,
which in turn has given rise to the seemingly vast amount of information available via self-help,
fitness and dietary books, magazines, blogs and social media accounts that focus on motivating and
inspiring others to make the right choices for their physical and mental wellbeing as well as their
appearance (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). I first examine the discourse of health
information through the media, especially new media. In a second part, I consider how the focus on
appearance has given rise to appearance-based fitness movements, and in a third section, how these
movements have contributed to a stronger commodification of the body.

4.3.1 Health Discourse Through the (New) Media
The media represents a long-term key subject in various research areas including psychology,
sociology and of course media studies (De Graaf, 2016; Mehraj, Bhat, & Mehraj, 2014; Kellner,
2009). While the media’s influence in society is unquestionable, the nature of this influence remains
part of an extensive and wide-ranging discussion. Authors like Hodgetts and Chamberlain (2002) and
Schneider and Davis (2010) argue that the media establishes a framework that allows people to
understand themselves, others and the socio-cultural environment within which they live, including
specific issues such as appearance and health norms and ideals. Following Foucault, the
representations and constructions of these concepts in the media are then easily internalised, and help
shape individuals’ collective beliefs and behaviours (Crawford, 1984; Foucault, 1980; Pylypa, 1998).
This internalisation process has become even more powerful through the mass media, including TV,
magazines, billboards and the Internet (Daniel & Bridges, 2010; Grogan, 2016; McKinley, 1999).
The constant reiteration of ideal bodies creates a dominant social discourse in which the fit, thin body
is not only seen as healthy but simultaneously also as beautiful and sexy (Boyd & Murnen, 2017;
Grogan, 2016; Pylypa, 1998). The unfit body, on the other hand, is unpopular, unattractive and
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unhealthy (Dolezal, 2015; Featherstone, 1991; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). Individuals who cannot
avoid exposure to these images internalise and embody the media discourses, even if they are not
aware of it. Most participants indicated that they ‘learned’ and came to accept what the supposedly
ideal body looks like through the media discourse. Mia, for example stated:
Ah I guess the media kinda tells what we're supposed to think is the ideal body type and ehm through
advertising and you know, influential figures that are represented in a certain way, that are sort of
showing you know 'this is what's good, this is what's wrong', which isn't necessarily realistic. (Mia, 24)

Mia not only indicated that she learned from the media what the ideal body looks like, but also ‘what’s
good and what’s wrong’, which indicates a moral judgement regarding the appearance of the body.
Many participants specifically stressed the importance of social media in this construction. Logan,
for instance, stated:
It all comes from social media. Everyone wants to be-, You get a lot of these bodybuilding pages with
over a million followers and they post all these amazing bodybuilders or fitness models. I think
everyone believes once you've been posted on one of those, then you've made it, then you're successful.
It all comes down from there. Yes, I think at the end of the day, it's all social media because everyone
does have social media. I think maybe movies as well, there's a lot of people in movies who we tend
to look up at. (Logan, 22)

The importance of social media as Logan described is alarming, especially since the media has
historically been strongly criticised for its depiction of so-called ‘ideal’ or ‘perfect’ bodies. In
comparison with traditional media, social media is even more present in young people’s lives and
creates a sense of ‘reality’ in which everyone can participate (Hanna et al., 2017; Perloff, 2014;
Pirraglia & Kravitz, 2013). However, the depiction of the body on social media is, just as in traditional
media, illustrated through stylised, edited and retouched pictures of celebrities and models, which do
not represent reality but instead, a seemingly unrealistic representation of most bodies (Coffey,
2016a; Klein, 2013; Martin, 2010). These images are strategically chosen and edited not to depict
‘reality’, but to gain commercially (Featherstone, 1991). Studies have shown that potential consumers
are more attracted to ‘ideal’-looking models with whom potential consumers associate success, health
and discipline and through which they create a more positive attitude towards the advertised brand
(Blair, Stephenson, Hill, & Green, 2006; Kilbourne, 2017; Langmeyer, & Shank, 1994). Marketing
strategists are aware and take advantage of these sensitivities by portraying and constantly reiterating
the attractive, thin, fit and hence superficially healthy body as ideal; in this way they also strengthen
the discourse of what in Mia’s words is ‘good’, as well as ‘what's wrong'. Interesting also is how
strongly both Mia and Logan were apparently influenced by the media, despite expressing awareness
of its power and how it frames the ideal body. This discrepancy can be attributed to the strength of
the process of embodiment on individuals’ beliefs and consequent behaviour.
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The embodiment of health does not occur only through the visual representation of ideal, attractive
bodies that are portrayed as healthy, but also through the information provided on social media
platforms. Because of the ease of access, people now increasingly seek health information online; a
worrying development as these platforms often pander to commercial motives rather than public
health concerns (De Graaf, 2016; Li, Wang, Lin, & Hajli, 2018; Ventola, 2014). Male and female
participants both indicated they primarily sought exercise advice from social media. Mia, for instance,
said:
I follow like fitness tip accounts, like they have workout or diet advice but not the, you know Instagram
models who all look a certain way, so… (Mia, 24)

While these online social media platforms can offer informative health and fitness advice, the quality
of the research and the underlying purpose of the content differs from those of official health
organisations and health professionals who are concerned about public health. Moyer, Greener,
Beauvais and Salovey (1995) studied the accuracy of health information communicated through
popular media at the time, and showed that discussions on health provided in the print media were
particularly important in shaping the public’s beliefs and behaviours, as readers were taking an
increasingly active role in their own health and using popular literature as an information source.
While Moyer and colleagues (1995) conducted their study over 20 years ago, their discussion around
the topic remains relevant and has even intensified amid the rapid changes occurring in the
communication landscape via Web 2.0. Web 2.0 offers highly participative Internet use, particularly
through social media platforms that have radically transformed the way people communicate and
seek health information, or content that is touted as such (Chou, Prestin, Lyons, & Wen, 2013;
Ventola, 2014; Moorhead et al., 2013; Ventola, 2014; Walther, Jang, & Edwards, 2018). Critics of
health information provided on social media platforms most prominently argue that such information
may be posted anonymously or by authors who provide limited information about their background
and expertise in the area. Additionally, the information is often unreferenced, incomplete or informal
(Chou et al., 2013; Jackson, Chou, Coa, Oh, & Hesse, 2016; Song et al., 2016; Ventola, 2014). While
to some degree this is also the case for traditional online media, the interactive nature of social media
amplifies these issues, since everyone has the opportunity to post and upload content to these pages
and interact with the questions asked by other users (Moorhead et al., 2013; Ventola, 2014; Walther
et al., 2018). The main problem of health information found on social media is its lack of quality and
reliability35 (Chou et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2016; Song et al., 2016; Ventola, 2014). I discuss the
35

Medical professionals and public health professionals also started to use the Web 2.0, particularly social media platforms but also apps, smartphones and smart objects to share medical information and create networks that reach a wide
(and diverse) audience in their efforts to “deliver health care; and monitor people’s health-related activities, illnesses and
disease outbreaks” (Lupton, 2014b, p. 1345). Within the discussion of this thesis, I included this form of health advice as
medical discourse, since the messenger follows the biomedical paradigm in how to approach health matters and offer
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implications of these shortcomings further in the next section in reference to the media discourse of
current lifestyle fitness movements.

4.3.2 The Rise of Fitness Movements and the Focus on Appearance Over Health
Social media has the capability to create full narratives of certain fitness, health or overall lifestyle
trends that are highly appealing and resonate with many people’s wish to transform their bodies,
instead of only providing advice regarding specific illness or health concerns. These narratives are
often found on accounts that can be described as lifestyle or fitness accounts. By portraying models
as identity narratives around ideals of physical attractiveness, fitness and health, social media
accounts essentially fulfil the role of an advisor who is offering instructions and guidance interwoven
with motivational and inspirational messages addressed to their followers (Donahue, 2017; Norton,
2017; Prichard et al., 2017; Prichard & Tiggemann, 2008). A search on Google for ‘fitspo’ brings up
well over 30 million images (e.g. Figures 11 and 12).
These images derive from simplyshredded.com (Figure 11) and gymaholic.co (Figure 12), which
offer workout, diet and visual motivational content, tips and advice on how to shape or even transform
their bodies to the audience of their webpages and associated Instagram, Facebook and Snapchat
accounts. Both simplyshredded.com and gymaholic.co include in their content imagery and
terminology that are strongly associated with the current bodywork movement. The female fitspo
subject is portrayed by the thin and athletic ideal who is perfectly toned, fit and muscular, but at the
same time not ‘too’ muscular and still curvy, which makes her attractive and desirable (see Figure
11) (Barnes, 2012; Chasler, 2016; Ho et al., 2016; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016). The ideal male
subject, on the other hand, adheres to the muscular, v-shape ideal. While a few male participants
indicated their hesitation about becoming ‘too big’, creating a highly defined muscular build and
becoming bigger than their peers played an important role for many in their workout regimes (Barnes,
2012; Chasler, 2016; Ho et al., 2016; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016).

seemingly ‘truthful’ advice. None of the participants indicated that they follow or seek any such content on social media
accounts, wherefore I will not discuss this topic or critical health studies’ critiques of this approach further in-depth within
the scope of this thesis. For further readings on this topic please see for example Lupton (2014b).
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Figure 11: SimplyShredded (2017)

Figure 12: Gymaholic (2018)

Simplyshredded.com and gymaholic.co further exemplify what Duncan and Klos (2014) refer to as
contradictory messages regarding health, which implies a blurring of the distinction between health
and appearance. The slogan used by simplyshredded.com, ‘Strong is the new skinny’, makes a clear
connection between health and appearance. While strength is connected to health, skinniness refers
solely to an appearance ideal. While the extreme thin, not muscular figure was the female ideal in the
1990s and early 2000s, it is now the strong body that is ‘in fashion’ (Lupton, 2017a; Millington,
2018). Gymaholic.co’s slogan, ‘Hard work—Discipline—Dedication’ implies that anyone can
control their body if they are only disciplined and dedicated enough to work on it. Gymaholic.co also
uses terminology associated with addictive behaviour. That is ‘-aholic’ or ‘-oholic’ indicates that a
person cannot stop doing something and is addicted to a certain behaviour (e.g. workaholic, alcoholic)
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2018d). The overt message is that those who do not look perfectly toned clearly
lack the motivation and are not sufficiently addicted to achieve the body they desire (Dworkin &
Wachs, 2009) or, in Bellieni and Buonocore’s (2009) conceptualisation, wish. The negative
associations with which addiction are connected are thereby used and twisted into having a positive
value, and linked to being dedicated and disciplined. In this rhetoric, one is addicted to a positive
behaviour. The framing of this message refers back to, and seems to be an intensified notion of, the
self-responsibility discourse and the moralisation of fat introduced through the biomedical discourse.
Although both simplyshredded.com and gymaholic.co address their followers through empowering
messages, the vibrant images of the ideal body for both men and women imply that the followers’
bodywork is never enough and that body transformation is always necessary to conform to the everevolving societal ideals that are connected to health and living ‘the good life’ (Barnes, 2012; Chasler,
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2016; Prichard et al., 2017; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016). To emphasise the importance of
continuous bodywork and the addictive feeling of physical transformation, ‘before and after’
photographs of clients following specific fitness programmes are used as motivational material.
While the biomedical discourse and traditional health communication usually do not involve personal
stories or experiences, social media tends to over-emphasise them, portraying individual success
stories as collective medical knowledge (Grindrod, Forgione, Tsuyuki, Gavura, & Giustini, 2014;
Ventola, 2014). Examples of this are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Figure 13: Female transformation
(Kayla Itsines, 2018)

Figure 14: Male transformation
(Abraham Kovacs, 2017)

This narrative around ‘transformation’ and the fulfilment of wishes rather than desires is highly
attractive to the younger audience who look to peer models for advice on transforming their bodies
in a normative way. Social media, and in general the fitness movement, thrives on portraying
attractive models who represent their audience’s wishes. With the social significance of the body’s
appearance and individuals’ freedom to work on their body according to their own preferences, some
young people increasingly engage in radical body modification practices that promise to achieve an
ever thinner, trimmer, fitter, bulkier or leaner appearance (Crossley, 2005; Grogan, 2007; Shilling,
2012). People strive to create ‘a body by design’ (Giddens, 1991) and fitness and lifestyle social
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media accounts capitalise on these wishes and promise ever more radical transformations to gain
more followers and consequently generate more income.36
However, bodies cannot be shaped and changed boundlessly. Diet, exercise and even plastic surgery
only allow the reconstruction of the human body within certain limits (Bordo, 1993b; Holland, 2016;
Shilling, 2012). Some participants indicated their frustration with these circumstances. Here I
duplicate the earlier statement by Charlotte, who also followed fitspo accounts for exercise advice.
She said:
I think it's a bit silly, so I know like, especially Nicky Minaj is-, her body like is just-, it's insane, it's
no way I'm going to achieve that, but if I get somehow the proportions, like do you know what I mean?
Cause obviously I don't want to look like her in real life, cause it would look like a bit insane, but you
know what I mean, the skinny waist and then do squats to do your ass bigger, something. (Charlotte,
20)

While Charlotte acknowledged that the body she saw in the media was ‘insane’, she still liked the
proportions and wanted to at least try to approach this ideal. However, not everyone has the financial
means that these body projects require or the corporeal dispositions that are predicative necessities
(Klein, 2013; Mayes, 2015b; Shilling, 2012).
An increasing number of critics therefore have raised their voices and begun to point out that fitspo
and related movements actually inspire people to strive for an aesthetically ‘perfect’ body rather than
to improve their health. While seemingly promoting a healthy lifestyle, in reality, fitspo promotes
one specific body type, the fit thin physique, as ideal and aspirational. Packaged as lifestyle, fitness
or wellness, ‘health’ has become a billion dollar industry where bloggers promise “short cuts to that
‘health’ for premium dollars” (Donahue, 2017, para. 7) or more accurately, short cuts to superficial,
outer health.
In her analysis of the female body in Western media and advertising, Susan Bordo (1993b, p. 32)
demonstrates that lifestyle media, of which the fitspo movement is part, contributes to a “system of
values and practices within which girls and women—and, increasingly, men and boys as well—come
to believe that they are nothing […] unless they are trim, tight, lineless, bulgeless, and sagless”. These
body ideals foster feelings of uncertainty and social anxiety, and of failing to conform to norms of

36

Depending on the unique brand of a social media account, its audience size, and the level of commitment from the
audience, social media, predominantly Instagram, accounts offer different ways to earn money. Among which are the
following:
• Creating sponsored posts with brands (e.g. fitness supplement and sport nutrition brands) that are interested in
having exposure to the account’s audience
• Offering and selling physical or digital products, as well as paid services (e.g. a workout program or training
sessions).
• Selling the licenses for the photographs and videos uploaded to the social media account. (Kumar, 2019)
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health and beauty, which contributes to the risks people experience in postmodern societies (Coffey,
2013b; Foo, 2010; Shilling, 2012).
The fitness movement, while framed as healthy, in this sense, has come to replace preceding
movements such as ‘thinspiration’ (thin + inspiration) (Simpson & Mazzeo, 2017; Tahseen, 2013;
Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016). Thinspiration emerged in the 1990s and glorifies extreme thinness as
the female beauty ideal (Bert, Gualano, Camussi, & Siliquini, 2016; Cobb, 2017; Mariani, 2016).
This movement is also referred to as the pro-anorexia (pro-ana) movement that, although less popular
than in the 1990s and early 2000s, prevails (Mariani, 2016; Sccacia, 2017). In contrast to extreme
thinness, ‘fitness’ is not only perceived as a beauty ideal but simultaneously also associated with
health, which leads to a blurring of distinctions between the health and appearance discourses and
provides the fitspo movement the opportunity to hide behind a seemingly healthy ideal. Various
authors and activists for body positivity37 have thus come to criticise the fitspo movement based on
its mixed messages and its apparent emphasis on the outer body. Some claim fitspiration is
thinspiration in disguise; or how Dana Suchow puts it more pointedly, ‘Fitspo is just Thinspo in a
sports bra’ (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Dana Suchow (2018)

37

Over the past decade, ‘Body Positivity’ or the ‘Love Your Body’ movement has risen through social media but also
lifestyle magazines and books as a counter discourse to the seemingly unattainable and unrealistic ideals of beauty that
the media created and continuously reiterates (Afful & Ricciardelli, 2015; Klein, 2013; Kraus, 2018). The movement
aims to shift the perception on how people should see their bodies and help them to build a healthier self-image (Afful &
Ricciardelli, 2015; Klein, 2013; Kopiak, 2016; Kraus, 2018). In this sense, the core message emphasises that there is no
specific body ideal, but instead every body is beautiful regardless of its size, shape or skin colour, which re-emphasises
the attention given to appearance rather than health (Cwynar-Horta, 2016b; Key, 2017; Luck, 2016; Mitchell, 2017b).
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While thinspo and fitspo are mainly targeted to a female audience, it is important to mention that men
are exposed to similar discourses. Men must be ‘cut’ or ‘shredded’ to be considered healthy and
attractive but should not be ‘too big’, which is considered unnatural and unhealthy (Andreasson &
Johansson, 2014; Chaline, 2015; Kunitz, 2017). The shredded male fitspo appearance, just as the
female fitspo trend, is thus based on appearance rather than health. However, the media discourse
around the pressure to which men are exposed is not as loud and pervasive as that around the female
body. I discuss this discrepancy more in depth in Chapter 6. First, however, I address the other
element to which Suchow’s posts alludes; that being the commodification of the body through
bodywork movements that for the fitspo movement include fashionable fitness gear such as sport
bras. In the next section, I further discuss how such fitness gear and overall the focus on the
appearance of the body has led to a stronger commodification of the body (Millington, 2018;
Sassatelli, 2010).

4.3.3 The Commodification of the Body Through the Healthy Appearance
Over the past decade, with the rapid growth of social media, the hype around the fitspo movement
and the visibility of the fit, lean body, the fitness industry has risen to become one of the largest and
fastest growing industries in the world (Lord, 2017; Norton, 2017; Tahseen, 2013). Fashionable
exercise gear in particular has become seemingly inseparable from the bodywork movement: as
implied in Suchow’s quote in Figure 15, it is predominantly the fashion—a consumer product—that
distinguishes between the thinspiration and fitspo movements. This remark also indicates that it is
not enough to simply join the fitspo movement by going to the gym and working out; it is necessary
to purchase the products and style the body according to the trends that models present on their social
media accounts (see Figure 11 & 12). The trend for bodies to become commodities for companies to
advertise products and raise revenue is not new; however, the trend is growing rapidly amid the
technological advancements of social media and the promotion of products through these channels38
(Kilbourne, 1999; Stankiewicz & Rosselli, 2008; Zimmerman & Dahlberg, 2008). While the male
body has become increasingly more visible over the past decade, it is primarily the female body that
has historically been strongly objectified in the media, particularly the advertising industry
(Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997; Grogan, 2016; Stankiewicz & Rosselli, 2008; Zimmerman &

38

Symbolic interactionists, including Goffman (1959), have further discussed the significance of leisure and the use of
consumer products and other props, such as exercise gear and clothing in general, for individuals’ construction of personal
identity (Allen-Collinson & Hockey, 2007). As indicated previously, I discuss identity as a conceptualisation of the self
to refer to people’s self-perception as well as their self-presentation (see Section 2.2). I will further discuss these concepts
in reference to Goffman’s The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life in Chapter 6.
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Dahlberg, 2008). Female bodies are “dismembered, packaged, and used to sell everything”
(Kilbourne, 1999, pp. 26–27).
By appealing to a high-spending consumer segment, the broadly and highly popular fitspo movement
allows profit-driven enterprises to reach a vast pool of potential customers. The body thereby
becomes simultaneously a commodified and a consuming body. Featherstone (1991) began to
observe this capitalisation on and the commodification of the body over 30 years ago with the
significant changes that occurred in the 1980s regarding the philosophical understanding of the
body.39 The body has become an entity or an object that some perceive to be mouldable (Featherstone,
1991; Harjunen, 2017). Various products and services that focus on ‘helping’ individuals to look after
their bodies and their selves have subsequently flooded consumer markets worldwide (Cwynar-Horta,
2016a, 2016b; Featherstone, 1991; Harjunen, 2017; Luck, 2016). The marketing messages promoting
these health and beauty services and products imply that body maintenance follows or even more
pointedly, must follow, the rationale of consumerism (Featherstone, 1987, 1991; Harjunen, 2017).
Featherstone (1991) argues that in consumer culture the body has become constructed of an inner and
an outer body; a concept I briefly introduced and relied on to discuss health and appearance at the
beginning of this chapter. The inner body according to Featherstone (1991) represents maintenance
and repair, concerns over health, illness and ageing; while the outer body represents the body’s
“appearance as well as the movement and control of the body within social space” (Featherstone,
1991, p. 171). Featherstone (1991) emphasises, however, that the inner and outer body are always
connected in consumer culture, as the inner body helps shape the appearance of the outer body. This
precedence that Featherstone (1991) accredits to the outer over the inner body provides an explanation
for why health and appearance have for many come to influence—and even equate to—one another.
The appearance of health as defined in the current socio-cultural discourse has consequently become
a reflection of superficial health, which is perceived to be even more important than actual health.
Featherstone (1991, p. 186) over three decades ago had already recognised the dangerous implications
that can evolve from this narrative: “With appearance being taken as a reflex of the self the penalties
of bodily neglect are a lowering of one’s acceptability as a person, as well as an indication of laziness,
low self-esteem and even moral failure”.
Although Featherstone wrote on this topic over 30 years ago, his interpretation of the importance of
bodywork in consumer culture remains relevant. With the increasing visibility of the body in our
current digital culture, the proliferation of bodywork practices and the shift of the body’s natural
boundaries, the connections between the consumer market and the body have grown even stronger.
39

An in-depth discussion about these changes is undertaken in Chapter 5.
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The idea is that everyone can change their body if they just put enough effort into it and purchase the
right products to achieve their body goals (Featherstone, 1991; Harjunen, 2017). At the same time,
the right products, such as fashionable workout gear, help to improve the body’s appearance even
further. Indeed, it has come to be perceived almost necessary to own such gear and be seen wearing
it in public, particularly at the gym. Health within this discourse is almost completely neglected.
While the inner body in the most positive case acts as support for the outer body, the focus is strongly
directed towards the body’s appearance; actual health cues are only of limited importance
(Featherstone, 1991; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a).
In conclusion, the media health discourse sees the fit, thin female and muscular male body not only
as healthy, like the biomedical discourse, but also as attractive. In this sense, the two positions of the
health/appearance dualism come to influence and even equate to one another (Pylypa, 1998).
However, it is one’s appearance, or their appearance of health, that counts in the current hyper-visual
media discourse. Inner health is rarely discussed and seems to be only a component of—or building
block for—outer health. Having outlined how health and appearance are constructed within society
through the medical and the media discourse, I now discuss the embodied experiences of the
participants and their understanding, as well as the importance they assigned to health and
appearance.

4.4 Embodied Understanding and Importance of Appearance and Health
Discourses
Discussing the participants’ embodied understanding and the importance they assigned to appearance
and health provides a helpful new perspective of the appearance/health dualism. Such a perspective
is often neglected in the medical and media health discourse, where the focus is instead on scientific
findings, corporeal biomedical processes or the appearance of health. Medical sociology, with its
main focus on corporeal concerns, however, does strongly emphasise embodiment because illnesses,
diseases, pain and suffering, as well as health, comprise embodied sentiments of ‘vibrant physicality’
(Bendelow & Williams, 1994; Monaghan, 2001; Turner, 1992) that are “inseparable from our ‘lived
bodies’ as the site of meaning, experience and expression” (Williams & Monaghan, 2013, p. 63).
Embodiment, as introduced in Chapter 2, is defined as “a multi-dimensional process that cannot be
reduced to biology or society, but instead involves the complex interplay of various modalities of our
’lived body’ or bodily-being-in-the-world” (Williams & Monaghan, 2013, p. 63).
In comparison to medical sociology with its main focus on biological aspects—the embodied
sentiments of ‘vibrant physicality’—I examine how embodied social discourses, particularly the
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discussed biomedical and media health discourse, influence the participants’ bodywork practices.
Having addressed how some of the participants defined health and their desires or wishes to work on
their body, I now discuss their health- and appearance-based embodied motivations to exercise; the
value they attach to the appearance of the body and how it is linked to their wellbeing; and, in the last
section, how the social rewards attached to the good-looking body can lead to self-objectification.
Throughout these identified themes, I discuss how the two differences of the health/appearance
dualism influence, strengthen and oppose one another in the embodied experiences and beliefs of the
participants.

4.4.1 Health- and Appearance-based Motivations to Exercise
The medical and media health discourse strongly promote a healthy subject that is connected to a
certain body ideal, simultaneously emphasising the importance of self-responsibility to look after and
maintain good health. Consequent confusion over the blurring between health and appearance, and
over the pressure to fulfil both expectations was expressed by many participants. Female participant
Jasmine, for instance, elaborated on her feelings:
Well, for one like the first-, the most important thing I guess to me is that like, you know, it's me trying
to-, it's me on my journey to like lose weight and I feel like that's awful cause I'm like, 'Oh I shouldn't
want to do this only because it like hopefully will get me to lose weight, ehm, I should be doing this
because I want to be fitter, cause I, you know, want better stamina but that's not what motivates me,
like I can't lie to you and tell you that’s it-, no its not. Though, it is like a secondary thing, like 'Oh yeah
it would be great if you know, I was actually a bit stronger', ehm but yeah that's like nothing, actually
I tell you a really sad story, ehm when I first started exercising I was like, 'Ok cool, I’m gonna lose
weight, right?', cause I haven't exercised at all in the last like 5 years, but when I like did like that solid
exercise, like you know three, four times a week and then like-, which in retrospect isn't that much but
still it was a lot for me and I was just like, 'Oh you know in those shows ‘The Biggest Loser’ they lose
like 10 kilos in like 1 week and that's what it's gonna be like, no it wasn't and I like weighed myself
and like I think I stayed the same and at one point I even gained weight and I was like, 'What the hell
is happening? What is this shit?', and then I talked to my partner and he was just like, 'Oh it just could
be like you know, you are losing fat but you're gaining muscles', but I'm like, 'That's not what I want!',
like I literally don't give a shit about this muscle like all I want is to lose this much weight, ehm and
like ‘Great! I gained muscles’, but that's not contributing to my goal and that's why I'm-, it's a terrible
story cause I'm like, I know I shouldn't be focussing on that but that is essentially what happens anyway,
like every time I get on the scales, I'm like 'hmmm,mmmh', like I've been doing this for 2 months now,
nothing has changed, not even like less 1 kilo, like that's it, like… (Jasmine, 24)

Jasmine indicated a strong embodied understanding created by the health discourse, which is based
on the notion that fitness and inner health are important for individuals to achieve. Yet she also
indicated that her main goal was to lose weight as a wish, and hence for aesthetic purposes, rather
than as a desire, which would include curative health measures. Making an admission, she said, ‘I
feel like that’s awful’ when referring to her focus on her appearance rather than her health, which
alludes to a sentiment that this ‘superficial’ goal is socially perceived as less important or less
accepted to strive for. While one may argue that her awareness of the importance of health as a
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motivation for exercise is positive from a biomedical perspective, Jasmine nevertheless and despite
this acknowledgement more highly valued the progress she made in regard to her weight loss goal,
and hence held her appearance in higher regard than her inner health. Thus, Jasmine, while being
aware of both positions in the health/appearance dualism as well as of their differences, did not equate
them to one another. This is especially apparent from the fact that she indicated she was not interested
in building muscles if she did not lose any weight through this transformation. Although she knows
that from a health perspective becoming stronger is a good sign, this result does not subscribe to the
appearance she aspired to achieve. While appearance and health are linked to one another in the
fitness and health discourse, they are indeed different and in Jasmine’s example, even oppose one
another.
Participant Ellie expressed similar embodied experiences. She answered the question as to why she
was engaging in physical exercise as follows:
I do it-, at the moment I do it for just a little bit of weight loss but only to like get a bit healthier and to
tone up a bit just to get a bit stronger and then just to be able to maintain that health. (Ellie, 22)

Ellie indicated weight loss and toning as her exercise goals and linked both to the desire to restore
and maintain a certain health status. However, ‘weight loss’ and specifically ‘toning up’ are terms
that are, especially when used together, predominantly associated with the current fitness movement,
which promotes appearance ideals that are based on a toned and lean muscular physique. Throughout
her interview, she repeatedly expressed her goal to change the appearance of her body but did not
refer to specific inner health improvements (e.g. cardiovascular health). In this sense, the statement
that she exercised ‘to be able to maintain that health’ seems to represent a preconceived notion of the
socially acceptable discourse, rather than an embodied desire to hide her wish to shape her body
according to the fit, trim body ideal. This alludes to a blurring of the lines between health and appearance within the current medical and media discourse. While Jasmine clearly distinguished both discourses, Ellie seemed to connect them by stating that she wanted to feel stronger and healthier, yet
she also wanted to ‘tone up’—a description used to work on the appearance of the body. Other female
participants too, while emphasising inner health in their discussion, still expressed a strong interest
in the appearance of their body. Isabella for instance said:
Eh, I like how it sculpted my body, I like feeling strong, like how it makes me feel strong, I like having
muscles I guess, yeah so I guess that's part of it as well and I feel like I don't want to lose it, like I
worked hard for it and I want to maintain that, but yeah health and feeling strong and just I guess
general endorphins like it makes me feel good, it feels like an achievement. (Isabella, 21)

While Isabella associated strength first and foremost with inner health, she also connected the feeling
of being strong with an aesthetic embodied feeling by referring to her muscles as the aesthetic or
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visible representation of her bodywork and her healthy self. She also referred to her muscular
physique as an ‘achievement’ and indicated, ‘I don’t want to lose it’; ‘I worked hard for it’. This
alludes to her embodied understanding that a fit appearance is based on self-discipline and hard work;
she was proud of it, saw it as achievement and did not want the gains from her hard work to be
transitory. At the same time, she mentioned the mental health benefits of body workouts, such as
releasing endorphins and feeling strong. Overall, the motivation to work on their body among the
female participants was predominantly guided by wishes rather than desires.
Desire- or inner health-driven bodywork was more strongly observed among the male participants.
However, with the increasing emphasis and visibility of the male body in the media, male participants
indicated a similar embodied understanding of the blurred lines between health and appearance with
an overall greater emphasis placed on appearance, and hence wishes rather than desires to work on
their body. Max for instance said:
I think health would be the biggest benefit. Yes, getting endurance, getting healthy. The second biggest
one for me, to be completely honest, is getting that ideal body shape. The third one would be just
feeling good. You release endorphins when you work out, so it's inevitable you're going to feel good.
(Max, 23)

Daniel argued similarly when he described what working out meant to him. He stated:
Working out to me means almost something that I have to do in order to be healthy, feel good, look
good. Also, to know that I’m taking myself seriously. A workout to me? It means that I’m trying to
improve myself whether it be health reasons, appearance, or even feeling good or happy. (Daniel, 24)

Max and Daniel clearly identified both health and appearance as motivations to exercise. For both
men, health, appearance and overall wellbeing were all factors in self-improvement and helping them
to not only feel but also look good. However, Max’s formulation ‘to be completely honest’
demonstrated his embodied awareness, similar to Jasmine, that appearance was or should not be the
key motivator to exercise. This alludes to the fact that the health discourse is pervasive and
emphasises the inner health component over appearance. As discussed earlier, the line between health
and appearance is, however, not clearly drawn—not by the biomedical and especially not by the
media discourse. Appearance, instead, is seemingly discussed as a ‘natural’ byproduct or a visual
manifestation of inner health that derives from leading a healthy lifestyle, when in fact real-life
experiences show that to achieve the bodies portrayed particularly in the media discourse requires
targeted bodywork that focuses on appearance rather than health. Like Max, for many of those who
indicated that they wanted to care for their health, what health actually entailed seemed difficult to
articulate. At the beginning of this chapter, I presented several participant responses demonstrating a
superficial understanding of health that alludes to the strong embodiment of health as an important
goal to strive for and motivation to exercise without being aware of what health really means and
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how it works in the body. This may also explain why health seemed to be more of a buzzword for
many participants, rather than an actual goal to which they aspired.
This focus on appearance and the superficial understanding of health may be explained by the fact
that the interviewed participants were young and—with the exception of Catherine, who suffered
from anorexia nervosa—did not suffer from severe or chronic diseases. When the basic desires are
covered, people have more resources available to focus on wishes, such as those relating to the
appearance of their bodies. In addition, at a young age appearance plays a more significant role in
people’s lives. Young people seek to build their self and often try to establish an ontological security40
through the way they look. Appearance can hence help to boost self-confidence and self-esteem even
if it is not a sustainable source as it relies on outside factors rather than how a person feels about
themselves. Additionally, physical appearance matters in relationships, which is important for young
people who constantly meet new friends and may be looking for life partners.41
The extent to which bodywork around the appearance has evolved and grown in popularity was
apparent in the elaborations of Liam, which included:
I saw recently an article that was all about building your serratus, that is just a small muscle group and
it's really like non-functional, but it's just for the aesthetic appeal and so people publish magazine
articles about one specific muscle group and how to make it, you know really defined, people will then
follow that exercise trend, they're trying to do that and obviously there's only so much time in the day
so then you can't, that's gonna lead to you neglecting something else, you know, yeah. (Liam, 24)

Liam’s description provides a helpful insight into the current fitness culture that promotes the building
of non-functional muscles for aesthetic reasons rather than exercise to support people’s inner health
and wellbeing. With the increasing importance of the body and its appearance as the bearer of the
self, exercise advice, just as outlined by Liam, is more and more guided by purely aesthetic goals
rather than health benefits. Liam also alluded to the risk of this trend becoming an obsession leading
people to neglect other aspects of their lives. Although Engeln (2017) discusses this phenomenon,
which she calls ‘beauty sickness’, exclusively in terms of women, men seem to have developed a
similar attitude towards appearance and its significance. Liam further elaborated on this observation
by referring to exercise and building certain muscle groups as fashion, which, like with clothing,
comes and goes and is constantly replaced by new versions. He explained:
Like if you, well it depends, it can shape the way you want to look I guess but I'm kind of resistant to
that, […], there are fashions in exercise that I'm trying to avoid, while others sort of become converted
40

According to Giddens (1991) ontological security describes a stable sense of self-identity and a sense of continuity
regarding one’s experiences and events in their lives. In this sense, individuals feel secure as they know who they are—
or how they want to present themselves—and what experiences they can expect (e.g. positive reactions towards their
physical appearance and consequently themselves).
41
I discuss these aspects further in Chapter 6.
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by, so like I was saying before, like if it becomes fashion to work out a particular set of muscles or to
look a particular way, you know, because you can work different sets of muscles to like a different
order and if you make one of the muscles bigger, you might mask the other muscle and make it look
smaller, so it just depends what it's more fashionable to have, like if it's more fashionable to have large
[delts] or if it's more fashionable to have larger neck muscles those kinds of things, so those priorities
can sort of shape what exercises you chose. (Liam, 24)

From Liam’s explanation it could be argued that aesthetic bodywork that is masked as a health and
fitness regime has become a fashion accessory one must possess rather than an internal feeling or
desire of wellbeing. It is an aesthetic wish that shapes the exercise regime and the body project for
many. The fact that the definition of muscle groups that are not functional can become fashionable is
a strong indication of the emphasis of appearance over health. Liam’s statement also not only
underlines the growing importance of aesthetics for men’s workouts, but shows a similar discourse
to the female participants’ discussion around their frustration with seemingly unattainable body
ideals.
In line with this trend, most male participants discussed appearance-based bodywork as a key
motivator for exercise. While many female participants found these exercise regimes frustrating (see
Jasmine, Section 4.4.1), many male participants including Connor described their embodied
sentiments about working out as follows:
Basically, when I'm at the gym I feel like I'm away from society. It's basically just like a home away
from home. The feeling you get from working out, it's just such a thrill. It's honestly addictive, like a
powerful drug. The feeling you get when you keep going back and back. You just get so immersed in
it; just watching yourself grow, it's the greatest thing. That's what makes it so addictive. Watching
yourself slowly become better and better. (Connor, 19)

Connor clearly described a wish rather than a desire to work on his body and enjoyed the process of
his bodywork regime. He not only enjoyed seeing himself grow and hence seeing his physical
transformation, but also stated that he thoroughly enjoyed his workouts and even compared them to
a drug, which is terminology employed by gymaholic.co (see Figure 12) to refer to the positive,
addictive nature of bodywork. Connor’s statement is representative of many male participants’
experiences. In this respect, despite the similarities in how males and females are concerned and
motivated regarding the aesthetics of their body, their embodied experiences of exercising differ
strongly. Many male participants described a desire to work out. Connor also described a feeling of
wellbeing and safety when he saw himself grow. He therefore discussed appearance as a source of
ontological security. Aesthetic bodywork through the interconnection of appearance and health hence
become part of individuals’ efforts to shape their self-identity. This finding leads to an even more
central point within this discussion around health and appearance: while I argue that appearancebased bodywork is more strongly connected to wishes, Connor’s and Logan’s embodied experiences
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show that aesthetic bodywork—that provides them with a sense of being, direction, meaning and
purpose as well as a feeling of wellbeing and fulfilment—can become desire-driven when based on
these motivations.
This also helps to explain why some, in this study particularly male participants, become and can stay
motivated to exercise and do not quit easily. Some participants, mostly females, were motivated
exclusively by wishes that elicit forms of motivation that are short-lived and superficial. Hence, those
who do not see their bodywork as a forming element, as a direction-giving identity work for their
sense of self but instead are, as outlined by Jasmine, guided by wishes indicated to struggle with
sticking to an exercise regime over a longer period. While many women, as argued by authors like
Calogero et al. (2017), perceive their physical appearance as a part of their self-concept and as social
currency based on and formed through the feedback they receive from their social environment, this
is not based on how they embody a positive or healthy feeling about themselves. Instead, it is a selfconcept that is constructed from external sources. These external motivations lead not only to a shortlived motivation to exercise but also to negative body images, body shame and body dissatisfaction.
All these possible outcomes are nicely outlined in Jasmine’s quote, in which she indicated she felt
‘terrible’ because she could not mould her body according to her wishes. However, it is important to
mention that these findings are also valid for men who are motivated by wishes rather than desires.
In conclusion, appearance and health seem to have become strongly blurred into one another in
participants’ motivation to exercise. While most indicated wanting to work on their health, it was
their appearance or the appearance of health that they were actually focusing on. Most participants
discussed these issues in a very nuanced way, demonstrating a clear understanding and strong
engagement with health and appearance matters. Most participants also embodied the understanding
that health is seemingly the moral or right reason to exercise. However, for some—predominantly
male—participants, appearance-driven bodywork had become a source of a sense of self and
wellbeing, whereby it could also become a desire rather than a wish and provide individuals with a
sense of security. Overall, however, a stronger importance was clearly assigned to the body’s
appearance, an aspect on which I specifically focus in more depth in the next section.

4.4.2 The Embodied Importance Assigned to Appearance
Since the modification of the body according to certain ideals has become increasingly important,
alongside or even over and above the actual health benefits of exercising, it is important to understand
the embodied meaning that the participants assigned to appearance. When discussing the importance of
appearance, it is critical to bear in mind that no body type is universally perceived as ideal; however,
the slim, trim and toned female figure and the cut or shredded muscular male physique are currently
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seen as supreme in most Western societies, and hence Australia (Boyd & Murnen, 2017; Carrotte et
al., 2017; Grogan, 2016). These images perpetuate not only an ‘ideal’ but also the idea that health is
superficial (Featherstone, 1987, 1991). When I asked the participants what their appearance meant to
them, I specifically referred to the body and body image but did not define the concept in any specific
way. Instead, I left it open for the participants to interpret the concept in the way they understand and
the meaning they assigned to it. Body image includes elements such as weight satisfaction, size
perception, appearance satisfaction, body satisfaction, appearance evaluation, appearance orientation,
body concern, body esteem, body schema, body perception, body appreciation and body acceptance
(Grogan, 2016). Body image hence includes psychological concepts such as perception and attitude
towards the body, as well as embodied experiences of a positive or negative nature (Grogan, 2016).
The concept of body image is thus comprised of various facets of appearance and its perception and
is not limited to superficial beauty. In this discussion, most participants of both genders, built a strong
connection to their body image as bearer of their self. Mia, for instance, said:
Ah I think your body image has a lot to do with ehm, how you feel about yourself and how you value
yourself, it shouldn't but I think it does, ehm, yeah. I guess like we should just, you know, accept how
we are and be happy with what we've got because everyone is unique and that should be a good thing
but I think ehm, we're sort of conditioned to believe we should be better versions all the time and so
you sometimes don't think of yourself very highly because you're not this better version or, yeah. (Mia,
24)

Mia showed a strong embodiment, or what she referred to as being ‘conditioned’, of the narrative that
the body can, should and must be continuously worked on in a normative way. She further indicated
that she experienced the pressure to always change and improve herself as compelling and inevitable.
As outlined in Chapter 2, body projects have become a responsibility that is based on the seemingly
free choice42 to build a narrative of the self in modern societies. This requires continuous work to
evolve into ever better versions of oneself. Mia in this context also alluded to mental health or the
detrimental effect these expectations can have on how we perceive ourselves. Isabella expressed
similar feelings and the important role body image constitutes in our society when she said:
I think it's pretty important to, […] quality of life, like it really does affect it, so and I see-, yeah I guess
with friends and family, like body image does play a pretty big role, I don't think we quite realise how
much it affects the general happiness, so I think I'm pretty happy with my body image and I think it
definitely makes me happy in general. (Isabella, 21)

Isabella, similarly to Mia, indicated that body image has a strong effect on people’s happiness and
hence mental health. Mental health, just as physical health and as part of inner health, in this sense is
a form of desire that needs to be fulfilled for a person to be happy. Robertson (2007, p. 76) who builds

42

I discuss the narrative of free choice around bodywork in more detail in Chapter 5.
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a men’s health schema, refers to this as “experiential body—if you look good, you feel good”. Jasmine
had a similar perception to that of Isabella in regard to the role body image plays in people’s
wellbeing. However, unlike Isabella, she struggled with her weight and her body image and thus
developed concerns about how she saw herself and how she was perceived by others. When asked
how she dealt with the fact that she was not happy with her body image, she answered:
It made me hell sad, I won't say depressed cause I'm not depressed but yeah it just kinda affected my
mood and sometimes I think it lasted like 2 weeks before where I was like, 'I look terrible, I feel terrible'
and then you know you're lying in bed and you touch like your tummy and you're like, 'Oh man that's
really not good, I should have a flatter tummy'. (Jasmine, 24)

Jasmine described how body image can have negative mental effects based on the ideals and norms
she embodied. She mentioned feeling ‘terrible’ because of the way she looked. While she indicated
that she was not a person who suffered from depression, it still affected her mood significantly. Her
elaboration demonstrates the strong connection that exists between appearance and mental wellbeing.
Jasmine’s formulation that her tummy ‘should’ be flatter further alludes to her embodied norms that
shaped her own feelings, expectations and wishes. She did not say that she ‘wanted’ or ‘wished’, but
that she ‘should’ have a flatter tummy, which is an indication that this sentiment is based on a social
norm or a norm that is established from outside herself.
Male participants expressed similar embodied experiences regarding how appearance and especially
body image is related to benefits of mental health. In this context, I refer back to Connor’s statement
in which he described the feelings he experienced while exercising as addictive, which was especially
fuelled by seeing himself ‘slowly become better and better’ (see Section 4.4.1). Connor strongly
alluded to feelings such as the wellbeing, happiness and satisfaction that getting in shape and seeing
his body grow in muscle mass created. In comparison with their female counterparts, male
participants did not discuss negative feelings about their body or appearance in depth. The opposite
was the case. While it was rare for female participants to indicate that they were happy or satisfied
with their body image (Isabella was the only one), male participants spoke about how their appearance
helped them to improve their mental wellbeing. If they did discuss negative body images and their
implications, they referred to their past selves or an imaginary third person. Logan, for instance,
described the importance of the body’s appearance and the consequences of a negative body image
as follows:
At the end of the day, it's almost like a competition between the guys in gym where who can have the
biggest muscles with the lowest body fat and who can be proportionally the best looking. I know there's
quite a big thing about making fun about guys who have small legs, for example, or skinny guys with
abs, or fat guys with big muscles. It's all about body fat percentage compared to muscles and body
ratios. (Logan, 22)
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The body as bearer of the self—and as a reflection of personal choices, morals and behaviours—
allows men like Logan to achieve a certain status. Referring back to what I discussed around the
motivation of men to work out, male participants frequently discussed exercising and body image
tied to status and competition with their male peers. Being perceived as weak and thereby losing the
respect of others was worrying to them, while women were more strongly concerned that they may
lose or fail to establish social bonds with others because of their appearance. I discuss these feelings
of pride, shame, status and social bonds in more depth in Chapter 6. In the final section of this chapter,
I discuss how the significance and social rewards attached to the appearance of the body can lead to
self-objectification.

4.4.3 Self-objectification and Social Rewards of the Good-looking Body
The concept of ‘looking good’ as a vital component of people’s wellbeing is, just as the definition of
health, socially constructed. Most participants were consciously or unconsciously aware of it. Angus,
one of the few who directly discussed society’s impact on beauty, summarised the idea nicely:
It's our perception of our bodies. Of course, because it's a very subjective thing. Body image is
completely subjective in terms of what looks good and what doesn't. If an alien came along and saw
both [the overweight and thin body] there'd be no difference. It's all in our heads. (Angus, 18)

Despite the fact that most participants, like Angus, acknowledged the social construction of ideal
appearances, they were also aware of the real-life consequences these socially constructed images
carry for individuals in our society. As outlined previously, an ideal appearance is associated with
values such as success, discipline and morals that provide individuals with social advantages such as
having more job opportunities, receiving higher wages or, more importantly for these young
participants, finding more friends and potential partners. Because of these real-life consequences,
individuals, as most participants in this study also discussed, feel compelled to constantly monitor
and control their outward appearance, a behaviour strategy that is described as self-objectification43
(Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997; Klein, 2013; Tiggemann & Slater, 2015). Self-objectification
describes the process whereby individuals internalise a critical observer’s perspective of their
physical selves and adopt a view of themselves as objects whose value is dependent on their
appearance (Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997).
Most studies of self-objectification derive from the field of psychology where psychological
conditions that can result from the attempt to achieve certain outer body ideals are examined (e.g.
Grabe, Hyde, & Lindberg, 2007; Hanna et al., 2017; Tiggemann & Slater, 2015). The concept can,
43
I examine mechanisms to monitor and control the body in Chapter 5 around the discussion of empowerment and selfsurveillance.
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however, be adapted to this study’s sociological setting—specifically to the discussion around
gendered body ideals—in relation to how socio-cultural forces and the fear of shame reinforce
individuals’ inclinations to base their self-worth on narrowly defined outer appearance ideals.
Fredrickson and Roberts (1997) base their Objectification Theory on these cultural attitudes, which
treat women’s bodies as objects for men’s gratification and thereby encourage women to value their
bodies first and foremost in terms of their physical attractiveness. Most female participants were
aware of female objectification yet bought into the messages the media sent them. Emma, for
instance, said:
I think we-, as women we judge, like people we judge ourselves but I think it's because we are told in
magazines or by other people that-, you know if only you had a smaller nose or your boobs are a bit
bigger or-, like we never complement each other for what we've got, we always say, 'Oh but if you just
had this, it would be different'. (Emma, 21)

Fredrickson and Roberts (1997) focus their theory mainly on the female body because historically,
female images have been more commonly sexually objectiﬁed, especially in the media and
advertising discourse (Bordo, 1999; Grogan, 2016; Klein, 2013; Ricciardelli, 2011; Stankiewicz &
Rosselli, 2008; Zimmerman & Dahlberg, 2008). However, with the increasing visibility of the male
body in the media, men too have developed a susceptibility to self-objectiﬁcation (Daniel & Bridges,
2010; De Jesus et al., 2015; Grogan, 2016). Consequently, as also seen in this study, men and women
increasingly perceive their bodies as objects that are more highly valued than their minds (Klein,
2013).
The rise of male self-objectification, alongside the female self-objectification that is wellacknowledged, was evident in the present study. Liam, for instance, explained why the appearance
of the body is assigned such a significant role in our society:
To respect you cause to a certain extent people view your body image as a reflection of your work
ethic, if you let yourself get like really overweight, if you get morbidly obese, people figure that you're
lazy, yeah, which isn't always the case obviously people have medical conditions and stuff but that's
kind of the-, it's not that people do it like actively in the front of their brain it just happens like in their
subconscious. (Liam, 24)

Liam not only acknowledged that the body has become a bearer of the self, and hence that an
unattractive appearance is associated with negative characteristics such as laziness, he also insinuated
the deep embodiment of this discourse, which leads to this rush of judgement that is processed beyond
individuals’ consciousness. At the same time, Liam established a connection between appearance and
health. While he acknowledged that overweight could be due to certain health conditions, he indicated
that within the current climate of personal freedom and the belief of the seemingly endless
malleability of the body, inner health cues are often not taken into consideration in the perception and
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judgement of other people, their appearance and consequently their selves. Objectification theory
therefore offers a helpful explanation for how images of the ideal body as a visual representation of
the individual’s character convince people to believe that the body is at the core of their self-identity
(Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997; Kilbourne, 1999; Zimmerman & Dahlberg, 2008).
This perception of the body’s appearance as a representation of the self, and the belief in constant
self-improvement, further strengthen the importance of the seemingly unrealistic body ideals
portrayed in the media. It is hence not surprising that the anticipated social rewards of the construction
of beauty, particularly an ideal body appearance, played a key role in many of the participants’
exercise regimes. At the same time, and despite their efforts, however, most perceived the media body
ideals as unachievable. James, for instance, wanted to build up a muscular physique but at the same
time, does not want to focus his entire life around working on his body. He said:
It just seems like it's a very unrealistic goal for people to have. I do a lot of sport and stuff as it is. I
guess my diet is terrible. I think if you want to actually be able to enjoy yourself and not make
everything you do for bettering yourself physically, you can't achieve it unless you literally put
everything or think about everything in that way. That's just not something I want to do. I don't want
to jeopardise my friendships just because I don't want to go out to dinner with them, or I don't want to
go out drinking with them. (James, 24)

Female participants, even if they had a positive body image like Isabella, indicated similar sentiments;
for example:
I think the best way to describe it is a Victoria Secret model, they're the definition of an ideal but very
unrealistic, I think, ehm and I feel like-, cause those models they're quite famous so they're on every
campaign and I just feel like we're overexposed to these images, so people believe, 'Oh this is what I
should look like!', but it's actually very warped and unrealistic and they're quite unhealthy, like an
unhealthy BMI, yeah. (Isabella, 21)

James and Isabella were representative of most participants when they indicated that they were aware
of the fact that the depiction of body ideals in the media create unrealistic standards of beauty that
are difficult or impossible to achieve for the normal or average person. Their descriptions of these
bodies as ‘unrealistic’ or ‘that’s just not something I want to do’ may have been indicative of an
attempt to justify the disparity between their own appearance and the appearance of the seemingly
perfect bodies in the media (Millington & Wilson, 2010). As Kirk and Tinning (1994) argue, young
people often express a form of disembodiment—an estrangement or alienation—between themselves
and those bodies in the media to protect themselves from negative comparison.
Isabella further pointed out that these normative physical appearances are not healthy. Interestingly,
both saw and could draw a distinction between appearance and health when discussing these ideal
body images but they still blurred the two concepts; particularly Connor, through his bodywork. Even
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more alarmingly, they were aware of their own manipulation through the media and seemed to be
willing participants in its discourse. Connor even went as far as using steroids to achieve the ideal
body as depicted by models on social media platforms. As mentioned earlier, steroids can have
dangerous health effects and thus go against the principle of self-care (Bellieni & Buonocore, 2009).
The blurring of the two components of the health/appearance dichotomy and the importance that
appearance has in the contemporary environment can thus lead to health-adverse behaviour, as it is
always the appearance that counts more.

4.5 Conclusion
Becoming a healthy subject constitutes a central theme for most individuals in modern societies where
health has become a visual representation of personal morals, self-discipline and self-value. This
narrative is reflected in the current dominant biomedical and media health discourse in which
individuals are assigned responsibility for their own wellbeing. The process of becoming a healthy
subject is, however, complex and influenced by various factors and discourses, including the
construction of health itself. For the purpose of this study, I follow Bellieni and Buonocore’s (2009)
concept of health as a concept of wellbeing that distinguishes between desires and wishes. Desires
represent curative measures that need to be fulfilled for an individual to be healthy, while wishes
include superior skills and status as well as the appearance-related aspirations one holds. Desires in
this sense are inner body health concerns, while wishes can be seen as appearance based, superficial
or outer health factors, which have become increasingly valued in the current visual society (e.g.
Gough et al., 2016; Pylypa, 1998; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016), and whereby the lines between
health and appearance have gradually become blurred (Evans & Allen-Collinson, 2016;
Featherstone, 1991; Pylypa, 1998).
This trend is supported by health being increasingly depicted through the body’s appearance in both
the biomedical and media discourse, whereby the body has become a representation of the self and a
projection of personal everyday choices and habits (Mayes, 2015a). The body thus exposes those who
seemingly do not adhere to the expected behavioural norms (Mayes, 2015a) and justifies the socially
enforced penalties of bodily neglect that mainly include the marginalisation of individuals’ social
acceptability (Dolezal, 2015; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a). Overweight people are perceived as
immoral or deviant, not simply in terms of their appearance, but as a person (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes,
2015a). Most participants showed a strong embodiment of this discourse. As appearance has become
a sign of health in the medical and—even more pointedly—in the media discourse, the two positions
of health and appearance come to strongly influence and shape one another.
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The blurring of the lines between appearance and health, at the same time, has increasingly placed
pressure on individuals to work on their body and shape it in a normative way. This development was
a strong focus of the participants in this study: both females and males expressed concerns over their
body image. However, despite these shared experiences, it was overwhelmingly the female
participants who indicated that they suffered from body image dissatisfaction if their appearance did
not conform to the gendered ideal, specifically in regard to their weight. Many expressed negative
feelings when they did not look good and even talked about depression or anxiety about presenting
themselves in public. Women hence still seem to embody a stronger pressure to look perfect and
attractive as the sole way of escaping social judgement and exclusion.
Male participants, on the other hand, were more strongly concerned about losing status or the respect
of their male peers if they did not adhere to the muscular ideal. More prominently, however, male
participants discussed the positive aspects that their body image helped them to create, such as feeling
good, proud, dedicated and strong. Bodywork in this sense represented a desire for most male
participants that offered a direction, meaning and purpose to their life, an avenue to express
themselves or an area to achieve excellence. While most also made reference to the increased pressure
placed on the male body and its appearance, male participants overall indicated being less affected
than their female counterparts by fear of the possible social repercussions of having an unideal
appearance. This may be indicative of women still being more susceptible to pressures to look ideal,
explaining why body image concerns and the newly arisen debate around self-acceptance remain
largely a female-framed discourse. Alternatively, men may feel social pressure not to disclose their
feelings under pressure, as this could undermine their hegemonic masculine self-presentation. Inner
health concerns and wellbeing desires were not strongly addressed by either the female or male
participants, although they embodied the understanding that bodywork should be practised first and
foremost in support of inner health. The stronger value assigned to appearance than on inner body
concerns among the young, by and large healthy participants44 may derive from the equating of inner
and outer health in the medical and media health discourse, where beauty becomes health and health
becomes beauty, and in the end it is appearance, or the appearance of health, that counts most
(Featherstone, 1991; Harjunen, 2017). By equating health with superficial health, especially through
consumeristic structures underlying the media health discourse, the notion of good health becomes
increasingly understood in terms of the amount of effort and resources an individual devotes to
achieving health and wellbeing. Thus, it can be argued that the construction of health through the

44

One female participant, Catherine, was suffering from anorexia nervosa. Her illness was, however, directly linked to a
certain body ideal and included a mental state examination; thus it constitutes an exception to this explanation. Chronic
physical illnesses such as high blood pressure or cardiovascular disease, for example, in contrast to anorexia will help to
encourage people to focus on their inner health over their appearance.
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medical and, particularly, the media discourse, has contributed to further obscuring the lines between
aesthetic body maintenance and actual health improvement. These discourses simultaneously also
help to boost the industry that offers various health, beauty or lifestyle products to help people look
after themselves; a development that is then constantly reinforced through social rewards attached to
so-called ideal appearances (Harjunen, 2017). It was particularly these social rewards about which
the participants were strongly aware and that consequently made them undertake appearance-based
bodywork.
In conclusion, it can be argued that the lines between the two components of the health/appearance
binary have become increasingly blurred while the two also strongly come to influence and define
one another: excessive body fat is not only perceived as a health hazard but also as unattractive,
while a lean, muscular physique is discussed as healthy in the medical and as attractive and ideal in
the media discourse. The binary between health and appearance has, however, not collapsed in the
participants’ embodied experiences. The dualism between health and appearance still exists while
the importance of appearance as visual representation of the self as well as its attached social capital,
constituted a stronger motivation to work on their bodies.
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Chapter 5: Bridging the Empowerment/Surveillance
Dualism—The Body as Neoliberalism Embodied and
Controllable (Health) Project
With an emphasis on physical appearance and health as salient features within our society as
representation of the self (Crawford, 1980), as well as personal and moral obligations (Conrad, 1994),
it is unsurprising that people have developed a desire to better understand and more efficiently control
and manage their body. New measurement and tracking systems offered by smartwatches and mobile
applications have shifted the understanding and conceptualisation of the body from an entity that is
alterable to one that is also quantifiable and manageable. The quantified body has become a political
instrument to control people and discipline individuals. This study’s participants provided valuable
insight into how self-tracking devices create two positions: one of self-empowerment through selfknowledge and self-management; and one of (self-)surveillance that is imposed on them from the
socio-cultural sphere and its power relationships.
In this chapter, I discuss the participants’ elaborations on their experiences and concerns deriving
from this interplay between empowerment and surveillance through self-tracking by drawing on the
dominant social values of self-management and self-responsibility and the drive to precisely design
the body according to specific sets of norms and ideals. These norms are born from the same
neoliberal political doctrine that introduced biopolitics and healthism (Harjunen, 2017; Lupton,
2016d; Mayes, 2015a). I discuss these concepts and their contribution to the sociological
transformation attendant upon the understanding of the body by examining the following research
questions:
•

In what ways have discursive practices and power structures created by a neoliberal doctrine
influenced and shaped the understanding of health and the way individuals perceive and govern their body?

•

How do self-tracking devices act as tools for surveillance and empowerment and what encouraged participants to monitor and manage their body and their self?

•

What meaning did participants assign to self-surveillance and empowerment and how did they
use self-tracking technology to manage their body?

•

In what ways have self-tracking and the notion of self-surveillance and empowerment shifted
the concept and the perception of the body to an embodied project?
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To address these research questions, I first outline the concept of neoliberalism, its values and consumer culture, as it arose in the 1970s in Western societies. The dominant neoliberal doctrine has
significantly shaped individuals’ behaviour, perspectives and morals regarding various areas of life,
including the understanding of the body and health matters (Gill, 2008; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes,
2015a; McGuigan, 2014; Ventura, 2012). I then discuss the concepts of biopower and surveillance as
introduced by Foucault (1975/1995; 1976/1978), healthism and the Quantified Self, which all
emerged in this new neoliberal environment characterised by self-responsibility and self-discipline
(Millington, 2018). The Quantified Self is a movement that incorporates technology into personal
data gathering—with regard to various body movements and body functionality aspects—using lifestyle digital devices, health-related mobile applications and wearable self-tracking fitness or health
technology that promise empowerment through self-knowledge (Lupton, 2016e; Nafus & Sherman,
2013; Rettner, 2014; Sharon, 2017; Swan, 2013). I discuss the embodied everyday experience and
understanding of this new technology for participants and how it influenced the way they saw and
treated their bodies. As part of this discussion, I focus on how self-tracking has provided individuals
with tangible benchmarks by which to measure various aspects of their body movements and functions, along with a sense—or illusion—of security in modern risk societies. Informed by the work of
Foucault (1976/1978), I last debate the notions of surveillance, self-surveillance and resistance that
influenced the evolution of these self-tracking technologies. It is important to consider how neoliberalism is not only present in people’s lives as discourse, or in the manner bodies are governed, but also
how it has a significant material impact on bodies in people’s everyday lives. Despite the extensive
literature around the Quantified Self, most studies offer limited insight into these everyday life and
embodied experiences. Most analyses focus on aggregated data or big data from self-tracking technology; however, these are often disembodied and hence detached from the everyday experiences of
individuals who engage in self-tracking (Nafus & Sherman, 2014; Rettner, 2014; Sharon, 2017). This
gap of knowledge needs to be taken seriously, as neoliberal policy and the idea of the Quantified Self
have a crucial effect on people’s everyday lives, how they see themselves, how they work on their
bodies and on the dynamic relationship between surveillance and self-empowerment.
One ongoing debate in this research field amid the commercial release of self-tracking devices such
as the Fitbit—and their empowerment-focused interface for the logging and accessing of personal
data—is self-responsibility and personal healthcare, particularly from a sociological perspective. Despite the considerable interest and the intense debate, questions around the contradictions of empowerment and self-responsibility through the gathering of such data, and how individuals negotiate these
issues remain almost entirely unaddressed in the literature. However, a theoretical discussion around
self-surveillance and body tracking to understand and contextualise the gathered data is crucial and
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will contribute to advancing knowledge of how the participants’ engaged with discourses around and
between empowerment and self-surveillance. The discussion and analysis in this chapter is thus built
upon and emerges from interdisciplinary literature in connection with the data collected during the
study, which allows me to go beyond what has been discussed in this research area to date, and to
address the identified research gaps.

5.1 What Is Neoliberalism?
Neoliberalism has constituted the leading economic approach in the Western world since the 1970s
(Harjunen, 2017; Harvey, 2005; Venugopal, 2015). Over the past four decades, a neoliberal economic
rationale has shaped political, cultural and social discourses and has filtered down to the lived
experience of the individual (Kotz, 2002; Lazzarato, 2009; Sugarman, 2015; Venugopal, 2015). The
guiding principles of the public neoliberal doctrine include minimal public intervention, deregulation
of the market and privatisation of the public domain. Beyond the political and economic arena,
neoliberalism emphasises cost-saving, rationality, effectiveness, productivity and profit—ideas that
have become essential aspects of the leading mindset that individuals are expected to accept, embody
and lead their lives by (Brown, 2005; Harvey, 2005; Ventura, 2012).
Social structures in the public and private sector consequently have gradually been reformed and
adjusted according to neoliberal principles (Harjunen, 2017; Harvey, 2005; Ventura, 2012). In
Australia, governments under both Labor and Liberal Party leadership have embraced neoliberal
economic policies. These policies have thus come to exchange welfare state programmes, or at least
limit their scope, since the early 1980s (Denniss, 2018; Pusey, 1991; Quiggin, 1999). Within this
development, the core principles of the welfare state including universalism and egalitarianism have
been replaced by neoliberal doctrines of effectiveness and productivity. This has led to a decrease in
and outsourcing of services, cuts to social benefits and a more business-oriented organisation of the
public sector (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2016a).
In this progression, a neoliberal way of thinking has also begun to influence people’s ways of looking
after themselves—their health and overall, their body (Harjunen, 2017; Kristensen, Lim, &
Askegaard, 2016; Mayes, 2015a; Sharon, 2017). Neoliberalism as a form of governmentality has
come “to inform and steer our understanding of bodies, how we live in them, and the relationship we
are supposed to enjoy with them” (Harjunen, 2017, p. 7). A neoliberal governmentality regarding the
body has become especially evident in the discussion around health as personal responsibility
(Crawford, 2006) as well as consumption (Conrad, 2007) and the commodification and
commercialisation of the body (Gill, 2007b, 2008). The ideal neoliberal subject is expected to
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acknowledge and take on self-responsibility through self-government (Gill, 2008; Lupton, 2016e).
Neoliberal subjects are portrayed to be free and independent, as long as this freedom is based on
responsible and rational choices that are in support of continuous work to control and manage the
body (Harjunen, 2017). Despite the emphasis on free choice, neoliberalism paints people as free
subjects when in reality they are anything but, especially regarding their bodies. Indeed, the neoliberal
body is not ‘liberal’, but creates a discourse around health and appearance that instead evokes high
levels of anxiety and insecurity (Gill, 2007b, 2008; Harjunen, 2017). Individuals must put tremendous
effort into bodywork to be able to present a controlled neoliberal appearance that expresses values
such as self-responsibility, determination and self-discipline. People’s bodies, as discussed in the
previous chapter, thus make visible individual choices and behaviours, and hence people’s values
(Dolezal, 2015; Gill, 2007b; Mayes, 2015a). The time and effort people dedicate to bodywork
including both exercise and sport participation has consequently become a part of the new
requirement and a measure of individual productivity (Harjunen, 2017; Harvey, 2005; Ventura,
2012).
The embodied neoliberal subject is thus embedded within two conflicting discourses: selfempowerment versus self-responsibility and surveillance. Individuals are on one hand empowered
with the freedom to choose to work on their bodies at their desired level of intensity, but at the same
time, are confronted with a moral and social obligation to do so (Harjunen, 2017; Harvey, 2005;
Ventura, 2012). The choices available to individuals to work on their body and the nature of their
self-responsibility are always created and shaped outside their control by dominant social discourses
and power systems that individuals come to internalise and embody (Gill, 2007b; Mayes, 2015a;
Pylypa, 1998). Individuals are consequently only self-empowered to make the right choices from a
narrow, pre-defined template and the notion of self-responsibility. It is not only the practices of
bodywork that are preconceived; the results of this work are also prescribed and normalised according
to the idealised fit, thin female and fit, muscular male body. Making the right choices without having
the visual representation of their body is perceived or ‘surveilled’ as deviant. These contradictory
impulses of free choice, self-empowerment, responsibility and surveillance have created subjects
who, according to Guthman (2009, p. 193), are “hyper-vigilan[t] about control and self-discipline”.
Brown (2005, p. 44) more pointedly summarises this development as people have become “controlled
through their freedom”.
The emphasis on principles such as control, discipline, productivity and cost-effectiveness that guide
public discourses and structures strengthen the moralisation of the fat body in neoliberal societies
(Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). Fat is seen not only as undesirable and a stigmatised
characteristic (Brewis, Wutich, Falletta-Cowden, & Rodriguez-Soto, 2011; Farrell, 2011; Saguy &
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Ward, 2011; Wang et al., 2004) but also as a sign of the uncontrolled and excessive body (Hartley,
2001; LeBesco, 2004) that urgently requires attention and work (Brownell et al., 2010; Harjunen,
2009; Wang et al., 2004). The fat body has become the manifestation of a mind and body that is ‘out
of bounds’ (LeBesco & Braziel, 2001). The neoliberal discourse therefore reiterates a mind/body
dualism following a Western philosophy, where the two stances are separate from one another; the
mind is separate from the body and it is the mind that is or should be in control. Most current fitness
movements assign their programmes to this discourse and encourage their followers to control their
bodies by ‘tricking’ their minds.

Figure 16: Quotefit (2015)

Figure 17: ChangeInSeconds (2015)

Motivational messages of various fitness- and health-based social media accounts present numerous
examples of this understanding. Quotefit, for instance posted “[Work out] in the morning before your
brain figures out what you’re doing” (see Figure 19). The quote suggests that the individual can trick
themselves into being more active by beginning to work out and move their body early in the day
before the mind has woken up and can show resistance. It also implies that bodywork requires
discipline and does not, or at least not always, bring pleasure, joy and motivation. Although treated
as separate entities, the posts (Figure 16 & 17) acknowledge the existence of a connection between
the mind and body. The mind either works as resistance against the body or as a powerful control
mechanism to govern it. Resistance can be overcome by ‘tricking’ the brain, while discipline turns
the mind into an engine to control or, according to ChangeInSeconds.com, conquer the body (Figure
17). The untrained mind that fails to conquer the body is drawn to self-indulgence and laziness, and
the fat body has become a signifier for individuals who are judged to be out of control and who fail
to discipline their mind and—through their mind—their body. Fat bodies are a constant reminder of
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the uncontrollability of the body and, by association, of life itself (Harjunen, 2009, 2017). Being in
control and gaining a feeling of security has consequently become a successful commercial message
to sell fitness, sport and other lifestyle products. Discipline and overcoming bad habits such as
laziness have hence become buzzwords in empowering quotes to assure people they are in control of
their mind and, by extension, their body (see Figures 18 and 19).

Figure 18: PictureQuotes (2018)

Figure 19: Gymshark (2018)

The constructed health crisis around obesity and fat in the contemporary Western culture seems to
suggest that the fat body has become symbolic of the failure of embodied subjects who are supposed
to accept self-responsibility and self-discipline (Harjunen, 2017; LeBesco, 2010, Lupton, 2017a).
Self-control is thus most prominently manifested through one’s capability to control their body size,
not only for health-related reasons but also for the attractiveness, social acceptability, morality and
productivity that people achieve by disciplining their body (Gard & Wright, 2005; Harjunen, 2017;
LeBesco, 2010). Through these dominant social discourses, body size is simultaneously taken as a
target of surveillance and sign of self-responsibility, which determines whether an individual is a
good, docile and productive citizen (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). Based on this
understanding of neoliberalism and its implications for individuals and their bodies, I discuss in the
following sections the concepts of biopolitics, surveillance and empowerment, healthism, the docile
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body and the Quantified Self. Informed by the work of Foucault (1976/1978), I lastly debate the
notions of surveillance, self-surveillance and resistance that influenced the evolution of these selftracking technologies

5.2 Biopolitics and Surveillance—The Docile Body
Newly arisen structures of power systems in postmodern societies have helped to create an environment dominated by neoliberal values and new modes of surveillance and self-surveillance, in which
individuals can be and are expected to manage and monitor themselves and their bodies. Unlike other
theories of power and resistance that discuss the domination by one person, group or party over another, Foucault’s theory of power provides a helpful framework in this study to analyse why and in
what form people subjectify themselves to, and the pervasiveness of power regimes (Galic, Timan,
& Koops, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). For Foucault (1976/1978, p. 94), power is created
through dominant social discourses that extend to all social spheres and are “exercised from innumerable points, in the interplay of nonegalitarian and mobile relations”, while they can simultaneously be connected “to strategies of domination as well as those of resistance” (Sawicki, 1988, p.
185). The changes in power mechanisms that Foucault describes can hence be summarised as:
[marking] a radical departure from previous modes of conceiving power [that] cannot be easily
integrated with previous ideas, as power is diffuse rather than concentrated, embodied and
enacted rather than possessed, discursive rather than purely coercive, and constitutes agents
rather than being deployed by them. (Gaventa, 2003, p. 3)
As a specific form of power, Foucault (1963/1973) describes biopower as an intersectional field
between biology and “ways in which power manifests itself in the form of daily practices and routines
through which individuals engage in self-surveillance and self-discipline, and thereby subjugate
themselves” (Pylypa, 1998, p. 21). Biopower is a helpful concept for the present study as it focuses
on the body through the lens of self-subjectification and thereby includes individuals’ contribution to
a system of surveillance, by engaging in habitual self-surveillance including their own monitoring of
health and body norms such as weight and body fat percentage. Political rationales that provide and
promote these norms of biopower to look after the administration of life and population are referred
to as biopolitics. Biopolitics, as connection between biology and politics, involves “strategies and
mechanisms through which human-life processes are managed under regimes of authority over
knowledge, power, and the processes of ‘subjectivation’” (Troncotă, 2017, p. 252). Biopolitics that
is based on self-reliance, self-discipline and self-management is thus playing a key role in supporting
the resilience of neoliberalism in our society; at the same time it helps to govern the uncertainties and
risks stemming from the neoliberalisation of life (Lupton, 2017a; Mavelli, 2017; Mayes, 2015a;
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McGuigan, 2014; Wallenstein, 2013). Neoliberalism and biopolitics in this sense present “two
complementary governmental rationalities” (Mavelli, 2017, p. 489). Biopolitics describes the way in
which biopower is incorporated and established in society, leading to what Foucault describes as “a
very profound transformation of these mechanisms of power” in Western late modern societies
(Foucault, 1976/1978, p. 136). I now first outline this transformation by referring to the shift from a
disciplinary society (panopticism) to a control society (post-panopticism) (Rich, 2016; Sharon, 2017;
Sheridan, 2016). I then examine the relationship that has arisen between these contemporary modes
of surveillance in terms of body management, self-surveillance and empowerment.

5.2.1 The Transformation from Disciplinary to Controlling Power and the Creation of
the Normal, Docile Body
In Discipline and Punish, Foucault (1975/1995) analyses the dramatic changes that occurred among
social and theoretical systems of the ‘penal style’ in Western societies during the modern age,
especially in regard to the newly arisen conventions of different forms of control, surveillance and
the human body (Evans & Allen-Collinson, 2016; Driver, 1985; Foucault, 1975/1995; Rich, 2016).
Through the metaphor of the panopticon, Foucault (1975/1995) discusses systems of social control
over prisoners who develop a consciousness of permanent surveillance. Foucault suggests that
prisoners internalise the constant, yet invisible monitoring and begin to control their behaviour prereflexively in normative ways that comply with the established rules or norms (Foucault, 1975/1995;
Vaz & Bruno, 2003). This form of surveillance has subsequently become a mechanism governments
apply to manage and control their populations (Foucault, 1982, 1975/1995; Galic et al., 2017). In the
absence of a physical panopticon to monitor every single individual within a society, in the postpanoptical era, individuals have internalised the all-encompassing gaze and are always conscious of,
expect, presume and accept constant surveillance (Foucault, 1975/1995; Pylypa, 1998; Sheridan,
2016). As a form of power, surveillance is pervasive, constant, diffuse, embodied and discursive. The
dominating biopolitical rationale behind these mechanisms in regard to disciplining and monitoring
the body is based on the objective of guarding people from illness and safety risks and improving
their overall health and wellbeing (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). Many participants
have internalised these objectives and begun to regulate their actions and monitor their bodies
accordingly. Angus, for example, said:
I like [a workout] in terms of just being healthy and maintaining a basic level of strength and
cardiovascular fitness and flexibility. I think doing bodyweight exercises and cardiovascular training,
once in a while, is really good for you. That's probably the healthiest I felt doing most types of
exercises. I used to be over 90 kilos when I was lifting weights. I never really felt as energetic as I did
doing these other exercises. I feel like I have more energy and I get less joint pain exercising like that.
Yes. I was like 6% body fat back then. I was a good 8 or 9 kilos heavier than I am now. (Angus, 18)
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Angus’s statement shows how he embodied certain norms and rules of power and how biopower was
used to promote the concepts of ‘health’ and ‘wellbeing’ that Angus defined in terms of basic levels
of weight, cardiovascular fitness and flexibility. The same power then becomes the productive force
to control the body (Harjunen, 2017; Pylypa, 1998). In Angus’s case, this was established through
the control of weight and body fat percentage. Biopower thus is the acceptance of norms and docility
that gradually build normal, standardised citizens (Foucault, 1980; Harjunen, 2017; Pylypa, 1998).
People’s bodies become subjects of measurement and monitoring mechanisms at a very early age
(Harjunen, 2017; Janssen et al., 2007). As discussed in the previous chapter, these dimensions of
normalcy are socially constructed, defined, negotiated and agreed upon by scientific experts and—
specifically in the case of the physical body—biomedical scientists (Harjunen, 2017; Pylypa, 1998).
The constant measuring, monitoring and classifying of the human body at the same time serves as a
means by which people internalise and accept the norms of the docile body (Harjunen, 2017; Webb
& Quennerstedt, 2010). Angus’s statement also indicates the struggle around health and appearance
norms. While biopolitics is interested in promoting and maintaining public health, most participants
were more interested in aesthetic ideals. Although Angus referred to health aspects such as
cardiovascular health and his body weight, the appearance ideal clearly stood in the foreground of his
elaborations. His defined goal of 6% body fat adheres to the current Western socio-cultural shredded
male muscular ideal that requires continuous bodywork45 (Antoniu, 2015; King, 2014; Schuler, 2015).
Angus’s example thus demonstrates not only how biopower is used to promote the health and
wellbeing of the body, but also that the same power offers and operates as the means to control it
(Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998; Rose & Rabinow, 2006). Biopower is essentially a
normalising force whose goal is to create standardised citizens as it attempts to amend or eradicate
non-normative, unhealthy or malfunctioning bodies (Foucault, 1980). Through biopower, the body
has become an entity that needs to be continuously measured and monitored from an early age
(Harjunen, 2017). Even newborns’ weight and height are recorded immediately after they are born
(Harjunen, 2017; Lawn et al., 2014). The constant measuring, monitoring, classifying and disciplining
of bodies throughout people’s entire lifetimes is a process by which people are taught to understand,
accept and internalise the dimensions of the normal body while they are simultaneously taught how
to measure and interpret these dimensions themselves (e.g. BMI categories) (Harjunen, 2017;
Mavelli, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Sharon & Zandbergen, 2017).46 Even though the concept of normality
45

The current health discourse states that the healthy body fat percentage for a fit adult man is in the range of 14–17%.
A lower body fat percentage is said not to be able to contribute to an increase in wellbeing and extreme low body fat
percentages (<5%) can even carry harmful health risks (Frey, 2018; Perry, 2018). Hence, getting shredded solely enhances
muscle definition and the appearance of the body, as muscle tissue becomes more strongly visible through the skin because of the small amount of body fat (Grogan, 2016; Hartley, 2001; Perry, 2018).
46
The collection of individuals’ height and weight measurements for scientific and statistical purposes is not new but
reaches as far back as the mid-nineteenth century (Crawford et al., 2015). Body scales, which were first only available in
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is a culturally determined construct and does not represent a law of nature that is set in stone, it is
through the continual and all-encompassing gaze—in this case a biomedical and biopolitical gaze that
determines the regulation and dimensions of the ‘normal’, ‘healthy’ or ‘docile’ body—that
surveillance is having such a deep-seated, established and enduring influence in our society (Webb
& Quennerstedt, 2010).

5.2.2 Surveillance and Body Management as Sense of Self-Empowerment
With the introduction of biopower and biopolitics due to changes in the mechanisms of social power,
the body has become not only “a phenomenon of options and choices” (Shilling, 2012, p. 5, see also
Chapter 4), but also a site of personal responsibility that needs to be disciplined, managed and
optimised in the postmodern society. Bodies thus are a projection of everyday behaviours and habits
as well as a reflection of how well they are managed according to normalised ideals (Lupton, 2017a;
Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 2012). Just as the body makes health, discipline and moral choices visible, it
exposes those who do not obey the norms and are undocile (Mayes, 2015a). The narrative of selfdiscipline and self-management has grown according to the neoliberal discourse, the increased
control individuals seemingly hold over their bodies and the array of options that are available to
measure, manage, shape, modify and work on them (Lupton, 2016e; Shilling, 2012).
Based on the data collection in this study, one could argue that the biopolitical process of learning
about acceptable norms has been largely accomplished, specifically in regard to the body’s height
and weight, which are often referred to as the vital or core statistics of the normal body (Harjunen,
2017). Female participants, in particular, were highly aware of their weight and whether it was
situated within the range of normality. Whereas male participants such as Angus demonstrated a great
awareness of their current weight, their ideal weight and in some cases their body fat percentage,
female participants were also often able to recall their entire weight history throughout different life
stages (Harjunen, 2017). This was especially relevant for those who experienced weight struggles,
like Jasmine, who recalled:
I've been having body image issues, I don't know, probably since I was 12, yeah cause that's when like
I had my first spike in weight gain, which wasn't even that bad, now that I think about it, like you
know, 20/20 vision and everything, […] then when I moved [from Asia to Australia], people here don't
care as much, or maybe I just went under the radar in high school and really my weight wasn't that big
of a deal back then, so I was just kind of like, 'Oh you know, whatever, it's all good!', and so my body
image issues between like 14 and about maybe 18, yeah 14 to 18 were pretty ok, like pretty good, I
was like fine. And then yeah, uni started, first year of uni was fine, that was when I was 18-19, and 19
to 20 that was when I like started getting a little bit more stressed from uni and eating a bit more and
doctors’ offices were offered for private homes in the 1920s and 1930s. However, the possibilities and extent of routine,
daily self-monitoring and self-tracking of various body statistics that are accessible to people is a quite recent and fastgrowing phenomenon (Crawford et al., 2015; Harjunen, 2017). I lead this discussion further in Section 5.4.
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that's when I got like another 5 kilos and that's when I was like, 'Oh man this is awful like, I look
terrible, I just suck so much', you know, oh man it sucks thinking about that time, but anyway it's
always like after weight gain it's just kind of like, 'Ah man my body image just [plummed]', then I
started to get better, like you know, improving my body image and be like, 'Oh you know, it doesn't
really matter what my weight is, I look really good in this dress and you know, I just really look good
and hot all the time, it's fine!'. (Jasmine, 24)

Jasmine expressed her internalised awareness of the normalising gaze established through dimensions
of the ‘normal’, ‘healthy’ or ‘docile’ body. Her description that her weight gain at 12 years old was
perceived to be more problematic in Asia than in Australia also highlights socio-cultural differences
regarding the definitions of body norms. While Asians adhere to a very slim figure, women in
Australia can, according to Jasmine, be more curvy and still be perceived as attractive and healthy.47
Despite the seemingly broader and more accepting norms in Australia, Jasmine still indicated that the
5-kg weight gain that she experienced at age 19–20 made her feel bad about herself. She described a
strong feeling of body image dissatisfaction that negatively influenced her mental wellbeing. She
judged herself harshly for her weight gain by saying, ‘I just suck so much’. Thinking back to that
time still made her feel distressed: she said ‘you know, oh man it sucks thinking about that time’. Her
statement regarding her body’s appearance and her realisation of its deviance from the defined norms
show the profound and long-lasting effect biopower can have over people (Pylypa, 1998; Webb &
Quennerstedt, 2010). As a coping mechanism, Jasmine decided to look in the mirror instead of at the
scales for the assessment of her body. This is indicative of the potential frustration, resistance and
surrender—rather than empowerment—that self-monitoring and surveillance can create when
individuals fail to achieve society’s defined norms.
As argued by authors such as Bordo (1993b), Gailey (2014) and Wolf (1990), Jasmine’s strong
concerns regarding her body’s dimensions are a common phenomenon in our society that monitors
norms and appearances of the female body more strictly, places greater emphasis on its normativity,
and bases its dimensions on a narrower scale, than it does the male body (Harjunen, 2017). It is thus
not surprising, and has become common, that women experience great social pressure from an early
age to control and conform to normative-sized body dimensions (Bordo, 1993b; Gailey, 2014;
Harjunen, 2017). Women are also more heavily penalised for defying body size norms (Bordo, 1993b;
Gailey, 2014; Harjunen, 2017). According to Connell (2005), this social experience derives partly
from a masculine hegemonic discourse in our society and the understanding of women’s worth as
defined by their role within it. Bordo (1993b) and Gill (2007a) argue that the intense sexualisation of
women’s bodies and the exclusive association of the slender body with desirability and social success
in the masculine hegemonic context contributes to women’s perceived duty to monitor themselves

47

I lead this discussion around cross-cultural differences more in depth in Chapter 6.
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and govern their bodies. Hence, biopolitical monitoring and control of body weight and size are
strongly interwoven into gendered body norms48 (Harjunen, 2017).
However, based on the gathered data in this research and in previous studies (e.g. De Jesus et al.,
2015; Hakim, 2018; Primus, 2014; Ricciardelli, 2011) it is apparent that self-monitoring as a means
to create an ideal or docile body has become increasingly important for men too, and perceiving it as
only a female-framed phenomenon is inconclusive. Most male participants showed equally great
concern about their body size. While male participants were less judgemental about themselves and
more likely to enjoy bodywork as part of self-identity work, they often showed a similar interest for
self-monitoring to their female counterparts. Liam, for example, stated:
Yeah, […] I definitely want more mass so, probably from when I was like, I don't know 20 until now
my weight is between 73 and 76 kilos and I like to weigh maybe like 85 and I'd like that extra 8 or 10
to just be all muscles so like if I can reduce my body fat slightly and just gain more muscles that would
be nice. (Liam, 24)

While Liam recalled his weight history in a less detailed manner than Jasmine, he still had a good
idea how much he weighed during a certain period. In contrast to Jasmine, however, Liam framed his
weight as a positive progression towards a goal that he wanted to achieve. He would like to have put
on weight in the form of muscle mass and reduce his body fat percentage to achieve a more cut or
shredded appearance. Self-monitoring in his case seemed to offer a positive and empowering way to
look after himself and his body.
Another central point that can be drawn from Jasmine’s and Liam’s elaborations is that overall,
weight is one of the most common, pervasive and most strongly internalised power discourses
regarding the biopolitical normativity of the body, and most participants indicated they specifically
targeted it with their bodywork. The biopolitics of the body’s core category ‘weight’ has been
successful not only in regard to teaching its normative dimensions but also in regard to its
management and surveillance through the individuals themselves (Harjunen, 2017). Sophia said:
Oh ehm, I went to Europe and then got fat, I gained like five kilos, it was-, it made me-, so right now
I'm trying to lose weight, but it's not-, so I'm trying to get back to my weight that was maybe six, eight
months ago, so yeah it's basically because I want to lose about five kilos and just be a bit more toned
in general, so yeah. (Sophia, 24)

Sophia clearly embodied the normative dimensions of the body and weight, being a core category
that needs monitoring and self-management. Her elaborations indicate that her weight gain had been
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I discuss gendered body norms more in depth in Chapter 6.
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stressful for her; she had a precise goal around how much weight she wanted to lose, and she wanted
to look more toned. Jasmine elaborated in more detail about how she managed her weight. She stated:
Yeah, being fitter is also one, like for sure cause I feel like throughout my entire life I really ignored
exercise, so it's good if I could at least you know even run for like 5 minutes straight without
stopping, that'll be great, I'd be so happy if that happened but to me I think, it's really bad, but like, I
think of it in terms of like numbers, so in terms of like what my weight is, so in my head I'm like, 'Ok
so I gained like 10 kilos in the last, you know, year, so I need to go back 10, so that I'm at least back
where I started but before that I gained 5, so really I need to lose 15, like overall', it's crappy because I
mean you know when you lose weight your body changes as well but like I don't even think of it in
terms of like, 'Oh I need to have a narrower waist, or like you know thinner thighs', I'm just like, I
literally just need to lose that 15 kilos, that's it. (Jasmine, 24)

Sophia and Jasmine had a clearly defined goal for the specific amount of weight that they wanted to
lose. Interestingly, Jasmine mentioned that she did not care as much about how her body shape would
change through this weight loss; her focus was set on a specific goal weight instead, which adheres
to a strong neoliberal understanding of self-management that focuses on precise numbers and
quantifiable goals. Most male participants, including Liam and Angus, showed a similar
understanding of self-monitoring and self-management regarding their body; the majority of the
female participants indicated that they strived to achieve not only a certain body weight but also body
shape (e.g. being leaner but still curvy). Overall, Jasmine’s elaborations are indicative of how strongly
individuals had internalised and were concerned with their weight, while they had accepted their own
responsibility to manage these concerns.
Arising from the obesity epidemic discourse that became highly pervasive in the late 1990s and early
2000s around the importance of the body to society and its economy, body weight is one of the most
strongly targeted body norm criteria in biopower today (Harjunen, 2017). Medical professionals and
the media discourse have created knowledge around fatness in a very Foucauldian sense; it is
everywhere, diffuse and compelling through power structures that are created by ‘regimes of truth’
(Foucault, 1975/1995; Gordon, 1980, 1991). As discussed in the previous chapter, it was the
biomedical discourse that from the 1970s until the 1990s almost exclusively created knowledge and
knowledge production of fatness (Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). In the context of biomedicine,
methods for measuring and classifying body weight such as the BMI, which are often problematic
(see Chapter 4), established the dimensions for normal weight (BMI of 18.5–24.9) (Fabiansson &
Fabiansson, 2016; Harjunen, 2009, 2017; Nuttall, 2015). Thus, overall the discussion around BMI
shows how practices of surveillance involve and promote self-surveillance, based on norms and
claims of truth that are not necessarily a law of nature or accurate for all people. Hence, both
individuals and society, as well as providing seemingly objective data, are involved in creating and
perpetuating a form of biopower that produces ‘docile bodies’ (De Souza, 2013; Mayes, 2015a;
Pylypa, 1998). In this sense, individuals and society overall are involved and contribute to
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strengthening surveillance practices in their search for a sense of control and empowerment over their
bodies and their lives.

5.3 Healthism and the Empowerment of the Neoliberal Body
The significant presence of neoliberal values and the importance assigned to individuals becoming
healthy subjects have given rise to the discourse around ‘healthism’. Healthism is a political discourse
that emerged in the 1970s from a neoliberal doctrine and that describes “the problem of health and
disease at the level of the individual” (Crawford, 1980, p. 365). Following the discourse of healthism,
the body has become an entity of ‘personal strategies of health’ (Turner, 2008) that is autonomous
and free, but at the same time embedded in modern societies that are characterised by various
uncertainties and risks (Beck, 1986/1992). In this context, the trend of personal responsibility for
health acts as an encouraging force for individuals to conduct risk management, and promotes certain
bodily norms (Lupton, 2016e; Sharon, 2017; Webb & Quennerstedt, 2010). These body norms are
promoted through biopower in the Foucauldian sense, and are especially reinforced by targeted
advertisements that depict health and happiness as achievable virtues (De Graaf, 2016; Lupton,
2016e; Sharon & Zandbergen, 2017). This is not only through strategies, advice and guidance
provided by health practitioners, but also increasingly through the commercialisation of the body and
products that promise to help the consumer meet normative body goals (De Graaf, 2016; Frost, 2001;
Sharon & Zandbergen, 2017). To address these developments, in this section I first outline the rise of
healthism as neoliberal policy, followed by a discussion around the creation of the so-called
Quantified Self and critical voices that argue that through healthism, bodies have become
disembodied entities while the individuals’ social experiences as embodied subjects remain hidden.

5.3.1 Healthism and the Ideal Neoliberal Subject
The concept of healthism emerged in the 1920s and 1930s, and framed health as a responsibility
“within the boundaries of personal control” (Crawford, 2006, p. 408). As political and economic
discourse that shifted towards the notion of self-discipline, healthism then since the 1970s has
inevitably become a dominant state ideology in most Western societies (Crawford, 2006; Harjunen,
2017; Kristensen et al., 2016; Mayes, 2015b; McGuigan, 2014). Crawford (1980, p. 365) coins the
term healthism and sees that “by elevating health to a super value, [health becomes] a metaphor for
all that is good in life, [and] healthism reinforces the privatization of the struggle for generalized wellbeing”.
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Health has become a personal project that is to be undertaken through self-effort and in consultation
with a doctor, personal trainer or health specialist, or in accordance with information found online
(Crawford, 2004). The health paradigm thus seems to be shifting away from the cultural belief that
the advice of health professionals is the only valuable sources of information about health concerns,
towards an understanding of personal responsibiltiy for one’s health (Calabretta, 2002; Jutel, 2009;
Kyle, Dhurandhar, Allison & Kyle, 2016). Based on this notion, Crawford (2006) amends his
definition of healthism in 2006 by stating that health is the individual’s duty to constantly improve
and at best perfect their health while encouraging and helping others to do the same. I touched on this
notion of self-responsibility for health in Chapter 4 in connection with the body as visual
representation of individual choices and behaviours as well as a contributor to the moralisation of the
fat body. Healthism, as understood by Crawford (1980, 2006), however, reaches further and is born
out of a neoliberal doctrine and Foucault’s (1976/1978) notion of biopower, which refers to the body
as a machine because of its disciplining and optimisation capabilities (Foucault, 1984, 1975/1995;
Kristensen et al., 2016).
Since bodywork for the participants in this study was mainly linked to appearance rather than inner
health goals, these efforts framed as healthism became more strongly targeted to the outer than to the
inner body. Self-discipline and a normative body physique come to imply one another in this moral
discourse, so that “thinness is believed to be an unmistakable sign of self-control, discipline, and willpower. The thin person is an exemplar of mastery of mind over body and virtuous self-denial”
(Crawford, 1984, p. 70). Crawford (2006) further suggests that healthism is at the core of people’s
perception of health as reflection of personal morality. People who are fit are perceived to be good
and those who are unfit to be bad, unworthy of praise, social acknowledgement and any form of
reward (Crawford, 2006; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998).
Most participants embodied this discourse, and indicated feeling guilty if they did not look after
themselves, their health and their body. As a neoliberal discourse, this neglect is often associated
with a precise measurement, figure or index. Ryan, for example, stated:
I don't really care. Like I say, I'm relatively healthy. I might feel a bit self-conscious if I was 30 kilos
heavier. It's like all of my ass and my stomach [laughs] just keep on growing. If that was the case, then
maybe, I might care about how other people saw me if I go on for a swim and going to take my shirt
off. I've got this great hulking gut, I probably wouldn't feel too great about myself. Once again, that
comes down to a health thing. I'll just feel bad for not taking care of myself more than how people look
at me. I'd just feel uncomfortable. I'd feel guilty for letting it get that bad [laughs]. I will just feel I did
wrong by myself to get there [laughs]. (Ryan, 24)

Ryan showed how he embodied the moral discourse around individual responsibility; he indicated
that he would not be feeling great about himself if he was 30 kg heavier and not in good shape. As
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discussed in the previous chapter, exercising and generally looking after themselves helped
participants to feel good not only physically but also morally. The statement, ‘If I was 30 kg heavier’
further alludes to Ryan’s understanding about measuring his behaviour and health (appearance) status
in tangible numbers.
Participants had strongly internalised this notion of self-responsibility and morality around health.
The embodied understanding went further than simply understanding the moral judgement laid upon
the non-normative body; it also influenced the way they felt and the way they managed their lives.
Ethan, for instance, described how he scheduled his gym visits as follows:
If I go to the gym a couple of days in a row, I feel good about myself; that's the main thing. I just know
that I've gone to the gym, I feel better about myself plus I can also know that I can take a day off
without feeling bad. I don't really reward myself with anything as such. I just feel better, yes. (Ethan,
18)

Anna similarly managed her life around health behaviours including nutrition and exercise. She
said:
If I have a good week where I've worked out and I eat well, I'm more inclined to have a cheat night at
the end of the week and catch up with friends and go out for dinner, drinks. […][S]ometimes I'll have
bad weeks, where I might not work out as much. I might eat really badly and I do notice when I have
those weeks that it does get to me. The following week, I will exercise more or really make more effort
to eat better. To try to undo the week before. (Anna, 22)

Anna and Ethan essentially described being engaged in a balancing act between consuming and
constraining themselves—a discursive tension embodied within all well-adjusted neoliberal subjects.
The individualisation of responsibility forces individuals to make well thought-out and rational
decisions based on an empowering discourse of choosing health, and on which they plan and manage
their daily lives and their bodies. The power of biopolitics and healthism therefore is pervasive as a
moral discourse that inflicts a feeling of guilt or the management thereof if they behave in an
undisciplined manner. As healthism places the responsibility of health on the individual, they have
the freedom to balance out their ‘bad’ behaviours or choices with good deeds and by overall managing
their body in a normative way. While Ethan indicated that going to the gym made him feel good and
allowed him to take a few days off from his bodywork regime, Anna treated herself with a cheat day
when she followed her workout regime dedicatedly for a certain time, or was inclined to make an
effort to eat healthier after a ‘bad’ week. This behaviour clearly follows a neoliberal doctrine, in
which an equilibrium needs to be established and in which goal-oriented behaviour is a key
characteristic.
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Ethan and Anna’s elaborations further show that in a culture where neoliberal governmentality
constitutes the dominant social discourse, there is no need to force compliance with certain
behaviours as individuals come to internalise this discourse and discipline themselves voluntarily.
Individuals accept their responsibility to become self-governing subjects and have the understanding
that to lead a good life it is their duty to do so. As individual body management and economic success
have become connected and equated in our society, success in body management is seen as a sign of
a docile neoliberal citizen who has taken responsibility for their health and therefore society (Cairns
& Johnston, 2015; Crawford et al., 2015; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a).

5.3.2 The Creation of the Empowered Quantified Self and the Disembodied Approach
of Neoliberal Body Discourses Through Big Data
Healthism, born of neoliberal values and biopolitics, has laid the basis for several health and fitness
movements that include and enhance the narrative of self-control and self-responsibility (Lupton,
2017a; Mayes, 2015a; Millington, 2018). In response to this increasingly growing expectation and
demand for self-control and responsibility, the market is now flooded with commercially driven,
sophisticated and interactive hardware and software (Millington, 2016a). Some of the most prominent
products of this kind are self-tracking devices, wearable sensors and health-related mobile
applications that allow individuals on a broader scale to collect, measure and display increasingly
precise data about numerous bodily functions and behavioural activities, thus contributing to creation
of the Quantified Self (Lupton, 2016e; Nafus & Sherman, 2014; Rettner, 2014; Sharon, 2017; Sharon
& Zandbergen, 2017). The Quantified Self refers to the notion of “self-knowledge through numbers”
(Sharon, 2017, p. 107), which are gathered via the use of self-tracking devices and applications
(Goodyear, Kerner, & Quennerstedt, 2017; Lupton, 2017a; Sharon, 2017). The Quantified Self is, in
a fundamental sense, the product of an era of escalating anxiety around obesity, the moralisation of
the fat body and, by association, of the immoral person (Featherstone, 1991; Harjunen, 2017; Lupton,
2017a; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). This anxiety and uncertainty about social values is manifested
in new measurement systems and technologies that offer various forms of data analysis, including
physical activity, sleep quality, calorie counting and heart rate. Most of these measurements were
introduced with commercial gain in mind, offering and encouraging individuals to empower
themselves by measuring various elements of their bodily behaviours and functions through a series
of numbers (Chiauzzi, Rodarte, & Dasmahapatra, 2015; Lupton, 2016b; Sharon, 2017).
Wearable self-tracking devices have become increasingly popular since the commercial release of the
Fitbit in 2008, which, along with other competing brands have since introduced more technically
advanced devices with new arrays of body measurements and fitness challenges for customers to
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pursue on a daily basis (Crawford et al., 2015). Through this gathered self-knowledge individuals are
empowered to create a fitter and happier life for themselves. The promise of happiness, success and
productivity is seductive in the current socio-cultural climate and ties into the neoliberal doctrine of
achievement, self-responsibility and rational choice-making based on precise and objective data.
Surveillance in this sense is sold via the notion of empowerment through self-knowledge. Individuals
who use self-tracking devices voluntarily subscribe to self-surveillance through an embodied sense
of duty to control oneself and look after their health and body, while following a desire to feel
empowered and to improve themselves and their lives.
However, modern self-tracking devices with their revolutionary technology automatically share the
gathered data with the parent company, and in many cases with third-party analytics companies that
use them to reflect not only on individual behaviour, but on aggregated mass or big data from a large
number of self-track users. The data-sharing stream has become ambiguous, running in a circulated
flow among devices, consumers, companies, institutions and social networks, which is not to its full
extent accessible to the public (Crawford et al., 2015; Millington, 2017). Users therefore have no
control over how their data are aggregated, analysed, sold or repurposed, nor can they make active
decisions about how their data are used. Vast volumes of structured and unstructured data that are
aggregated from individual data collected by a large amount of people is referred to as big data or
mass data that can be used for surveillance or sold to marketing companies or governments to monitor,
surveille and build new guidelines and measurements for ‘perfect’ health (Hunter, 2016; Van Dijck
& Poell, 2016). Here, at the aggregate level, the data take on a different value, both in terms of what
meaning can be extracted from them, and their perceived capital value (Crawford et al., 2015; Hogle,
2016; Ruckenstein & Schüll, 2017). Sharing personal data, voluntarily or involuntarily, allows
manufacturers of self-tracking devices to understand human behaviour and to adjust their array and
offerings of data monitoring (Crawford et al., 2015; Lupton, 2014d; Ruckenstein & Schüll, 2017).
Individuals therefore not only voluntarily subscribe to self-surveillance but actively provide data that
help to create new surveillance technology, guidelines and body norms.49
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Through these interactions, people engage in digital leisure while building data-human and surveillance assemblages
(Lupton, 2016b; Millington, 2018; Silk, Millington, Rich & Bush, 2016). These assemblages are, according to Millington
(2018) ‘productive assemblages’ as governance occurs through humans and non-humans with the specific goal to mutually govern both, humans and non-humans. Data-human surveillance assemblages, hence “must be understood as products
of our present-day (and already-existing) neoliberal conjuncture in particular; in turn, they fortify neoliberalism’s very
existence” Millington (2018, p. 22) argues. At the same time, digital data assemblages can, according to Lupton (2016b),
be understood as ‘companion species’ which lead their own lives that we can no longer fully capture or control. Discussing and theorising these assemblages and the notion of digital leisure in more depth exceeds the scope of this thesis. For
further readings on this topic, please see for example Millington (2018) and Lupton (2016b).
Big data from self-tracking technology is further currently highly discussed in regard to creating a new personalised
healthcare system that is more care- and cost-efficient (e.g. Chiauzzi et al., 2015; Lupton, 2017b; Piwek, Ellis, Andrews,
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These new measures of self-knowledge and self-optimising strategies through specific numbers
contained within data can further be problematic, as the measurement of so-called objective bodily
data essentially conceals the embodied experiences of individuals in the socio-cultural environment
in which they live (Sutton, 2010). According to Sutton (2010), reliance on numbers and data that
provide a disembodied analysis of social phenomena is characteristic of the neoliberal dogma.
Different social discourses and concepts such as health, ideal appearances, fitness and gender, which
are always interconnected and thereby influence and shape one another, often remain distinct within
these neoliberal analyses that consequently fail to build a cohesive picture about the various
challenges, expectations and problems individuals experience and are exposed to in their daily lives
(Sutton, 2010). Concrete problems may include feelings of overwhelming pressure to stay healthy
and comply with ideal body images, low self-esteem, body dissatisfaction, shame, social
disconnection, needs and possible sufferings deriving from the materiality of the body that remain
hidden behind ‘objective’ numerical measures (Harjunen, 2017; Sutton, 2010). The criticism of the
analysis of ‘objective’ data ties into the traditional mind/body dualism and its disembodied
understanding of individual subjects. In the next section, I thus specifically consider and discuss the
participants’ embodied experiences with the Quantified Self as empowering experience or a
surveillance mechanism to which some had freely subjected themselves.

5.4 Embodied Experience of Surveillance and Empowerment Through
Self-tracking and the Creation of the Quantified Self
Self-tracking applications, wearable technology or healthy lifestyle digital devices that allow selfmonitoring and building of a Quantified Self have become increasingly popular over the past decade,
reaching audiences beyond the self-identified members of a fitness, health or lifestyle movement
(Lucivero & Prainsack, 2015; Sharon, 2017; Sharon & Zandbergen, 2017). Self-tracking and selfmonitoring encourage individuals to measure elements of their bodily behaviours and functions
through a series of numbers (Lupton, 2016e; Sharon, 2017). A resting heart rate of 40 beats per
minute, a blood pressure of 130/70, a stress level of 2%, a step count of 10,000, a climb of 15 floors
and a sleeping time of 8 hours are the common numbers that activity trackers define and normalise
as ideal (Cha, 2015; Goodyear et al., 2017; Tudor-Locke, Hatano, Pangrazi & Kang, 2008). In
Australia, 39% of the adult population that is actively playing a recreational or competitive sport is
using self-tracking technology (AusPlay, 2016). Apps and devices are most popular among young

& Joinson, 2016; Sharon, 2017; Sztyler, Carmona, Völker, & Stuckenschmidt, 2016). I do not discuss this aspect in more
depth within the scope of this project, to maintain a focus on embodied experiences of the interviewed individuals.
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adults, particularly young women50 (AusPlay, 2016). Among the interviewed participants, three
females and three males indicated that they actively used a self-tracking device or app, and seven had
used them in the past but had lost interest or decided to stop self-tracking their bodily functions for
other reasons.51 The understanding of young, mostly healthy people’s everyday embodied experiences
and practices with mobile, wearable and ingestible health technologies, as well as the creation of the
Quantified Self, as addressed previously is limited and incohesive (Goodyear et al., 2017; Petherick,
2015; Rich & Miah, 2017). To address this gap, I first discuss embodied experiences as empowering
and surveillance tool for self-improvement through self-knowledge; second the creation of the
Quantified Self through self-management; and last, how some participants discussed their resistance
to self-tracking, body management and body ideals.

5.4.1 Empowerment Through Self-improvement, Self-knowledge and Self-surveillance
As discussed in Section 5.3, self-tracking technology has become widely popular in the current
culture and is promoted by various manufacturers as the promise of a motivational, empowering and
exciting ‘new culture of personal data’ that stands at the forefront of a revolution around selfmonitoring, self-management and—through this self-knowledge—a better life (Crawford et al., 2015;
Lupton, 2016e; Wolf, 2009). Self-improvement through self-knowledge and hence selfempowerment is a key characteristic of the neoliberal discourse where “individuals are enjoined to
think of themselves as actively shaping their life course through acts of choice in the name of a better
future” (Rose, 2007, p. 26). Max, one of the few male participants who used a self-tracking device in
this study, supported this discourse by elaborating on his decision to use a Fitbit as follows:
I was just wanting to get a bit better, make some healthier choices. I got [a Fitbit] probably 2 years ago,
originally, just to lose some weight. I've just stuck with it ever since and it's just part of my routine
now. (Max, 23)

Similarly, female participant, Ellie stated:
I use [a self-tracking device]-, at the moment I do it for just a little bit of weight loss but only to like get
a bit healthier and to tone up a bit just to get a bit stronger and then just to be able to maintain that
health. (Ellie, 22)

50

Various studies using different samples provide vastly different numbers regarding the number of people globally and
in Australia that use self-tracking devices. The estimate of 39% is provided by AusPlay (2016), which interviewed Australians who actively play sport and are over 15 years of age. Other studies, including one recently cited by ABC News
(Lupton, 2017d; Powell, 2016), for instance, have been conducted by communications agency Ansible, which states that
close to 20% of Australians use self-tracking devices. These numbers therefore need to be considered with caution. I was
unable to find official statistics regarding this matter.
51
I discuss the arguments raised by the participants to resist or cease self-surveillance in Section 5.4.3.
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For Max and Ellie, weight loss, a toned body and overall health were the main self-improvement
criteria driving their use of self-tracking devices. Their elaborations tie back into the discussion I led
in the previous chapter around the importance of appearance over inner health. Health is addressed
in broad and ambiguous terms such as ‘some healthier choices’, ‘get a bit healthier’ and ‘maintain
that health’. Nevertheless, Max and Ellie were behaving as well-adjusted neoliberal citizens should,
collecting biometric data about their body, health and fitness. Max and Ellie were also not questioning
their behaviour or a feeling of duty to look after their body and themselves. It seems that the notion
of self-responsibility and individualism has come to be perceived a ‘natural’ or ‘de-politicised’ state
in our society, while it is in fact a construction that arose in the context of neoliberal biopower and
social values (De Souza, 2013). Nafus and Sherman (2013), ethnographers researching the social
dynamics and practices of the Quantified Self, argue similarly by saying that the “relentless focus on
the self […] does have cultural roots in neoliberalism and the practices of responsibilization Giddens
identified so long ago, but it also does important cultural work in the context of big data” (Nafus &
Sherman, 2013, para. 2), as discussed in the previous section.
In terms of the specific measures, female participants were most strongly interested in their daily step
count and their calorie intake. The combination of those two monitoring figures in particular was
used by many participants. As Anna explained:
I particularly like it for the step count so I can keep up to date with if I've done enough steps for the
day or if I needed to add in a bit more exercise. It was a good way to help count calories and see how
much I was burning so I could keep track of that stats. (Anna, 22)

The daily step count is a core self-surveillance monitoring practice of the daily health and activity
practices that almost all self-tracking devices offer. The daily step count norm of 10,000 steps
provides an interesting example in terms of the panoptical gaze and as surveillance instrument that
encourages self-subjectification to the health and fitness gaze. The step count, as Anna outlined,
provides people with a figure that signifies fitness and can encourage higher activity levels and health
improvements. Anna used this feature to determine if she needed to do more exercise on each specific
day and to ensure that she achieved a calorie deficit or at least a compensation of her calorie intake
through her use.
Liam, one of the few male participants who used the step count measurement tool, explained his
experience as follows:
I try to follow it precisely. If I didn't have enough steps in the day, I would make an effort to go out
and go for a walk around the block or get off the bus, or stop early or something like that. (Liam, 24)
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The measure of 10,000 steps guided Liam towards a feeling of being healthier. Having a daily goal
provided motivation for Liam to increase his daily activity level, for example, by simply getting off
the bus earlier and walking the rest of the distance. For male participant Max, who expressed concerns
regarding his fitness when he was busy at university, the step count provided a feeling of control and
security that he was looking after himself and his body. He stated:
I always wanted to hit 10 k always anyway, that's always been like I think that I track like, 'Oh have I
hit 10 k today?', cause that will tell me how much effort I actually put into the day, like even if I don't
go to a fitness class or anything like that, then at least I can say that, 'Oh yeah at least I've done like
10,000 steps', and that's like bare minimum, that's like, 'That's all you need every day! (Max, 23)

Like Jasmine and Liam, Max used wearable technology to gather precise data about his body, to
monitor and control his behaviour and to strive for self-optimisation, or at least reach the ‘bare
minimum’ of what a healthy docile citizen is required to do in regard to their health and fitness. By
doing so, these participants subjugated themselves to the neoliberal discourse even if their motives
differed. While Jasmine aimed to get into better shape, Liam and Max focused on controlling or
reaching a specific level of fitness that entailed a daily step count of 10,000 steps. All three in this
sense had internalised the measure of 10,000 steps as a valid pedometer measurement for selfsurveillance. The understanding that health equals fitness and that fitness equates to doing 10,000
steps has thereby become a deep-rooted norm regarding health and a claim of truth. Jasmine, Liam
and Max also proved themselves good neoliberal subjects: they were entrepreneurial, rational and
moral in their decision making and willingness to achieve their daily step count goal. This effort was
especially guided and motivated by the pursuit of ‘feeling good’, accomplished and hence
empowered. Jasmine indicated that she gained a sense of accomplishment when she reached 10,000
steps, even if she did not engage in any other exercise such as going to her fitness class. As she
formulated it, 'Oh yeah at least I've done like 10,000 steps'. In this sense, reaching 10,000 steps
provided a trade-off for the feeling of guilt for not doing any other bodywork practice.
However, the step count did not have an encouraging effect on all participants. Some used wearable
technology without following a specific goal. Thomas, for example, said:
I don't really keep track, I just look at how many steps I've done that day and don't think any more of
that. (Thomas, 19)

Ellie, on the other hand, did follow a specific goal, although she was more lenient with her
achievement:
Well, they say 10,000 but I know that's not realistic for me so I set it for 7000. (Ellie, 22)
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Ellie decided to ‘adjust’ the norm of the daily step count from 10,000 to 7,000 steps, because the set
10,000 step goal was ‘not realistic’ for her. While she would have had the option to keep the daily
step count set at 10,000 steps on her device, which she could try to approach as close as possible, she
would rather set a new personal benchmark that she could reach with less effort. Achievement is an
important characteristic of the neoliberal thinking and it seems that the feeling of having taken 7,000
steps and fulfilling her daily goal was more valuable than taking the same number of steps and falling
short of the 10,000 step target. However, biopolitics aims to condition people to discipline themselves
to achieve a certain goal rather than shifting the targets to gain a feeling of achievement without
actually having fulfilled a certain health requirement. Despite these self-acting adjustments, Ellie was
acting as a neoliberal subject with her willingness to attain a certain goal and, from a biopolitical
perspective, engaging in self-surveillance is still more helpful or better than showing no selfmonitoring and no self-disciplining behaviour. If she had not monitored herself at all, she would not
have pushed herself to take at least 7,000 steps and would not have any knowledge of her daily
activity.
That Ellie freely and of her own accord adjusted a so-called fitness or health norm may also be
indicative of the fact that the step count is not yet accepted as hard or exact science and thus is not
‘truth’ or ‘reality’ by which to shape one’s life. The 10,000-step number is believed to have been
introduced by a self-tracking device manufacturer from Japan and lacks any health or scientific basis
(Fox-Leonard, 2018). Mike Brannan from Public Health England states that, “[w]hile the myth of
‘10,000 steps’ might not be quite as misguided as the notion that a ‘Mars a day helps you work, rest
and play’, the pedometer approach to fitness has long been questioned by the scientific community”
(Fox-Leonard, 2018, para. 3). The daily 10,000 step goal is hence a strategic marketing tool to give
people a tangible goal to work towards and gain a feeling of achievement (Cox, 2018; Crawford et
al., 2015; Fox-Leonard, 2018; Mosley, 2018). At the same time, body and health measures fulfil a
desire of individuals to measure and quantify their selves to gain a feeling of security, of selfknowledge and of being in control of their selves and their lives (Lupton, 2017a; Nafus & Sherman,
2014; Ruckenstein, 2014).
None of the participants, however, expressed concern about sharing their personal data and how these
were used for monitoring and creating new health or lifestyle guidelines by third parties to control
the body. They also did not indicate feeling that they were surveilled or that they surveilled
themselves by following promoted self-tracking goals. Overall, however, for the participants the
moral epistemology overarching the self-tracking narrative of self-empowerment and selfimprovement through self-knowledge was powerful in the promise that knowing one’s bodily
functions is essential to living a good life, even if this narrative is only achievable through their own
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self-surveillance. Self-surveillance was hence practised but hidden behind the discourse of
empowerment and thus not experienced as surveillance. Because of its significance, I discuss the
discourse around empowerment and self-management more in depth in the next section.

5.4.2 The Quantified Self and Self-Management
The discussed embodied notion of empowerment and self-optimisation through self-knowledge and
measures of sleeping, eating and walking patterns as ‘natural’ state in our society has shifted biopower
from a medical to a lifestyle gaze. This lifestyle gaze has created neoliberal citizens who are expected
to be interested in taking active control over their body as part of their daily lives by making
continuous conscious and rational decisions about how to use their self-tracking data for selfimprovement practices (Nafus & Sherman, 2013, 2014). This movement has been strengthened
through the expectations that the body needs to be monitored and managed through a “relentless focus
on the self” (Nafus & Sherman, 2013, para. 2) and a reliance on precise and seemingly ‘objective’
data and measures of body behaviours and functions.
A useful example of this narrative was provided by some of the female participants’ efforts to measure
their calorie52 intake and use these measurements to monitor and micro-manage their weight. The
most popular service among the interviewees for this purpose was provided by the mobile app
MyFitnessPal. The app allows users to enter detailed information about their meals, their physical
activity levels, the number of calories they have consumed or burned and the nutritional value of their
food; and to monitor, share and compare their progress towards a desired weight or health goal (see
Figure 20).

52

Calories are a measurement unit that quantifies the energy contained in foods and drinks. The amount of energy a person needs is
dependent on, among other factors, age, lifestyle, size (height and weight), hormones, level of physical activity, metabolism and medications.
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Figure 20: MyFitnessPal App (2018) Calorie Counter

One of the female participants who used MyFitnessPal with the goal of monitoring and controlling
her weight was Jasmine, who shared her experience by saying:
Oh, I started doing [calorie counting] very recently like within the last 3 weeks or so, so I have this app
called MyFitnessPal and you know, it says, I think I set my goal on there on like, 'lose half a kilo every
week', it hasn't happened but I'm not 100% following it anyway, but then it says, 'Oh you need to eat
under 5,500 kilojoules a day', and then it takes into account what food you eat and then how much
exercise you do and it just like, plus minuses everything, yeah so that's, I think that's been going well.
Yeah, I've yet to see any visible changes, but again like, because it's still early, I'm like not following
100%, I have more cheat days than I'd like to say, but I also-, probably it'd be like half and half, like
my cheat days and my-, yeah not. (Jasmine, 24)

When asked if she followed the app precisely or if she only paid attention to whether she stayed under
the calculated maximum calorie intake, she replied:
Yeah, yeah that's me, eat whatever as long as it's under the line, I'm really bad with eating healthy like,
it's hard and I just feel like I don't care enough to like do it as well. But yeah for me it's like, as long as
I'm below the line and even if that means like, 'Oh yeah, I didn't eat breakfast and I did eat lunch but
then because I didn't eat breakfast then I can have Nando's for dinner!'. (Jasmine, 24)

Jasmine’s elaborations show the strong connection between discourses around health as selfresponsibility and the reliance on neoliberal values including the use of exact numbers and
measurements, which creates a feeling of control and manageability of the body. Jasmine drew a clear
link between the norm of health as not being fat and a negative number of calorie intake (calorie use
> calorie intake) as a docile act of self-management. Only one male participant, Connor, calculated
and micro-managed his body in a similar detailed fashion by tracking his daily calorie intake. As per
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the emerging gender profiles, while Jasmine aimed to lose weight, Connor was counting his calorie
intake to monitor his progress in the cutting53 process. Connor said:
Definitely, just considered Fitbits but mainly when I was cutting, I was using apps on my phone to
track my macros. All I did was work out how many calories I was eating. I was eating deflix so I'd
work out how much I'd need to eat to stay at a stable weight, then I'd take an extra 600 off that, so I'd
be losing weight even if I didn't exercise. I'd be weighing about 90 kilos and I ate as much as a woman
who weighed about 60 kilos to lose weight. (Connor, 19)

Jasmine and Connor clearly embodied neoliberal values of self-responsibility, rationality and
discipline in their understanding of how the body needs to be managed. Both relied on seemingly
objective numbers and measurements to carefully calculate how they could achieve the best
bodywork results through calorie intake management. Jasmine, whose goal was to lose weight, set
herself a daily maximum intake of 5,500 kilojoules54 that she did not want to transgress. Connor, on
the other hand, wanted to lose body fat so he calculated the calorie intake he required to maintain his
current weight, which equalled the number of calories he burned in an average day. He then subtracted
600 calories from this ideal total to be able to lose body fat and approach his aspirational cut
appearance. This behaviour is encouraged by the lifestyle gaze and its tools, such as the MyFitnessPal
app.55 At the same time, the lifestyle gaze strengthens the focus on the outer over the inner body by
offering various body monitoring services that focus on appearance.
Next to calorie intake and use, the step count is the main self-tracking measurement system used by
the participants to micro-manage their body and selves. To reiterate Max’s quote from earlier:
I always wanted to hit 10 k always anyway, that's always been like I think that I track like, 'Oh have I
hit 10 k today?', cause that will tell me how much effort I actually put into the day, like even if I don't
go to a fitness class or anything like that, then at least I can say that, 'Oh yeah at least I've done like
10,000 steps', and that's like bare minimum, that's like, 'That's all you need every day! (Max, 23)

Max engaged in self-monitoring to strive for self-optimisation through self-management. By doing
so, Max, Jasmine and Connor all subjugated themselves freely to the neoliberal discourse and the
health, as well as the biomedical and lifestyle, gaze. While Jasmine and Connor aimed to adhere to
an ideal body image through their self-management efforts, Max was focused on the improvement of
his fitness condition. As discussed in the previous section, Max relied on his step count to ensure he
53

People who engage in ‘cutting’ aim to lose weight in the form of body fat to achieve higher muscle definition.
5,500 kilojoules equates to around 1,315 calories. For a healthy, balanced diet, men are estimated to require 10,500
kilojoules (2,500 calories) daily. For women, this figure is around 8,400 kilojoules (2,000 calories). These values vary
depending on age, metabolism and level of physical activity, among other factors (Norton, Anderson, & Hetherington,
2006; Rosalina & Sitepu, 2016).
55
The app’s webpage provides an example of an individual who set their daily calorie intake goal at 1,700. They had to
date consumed 1,396 calories through food intake, which had to be subtracted from the total of 1,700. However, the
person had done some exercise, thereby burning off 273 calories that could be added to the daily intake goal. At that stage
of the day, the individual had 577 calories left to ‘use’ (1,700 – 1,396 + 273 = 577) (Figure 23, left-hand side). The data
are different in the middle image of Figure 23 but the logic and calculation procedure are the same.
54
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fulfilled the minimum requirements of a fit individual. Having an indication of his daily activity level
helped him to stay motivated to fulfil his goal. While Jasmine and Connor subtracted the amount of
burned calories from a set daily calorie intake maximum, Max added up his step count to achieve a
daily target that seemingly equated to an ideal activity level. For all three, a daily calorie intake equal
to their calorie output was desirable. These real-life examples show how the body has become an
entity that can be precisely controlled and managed based on a dashboard of perfect health with
clearly defined short- and long-term goals.
There is growing criticism of the reliance on seemingly objective numerical data, which opponents
of the self-tracking and the Quantified Self movement perceive as problematic and harmful (Dormehl,
2014; Morozov, 2013; Rettner, 2014). Through neoliberal discourses that draw on rational choice
theories, seemingly free and autonomous individuals who are fully responsible for their health and
wellbeing are encouraged to apply simple algebraic equations to measure, monitor and manage their
body (Cairns & Johnston, 2015; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a). However, applying mathematical
logic to health may lead to unhealthy behaviours. For Jasmine, her consumption of energy-dense and
nutritionally sparse fast food could be justified by a total calorie intake that remained within the limits
of her set benchmark, concealing her poor nutritional choices behind a picture of seemingly perfect
health and self-control.

Figure 21: San Churro Northbridge (2017)

Neoliberalism at the same time is tied to a desire for achievement and reward for docile and
disciplined behaviour. Just as the expectation that hard work and effort should be rewarded in the
workplace with a promotion or a higher salary, body disciplinary regimes are attached to reward
systems that may entail feelings of pride, compliments from others and the rise to a higher social
status. Some even set their rewards themselves: Anna (see Section 5.3.1) indicated she liked to have
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a cheat night if she followed her bodywork regime. Anna’s behaviour not only constituted a reward
for hard work but also served as a justification for indulging in food consumption or behaviour
deemed unhealthy or undisciplined. She released herself from feelings of guilt or wrongdoing about
having a cheat night because of the hard work she put into her body the previous week. The market
reacts to these rational thinking patterns and the wish for reward systems, especially regarding instant
gratification for meeting a specific daily self-surveillance goal. An example of this trend is provided
by San Churro, a restaurant chain that specialises in Spanish desserts. In December 2017, the San
Churro restaurants in the Perth suburbs of Northbridge and East Victoria Park offered free churros to
everyone demonstrating 15,000 steps on their self-tracking device (see Figure 21). Churros, which
are made of dough dropped into hot oil and sprinkled with sugar and cinnamon are just as fast food,
energy-dense and nutrition poor. From a health perspective, it does not seem logical to reward oneself
with such seemingly unhealthy food for reaching a daily step count or activity goal; however, it does
follow a neoliberal doctrine of achievement and reward and an equalised calculation logic. People in
this way feel empowered, or at least justified, to eat ‘bad’ or low-nutrition foods as they worked for
it and hence deserve it.
These ideal numbers promoted by self-tracking devices further represent reductionist algorithms
grouped into socially defined categories that measure different aspects of health and wellbeing
(Sharon, 2017; Sharon & Zandbergen, 2017). Categories such as calorie intake or step count are
merely simplified proxies for multifaceted and rich phenomena such as ‘health’ or ‘fitness’ (Sharon,
2017; Sharon & Zandbergen, 2017). Similarly, the relationships among variables tracked by diet apps
like the MyFitnessPal app that Jasmine suggested she used are complex and cannot be captured in a
simple algebraic equation (Dormehl, 2014; Harjunen, 2017; Rettner, 2014). In other words,
measuring calories is not equivalent to measuring nutrition—just as taking 10,000 steps does not
equate to fitness (Harjunen, 2017; Rettner, 2014; Sharon & Zandbergen, 2017). The idea of applying
mathematical logic and prioritising measurements that allow to control the appearance of the body
(calorie count) over health cues (nutrition) may even lead to unhealthy behaviours. In Jasmine’s case,
the consumption of energy-dense, nutritionally sparse fast food could be justified by an overall calorie
intake that stayed within the limit of her set benchmark, and was thus hidden behind a picture of
seemingly perfect health and self-control. As a consequence, self-tracking may lead to a narrow and
superficial understanding of health and unhealthy behaviours.
Self-management of the body through seemingly precise and accurate measurements does, however,
offer a new sense of empowerment in the form of control and security, or at least its illusion. Establishing control and security has become essential for individuals in a postmodern environment characterised by a distinct risk profile that leaves people with a feeling of powerlessness through exposure
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to various uncertainties (Beck, 1986/1992; Giddens, 1991; Shilling, 2012). Hence, controlling their
self and their body can provide individuals with some sense of security or at least a tool to manage
uncertainty (Beck, 1986/1992; Palese, 2013; Shilling, 2012). Self-tracking and self-management are
examples of movements that support individuals’ desires to create a sense of ‘feeling secure’ (Grogan,
2016; Mayes, 2015a; Shilling, 1999). The new and advanced self-tracking technology therefore
seems to offer an additional layer of control as people are provided with seemingly objective and
unambiguous measurements that provide clear benchmarks against which they can measure and compare themselves and hence gain a sense of security that they are doing the ‘right thing’ and are protected against various risks and uncertainties (Lupton, 2017a; Nafus & Sherman, 2013; Sharon,
2017). The notion of bodies as “island[s] of security” (Shilling, 2012, p. 7) has thereby gained new
validity and importance in the current climate, which is characterised by instability (Beck, 1986/1992;
Mayes, 2015a; Mellor & Shilling, 2014; Palese, 2013; Shilling, 2012).

5.4.3 Resistance to Self-Tracking, Body Management and Body Ideals
From the discussion led thus far, the ideal neoliberal citizen can be described as aligning with the
neoliberal discourses of self-optimising individuals who voluntarily monitor, measure, regulate and
collect biometric data on their own health, fitness and body norms. They are interested in taking
control over their bodies on a detailed level and in making rational choices about how they want to
use this self-knowledge (Lupton, 2016g, 2017a; Nafus & Sherman, 2013, 2014; Sharon &
Zandbergen, 2017; Swan, 2013). Collecting data about oneself using digital devices is considered
the best way “to know, rather than guess, how and who one is; if one is healthy, if one is productive,
and if one is happy” (Sharon, 2017, p. 103). In this sense, we live in a cultural moment where the
possibilities for self-knowledge and self-optimisation are seemingly endless and where the idea of
‘progress’ is constantly promised (de Souza, 2013).
Free neoliberal citizens have always had the opportunity to resist self-surveillance and to choose
alternative ways to relate to technology and digitalisation (Albrechtslund, 2008; Foucault, 1982;
Sharon, 2017). As Foucault (1982) argues, power and resistance always complement each other in
establishing power relations. Power relations, in this sense, build a playing field that offers certain
possibilities by which individuals are guided in their actions (Goodyear et al., 2017). Power structures
thereby define limitations and possibilities for individuals who, at the same time, are influenced by
the actions and reactions of other actors in the field (Pylypa, 1998). Jasmine, (see Section 5.2.2), for
instance, indicated that she felt less judged for the appearance of her body in Australia than in Asia
based on the possibilities made available to her in this different socio-cultural field and its different
power relations. Since extreme slenderness is not perceived as the beauty ideal in Australia—unlike
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in many Southeast Asian societies including Singapore (Kamaruzaman, Zainal, Ming, Yen & Foo,
2018), where Jasmine grew up—she experienced new possibilities that arose from the lack of reaction
of her peers to her body shape. She had the new possibility to ‘stay under the radar’ and thereby resist
the pressure to conform to the extreme skinny ideal normalised in some Asian societies (Zhang, Qian
& Fu, 2018). The perspective of power and resistance as two interrelated forces is crucial, especially
in regard to self-surveillance and body maintenance (Evans & Allen-Collinson, 2016; Lafrance,
2011). Foucault’s metaphor of the panopticon has been criticised for exactly this aspect and for
seemingly representing a top-down, hierarchical approach that mainly emphasises the disciplinary
nature of surveillance in terms of ‘them on us’ (Galic et al., 2017; Goodyear et al., 2017; Vaz &
Bruno, 2003). Galic et al. (2017) further argue that Foucault’s notion of the panopticon is insufficient
when discussing new technological and digital components of surveillance that offer people more
freedom to choose, manipulate and resist certain mechanisms of surveillance. The metaphor of the
panopticon, however, still provides a helpful tool to explore how power is experienced and should
therefore, Gallagher (2010) suggests, be seen as a point of departure upon which to build and move
beyond.
According to Foucault (1980), power is further not imposed by a governing group; rather it is built
by individuals who themselves become a vehicle of power embedded in discourses and norms that
are part of their daily habits (Pylypa, 1998). As defined earlier, “power is exercised from innumerable
points, in the interplay of nonegalitarian and mobile relations” (Foucault, 1976/1978, p. 94). In other
words, based on how health, healthy behaviours and normative body dimensions are determined and
established by the social and cultural environment, self-surveillance involves certain truths that are
reiterated and accepted by individuals who subjugate themselves to these norms (Foucault,
1975/1995; Galic et al., 2017; Pylypa, 1998). The knowledge of the body is then to become
understood as part of the expertise required for the modern docile citizen who follows the principles
of self-surveillance (Dilts, 2011; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). The disciplinary regimes of biopower
consequently aim to create subjects who have internalised the principles and norms to the extent that
they become self-disciplined subjects (Foucault, 1975/1995; Mayes, 2015; Pylypa, 1998). Through
the use of self-tracking devices, individuals can hence potentially become subjects to the normalising
gaze of health, lifestyle and body norms, as well as their own self-surveillance in terms of who they
want to become and how they want to present themselves (Evans & Allen-Collinson, 2016; Pylypa,
1998). Participants in this study mainly indicated that while they aimed to stay or become healthy,
they overwhelmingly worked towards building a certain body ideal. They liked to transform
themselves into an ‘ideal’ looking individual. When asked why she thought people wanted to look a
certain way and engage in certain forms of bodywork practices, Olivia said:
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Cause people want to be wanted. And then, when they see that other people are getting wanted with
how they look, how they are, how they act, they want that so they chase it. But I also think that they're
not happy with themselves. Like I mean, I'm occasionally, ‘Oh I'm wanted, I’m good enough’, I guess,
it makes me feel good. (Olivia, 24)

Ethan argued similarly, while focusing more strongly on his own personal experiences. He answered
the question as to why he chose to conform to a certain body ideal thus:
I'd be thinking for the other opposite gender. If you want them to like you, you have to look good
because that's the reason why I think. And also to be healthy. (Ethan, 18)

Both Olivia and Ethan indicated that their bodywork and their body image was important to them as
they wanted to be perceived as attractive to the opposite gender.56 While Olivia indicated in her
interview that she was no longer interested in chasing an ideal but focused on self-acceptance, both
statements strongly allude to how self-surveillance and conformity to socially defined health as well
as appearance-based body norms is not achieved through coercion, but through desire. This also
aligns with Foucault’s argument that power can be a productive, not repressive force (Pylypa, 1998).
It operates based on knowledge and desire (Foucault, 1976/1978; Pylypa 1998). Knowledge in our
society stems from different fields of research that produce seemingly neutral and objective truths
about the human existence (Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). In reality, however, knowledge is a
representation of the perspectives, relationships and agreements under which research is conducted
(Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). The form of knowledge produced in a society then
also has the capacity to influence individuals’ relationships with their bodies (Harjunen, 2017;
Pylypa, 1998). By creating knowledge of normality and deviance, power creates a perception of
norms as moral or good and builds the desire to conform to these standards (Crawford, 1980; Mayes,
2015a; Pylypa, 1998). The desire to conform causes individuals to freely discipline and monitor
themselves and thus accept their own subjugation (Pylypa, 1998). Many participants including Anna
embodied these knowledge and power structures. When asked if images of certain body norms
influenced her perception of herself, she stated:
I think it does. It's inevitable when all this has sort of being thrown at you, you sometimes feel a bit
pressured to go, ‘Maybe, I should look like that’, or ‘No, that's what sexy looks like. What am I doing?’
Just because you think that, doesn't mean, or rather, just because I think that doesn't mean I subscribe
to it. It's important, especially for me, to continue looking at what's important. That, ultimately, is my
health. I read a study very recently saying that, your age 20s to 30s is the most important time of your
life to actually keep fit, keep trimming, keep your metabolism up, and work out as much as you can
because there are a lot of longer-term health benefits for you when you work out in this particular age
group. (Anna, 22)

56
I discuss this aspect around the desire to appeal to the opposite gender more in depth in the discussion around the
dualism of pride and shame in Chapter 6.
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Anna’s statement not only shows that she embodied ‘moral’ or ‘docile’ body norms, but she also
alluded to her inner struggle of feeling compelled to comply with body ideals that reflect health on
one hand and attractiveness on the other. The desire to conform to certain norms can thus create a
substantial amount of pressure and feelings of resistance. Anna expressed her willingness to resist
subscribing to certain body ideals and to instead choose different ways to relate to self-surveillance
processes (Albrechtslund, 2008; Galic et al., 2017; Goodyear et al., 2017). Lupton’s (2016d) notion
of ‘imposed self-tracking’ and Albrechtslund’s (2008) ‘participatory surveillance’ offer helpful
approaches to create an understanding of this participatory surveillance as demonstrated by Anna
(Goodyear et al., 2017). In participatory surveillance, “users are actively engaged in surveillance
themselves as watchers, but they also participate voluntarily and consciously in the role of watched”
(Galic et al., 2017, p. 29). Through this dynamic, surveillance becomes a disciplinary and
reproductive force by which individuals potentially create enjoyable and empowering aspects of the
normalising gaze to which they are exposed (Albrechtslund, 2008; Best, 2010; Evans & AllenCollinson, 2016; Mayes, 2015a). Anna enjoyed exercise and workouts, with the desire for long-term
health; this positive aspect was empowering and motivational for her. However, she resisted
conforming with definitions of ‘sexiness’ and outer appearance. For many participants, however, it
was precisely this aspect of looks that was perceived as motivating and empowering, as discussed in
Chapter 4.
Like Anna, most participants indicated they followed some norms of health, fitness or appearance
and resisted others, but some showed a resistance altogether to the detailed micro-management of
their body through self-tracking devices. Ryan explained, when asked if he uses a self-monitoring
technology:
No, I couldn't care less. I've never counted calories. I've used one of those heart rate monitors before
at the gym with a personal trainer when I was younger, but that was like so you could learn when your
heart rate is in a fat burning zone versus a higher cardiovascular zone. Obviously, you're going to burn
fat when exercising, regardless, but that's the only time I found it useful, like when you're trying to do
targeted exercise. I just do not care enough to even remotely consider the required [inaudible]. I think
you can just feel it after you've been exercising for long enough. When you're just going easy and
you're burning calories on a treadmill versus when you're really getting your heart rate up like in skiprope or something. I don't know. To each his own, but I just don't see the point, and I don't care enough
to monitor that stuff. (Ryan, 24)

Many participants demonstrated a similar sceptical or rejecting stance with regard to self-tracking
devices and had never used or possessed any. Olivia, for instance, stated:
Too much work, too much work! I think, happiness within yourself is the most important thing, like I
used to hate that I was curvy, and I'm not that curvy but I'm still curvy, so-, but now I love it. I think
it's great! (Olivia, 24)
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Similarly, Angus said:
No. I'm slightly against those things. I don't think that's necessary. (Angus, 18)

When asked why he thought this way, he elaborated:
Because I believe it's the creation of a need that we never had. I don't need to track my heart rate and
my sleep and what I eat because I can track those without the use of like $600 watch, yet these
companies want us to buy. They create the need. (Angus, 18)

While Ryan indicated an interest in maintaining a good health condition, he resisted quantifying his
body and himself. He felt empowered by the physical reaction he experienced during a workout rather
than by exact biometric data and self-knowledge. Olivia rejected self-tracking technology altogether,
saying that it was ‘too much work’, and emphasised that she wanted to feel happy without feeling the
pressure to look and monitor her body in a certain way. Angus, on the other hand, was more direct
and described self-tracking as an unnecessary need born out of the commodification of the body. He
saw self-tracking as a fabricated desire that had not existed before the commercial release of selfmonitoring technology.
Surveillance in this sense is created and operates through desires.57 While manufacturers of selftracking technology as profit-driven enterprises are interested in selling their products and the
collected data to third parties, the government is interested in surveillance and people’s voluntary
subscription to hold control over society; and aims to avoid any development that would lead to
unproductivity and a rise in social security costs (e.g. healthcare). However, while the traditional, socalled core health measurements (e.g. weight, BMI, body fat) follow a biomedical discourse and
create a health gaze that is deeply rooted within our society as necessary indicators of wellbeing that
need to be monitored and managed, new lifestyle measurements (e.g. sleeping patterns, calorie
counting) that try to introduce and establish surveillance more prominently in various, if not all, areas
of people’s daily and private lives have failed to find the same acceptance and are by many
participants perceived as unimportant. The lifestyle gaze of self-tracking measurements is thereby
not compelling and individuals such as Ryan and Angus who decide to resist this movement do not
have to fear any negative social consequences; unlike overweight people who are stigmatised for
seemingly resisting the health gaze. The attempt to establish these habits not as a medical but as a
lifestyle need through the rhetoric of empowerment and leading a better, more fulfilled life, seems
not to be successful either. While many buy into the promise, the discontinuation of the use of selftracking technology among many participants is an indication of the lack of value they find in these
57
Desire here refers back to its traditional meaning as “a strong feeling of wanting to have something or wishing for
something to happen” (Oxford Dictionaries, 2018c), rather than a health desire as discussed in Chapter 4 around Bellieni
and Buonocore’s (2009) discussion of the definition of health.
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measurements. Nevertheless, the need for self-control and self-empowerment in the current risk
society is strong; thus individuals buy into the marketing messages although the products seem to fail
in fulfilling the promises that they make and providing what the individuals are looking for.
None of the participants indicated that they were worried that third parties could access their personal
data related to body functions and daily behaviours, or that they were surveilled and told what to do
by a hierarchal, top-down power system. Instead, self-tracking was perceived as ‘unnecessary’ or a
desire that was fabricated and not real. However, those who did decide to engage with self-tracking
practices did express a feeling of empowerment or a feeling of ease in knowing that they were in
control of their body, and hence their lives.

5.5 Conclusion
The changing mechanisms of empowerment and surveillance amid the widespread socio-cultural
discourses of neoliberalism over the past four decades have led to a significant shift in how bodies
can be and are understood in our current society. Specifically, the emphasis on neoliberal principles
such as control, discipline, productivity and cost-effectiveness have contributed to the moralisation
of the fat body and to the establishment of a moral duty for individuals to surveille themselves and
look after their health and wellbeing (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998). These
disciplinary regimes are referred to as healthism, which, as a form of biopower has been adopted into
the political arena to guide individuals to embody the principles and norms of health to the extent that
they become self-disciplined subjects (Foucault, 1975/1995; Mayes, 2015; Pylypa, 1998). Following
Foucault’s (1976/1978) discussion of power, these principles are not imposed by a governing group,
but by individuals who themselves become a vehicle of power embedded in discourses and norms
that are part of their daily practices (Pylypa, 1998). Power, hence, is diffuse yet compelling (Foucault,
1975/1995; Pylypa, 1998; Sheridan, 2016) and through the use of self-tracking devices, people
potentially become subjects to both the normalising gaze of health and their own self-surveillance
that provides them with a tool to work on, manage and shape their body and—through their body—
their selves (Pylypa, 1998).
The binary concepts of self-surveillance and empowerment have further been tied to one another
amid the advances made in self-tracking technology, which affords a powerful emphasis to beliefs
about the malleability, manageability and quantifiability of the body (Harjunen, 2017; Lupton,
2016g). From a biopolitical perspective, wearable technology is used as an instrument for the
government and its health and medical institutions to monitor, measure and record individuals’
activities with the goal to discipline, manage and protect their citizens. Self-tracking devices, in this
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sense, act as a lifestyle gaze and thereby as an extension to the medical or ‘panoptic’ gaze, which
offers tracking services including for sleeping patterns, steps taken and calorie counts. While
surveillance has traditionally been conceptualised as externally imposed, modern self-tracking
technology introduces more complex forms of monitoring by blurring the boundaries between private
and public surveillance and between surveillance and self-empowerment.
By promising a feeling of ‘being in control’ and thus being framed as an empowering discourse of
choosing health, self-knowledge and self-optimisation, self-surveillance also offers a new form of
security in our postmodern society that is strongly characterised by its distinct risk profile (Beck,
1986/1992; Fabiansson & Fabiansson, 2016; Giddens, 1991). The awareness of these risks has given
people an increased feeling of anxiety and uncertainty, especially regarding who they are, how they
want to present themselves to others and with whom they want to identify (Giddens, 1991). Hence,
the opportunity for controlling the body and their selves provides some sense of security or at least a
tool to manage uncertainty (Harjunen, 2017; Giddens 1991).
However, the rational decision-making processes in controlling and managing the body—which are
based on seemingly precise objective numerical benchmarks provided by advanced self-tracking
technology such as Fitbits and the MyFitnessPal app—may narrow the understanding of health and
also lead to possible health-adverse behaviours. Some participants, for instance, indicated that they
justified eating fast food, having cheat days or cheat meals if their calorie intake could be
compensated by their calorie use, or as reward for an achieved activity benchmark (e.g. step count).
These health-adverse and counteracting behaviours are related to the management of their outer body
rather than their inner health concerns. These findings tie back to the discussion in Chapter 4 and the
argument that appearance counts more than health in our visual, neoliberal consumer society. Overall,
more female than male participants used self-tracking devices and most of these female participants
monitored their daily step count and calorie intake to lose or check their weight; the few male
participants using self-tracking technology aimed to achieve a calorie intake surplus to gain more
muscle mass. Only a few indicated that they monitored their body functions to achieve a specific
health outcome that went beyond the narrow understanding of fitness equalling 10,000 steps. The
majority of the interviewed participants indicated that they used one form of self-tracking technology
at one point in their lives but either lost interest, did not find it useful or stopped using it as it required
too much effort.
The elaborations of the participants who used self-tracking technology to precisely control and
manage their body further ties back into the conceptualisation of the body as a project that has
encountered strong criticism as it is perceived to reinforce the traditional mind/body binary and hence
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a disembodied conceptualisation of the self. The analysis of the discussions led with the interviewed
subjects showed, however, that the two discourses do not sit in opposition but are interwoven with,
or blurred into, each other. This connection is established through the embodiment of neoliberal
values, which reinforce the notion that the body can and should be managed based on rational
decisions and as part of a drive for self-optimisation. Following this argument, the body should
neither simply be seen as embodied nor as a project, but simultaneously as both. This supports
Giddens’s (1991) argument that the body is worked on reflexively as a project and, as part of the
project of the self can still be considered relevant—with the extension that the body is embedded in
a social context dominated by neoliberal values and thus should be understood as an ‘embodied
project’. This embodied project also includes surveillance and empowerment as two connected
concepts. Surveillance in the form of self-tracking and creating a Quantified Self is necessary to
manage the body, to create a feeling of security and of being in control. Surveillance and
empowerment are thereby embodied by individuals as moral duty and a necessary act as part of
leading a good life.
Neoliberal subjects thereby seem to be embedded within conflicting demands and expectations: they
are seemingly offered the freedom to choose to do what they want with their bodies, yet are also
confronted with a moral and social responsibility to do so. Hence, by embodying the neoliberal
discourse of self-responsibility and seeing the body as a project, paradoxically, healthism engenders
both, control and uncertainty: individuals use healthism as empowerment to guard themselves against
anxiety and uncertainty, while their health—or for most of the participants in this study, the
appearance of their body—becomes a cause for anxiety itself. Individuals thus become “hypervigilan[t] about control and self-discipline” (Guthman 2009, p. 193) in an almost desperate drive to
control and micro-manage their body and appearance. Among those participants who actively used
self-tracking devices in this qualitative, small-scale study, almost all were exclusively driven by a
feeling of empowerment rather than (self-)surveillance, which was not directly addressed by any of
the participants. Those who engaged in self-surveillance expressed the wish to build self-knowledge
and empowerment; those who refused to be part of this movement indicated reasons other than a fear
of being surveilled. However, despite surveillance not being addressed directly, the feeling of
empowerment through self-knowledge and management that most individuals strove was, as
previously argued, always only achieved through self-surveillance. Thus, it is important to include
the concept in this discussion. The disregard of surveillance by the participants may even be an
indication that it is well hidden under the veil or discourse of empowerment, since surveillance is
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associated with negative aspects such as the violation of people’s privacy.58 Sharing self-tracking data
not only allows numerous and often unknown third parties to observe people’s body functions but,
through the introduction of numerical definitions of health, new forms of governmentality have
emerged from a state of control that enters the intimate private lives of individuals. Hence, although
publicly and openly framed as a social and empowering set of practices, the responsibility laid upon
individuals to achieve visible changes remains a powerful, compelling but to a certain extent, also
disempowering and suppressing, discourse (Kristensen et al., 2016).
In conclusion, it can be argued that surveillance and empowerment are strongly interrelated: they
overlap and in most cases, even imply one another. However, surveillance and empowerment are
perceived as two clearly distinct concepts that seemingly contradict one another. The dualism with
the two differences remains in the social discourse and the perception of individuals who clearly are
interested in empowerment to control their appearance and how they are perceived by others; and in
finding security in an environment that is characterised by constant unknown and unpredictable risks.

58
These discussions around breaching individuals’ privacy and information rights are often played out in the context of
consumerism and have created a set of tensions and dilemmas that reach beyond the discussion around surveillance versus
empowerment. However, these conflicts and concerns cannot be captured fully within the scope of this research project.
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Chapter 6: Bridging the Shame/Pride Dualism—
Body-related Shame or Pride as Self-conscious Emotion and Threat to, or Protection of, Social Bonds
In a society where neoliberal values are held in high regard and a powerful and pervasive media
places strong emphasis on idealised attractiveness, body shame has emerged as an increasing crisis,
particularly among young adults (Gill, 2007b; Grogan, 2016; Harjunen, 2017). This crisis is
intensified by the broader socio-cultural, political and economic sphere where the moralisation of
fatness is framed as expression of concern over public health and poor national fitness as well as
immoral or unattractive appearance (Mayes, 2015a; Monaghan, 2014; Pylypa, 1998). Consequently,
the crisis of body shaming and body shame has become one of the primary causes of body
dissatisfaction, eating disorders and related mental diseases. At the same time, body pride, a related
yet seemingly opposite positioned self-conscious emotion to shame, has emerged and receives newfound research interest as self-directed experienced satisfaction in the achievement of shaping and
maintaining an attractive or ideal-looking corporeal appearance. While both pride and shame are selfconscious emotions that are felt and embodied as reflection and evaluation of the self, they are always
also embedded and elicited in a social context where their expression varies greatly: shame tries to
hide, pride boasts; pride wants to be seen, shame avoided. However, these emotions as different as
they may seem, are closely related to one another, not only through their categorisation as selfconscious emotions, but also through their source that stems from people’s desire to fit in and create
stable social bonds with others.
Through this sociological lens, I discuss body-related shame and pride and their dynamics as selfconscious and social emotions created through the judgement of others in a social environment
characterised by its highly visual, patriarchal and neoliberal nature. The discussion in this chapter
aims to examine the implications of shame and pride for individuals, their bodies and their social
connections. In this regard, the study contributes to this research field by exploring body-related
shame and pride as potential mediators in the relationships between the body, the self and society as
a whole (Dolezal, 2015; Mustapic et al., 2015; Scheff, 2000). The discussion addresses the following
four research questions:
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•

How can shame and pride be defined and how can these notions be understood as self-conscious and social emotions that are always and only elicited through influences from the social
environment?

•

What are the negative or possibly positive implications of body-related shame and pride for
individuals in relation to their wellbeing and behaviour?

•

How did the participants experience shame associated with their physical appearance in regard to how they saw themselves and the bonds they shared in social relationships?

In seeking to investigate and discuss these questions, I first outline the concepts of shame and pride
and discuss them as individual self-conscious, as well as social, emotions. I then discuss shame and
pride by placing it in a broader social context and connecting it to the concept of social connectedness
as discussed by Emil Durkheim. This discussion is valuable for the later analysis of the data, as the
broader social context allows acknowledgement of the crucial role emotions play for individuals,
particularly because of the societal changes that have occurred over the past century. I then analyse
and discuss the participants’ elaborations on pride and shame through the lens of Symbolic Interactionism, particularly referencing Erving Goffman’s work. Based on this discussion of shame through
the lens of self-presentation and within face-to-face interactions, I discuss how pride and shame extend to personal and intersubjective experiences, which is where they operate as a form of power in
the Foucauldian sense. Goffman’s Presentation of the Self is hence complementary to Michel Foucault’s work as applied in the first two analytical chapters (Chapter 4 and 5), specifically in the analysis of disciplinary power. Goffman’s analysis allows discussion of how the embodiment of disciplinary power is an elementary aspect of individuals’ everyday face-to-face interactions, which the participants discussed extensively in regard to their understanding and concerns about their body and
bodywork practices.
Four main pride and shame experiences related to the appearance of the body were identified in interviews with participants of both genders in this study: social comparison; conformity; the management of self-identity; and the establishment or security of social bonds. The first three types largely
influence how people feel about themselves and how they want to be perceived by others; the fourth
refers to people’s inclusion in a social group. However, the embodied experiences of these categories
differed strongly between the male and female participants in this study. The data referring to this
discussion are outlined predominantly in the second part of this chapter and as with the other analytical chapters, are contextualised and embedded in the underlying body of literature, helping to bring
forward a new way of thinking around the participants’ negotiations of shame and pride related to
body and bodywork practices.
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6.1 What are Shame and Pride?
Amid the increased visibility and significance of appearance as well as the opportunities available to
individuals for transformation, the body has more than ever become a key site where commonplace
connections and dynamics between pride and shame are revealed and played out (Fullagar, Pavlidis
& Francombe-Webb, 2018; Sabiston et al., 2010; Troop, 2016). Shame and pride receive great
attention within the current bodywork culture (Cwynar-Horta, 2016b; Deighton-Smith & Bell, 2017),
which at the same time avoids any in-depth engagement around the meaning or implications these
emotions hold as embodied feelings in individuals’ everyday lives. Instead, they are often used as
catchphrases for exercise or weight loss motivational quotes and messages (e.g. Figures 22 & 23)
since both terms are seemingly clear, simple, intelligible and capable of evoking strong self-directed
or self-conscious emotions. Scheff (1994, p. 277) even argues that the “intense emotions of shame
and pride […] may be the most powerful forces in the human world”. In the common psychological
understanding, shame is narrowly defined as a negative, crisis emotion (Scheff & Retzinger, 2000);
it is a feeling of worthlessness, rejection and separation (Claesson & Sohlberg, 2002; Schimmenti,
2012). The definition of pride, in contrast, has numerous positive associations and is connected to a
favourable view of the self that has been earned through hard work, discipline and effort (Lewis,
Takai-Kawakami, Kawakami, & Sullivan, 2010; Scheff, 2014; Sullivan, 2014). Despite these
seemingly clear definitions, pride and particularly shame are based on complex and profound
underlying embodied social dynamics and experiences.

Figure 22: Newest Weight Loss (2018)

Figure 23: Prozis (2018)
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To gain a better understanding of these dynamics that emerge based on the human inner and outer
worlds, I first discuss shame based on Scheff’s extensive literature on the topic; in a second stage,
based on the discussion of shame, I introduce pride as a sociological concept.

6.1.1 Shame as a Self- and Body-conscious Emotion and Threat to People’s Shared
Social Bonds
Shame, as a strong self-conscious emotion, elicits a belief that one is bad and hence powerless over
one’s flaws (Poulson, 2001). Unlike other related emotions such as guilt, which is defined as believing
that one has done something bad, shame does not distinguish between actions and the self (Brown &
Marshall, 2001; Sheikh, 2014; Tangney, Stuewig, & Hafez, 2011). Shame is thus considered dark,
negative and uncomfortable, and tends to be ignored, hidden and suppressed in post or late modern
Western societies (Probyn, 2005). Interestingly, shame emerged as a key notion in this thesis even
though the emotion was never directly identified by any of the participants. Instead, when unpleasant
feelings were mentioned and discussed, they were referred to as low self-esteem, feeling terrible or
bad about oneself, inadequate, exposed or vulnerable. Lewis (1971) describes this behaviour as
dealing with ‘overt and undifferentiated shame’ whereby people overtly act out and experience strong
negative emotions that nonetheless remain diffuse and unidentified. These experiences can be seen
as an indication that shame is considered a challenge for individuals within social interactions
(Goffman, 1959), or at least an emotion that they are hesitant to discuss or even identify and
acknowledge (Kaufmann, 2004; Probyn, 2005; Scheff, 2003a).
Other negative emotions including anger, rage, guilt and sadness are, in contrast, more openly discussed and well established within the social and academic arena (Probyn, 2005; Scheff, 2003a). In
comparison to these negative emotions, shame lingers deep and influences how people feel about
themselves, about the relationships they share with others and how they experience shame itself
within and through their bodies (Probyn, 2005; Scheff, 2003a). Nurka (2012, p. 319) argues that
through shame the body “forces an awareness in us of its presence”. Nurka (2012, p. 318) elaborates
that shame, in this sense, is “not only a self-conscious emotion, it is also body-conscious”. Research
on shame in recent years has increasingly addressed the embodiment of shame. Elspeth Probyn (2005,
p. 4), who examines both the personal and social implications of shame, asks “Does shame disconcert
us because we feel it simultaneously in our bodies, at the core of our selves, and in our social
relations?” She describes shame as “a self-feeling that is felt by and on the body”. Sara Ahmed (2013,
p. 103) similarly observes that “[t]he very physicality of shame—how it works on and through
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bodies—means that shame also involves the de-forming and re-forming of bodily and social spaces,
as bodies ‘turn away’ from the others who witness the shame”.59
Body-related shame is hence a particularly interesting emotion as it is embodied and always
manifested and felt within and through the body, while it can also and at the same time arise explicitly
as a result of the body, predominantly of the deviant or deviant-looking body (Dolezal, 2015). Female
participant Jasmine, who indicated she was dissatisfied with her weight, was strongly aware of the
shame that could arise from one’s body size or shape. She described her feelings regarding her
appearance, which deviated from the social norm, as follows:
Well you feel terrible, if you're not part of that like body type and even if you are part of that body
type, then it's like the pressure for you to maintain it, like if you gained a bit of weight, then
everybody will just like judge you for it, and it's like-, I feel like the worst thing about it is that
sometimes it's not rational, like you know logically that your friends and family are not gonna ditch you
because gained weight, you know that, but it doesn't stop you from feeling shit about it, it doesn't stop
you from thinking that they will, yeah, pretty much. (Jasmine, 24)

Jasmine’s elaborations show how body shame creates what psychologists refer to as social anxiety
(Gilbert, 2000), that from a sociological perspective can be discussed as a threat to the social bonds
people share with others such as the friends and family mentioned by Jasmine (Scheff, 2000). Piers
and Singer (1953, p. 29) agree with this perspective by stating that “[b]ehind the feeling of shame
stands not the fear of hatred but the fear of contempt which, on an even deeper level of the unconscious, spells fear of abandonment, the death by emotional starvation”.
The concept of the ‘social bond’ was first introduced by Travis Hirschi in 1969. Hirschi (1969)
describes social bond as the depth to which an individual is integrated into a family structure, a
friendship group, a workplace or more broadly, a society (Allen & Hamnett, 1995; Clark, 2007). The
depth of an individual’s social bonds, so Hirschi (1969) claims, lessens with a greater degree of their
deviance from specific norms, including being overweight and not adhering to an ideal or at least
healthy-looking appearance. It is not only the body that is perceived to be deviant, but the individual
themselves, since overweight is seen as a product of immoral and freely chosen personal behaviours
such as overeating, a lack of exercise or self-discipline (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa,
1998).
If, as proposed here, shame derives from a threat to individuals’ social bonds, the potential for shame
is pervasive in virtually all social interactions (Goffman, 1967) and can consequently, according to
59

Within the scope of this thesis, I focus primarily on examining socio-cultural forces that guide individuals in building
their views and understandings towards body related shame and pride, based on which they assess and make personal
decisions, discipline their body, understand social norms and ideals, avoid social situations, or form and strengthen social
bonds; rather than how shame is felt within and through the body (see Chapter 2).
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Scheff (2000), be considered the most social emotion (Scheff, 2000). While other emotions such as
fear arise in the anticipation of danger or anger out of frustration, shame always and exclusively has
a distinct social origin (Scheff, 2003a). Based on this discussion of shame as a core social, and selfand body-conscious emotion, in the next section, I establish pride as the different yet connected or
related notion of the shame/pride dualism.

6.1.2 Pride as a Self-conscious and Social Emotion Securing Social Bonds
The embodied experience of shame as threat to social bonds builds a connection while positioning
itself diametrically opposed to the feeling of pride. As Scheff (2014, p. 116) argues, “true pride signals
a secure bond (connectedness), shame a threatened one (disconnect)”. Thus, pride, in contrast to
shame emerges from social acceptance, which encourages actions that strengthen social
connectedness. This discussion around social bonds is crucial in the present time that has become
increasingly characterised by individualism and people’s fear of social exclusion and loneliness.
While social bonds were once structurally firmly established in traditional societies, the potential loss
of this connectedness has become a dominant theme of seemingly all relationships in Western
contemporary societies (Cacioppo, Cacioppo, & Boomsma, 2014). This fear was frequently
addressed and discussed by the participants around their motivation to work on their body and strive
to conform to certain body ideals to gain acceptance and avoid shame and rejection (Allen & Wilder,
1977; Harris, 2011; Zafar, 2011). Jessica, who already expressed her anxiety over the appearance of
her body, for instance, explained:
Maybe just [because of] success, popularity. They think people might like them better. (Jessica, 23)

Jessica described how conformity to certain defined norms is a key process through which individuals
believe they will be more successful and popular, and through which they can build social bonds with
others (Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Gilbert & Andrews, 1998; Harris, 2011). The stability and consistency
of these bonds is dependent on the effort and willingness individuals show to adhere to the established
social norms (Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Gilbert & Andrews, 1998; Harris, 2011). Daniel, however,
expressed that a desire to look a certain way stems from a desire to be acknowledged by others:
[They think] if they have this look, they would feel happier within themselves. I guess that's what they
want to achieve and they think other people will look at them when they look better. (Daniel, 24)

Pride, just like shame in the form of social acceptance and connectedness, can thus as Daniel
described be elicited and experienced as a direct result of the body, or more precisely, of its attractive,
normative or docile appearance.
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Amid the increasing visibility and significance that is assigned to the normative appearance of the
body and the rise of the health-framed fitness movement, which is based on hard work, discipline and
individual morality, a shift could be witnessed in the media, but also academic discourse, away from
a primarily negative body image focus, including body dissatisfaction, to analyses around body
positivity (Cwynar-Horta, 2016a; Hakim, 2018; Tylka, 2018). This newly arisen discourse is essential
to include in discussions around the body, health and appearance since positive body images are not
simply the reverse or non-existence of negative body experiences; rather, they comprise unique
characteristics that are expressed in how individuals perceive, experience, think and treat their body,
and hence their selves (Gilchrist et al., 2018; Smolak & Cash, 2011; Webb, 2015). Through this
discourse around body positivity, a distinct body-related pride discourse has emerged. Just like selfdiscipline and motivation, pride has thus become a key notion within the current fitness and neoliberal
body management movement that motivates people to engage in their promoted exercise regimes and
work towards a specific ideal. Two examples of this discourse are provided by the social media fitness
posts shown in Figures 22 and 23.
Body-related pride has been discussed in various studies as a central emotion that positively
influences those who are satisfied with their body to engage in or maintain behaviours that lead to
feelings of pride (Castonguay, Gilchrist, Mack, & Sabiston, 2013; Krane, Choi, Baird, Aimar, &
Kauer, 2004; McHugh, Coppola, & Sabiston, 2014). Further, various studies suggest that bodyrelated pride is linked to positive health outcomes, to a higher interest in physical activity and overall
wellbeing, and to behaviours that prevent negative health results (Castonguay et al., 2013;
Castonguay, Pila, Wrosch, & Sabiston, 2015; Cummins, Ireland, Resnick, & Blum, 1999; Mack,
Kouali, Gilchrist, & Sabiston, 2015). These studies largely derive from the research fields of
psychology and gender studies, which emphasise the connotation of body-related pride and healthsupporting behaviours. However, they neglect to a large extent the significant role of appearance in
the current social environment, especially regarding the establishment and maintenance of social
bonds. This sociological perceptive is crucial to include in this discussion around pride because,
according to Scheff (2014) and the elaborations provided by the participants, people are strongly
motivated in the action they decide to take to maintain and secure their social connections. It is based
on this strong motivation that Scheff (2000) describes pride and shame as the most basic yet powerful
of all social and self-conscious emotions. I discuss the dichotomy between body-related pride and
shame in the following sections by examining both elements as introduced by Scheff, starting with
the feelings as self-conscious emotions and then considering the social environment from which they
emerge.
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6.2 Shame and Pride as Self-conscious Emotions
Pride and shame are both considered self-conscious emotions because they arise through the
reflection and evaluation of the self that is based on how it is perceived by others. Pride is associated
with self-directed satisfaction, accomplishment and social status. Shame, on the other hand, is
consideredered a negative crisis emotion (Scheff & Retzinger, 2000) that elicits feelings of
worthlessness, separation and rejection from others in a social context (Claesson & Sohlberg, 2002;
Schimmenti, 2012).
Cooley (1902–1922/2009) recognises and discusses in his work around the Looking Glass Self, the
vital connection between the self and the social life particularly in regard to other people’s perception
of the self, and consequently, individuals’ continuous attempts to monitor their behaviour in public
where they are exposed to this judgement from others. Through the ‘looking glass’, individuals are
able to establish a sense of self within social interactions (Cooley, 1902–1922/2009; Scheff, 2000)
where their sense of self is mirrored and created through the reactions of others (Ruane & Cerulo,
2011). Cooley (1902–1922/2009, p. 184) builds the concept of the Looking Glass Self on three
interdependent elements: “[T]he imagination of our appearance to the other person; the imagination
of his [sic] judgment of that appearance, and some sort of self-feeling, such as pride or mortification
[shame]”. Cooley identifies pride and shame among possible ‘self-sentiments’ that emerge through
the process of these three elements (Cooley, 1902–1922/2009; Scheff, 2000). Although the actual
term Cooley uses in the third element of his theory is ‘mortification’, he uses ‘shame’ specifically
within his outlined examples; albeit without defining either term (Cooley, 1902–1922/2009; Scheff,
2000). His discussion of the Looking Glass Self then suggests that the possibility of shame is
constantly present within people’s social interactions, whereby he acknowledges the inner human
experiences as well as the outer social environment as playing a significant role in emotions. He
specifically discusses this dynamic between inner and outer human life through the second element—
the imagined judgement by others regarding their appearance that elicits emotions that often suggest
pride or shame experiences (Scheff, 2000, 2003b). This was a crucial mechanism for most
participants who indicated they paid great attention to and valued other people’s judgement of them.
Mia, for example, said:
Ah, do I value other people's opinions? Yeah like I think eh, I want people to think well of me, but that
would be more in a, like who I am as a person, not how I look kind of way. Ehm, but yeah it definitely
does affect your self-confidence if you think someone else thinks you're attractive or not attractive.
(Mia, 24)

Mia elaborated on what Cooley (1902–1922/2009) suggests through his Looking Glass Self that
people’s self-perception always derives from social interactions and how they believe others see
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them. This imagined judgement then influences people’s self-confidence and whether they think they
are attractive. Anna, too, strongly embodied this process, saying:
For me, it's more I do worry about what other people might think of me and hoping that I'm living up
to their standards, fill their expectations. That is a concern of me [sic] but yes, I think in terms of how
I see myself, I just try to focus on the positives and the good work that I've done. Rather than beating
myself up and focusing on what I could've done better or getting worried if I have a bad meal. Yes, I
try not to beat myself up about it too much. (Anna, 22)

Anna described how the evaluation of herself by others constituted a strong source of anxiety,
especially in regard to her body image. Like Anna, most other participants were strongly aware of
the social norms and their own imperfections, which in turn created a fear of negative evaluations of
their appearance and hence the evocation of shame (Bailey, Gammage, van Ingen, & Ditor, 2016;
Dolezal, 2015; Grogan, 2016). Anna tried to avoid these uncomfortable emotions by deciding to not
be too hard on herself and focusing ‘on the positives and the good work [she] has done’ instead. At
the same time and in contrast to Anna’s example, the body that adheres to a normative ideal can
become a strong source of pride. Liam, for instance, explained:
If you’re a [well-built] male amongst lots of other males and women, I think you have more leadership
potential just because other males will tend to look up to you because you're able to attract women,
so and the same if you're a big guy but you're nice, are more likely to be friendly towards you just
because there's just that in-built nature to be passive towards larger animals kind of thing like when a
male is very physically large, so yeah I think it still helps yeah but I just don't think it's as dominant as
it used to be where do could just physically attack you and then they would be in charge of you after
that, kind of thing. (Liam, 24)

Liam’s elaborations suggest that feelings of pride and shame are not solely grounded in the
mechanical reflection of people’s appearance, but through an internalised “imagined effect of this
reflection” (Cooley, 1902–1922/2009, p. 184) on others and their reactive response or behaviour
towards them. For Liam, this behaviour was characterised by respect and the passive or submissive
behaviour of his male friends. Liam made another interesting comment indicating that a large, wellbuilt man still evokes this reaction in our postmodern time based on his perceived leadership potential
and ability to attract women, despite the fact that muscles are no longer functional in the sense that
they can be utilised to attack and win physical fights over others to acquire a higher social status, as
in the past and as is common in the animal kingdom. The well-built body has thus become a symbol
of strength, status and self-discipline that others recognise, accept and show respect for. Most male
participants, like Liam, indicated that, based on these mechanisms of perception and reaction from
their social environment, they felt uncomfortable if they did not look the way they wanted to in the
presence of others. Female participants expressed similar sentiments, although their focus was not on
strength, dominance and power but instead on attractiveness and appearance. Charlotte, for instance,
said:
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When I go to the gym, I look disgusting anyway so there's-, I know they're staring at me because I'm
wearing a shirt from like 2010 and I don't blame when girls are staring at me at the gym cause I look
ugly, and I'm like, 'I understand'. And I think if you go on YouTube you can actually look up 'makeup for gym' and I'm like, why? People will sweat it off! And when I tried to look good, so like wearing
like a singlet or something I just don't feel comfortable, I like my old baggy t-shirt. So I never really
had that pressure from women, I guess you get this vibe from a group of friends. (Charlotte, 20)

Charlotte described the imagined effect of her appearance on other gym goers. This imagined effect
of her appearance on others influenced the way she felt about herself and how she presented herself
in the presence of others—a “lived experience of corporeal ‘we-ness’” (Evans, Allen-Collinson &
Williams, 2017, p. 974). For instance, she thought about whether to wear make-up or a different style
of clothing to the gym. However, she did not feel comfortable and did not see the benefits of applying
these changes to her appearance, so she rejected both options.
Goffman (1959), who is particularly interested in how people like Charlotte present themselves in
their daily lives, shares Cooley’s perception that people live in the minds of others. Goffman (1959)
in his writing on impression management uses the image of theatrical performance as a metaphor to
describe how social actors work at presenting themselves in everday social interactions. Just like
actors on a stage, Goffman (1959) argues, individuals continuously play various roles within their
everyday social interactions (Goffman, 1959; Scheff, 2000). Through these performances, individuals
attempt to shape and control the perception others have of them (Goffman, 1959; Scheff, 2000). In
this discussion, Goffman suggests a potential fourth element to Cooley’s framework: the management
of embarrassment (Scheff, 2000). While Goffman highlights embarrassment over shame in his
writing, he describes experiences that are very similar to the characteristics of shame experiences
(Scheff, 2003b). His argument is based on the idea that people continuously envision and thereby
share the judgements of others (Scheff, 2000; 2003b). Charlotte, for example, who indicated that she
felt ashamed about how she was perceived by other gym goers, carried with her those other gym
goers’ judgement of her, even if this was only an imagined evaluation. Embarrassment, as Goffman
(1959) argues, thus plays an essential role in social interactions even if individuals are unaware of its
presence (Dolezal, 2015; Goffman, 1959).
In contrast to shame, pride—although seemingly a more positive emotion that is associated with selfsatisfaction, status and accomplishment—receives less attention from both Cooley and Goffman
(Cooley, 1902–1922/2009; Goffman, 1959; Scheff, 2003b, 2014). Their discussions of pride even
share interesting similarities; while Goffman does not address pride, Cooley introduces it but does
not elaborate on it in his later work (Scheff, 2014). It is further interesting that pride, the emotion that
wants to be seen and that seeks public display, is not as openly and directly discussed in these authors’
writings as shame, or feelings that resemble a shame experience. This might derive from the fact that
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shame as core social emotion has a stronger effect on or significance for how people present
themselves to others and act in their social environment. After all, shame derives from a fear of
experiencing loneliness (Scheff, 2003a; Scheff & Retzinger, 2000), a state Weiss (1973) describes as
‘perceived social isolation’ experienced as troubling and distressing in the absence of any positive
qualities. While social bonding has long been essential for the human species to survive in modern
societies, Hirschi (1969, p. 16) says, “[e]lements of social bonding include attachment to families,
commitment to social norms and institutions (school, employment), involvement in activities, and the
belief that these things are important”. Hence, according to Hirschi (1969), in modern times, social
bonding remains essential for the functioning of our society as well as the wellbeing and sense of
belonging for its members. However, Western societies have simultaneously undergone a process
whereby they have become dominated by neoliberal discourses that emphasise individual success,
values and behaviours—a development that has led to an increasing autonomy of the individual and
a loss of the perceived significance of or gain deriving from social bonds (Cacioppo et al., 2014;
Harjunen, 2017; McGuigan, 2014;). Young people, in particular, as Millington and Wilson (2010, p.
1671) argue, are increasingly neo-tribal60 and individualised, meaning that they are “more likely than
in the past to simultaneously be members of various social and cultural groups–groups that are not
necessarily based (exclusively) around class, gender, and race/ethnicity–related factors”. These neotribal social bonds are often not as strong and stable as social bonds of traditional societies – but
instead more temporal and fluid (Bennett, 1999). Durkheim already identified in the nineteenth
century this gradual process of social disintegration and a weakening of individuals connecting to
social groups as the crisis of modern societies and their solidarity (Aron, 1967; Durkheim,
1893/1964). I discuss the weakening of social bonds and the growing autonomy of the individual
within our social environment in the following section by referring to the newly gained significance
of pride in this environment; and by addressing the possible harmful implications these processes
have on society as a whole, as well as on individuals in how they perceive themselves and how they
decide to act and work on their body.

6.3 Social Bond and the Individualism of Postmodern Societies
To discuss the implications of the growing autonomy of the individual within our current social environment, I draw on Durkheim’s discussion of the formation of functional interdependencies, which

60

Neo-tribes can be defined as “ephemeral, fleeting groupings of people that gather together. They may be made up of
people from differing of walks of life who are bound by a mutual passion for a particular issue or object” (Hardy, Bennett,
& Robards, 2018, p.1).
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he observed to rise and gradually replace social bonds or, as he refers to them—collective consciousness—from the late nineteenth and early twentieth century on. These ‘social constructions’ on a large
societal scale help to understand face-to-face interactions among individuals living in a world that is
becoming increasingly individualistic and in which individualism has become a common and essential basis of morality and social solidarity (Branman, 2001; Durkheim, 1893/1964). Durkheim’s discussion around the growing autonomy of the individual is compatible with Goffman’s analysis that
portrays a social world in which the self has become the basis of social order. Goffman sees moral
norms, sentiments, emotions and feelings—much more than thoughts and interests—as driving human behaviour (Branman, 2001; Goffman, 1959; 1967). To understand the societal changes and structures that influence these face-to-face interactions—which Goffman discusses in his work The
Presentation of the Self and that I draw on in Section 6.5 and 6.6 to analyse the participants’ elaborations around their performance in social interactions and in the anticipation of body-related pride or
shame—I first summarise Durkheim’s discussion on society, particularly in regard to the formation
of an individualistic society and the crucial roles played in them by social bonds and pride.
Durkheim (1893/1964) discusses in his book The Division of Labour in Society the formation of
functional interdependencies that have gradually come to replace social bonds or, as he refers to them,
collective consciousness,61 and whether they could by themselves provide a stable form of social
solidarity. These functional interdependencies have arguably grown and been strengthened over the
past century, particularly amid the transformation from a modern to a postmodern society and the
gradual decline of religious beliefs, their guiding morals and authorities. Ebert (2016) describes these
social changes as a shift from structural differentiation to hyper-differentiation through which the
current late modern society has become characterised by a complex, functional and normative
pluralisation and ambiguities of values, and a fragmentation of the relationship between the individual
and society. Durkheim (1893/1964) argues that the growth of the autonomous individual has led to
the weakening of collective norms and the collective consciousness at the expense of individual
morality, which fails to provide the same solidarity. Durkheim (1893/1964, p. 166) describes this
shift from a collective to an individual consciousness as follows: “[Individual conscience] must have
been emancipated from the yoke of [social conscience], and, consequently, [social conscience] must
have fallen from its throne and lost the determinate power that it originally used to exercise”. In this
new social environment, pride in particular holds new significance. Hence, I discuss the important
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A collective consciousness describes the shared and ‘totality of beliefs and sentiments common to the average members
of a society’. Durkheim first introduces his theory of the collective consciousness in 1893 in his book The Division of
Labor in Society (1893/1964) in which he argues that traditional societies were more homogenous and less diverse and
divided into race or class categories whereby a ‘mechanical solidarity’ automatically emerged. A mechanical solidarity
encouraged a seemingly natural binding of people into a collective through shared religious symbols, discourses, beliefs,
values or practices.
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role pride plays as individualistic emotion and how it relates to social bonds. In a second part, I
address the pressure created by this new significance of pride.

6.3.1 Pride as an Individualist Emotion and its Relationship with Social Bonds
Within this current social environment of a growing autonomy of the individual, pride as a self-conscious emotion receives new significance, especially regarding its influence on individuals’ behaviour. The traditional notions of pride underpin the emotion’s strong individualistic character. Poggi
and D’Errico (2011), for instance, discuss pride in terms of the Italian term fiero, which they define
as a feeling of personal enjoyment over triumphs or accomplishments, particularly if they are
achieved by overcoming hardships or predicaments. Fiero thus not only emphasises the personal
nature of the emotion but is also indicative of the positive notion of pride as an earned and justified
feeling. However, unlike pride, fiero neglects the social context. Pride, according to Ekman (2017),
entails the desire for “others to know the pleasure you feel in your own accomplishments”, and can
hence only be elicited, felt and sought for in a social environment. Pride, in the tradition of fiero and
Ekman’s discussion, hence emerges from personal or self-achievements while it allows individuals
to stand out from a social group—an experience that feeds back into the values of individualism and
personal achievement that are held in high regard in the current postmodern neoliberal society.
Within these dominant neoliberal discourses, body-related pride has an especially strong influence
on individuals and society overall. The body facilitates the creation of the highly regarded values of
individualism including hard work and self-discipline visible to others and hence elicits feelings of
pride based on the judgement people receive from others (Castonguay et al., 2013; Castonguay,
Sabiston, Crocker, & Mack, 2014; Gilchrist et al., 2018). However, in the current bodywork culture
that promotes and promises seemingly limitless body transformation opportunities, it is not sufficient
to merely adjust one’s appearance to an average norm to secure social bonds or eliminate the threat
of losing them; instead, one should aim to stand out with an ideal-looking body and be admired by
others. This form of pride is referred to in the literature as hubris or hubristic pride, which includes
the evaluation of one’s appearance or fitness as superior and is often displayed in behaviours referred
to as ‘showing off’ (Castonguay et al., 2013).
Logan, who expressed an interest in the bodybuilding culture, addressed the outlined relationship of
bodywork, body appearance and pride. When asked why men think they have to look a certain way,
he replied:
Well, I think people think they should look that way because people will respect them more. I think
especially between guys, any guy that's better than me, I straight away don't know him from any angle
but I already think he's better than me. I also immediately have a lot of respect for him because I know
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he would have had to put in a lot of effort like that, whether it's steroids or whatever. At the end of the
day, you do what you have to do to look that good. (Logan, 22)

Logan strongly emphasised that people, particularly men, think they should look a certain way to gain
the respect of others. His perception ties into Liam’s elaboration introduced in the last section and his
description of respect and passive behaviour by others towards well-built men or larger animals in
the animal kingdom (see Section 6.2). Liam and Logan also alluded to the perception that a man who
is well-built attracts people who look up to them as, in Logan’s words, ‘he is better than’ them. This
discussion of pride in the current bodywork movement thus steps away from a false—or what Scheff
(1997) calls a contradictory—understanding of pride, and towards hubris. While pride, as introduced
earlier, is principally associated with a favourable view of the self, hubric pride has a predominantly
negative connotation by being perceived as condemnatory or egocentric. According to Gilchrist et al.
(2018), however, it is this false and now hubric pride, or at least the perception of it, that is dominant
in our current society. This tendency has evolved amid the popularity of social media platforms where
individuals can create and perform an ideal narrative of themselves that is not necessarily grounded
in reality (Bareket-Bojmel, Moran, & Shahar, 2016; Cover, 2015; Mehdizadeh, 2010; Michikyan,
Dennis, & Subrahmanyam, 2015). Most expressions of pride therefore are tainted with this claim of
false or hubric pride, or are at least under suspicion of such (Gilchrist et al., 2018). However, the body
as bearer of the self and as visible reflection of hard work and self-discipline that cannot, or can only
minimally be, fabricated without these strong efforts makes this argument of false pride difficult to
make. An ideal, well-built body is hence strongly associated with socially acknowledged, warranted
pride and has become a powerful way for people to receive a positive assessment of themselves from
others. The loss of a collective consciousness in this sense has opened the door for individual gains
that are acquired by being perceived as standing out from others and hence having a higher social
status.62 While social bonds among individuals have not disappeared, the wish to achieve individual
admiration and hence pride—or more accurately hubris—has strengthened (Castonguay et al., 2013;
Tracy et al., 2009).
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In The Study of Man, Linton (1936) outlines a discussion around social status and described patterns of behaviours of
individuals within a society in which he also introduces a distinction between the concepts of status and role. He defines
a role as a set of behaviours that are associated with a certain status. Status he then defines as a position in a social system
that is hierarchically structured, based on its relative prestige or social esteem against other positions within the same
system (Linton, 1936; Merton, 1957; Weber, 1922/1968). Weber (1920/1964), however, sees status as a reflection of the
interplay among people’s wealth, prestige and power. Weber (1920/1964) further suggests that while social groups do
not necessarily represent a community on their own, status groups can build communities in the form of social groups
whose members share social bonds with one another. Amid the construction of the ‘new healthy’ as a consumer journey
of free choice, self-maintenance and self-discipline, the construction of a healthy self and a ‘healthy body’ has created
communities in the form of social groups who share a certain lifestyle that becomes visible through the body and thus
implies a certain social class. Although social classes have become fragmented within the economic, socio-cultural and
political developments in modern societies (Beck, 1986/1992; Cacioppo et al., 2014; Durkheim, 1893/1964; Mellor &
Shilling, 2014) and have consequently lost their position as core descriptors to organise a society, individuals still fall
back on these traditional categories to structure their environment and make sense of themselves and others.
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Body-related pride thus does not only feature in motivational messages from health and fitness
instructors, models, trainers and brands but is also displayed by members of their audiences who want
to showcase their ideal-looking body. Social media and ‘gym-selfies’, ‘fitness-selfies’ or ‘exerciseselfies’, in particular, have become a popular phenomenon as part of these efforts (DiFonzo, 2016;
Döring et al., 2016; Vaterlaus, Patten, Roche, & Young, 2015). Gym-selfies are photos taken by
individuals of the reflection of their toned, gym-sculpted bodies in a mirror, that are uploaded to
Instagram, Facebook or any other social media platform for their friends, family and the world to see
and admire. Since pride wants to be seen and invites public display, individuals who post gym-selfies
or similar pictures of their body seem to precisely follow Cooley’s proposed process of the Looking
Glass Self: they first imagine how they look in the eyes of others, they then imagine other people’s
judgement of their appearance and consequently experience an emotional response to this imagined
judgement.
This modern Looking Glass Self represents a controlled process in the world of social media that
allows individuals to carefully select pictures of themselves that are flattering, have good lighting and
a favourable angle, and that hide any imperfections to create an idealised self-narrative. Not
surprisingly, the bodies seen in gym-selfies or similar posts strongly resemble one another and adhere
to the socially defined gendered normative body ideals. After all, it is only this narrowly defined
ideal—which is associated with positive values of hard work, discipline and attractiveness—that
attains positive judgement from others and consequently elicits feelings of pride. It is, thus only the
fit, lean female and the fit lean, muscular male body that people freely expose and showcase. The
deviant, unattractive, unideal or shameful body, on the other hand, stays hidden. This undocile or
shameful body often merely features as so-called ‘before body’, in reference to the body’s appearance
prior to a disciplining transformation. The shameful ‘before body’ then serves as image for
comparison to the ideal-looking ‘after body’, to highlight and strengthen the hard work one has done
through their bodywork and to justify the sought-after and showcased pride. Two examples of beforeand-after body pictures that also include gym-selfies are shown in the Instagram posts in Figures 24
and 25.
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Figure 24: Aziz Sergeyevich Shavershian
(Zyzz, 2018)

Figure 25: Kayla Itsines (2018) Bikini Body
Guide

The social media users in these figures clearly showcase and underline their pride by modelling with
‘strong poses’ for the camera, flexing specific areas of their sculpted body to emphasise their welltrained, lean, yet muscular physique. Interestingly, only four participants, of which only one was
female, indicated they uploaded pictures of themselves with the specific purpose of receiving likes
and feedback for their appearance. Connor, being one of them, said that he would delete a picture if
it did not receive the anticipated positive feedback and hence engender a feeling of pride. He said:
I definitely would. I feel like comparing them to my other photos. I do, do that. If it is not getting
enough likes, I'm thinking, ‘What's wrong with the -- Do I look bad or something?’ Because maybe I
was looking improved so I thought everybody would be liking it, but maybe I'm not and now I'm
second guessing myself. (Connor, 19)

Connor’s elaborations illustrate the strong significance of other people’s judgement and their own
internalised Looking Glass Self in the evaluation of their selves. On social media, this judgement is
clear and quantifiable through the number of ‘likes’ the uploaded content receives. Like Connor,
many users pay great attention and assign vital significance to their like count as representative of
their popularity, attractiveness or overall judgement; they begin to doubt themselves if they do not
receive the feedback they hoped for or expected (Haferkamp & Krämer, 2011, p. 313).
Gym-selfies have become such a noteworthy cultural phenomenon, especially within the current
fitness movement, that various media outlets have begun to discuss the topic and provide advice on
how to take the perfect picture of the trained, muscular body to receive the sought-after feedback. A
dominant narrative of this discussion, however, also includes a warning about hubric pride and how
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to avoid portraying arrogance, conceit or an unhealthy self-superiority. Babe.net, for instance, published Jennifer Ficarra’s (2017) article called ‘How to take a gym selfie without looking like the
narcissist you definitely are’. This discourse shows how pride can be associated with negative traits
such as braggadocio and narcissism—or hubris. The celebration of hubric pride as an individual act
can antagonise others who perceive the performance as arrogant or eliciting feelings of jealousy
within them. Considering this narrative from a sociological perspective, pride, although seemingly
helpful in strengthening social bonds, its negative associations can present a threat to this social connectedness. This response derives from the perception of pride now being linked to a higher social
status that positions those who adhere to a corporeal ideal above and hence detached from others
rather than closer bonded to them if they fail to stay modest in their individual success.

6.3.2 The New Pressure Caused by Body-related Pride
The current environment of neoliberal values and individualism assigns new significance to pride and
its role in society through the encouragement and demands for continuous self-improvement, hard
work and discipline. Consequently, even the body that adheres to the social ideal and thus is one to
seemingly be proud of creates pressure and anxiety in relation to maintaining or improving this
appearance and constantly being at the forefront of what is currently possible in terms of body
transformation practices that continuously keep pushing the natural boundaries of the body (Cafri &
Thompson, 2004; Castonguay et al., 2015; Grogan, 2016). Losing a once-achieved ideal appearance
can lead to a loss of admiration or positive judgement by others and hence the loss of pride
(Castonguay, Brunet, Ferguson, & Sabiston, 2012; Castonguay et al., 2015; Georgiadis, Biddle, &
Chatzisarantis, 2001). This new threat in the form of pressure is discussed in the literature mainly as
a threat to men in relation to addictive and possibly harmful behaviours (Cafri & Thompson, 2004;
Castonguay et al., 2015; Hakim, 2018). In Aziz Sergeyevich Shavershian’s case (see Figure 24), this
self-imposed pressure may ultimately have proved fatal. Shavershian, better known by the name
Zyzz, died in 2011 at the young age of 22 after suffering a heart attack rumoured to be a result of
anabolic steroid abuse (Alfonso, 2014; Robinson & Whyte, 2011; Vollmer, 2011). The Russian-born
Australian who rose to fame as a social media figure documenting his radical transformation from a
self-described skinny kid into an amateur bodybuilder, fitness trainer and model was found guilty of
possession of such illegal substances only a week prior to his death. His sudden cardiac death was
never officially confirmed as related to these performing-enhancing drugs, rumours around his
possible steroid abuse, which is linked to heart problems or the acceleration of pre-existing heart
conditions, persist to the present day (Alfonso, 2014; Robinson & Whyte, 2011; Vollmer, 2011).
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Males who like Zyzz perform their masculinity by going to the gym, post selfies of their shredded,
muscular bodies on social media and engage in these statements of hubric pride are referred to in the
literature as ‘spornosexuals’ (Hakim, 2018; Simpson, 2014). Simpson (2014) coined the term in the
1990s to describe the new, stronger sex- and body-obsessed form of the metrosexual man. The
spornosexual likes to groom himself, looks after his physical appearance and spends freely on
products and services that promise to enhance his looks (Simpson, 1994). It was this eager selfobjectification and photoshopped versions of the spornosexual presented as real life, which is based
on hubric pride, that led Robinson and Whyte (2011, para. 9) to refer to Zyzz as “an aggressive and
flamboyant, heavily-tanned showman”, a description akin to the negative traits associated with pride
and characterised as the opposite to humble pride.
Women in this environment experience similar self-imposed pressure around the ideal looking body.
Female participant Emma was strongly aware of the judgement people are exposed to in their
everyday lives and criticised people’s behaviour regarding this matter. She stated:
Oh I think people-, we are very judgmental on what someone looks like, ehm, and I think, and like I've
done it, like I've been a person but I try hard not to judge people on how they look like now but how
they are towards me. I don't think that-, like you know-, obviously everywhere you are there is this
perfect body or, like in the media or on Facebook like, oh this person's too big, or too small like
everywhere you look there is some labelling, no one ever just says, oh they look good. (Emma, 21)

The discussion around shame and pride is thus especially significant because these emotions, in
contrast to most others, involve assessments of oneself by oneself or others that may include disdain,
indignation or admiration, and that strongly resonate with specific forms of self-experience: “they
throw us back upon ourselves in a way other emotions don’t do, they make us feel exposed” (Salice
& Montes Sánchez, 2016, p. 4). Shame and pride thereby directly determine how we feel about
ourselves, by eliciting feelings that are always created in the presence of, or through one’s own
exposure to others (Lewis, 2000; Mascolo & Fischer, 1995; Sabiston et al., 2010). Exposure, in turn,
always includes the social environment in which individuals are embedded, where they are visible to
others, can see and judge others and, thereby, learn, internalise and embody social norms that
influence what appearances, values or behaviours individuals of a society can be proud or should be
ashamed of (Scheff, 2003b; Scheff & Retzinger, 2000). I discuss this aspect of exposure further in
the next section.

6.4 Pride, Shame and the Social Context
The psychological theories and psychoanalytic models discussed thus far identify pride and shame as
self-conscious and social emotions that always arise in and through social interactions; however, they
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fail to consider the broader socio-cultural structures in which all social bonds are grounded and
through which body images are created and shaped (Scheff, 1990, 2000). This perspective is crucial
because shame and pride always emerge in a social environment whose members share values,
expectations and morals that extend beyond individuals’ personal perceptions (Dolezal, 2015). In
other words, it is impossible for individuals who look at others and are looked at by others not to be
influenced and defined by the shared norms and values of the society in which they live (Dolezal,
2015). Consequently, body-related pride and shame emerge from social body norms and the
individuals’ perceived own adherence to, or deviance from, these ideals (Dolezal, 2015; Kilbourne,
1999; Perloff, 2014).
Ideal appearances and the normalisation of body pride and shame have been strongly reinforced by
both the medical and media discourse. In the medical discourse, health is increasingly depicted
through the body’s appearance; in the media discourse, attractiveness and health are both represented
by seemingly ideal models with ideal bodies. Both discourses have created an understanding of the
body as a representation of the self and a visual reflection of personal choices, habits and values
(Mayes, 2015a; Pylypa, 1998) (see Chapter 4). The body hence reveals those who do not obey the
expected behavioural norms (Mayes, 2015a)—for instance by having a body shape that is categorised
as overweight—and who thereby help to justify the socially enforced consequences of body neglect,
such as the marginalisation of individuals’ social acceptability, which is experienced as shame
(Dolezal, 2015; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a). Shame in the form of a self-conscious emotion is
elicited and weighs strongly, since, as discussed in the previous two chapters, overweight individuals
are perceived as immoral or deviant, not simply in terms of their appearance but also in terms of who
they are as a person (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a). A majority of the interviewed participants
indicated that this effect is strengthened through the social media accounts of fitness, bodybuilding
or fashion models known for their attractive appearance; and while most female and male participants
identified these images as harmful to their own body image, the presence of social media in our
society makes it seemingly impossible to avoid body image comparisons. Isabella, as did most
participants, agreed:
Well, I find that it's everywhere in the media, ehm especially like Instagram and yeah I feel like you
can't escape it. (Isabella, 21)

It is particularly apparent in advertising messages, in both new and traditional media, where the
female body (but increasingly also the male body) is presented as ideal and constituting a powerful
conveyor to present certain products and, by association, certain lifestyles (Evans & Allen-Collinson,
2016; Featherstone, 2010; Mayes, 2015a; Johansson, 1994). Based on their upbringing and
socialisation into a specific socio-cultural environment, the audience for these messages share and
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embody a similar understanding of how the ideal body should look, how it should be cared for, which
bodies are acceptable for certain places or specific clothing and which are not (Connell &
Messerschmidt, 2005; Crossley, 2006a; Gill, 2007b; Grogan, 2016). The media discourse thus helps
to create or strengthen a mutual understanding and to build a relatively homogenous perception of
which individuals can be proud of their bodies and, by association, which cannot. As discussed
previously, the body that does not conform to these norms stays hidden or is targeted and stigmatised
as not appropriate, sometimes even without directly discussing it as such (Dolezal, 2015; Farrell,
2011; Grogan, 2016; Kilbourne, 2017). These implied yet silent messages are indicative of the shame
discourse in our society. Shameful bodies have become characterised by their absent presence: they
are often not explicitly displayed but are alluded to in that any appearance that does not match those
featured in media and advertising messages is deemed unsuitable in general or for certain places or,
in particular, clothing (Bordo, 1999; Kilbourne, 1999, 2017; Pope, Olivardia, Borowiecki, & Cohane,
2001; Zimmerman & Dahlberg, 2008). The beach body advertising campaign run in 2015 by Protein
World, a fitness supplement company, is one example of this discourse (see Figures 26 and 27).

Figure 26: Protein World (2015)

Figure 27: Protein World (2015)

The Protein World campaign portrays models that strongly mirror Western gendered body ideals.
The female model is White, thin, youthful, toned and curvy; her male counterpart is very muscular,
particularly in his arms, chest area (Boyd & Murnen, 2017; Coffey, 2013b; Grossbard, Neighbors, &
Larimer, 2011). By using idealised images, Kilbourne (1999, p. 74) argues, advertising “tells us who
we are and who we should be […] [it] corrupts our language and thus influences our ability to think
clearly”.
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Participant Jessica clearly embodied this discourse:
In summer time I don't necessarily like going to the beach if I'm feeling a bit yerky and stuff. Because
I'm afraid of what people will think. (Jessica, 23)

Jessica had seemingly come to understand socio-cultural body norms and the acceptable behaviours
assigned to these ideals. She also indicated that she was hesitant to go to the beach when her body
was not ‘beach body ready’ and needed to be hidden to avoid other people’s negative judgements.
Male participant James, who discussed struggles with his body image throughout his interview, had
a similar reaction:
Ah it affects my choice of clothes on the day, like I don't really wear shorts. (James, 24)

Female and male participants indicated awareness of the potentially harmful messages that these
idealised, unrealistic body images portrayed in the media may send. Catherine for example said:
They’re super terrible. I understand logically- you know not everyone looks like that and I can see that
in real life that not everybody looks like that, but you still feel the overwhelming presence of it- like
everybody expects you to look like this and they might not necessarily expect you to-, my family and
friends I’m sure they don’t be like, “Ah yeah unless you lost a little bit more weight, like I wouldn’t
be friends with you!”, they wouldn’t say that but you just feel they would-, you know, like you better
if you-, you’re skinny and that’s so bad, you don’t have to feel like that but I do anyway. (Catherine,
20)

Noah similarly argued:
I don't know, probably because of media stuff-, especially younger guys idolise people like Arnold
Schwarzenegger and all those guys. People will start going to the gym and get really into it. I don't
know, maybe it's probably what it is, people just idolising an unrealistic physique. (Noah, 24)

Both female and male participants expressed concern about unrealistic body ideals portrayed in the
media; a hesitance to visit certain places or wear certain clothes in public, and that the ideal
appearances of both male and female bodies are used to package and promote products such as the
Protein World fitness supplements. However, it is predominantly the objectification of the female
body that sparks outrage as it contributes to creating a ‘toxic cultural environment’ for women’s selfesteem (Kilbourne, 1999). This environment encourages and fosters a “body-hatred so many young
women feel” (Kilbourne, 1999, p. 135). The outrage regarding the male body has been more limited
(Clarke-Billings, 2015; Cohen, 2016) which may be an indication that the objectification of men is
still less critically debated and acknowledged in our society, even though the increased visibility of
the male body has had a significant influence on men and how they feel about their bodies (Bordo,
1999; Pope, Phillips, & Olivardia, 2000; Rohlinger, 2002).
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In this study, both male and female participants, as seen with Jessica and James, seemed to be strongly
aware that those who violate social norms of appearances can easily be shamed and isolated by a
society (Gilbert & Andrews, 1998; Harjunen, 2017; Harris, 2011). People strive to conform in
anticipation of these punishments, even when the expected sanctions are not obvious or formal
(Foucault, 1975/1995; Pylypa, 1998; Scheff, 1990). Thus Jessica and James expressed avoiding
visiting certain places, such as the beach or wearing particular clothing, such as shorts. Shame, or at
least its mechanisms in the social sphere as tool of social control, thus can be understood as power in
the Foucauldian sense: shame arises because of a lack of conformity, and this is encouraged by a
system of sanctions that are “part of the larger field of social power without however being reducible
to it” (Halperin, 2007, p. 106). This experienced pressure to conform with social ideals and the threat
of social punishments that occur in case of any transgressions leads to people accepting social norms
and their duty as moral citizens to discipline themselves and their body. Just like power, shame in
this sense is neither an agency nor a structure but is disperse and pervasive (Foucault, 1975/1995).
Although Foucault does not explicitly discuss shame in his writing on discipline and punish, several
elements of the shame experience, including stigmatisation, internalisation, normalisation and the
implication of visible or hidden punishments, are central to his work (Dolezal, 2015).
When examining shame as a form of power, it should be noted that shame is based on dominant social
discourses. Body shame in particular is based on the dominant social discourses around gendered
physical attractiveness, which individuals have internalised. In his discussion around the panopticon,
Foucault (1975/1995) explicitly refers to the concept of internalisation as the process through which
individuals recognise and accept sets of norms, rules and morals established within a society. Once
internalised, individuals perceive these norms as natural reference points that determine acceptable
and moral norms or behaviours (Dolezal, 2015). This also applies to the body. A healthy diet and an
active, sporty lifestyle are encouraged and seen as appropriate behaviour for moral and docile
individuals (Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a; McGuigan, 2014).
The internalisation of body ideals then creates a cognitive categorisation that connects positive traits
such as happiness, social desirability and social status with these social body norms for women—and
increasingly for men (Coffey, 2013b; Mayes, 2015a; Mulford, Orbell, Shatto, & Stockard, 1998; Pope
et al., 2000). Associated with these cognitive categorisations is also an assumption and expectation
that the ideals are attainable for everyone who possesses sufficient self-discipline and motivation
(Bordo, 1993b; Gill et al., 2005; Harjunen, 2017; Pylypa, 1998). This argument and the discourse
around obesity as self-inflicted disease have thus contributed to laying the foundation for social body
shaming, which is defined as any form of humiliating, bullying or insulting others based on their body
shape, colour or size (Bailey et al., 2016; Farrell, 2011; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a, 2015b; Puhl
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& Heuer, 2010; Pylypa, 1998). The prominence of overt body shaming in our society has exacerbated
the embodied pressure on individuals to conform to normative body ideals, especially among young
adults who are expected to have the energy and physical condition to look after themselves (Grossbard
et al., 2011; Mission Australia, 2017; Perloff, 2014).
Understanding shame as a self-conscious emotion that is embedded in social power structures, as
discussed thus far however, strongly emphasises cognitive processes that have established a new
mind/body dualism and neglects the embodied experiences of individuals. At the same time, recent
studies strongly focus on body shame and its harmful effects on individuals; the interplay and
reciprocal dynamics between shame and the newly arisen significance of body pride is not discussed
in depth. This perspective is crucial to establish a better understanding of pride and how it affects
people in their motivation to perform certain behaviours. More significantly, pride, as seen in the
example of Zyzz, can have negative and potentially harmful consequences for people’s physical and
mental wellbeing. To discuss these issues, I first examine the females’ and then separately the male
participants’ embodied experiences of body-related shame and pride. Gender provides a helpful lens
for this discussion since masculinity and femininity, just as ideal body images, are constructed and
performed in people’s social environments, in which certain traits, characteristics and behaviours
become normalised and expected for men and women. Discussing female and male experiences
separately is further beneficial because body-related shame and pride result directly from socially
gendered body ideals. More precisely than just considering gender, I focus on postfeminist sensibility
as an adaptable concept for the discussion of female and male concerns, looking first at the female
and then the male participants’ elaborations on this topic.

6.5 Postfeminist Sensibility and Femininity—The Empowered Woman,
Unrealistic Body Ideals and Upward Comparisons
To address and discuss the participants’ elaborations on body-related shame and pride, and their concerns around how they present themselves in face-to-face interactions, I draw on discourses of postfeminism. Postfeminist discourses around gender ideals and norms arose as powerful themes in the
participants’ elaborations around how they wanted to present themselves and act in social encounters
to avoid body-related shame and feel pride in the appearance of their body. Postfeminist discourses
that revolve around individual choice, self-determination and gender ideals hence offer insightful
accounts to analyse the participants’ elaborations around their body and bodywork concerns related
to pride and shame as self-conscious and social emotions.
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Over the past three decades, the discourse of postfeminism has become a central notion in feminist
literature (Brooks, 1997; Coppock, Haydon, & Richter, 2014; Gamble, 2004; Genz & Brabon,
2009). The term has been questioned, discussed, defined and redefined in various ways: as a backlash
against feminism, to refer to a historical shift, a time ‘after’ (second wave) feminism; to capture the
sense of an epistemological break within feminism, suggesting a link with other ‘post’ discourses
such as poststructuralism, postmodernism and postcoloniality; and to propose connections to the third
wave of the feminist movement (Gill, 2016). In this study, I draw on the concepts of postfeminism as
a concept of feminist sensibility established by Angela McRobbie (2004, 2009) and Rosalind Gill
(2007b, 2016), who have significantly influenced and shaped feminist media and cultural studies.
Postfeminist sensibility in their work describes “a patterned yet contradictory sensibility connected
to other dominant ideologies (such as individualism and neoliberalism)” (Gill, 2016, p. 621). Gill
(2007b, p. 147) further argues that “postfeminism is best understood as a distinctive sensbility, made
up of a numer of interrelated themes. These include the notion that femininity is a bodily property;
the shift from objectification to subjectification; an emphasis upon self surveillance, monitoring and
self-discipline; a focus on individualism, choice and empowerment; the dominance of a makeover
paradigm; and a resurgence of ideas about natural sexual difference.” The concept thus provides a
helpful lens for this study’s discussion on how media connects gender and body ideals based on which
body-related pride and shame emerge. Through this lens, I consider first the new narrative of the
empowered woman; second, the unrealistic body ideals that incite upward comparisons; and last, how
women experience their body image in relation to their social bonds.

6.5.1 The Narrative of the Empowered Woman
For women, postfeminist sensibility, as Gill (2007a, p. 147) argues, includes various interrelated
themes:
[the] notion that femininity is a bodily property; the shift from objectiﬁcation to subjectiﬁcation; an
emphasis upon self-surveillance, monitoring and self-discipline; a focus on individualism, choice and
empowerment; the dominance of a makeover paradigm; and a resurgence of ideas about natural sexual
difference.

These themes, Gill (2007b, 2016) further argues, have been paramount in the transformation of
women away from the role of the female victim as predominantly portrayed in patriarchal hegemonies
and second wave feminist discourses, into empowered, postfeminist and self-governing subjects.
Some female participants had seemingly learned and begun to embody this new image of the strong
and empowered woman. Catherine, for instance, described an ideal woman as:
Ah, I guess fit, confident, ehm, like self-assured, yeah independent. (Catherine, 20)
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Despite this new narrative of empowerment, Gill (2007b)—who bases her analysis on various popular
culture and media outlets including magazines, television shows, film and literature—concludes that
the constructs of femininity and the female body in contemporary media culture are still filled with
messages similar to the ones typically associated with a neoliberal rationale, rather than with a new
empowerment. In particular, the notions of individual responsibility and self-monitoring are strongly
reiterated. In both discourses, individuals are depicted as ‘entrepreneurial actors’ whose actions are
framed as free choice (Gill, 2007b, 2008). Free choice, however, always also represents a rational
decision process for which individuals are solely responsible (Gill, 2008; Harjunen, 2017; Sutton,
2010). Transgressions from socially defined norms can be strongly penalised and seen as an
indication of a woman’s immorality, lack of integrity and self-discipline, which can elicit a feeling
of social disconnectedness and hence shame (Gill, 2008; Harjunen, 2017; McRobbie, 2009). This
terminology establishes a contrast with the fairytale of ‘having it all’—education, career, economic
independence, love and family—a world in which postfeminist empowered female subjects are
supposedly living (Isbister, 2007). Participant Emma discussed the neoliberal discourse of selfresponsibility and self-monitoring in relation to her conscientiousness about going running:
Yeah, and I can notice it on myself, not a lot like [I’m] a little bit trimmer or when other people
comment, I’m like-, ‘That feels nice!’, but I'm not doing it for that reason, I just do it for myself. And
I have done it when I was in high school for weight loss, ehm, it never worked because, I wasn't
dedicated I just, I was like, 'Ah yeah I should do it', I was never committed enough. (Emma, 21)

While Emma addressed the notion of empowerment by emphasising that she went running for herself
rather than for the purpose of receiving compliments for her appearance from others, she clearly
accepted and identified herself with the duty of self-responsibility by indicating that she ‘should’ go
running. She felt bad about her lack of commitment and consistency to make the (free) choices that
a rational-thinking, efficient, neoliberal, entrepreneurial subject should. This duty was tied to her
internalised Looking Glass Self that was set up by the imagined perception and judgement of her
appearance by other members in her social environment. Even though she emphasised that she only
worked out for herself, Emma admitted that, ‘That feels nice!’, when she received compliments for
her appearance, which ties into an experience of pride and an admission that others’ perceptions were
of importance to her. Hence, while her action to go running may have stemmed from the dominant
neoliberal discourse around making rational choices for oneself and being self-disciplined, she was
arguably motivated to undertake these actions by an effort to avoid an experience of shame that would
result from a negative evaluation from her social environment. Further support for this claim is based
on the emphasis Emma assigned to the outer body (looking trimmer, weight loss), which supports
Gill’s (2007b) argument that women still, to a much greater extent than men, are required to commit
to this self-management entrepreneurial thinking by working on and transforming the self and their
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body through all of their actions, while presenting these as actions they choose freely. This pressure
is especially strong in terms of body image, which ties back to Grosz’s (1994, p. 14) previously
introduced statement that "[w]omen are somehow more biological, more corporeal, and more natural
than men”. Jasmine agreed:
Oh, for sure, I think, women more than others feel it, oh well, men feel it too but like in a different
way. [For] women it's more just like, 'Oh you know, you need to be skinny', ehm and yeah certain stuff
like, your waist needs to be a certain [size] or your shoulders need to be narrower or stuff like that.
(Jasmine, 24)

Jasmine’s statement reflects an embodied feeling that women should fulfil different normative
requirements, and that they are not, indeed, free and empowered. The strict rules, in fact, leave little
room for imperfections and hence make it difficult to avoid having a ‘shameful body’. The body one
can be proud of is narrowly defined and seemingly almost impossible to achieve. Even most male
participants said that it was harder for women than men to cope with the expectations and the
discipline required to attain the socially defined female normative body ideals. James, for example,
said:
I think it's more so-, with women, so they have more of a social pressure and they're also trying to be
like the models and the famous people, whereas for men it's probably not as much trying to be like
them and it's also like I think, male, their body type is more attainable than the ideal female body type.
And that does create tension within the female. (James, 24)
Ryan similarly argued:
I think it's really complicated for women because, I think, on men's side of the fence, in terms of body
perception, I think the ‘ideal’, whatever you consider that to be, that's marketed in a lot of avenues, is
a lot more homogeneous, and it's a lot more standardised, I suppose. For men, it's like, well, you're
meant to be triangular, masculine looking, and fit these basic characteristics to be a manly man.
Whereas, for women, I think it's a different kettle of fish because you've got the fashion world,
celebrities, artists, all kinds of ridiculous, hyperbolic, weird body types circulating in the media. I think
it's really hard because, I think, it's very easy for, especially younger girls, to look at that and get caught
up in that. Once again, I think it's a confidence thing. Maybe, if you don't feel right in your own set of
skin, you're going to try and emulate those things, I think it's a lot more complex for women than it is
for guys. You'll have women who go to the gym all the time, as well, but it's for -- I don't know. I think
it's less standard. I feel like body ideals are less standardised for women. […]. I think that could make
it more complicated and confusing, especially for younger women. (Ryan, 24)

Ryan made an interesting point by suggesting that the ideal female body was less standardised than
the ideal male body, which arguably would provide women with more opportunity and choice for
working on their body and avoiding being excluded and shamed. However, he connected this lower
level of standardisation to a structure of complexity where various ideal body types are promoted that
might leave women confused and in a state of constant pressure to meet and combine different ideals
at the same time. Interestingly, Ryan’s elaboration that the ideal female body is not homogenous and
is less standardised than the ideal male body follows Gill’s (2007b) argument that female ideals can
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comprise different body forms and shapes. However, Gill (2007b) too identifies a problem with this
perceived plurality of ideals. In contrast to Ryan, she does not link this to the complexity of the
various images; instead, she links it to the fact that all these different ideals have seemingly one clear
common denominator, namely their resemblance to the heterosexual male fantasy (Gill, 2007b).
Female ideals and their different shapes and sizes are all guided by a sexual objectification of the
female body and hence the woman as a person (Gill, 2007b). This ideal of the heterosexual male
fantasy was clearly identified and discussed by most female participants when asked to describe their
perceived ideal female body. Anna, for example, stated:
My ideal image would be in line with what society's ideal is. The women seem to be being thin, being
toned but still being curvy at the same time. Like, having big boobs or a big butt and really being in
shape. (Anna, 22)

Similarly, Jessica defines the female body ideal as follows:
Ah, this is hard. I'd say like maybe around an Australian size 10, ehm, thin waist, probably-, not really
big boobs maybe between a C and a D cup, ehm the sort of Kim Kardashian butt, I think, she right
now got the a-, like ideal body but I'd actually-, Khloe Kardashian actually, just cause their bodies are
sort of in right now and I think that's what a lot of people like to emulate, just like a bit more toned
down version of that, I think. (Jessica, 23)

Anna and Jessica, both, described the thin, yet toned and simultaneously curvy body as ideal. At the
same time, they clearly referred to feminine characteristics that are aligned to the ideal male fantasy
or the sexy, objectified woman from the past, including having ‘big boobs’, a ‘big butt’ and a thin
waist.
The descriptions of the ideal woman by Anna, Jessica and most other female participants were,
however, not in line with the language of the postfeminist discourse around the empowered woman;
rather, they were in sharp contradiction to it. Indeed, it was more reminiscent of the ideal woman
from the past who was represented as passive and objectified to please the assumed heterosexual male
gaze. In contrast to these discourses of the past, in postfeminist discussions, the objectification of
women is disguised as subjectification (Gill, 2007b; Harjunen, 2017). Women are portrayed as being
active and in charge of building their self, and hence of freely choosing whether or not they want to
objectify themselves (Gill, 2007b; Harjunen, 2017). In this sense, objectification is no longer seen as
oppressive or a result of the patriarchal male gaze, but as free choice to construct one’s subjectivity
(Gill, 2007b; Harjunen, 2017). A willing objectification of the body is thus read as a sign of autonomy,
empowerment and sexual agency, a shift from an external objectifying male gaze to an internalisation
or embodiment of a disciplinary regime (Gill, 2007b; Harjunen, 2017). Gill (2007b, p. 151) pointedly
summarises this process, writing that “[i]n this regime power is not imposed from above or from the
outside, but constructs our very subjectivity”.
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Gill (2007b) thus comes to the conclusion that even though magazines, movies and TV shows paint
the picture of the liberated sexual woman, the female self in the postfeminist media discourse is not
free from the male gaze; it is no coincidence that the modern sexually liberated woman is strongly
reminiscent of the heterosexual male fantasy. The important role the media plays as key conveyor of
socio-cultural norms in our society, and hence in creating this discourse of the ideal woman, is reflected in Claire’s elaborations:
Yeah, yeah because you're seeing it in yeah TV shows, movies, in ads, all you see are these skinny
people and you start thinking like, 'Oh so the whole world looks skinny, right? Because this is how it
should be!'. (Claire , 19)

Claire clearly identified that only one specific body ideal, the skinny woman is reiterated in the media,
whether in TV shows, movies or advertising. The reiteration of the same or similar ideals, as described
by Claire, then leads to the normalisation of one specific body ideal and how femininity should be
performed in society. Next to the normalisation of the thin body as ideal appearance, the absence of
fat people in the media creates the illusion that they do not, or should not, exist in a perfect life. If fat
or overweight bodies do feature in movies and TV shows, their physique is typically treated as a
disease or an abnormality that needs to be addressed and talked about. The body that is not seen in
the media, as discussed around the advertising of Protein World, is hence not normalised, stays hidden
and is shamed when seen in public.
The normalisation of the thin body in the media strongly influences individuals’ perceptions of the
‘normal’ body. Jessica described the process of normalisation being strongly pushed by the media
and discussed how this socialisation process does not necessarily have to be a conscious one. She
said:
Ehm, I think even if we don't register, [the images of the ideal, skinny female bodies] are there, you
kind of take note subconsciously, ehm, so you might not realise but-, in your head you think, 'Ah that's
what a perfect woman looks like!', because it's just when you scroll through social media or anything,
and you see it there. (Jessica, 23)

She later elaborated on this point regarding the subconscious process of body ideal normalisation and
its behavioural effects:
Yeah, but you know, I mean some people probably affects-, they're conscious of the fact that 'ah that's
what a perfect woman looks like, that is what I'm striving for', and I guess for other people it's just-,
you don't realise it's there but then when you go do something, 'oh I shouldn't' or 'this is what I need
to do'. (Jessica, 23)

Jessica imparted a useful reflective analysis on the connection between people’s internal voice that
tells them what they should and should not be doing, and the mediated normative body ideals that
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they have come to embody without necessarily being aware of it. Because this socialisation process
occurs largely subconsciously, body ideals are perceived as naturally determined even though they
are not actively constructed or experienced as such.
Troublingly, the current White female body ideals, that resemble the heterosexual male fantasy ideals,
are constructed as part of the empowered female subjectivity and yet again only young, thin and
beautiful women are seen as empowered and liberated. This development has taken place despite post
or third wave feminism’s advocacy to empower the diversity of femininity and female experiences.
Only one narrowly defined female ideal is portrayed and perpetuated in the media, and it is in light
of this criticism that questions concerning female subjectivity, independency and the body have
become a focal discussion point in today’s feminist scholarship (Harjunen, 2017).

6.5.2 Body Imperialism and Unrealistic Ideals for Upward Comparisons
The discussion around the accepted female appearance is especially relevant in Australia with its
multicultural society, since it is not only one specific body type that has become normalised in our
society, but one specific body type of one specific ethnicity—the White, thin, Western—body type.
Participants who represented a minority group and were not from a Western background clearly
indicated through their elaborations that they did not see the efforts of third wave feminism to
diversify the female image reflected in their everyday life. The dominance of the Western body ideal
was especially evident in the interviews conducted with two female participants of Asian descent,
Jasmine and Charlotte, who freely guided the interview in this direction and elaborated on the topic.
Jasmine stated:
It’s just a fact that, you know, we're a multicultural society, like why don't we have people who look
different on our shopping sites? (Jasmine, 24)

Her question clearly ties into the media discourse that pushes one ideal in an attempt to normalise the
White, thin body as the supreme beauty standard to either sell more products or address the largest
possible audience who has been socialised into this discourse. These reiterated images thereby
strengthen what Shilling (2012) calls ‘body imperialism’. Jasmine and Charlotte stressed that it was
not only important to them to see their ethnicity as part of the media outlets to be included in what is
defined as ‘normal’ or ‘ideal’ but also for their ethnicity to be seen, accepted and recognised as part
of society. Models, actresses and other celebrities of minority groups who feature in advertisement
campaigns, star in TV shows or movies often subsequently become role models for members of
society with the same ethnic background. Jasmine described her feelings as follows:
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It's just the fact that it's a different face like it's something that I don't see and it's not just something
that I don't see it's kind of like my face being reflected like I get excited like, 'Oh yeah!', you know
that's another Asian that's doing well in modelling and I'm sure like she goes through a lot of shit
because of it but you know she's doing well and she's there and that's the important thing yeah.
(Jasmine, 24)

Jasmine as part of a social minority group in Australian society was primarily longing for role models
who represent her ethnicity to draw on for beauty ideals but also to instil the idea and inspire her that
social and professional success is possible to achieve. The acceptance of her appearance constituted
a central aspect for her in this discussion around body image and social discourse. While acceptance
and a feeling of being seen was crucial in this discussion, there was also an underlying wish that her
features were portrayed as constituting a beauty ideal one can be proud of in our society.
Understanding and including the discourse around body images of minority groups is further crucial
since their experiences around body images and ideals can vary greatly also; particularly, in regard
to their social bonds. Charlotte elaborated on her experiences:
I think within my family, like I said I grew up as a fat kid and in Asian culture everyone is skinny
around you, so it was definitely chastising from my parents and my grandparents, so there's that social
pressure in a way, ehm, they sort of stopped it now cause I'm an adult and I essentially look ehm,
normal as opposed to obese, cause I was obese as a kid and yeah. In terms of friendship circles, I'd say
they're definitely more positive, like they would say, 'Oh you're fine, like you're not overweight, you
don't have to lose any more.', you know 'How you look is fine.', so I'd say my friends are really
supportive, but for me, I just like to be a certain way and if I'm not that way I just feel sad. (Charlotte,
20)

Charlotte clearly experienced greater pressure from her parents and extended family to fulfil certain
body ideals that seem to be even more narrowly defined and focused on slenderness in the Asian
culture, even though these ideals are not as openly and often reiterated in the Australian media. Her
experiences aligned with those of Jasmine around the seemingly more loosely defined body ideals in
Australia compared with Asian societies. Charlotte further indicated she was less worried about
receiving negative judgements from her friends in Australia, whom she described as very supportive,
than from her family that is of Asian descent. Such discourses and potential stressful experiences
mostly stay hidden in a White, body-imperialistic, socio-cultural environment.
Participants with a Western background and an appearance that coincided with the present White
body imperialism, in contrast, did not describe the depiction of their ethnicity in the media as positive,
but instead, as a natural or normalised state that often depicted unrealistic and hence harmful
standards. Most of these participants, hence, still struggled to identify themselves with the images in
the media, not because their features were not reflected, such as in Jasmine’s case, but because the
images were depicted in a way that seemed to be unrealistic. Anna elaborated on this point:
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I do think those ideals are really unrealistic but at the same time, I do find myself striving for it anyway,
just because that's what's heavily broadcasted to us in media and what makes us feel like we're expected
to be that way. (Anna, 22)

These seemingly idealised and unachievable images serve as a template for comparison that may be
harmful and lead to body dissatisfaction, negative body image and eating disorders based on feelings
of inadequacy and shame. A key theory that discusses these processes is Leon Festinger’s Social
Comparison Theory (Festinger, 1954; Hesse-Biber, Leavy, Quinn, & Zoino, 2006; Krayer, Ingledew,
& Iphofen, 2007), which suggests that an individual’s self-worth and self-confidence derive
fundamentally from social comparisons (Festinger, 1954; Krayer et al., 2007). Festinger (1954, p.
118) says that “people evaluate their opinions and abilities by comparison respectively with the
opinions and abilities of others”. In terms of body image in particular, most people compare and judge
themselves to others who they perceive represent an ideal. Women specifically tend to look at peers,
models, actresses or in general those who they think “are in the upward direction” (FitzsimmonsCraft, Harney, Brownstone, Higgins, & Bardone-Cone, 2012, p. 797). 63 Even though Anna, like most
participants, was aware of the fact that the ideals depicted in the media enforce unrealistic standards
for women, her perceptions aligned with previously conducted research drawing on quantitative data
analysis that has shown a high tendency for women of self-judgement and self-comparison with
normative targets (Fardouly, Pinkus, & Vartanian, 2017; Krayer et al., 2007; Pila, Jovanov, Welsh,
& Sabiston, 2017). It is those upward comparisons with seemingly unrealistic ideals that create the
cause of shame as they threaten individuals’ ambitions of meeting society’s expectations and fitting
in with the social norm (Hesse-Biber et al., 2006; Klein, 2013; Krayer et al., 2007). Such women
consequently tend to develop low self-esteem, a negative sense of self, a negative body image and
body dissatisfaction (Hesse-Biber et al., 2006; Klein, 2013; Krayer et al., 2007).
Most of the interviewed participants showed a particularly strong awareness of the possible harmful
effects of social media and indicated that they either tried to use it less often, or to not upload pictures
of themselves. Ellie, for instance, said:
I think it can-, positive it can inspire you to exercise or to eat better all that sort of things and to see
that women can achieve this and then negative, I think, is when people start to compare
themselves against those kind of images and then either it leads to some unhealthy, crazy obsessions
or it just like can lead to more depression and low self-esteem. (Ellie, 22)

Social Comparison Theory states that women who already struggle with body dissatisfaction are more
inclined to draw upward comparisons (Fardouly et al., 2017; Hesse-Biber et al., 2006; Klein, 2013).
These evaluations then strengthen already-held negative self-perceptions. Women with a positive
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Upward direction in this discussion implies comparing oneself to someone who seemingly conforms more closely to
the current socio-cultural narrowly defined gendered body ideals.
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attitude towards their body are less affected. Female participant Mia who clearly has a positive body
image answered the question about whether she paid attention to ideal body images portrayed in the
media as follows:
I'm pretty confident so, it doesn't like beat me up but I would definitely say that it is something I think
about and when I was younger, it was a much bigger pressure. (Mia, 24)

Mia’s statement shows that age and personal maturity are important factors in these comparison
processes. Young people are more influenced by social and media messages as they have not yet
developed a strong sense of who they are as a person (Grogan, 2016; Kilbourne, 2017; Strasburger et
al., 2013). Mia’s perception also shows that not all individuals within a society are equally affected
by body dissatisfaction or concerns around inadequacy and shame. However, she was one of the few
participants who reported feeling this way. Being worried about one’s appearance and about how
others perceive them, and feeling the pressure to fulfil expectations to look a certain way constituted
the overwhelming experience of the young female participants interviewed in this study.

6.5.3 Women, Body Image and Social Bonds
The narrative discussed thus far around the pressure to conform to socially constructed ideal body
shapes does not promote empowerment, free choice or pride, as promised by the postfeminist
sensibility, but instead, conformity, the drive to fit in and to build and maintain strong social bonds.
While a few participants addressed the social bonds they shared with their family and friends, most
female participants discussed concerns about how they were perceived by others and, particularly,
their romantic partners. Many female participants expressed feelings of fear about losing the social
bonds they shared with their partner because of the appearance of their body. Sophia saw the roots of
this discussion as based in the media. She said:
I think because the media or even movies and magazines give the sense that if you don't look a certain
way you will not find love or yeah in general love. (Sophia, 24)

Mia argued similarly when she said::
I guess peer pressure and societal pressure, like, you know so many people think they're not attractive
if they don't look a certain way, but they've been told they have to look a certain way because attractive
people look that way, cloths fit people who look that way, movie stars look that way, so I think a lot
of people base their self-worth on trying to look that way. (Mia, 24)

Sophia’s statement is representative of female participants who generally were strongly concerned
about the social bonds they shared with others, particularly their partners or potential partners. Mia’s
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elaborations further show how most female participants strongly embodied the social body ideal
portrayed in the media and how closely the acheivement of these ideals was linked to their self-worth.
Women in this sense are still (self-)subjected to a sexual objectification that is packaged as neoliberal
subjectivity and hence something that they choose freely in their new role as “active, confident,
assertive female subjects” (Gill, 2007b, p. 153). The postfeminist discourse appears to suggest that
equality is already achieved and women can now act as autonomous subjects, free from the limitations
of the sexist power structures of the past (Harjunen, 2017). However, based on the data analysed here
one could argue that women, rather than feeling empowered, are driven by the fear of being shamed
and losing their social bonds, especially those with romantic partners. Subjectification in this sense,
within the new power structures of the fragmented, pluralised postmodern society and driven by
individual morals and values, still demands a submissive female role, particularly in regard to body
norms. In line with this argument is the female participants’ discussion around seeking pride—not in
the form of standing out and being perceived as more accomplished, docile, attractive, disciplined
and hence more moral and valuable than others, but instead, just like the traditional female role, as
obedient subjects striving to adhere to social ideals without transgressing the norms. The postmodern
woman has thus not moved away from the traditional female role that is strongly influenced by the
way men perceive them; rather, the female body ideal remains narrowly defined and alluding to
sexual male fantasies, and society overall. Hence, the women’s main concern was to ensure they did
not stand out negatively, were shamed, isolated and possibly lost social bonds.

6.6 Postfeminist Sensibility and Masculinity—The Man in Crisis
Discourse, Social Bonds and Status
The discursive emphasis of postfeminist sensibility on female empowerment, autonomy and free
choice—especially in regard to the female body—extends to influence and shape new roles of men
and masculinities as well as the dynamics between the genders (Clark, 2014; Fleming, Lee, &
Dworkin, 2014; Gill, 2007a; O’Neill, 2015). In this sense, postfeminism is a flexible and adjustable
sensibility, providing a lens through which different and new modes of masculinities have emerged
in response to feminist critiques of traditional roles of masculinity and gender power relations in our
society (Evans & Riley, 2018; Gill, 2007a, 2007b; O’Neill, 2015; Rumens, 2017).
These changes occurred in the context of a significant economic, social and political transformation
brought about by de-industrialisation, shifting gender relations and an emerging male-oriented
consumer culture over the past three decades. Within these developments, new roles of masculinities
have emerged that are oriented around so-called traditional feminine concerns such as emotion and
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appearance (Connell, 1995; Evans & Riley, 2018; Grogan, 2016). These shifts challenge the roles of
traditional men and masculinities, which are defined as strong, not-female and ‘not-gay’ (Connell,
1995; Donaldson, 1993; Jewkes et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2010). Men have consequently found
themselves in a crisis that is based on an insecurity about the meaning of masculinity and the norms
and behaviours their manliness is defined by (Clare, 2000; Evans & Riley, 2018; Gill, 2003; Nixon,
2001; Robinson, 2000; Chapman, 1996; Siann, Wilson, Riley, & Callaghan, 2000). The discourse of
‘men in crisis’ first emerged in the 1980s but is ongoing and is gaining new momentum in the current
socio-cultural climate that, as discussed in the previous section, is leading a public discourse around
embracing the empowerment of women and the new female roles (Clare, 2000; Evans & Riley, 2018;
O’Neill, 2015; Rumens, 2017).
From this discussion, in the 1990s, masculinity studies emerged as an interdisciplinary area of
cultural, social, historical, political, psychological, economic and artistic analysis that began to pose
and discuss questions around the constructions of the roles of men and masculinities within different
socio-cultural environments around the globe and throughout history (Carrigan, Connell, & Lee,
1985; Hobbs, 2013; Newton, 2002). Masculinity studies thus examine the tense and complex
relationship between hegemonic masculinities64—which represent the ideal of a ‘real man’ in a given
time and society—and subordinate masculinities, which are defined by roles seen as inferior to the
hegemonic ‘real man’ ideal (Connell, 1995; Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Evans & Riley, 2018;
Jewkes et al., 2015). Through the lens of postfeminist sensibility and masculinity studies, I first
discuss these hegemonic masculinities, social comparison and status. I then lead a discussion around
the narrowly defined male body ideals; and finally, men’s rising concern about their body image and
how these discourses relate to shame and pride experiences, and to the building of social bonds.

6.6.1 Hegemonic Masculinities, Social Comparison and Status
Over a long period, Western hegemonic ideals have centred around the big, hard, built masculine
body, especially in the 1980s when action movie stars like Arnold Schwarzenegger were idolised
(Gough et al., 2016; Grogan, 2016; Hakim, 2018; Kunitz, 2017; Pope et al., 2000). The very muscular
body has retained its status as a representation of a hegemonic masculinity and has even grown in
significance amid the fitness movement and the increased visibility and importance attached to the
male body (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Evans & Riley, 2018; Grogan, 2016). Most male
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The current hegemonic masculinities in Western societies still follow traditional forms of masculinities that stress
notions of strength, autonomy and muscularity even though new roles, including that of the metrosexual, are increasingly
featured in the media and overall public discourse (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Donaldson, 1993; Evans & Riley,
2018).
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participants described the ideal male appearance in line with this hegemonic muscular ideal. Ryan,
for instance, said:
I think it varies depending on who you're talking to, but I think there is affirmative emphasis on people
being large and buff; triangular shaped. I guess like a Spartan or something, but I think it's not really
necessary [laughs] or wise to be like that on a regular basis. The guys who train like that are usually
putting pretty big pressure on their joints and bodies and stuff to get that size. I've never really trained
for size, more just for pound strength; just trying to get stronger, and faster, and more agile for sports,
and for fun, and for health. I guess ideal body image that I see a lot of in society and on TV and in
advertisements, it is like this large gorilla-esque alpha male; really triangular off top tapering down.
I've got wider shoulders for a skinnier dude I guess, but I'm not a big guy, probably about average size
like 6'2" and probably about 80–84 kilo. I don't really prescribe to that [chuckles]. I don't have the body
type for it anyway [laughs]. (Ryan, 24)

Similarly, and more pointedly, Thomas described the ideal male body:
Ehm, just tall, handsome and buff probably, triangular body shape. (Thomas, 19)

Ryan and Thomas both described a similar physique as ideal for men in the current postmodern
Western society: the triangular-shaped, gorilla-esque, buff alpha male often portrayed in the media,
particularly TV and advertisements, as the corporeal characteristics of the ideal man. Interestingly,
Ryan also warned that adhering to this body ideal is not necessary or wise, which ties into the
discussion led in Chapter 4 around health and appearance. While it is not necessarily wise to work
out to become extremely buff and muscular from a health perspective, especially for the joints,
because of the significant role appearance plays in our society most male participants still indicated
that they at least tried to approach these ideals.
In an environment where bodies have become increasingly visible, especially via social media
platforms, men too, just as their female counterparts, have become more vulnerable to body-related
shame and hence low self-esteem and body dissatisfaction (Gill et al., 2005; Grogan, 2016; Klimek
et al., 2018; Leit et al., 2002). Among men, this dissatisfaction is not merely related to being too fat
but often also with not being muscular enough—a condition referred to as muscle dysmorphia.
Building a muscular physique was a prime concern among most interviewed participants. Noah
elaborated on his efforts to build muscles as follows:
I've got a body frame where I struggled to get the muscles. I'm pretty lucky in the other way though
that I can eat whatever I want and not get fat. When I did that, I would try to eat a lot of calories, which
will give me more energy for the gym. Also, if you don't have enough energy in your body, then your
body starts breaking muscles down for energy, which I would never want so that's why I would always
eat whether it's pancakes, cake, a lot of Nando's, Hungry Jack's, just anything to give my body some
energy. (Noah, 24)
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Noah’s elaborations show that his concerns around building muscle mass led him to eat energy-dense
and nutritionally sparse fast food to prevent his body breaking down muscles for energy supply. The
appearance of a strong, healthy-looking body thus for him, as for many other male participants, stood
in the foreground of their bodywork efforts. This ties back to the discussion led in Chapter 4 and how
the appearance of a ‘healthy’ or ‘attractive’-looking body was important to many participants in their
bodywork practices.
These concerns around building a strong muscular physique is also strongly tight to concerncs about
comparison. In contrast to the literature that claims models, actors and athletes have become key
targets of comparison for men, most male participants in this study indicated that they compared
themselves primarily to their peers. Peer comparisons provided a reference point upon which they
could build a sense of self and a body image, and understand how they might relate to the seemingly
ideal muscular figures they saw in the media (Farquhar & Wasylkiw, 2007; Grogan, 2007; Kim &
Chock, 2015). Most male participants discussed comparing themselves to peers they met in the gym
rather than friends in their friendship groups. Logan said:
Once you start seeing results, it feels really good. What I've also found for myself is when I go to
smaller gyms, for example, Jetts or Anytime Fitness, there's more beginners in those gyms and more
females. You feel good about yourself because you're one of the top-looking guys in there. When I go
to a gym like Bodybuilding Power Pit, there are a lot of big guys or say, even in my rugby club, there's
massive guys there. It makes me feel a bit bad about myself. (Logan, 22)

When asked what such comparisons meant to him, Connor replied:
I feel the pressure to definitely be one of the people who look the best and be the best. I want to be the
person who's looked at as being better than everyone else, I don't want to be the person who's looking
up. The reason I want to be that is honestly just to impress my friends really, that's about it. (Connor,
19)

Connor’s elaborations reflect how most male participants, in contrast to the female interviewees,
wanted to avoid making upward comparisons and instead aimed to be the target of upward
comparisons themselves. Being the one others looked down upon seems to have been a source of
shame for many male participants: while the female participants were more worried about how they
were perceived by others and avoiding shame, for male participants it was not enough to simply avoid
or eliminate the feeling of shame; instead, through sculpting their body, they aimed to stand out from
the surrounding group of people. It is the loss of social connectedness that allows individuals like
Connor to stand out and to achieve social gains and hence pride by impressing and receiving positive
judgement from friends and family. Those who look ideal or approach a normative appearance with
a closer margin than others are hence, in this individualistic, competitive environment, more likely to
gain respect from those who are beneath them or at the same level.
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Pride within these hierarchies thus represents admiration and respect, but also envy and rivalry, which
is reflected in positive and negative associations of pride. Pride thus also serves as motivation to
maintain their favourable position over their peers, rather than maintaining a social bond with them.
This may represent the shift from a collective to an individual consciousness of the traditional to the
postmodern society that has also changed the meaning of pride, how it is experienced as individual
praise and how it is achieved through self-discipline. The explanations from Logan and Connor are
further consistent with the stereotypical masculine identity of competitiveness, which can encourage
extreme behaviour to achieve alpha male status (De Graaf, 2016). Strength and having a muscular
build is a key motivator for many of the young male participants to become active and begin working
out. For some, working out not only offers them a way to achieve a certain social status but also
encompasses an inevitable component of becoming a man (Bordo, 1999; Griffiths, Murray, & Touyz,
2015; Ricciardelli & White, 2011). Connor described his experience as follows:
When we were younger it wasn't such a big issue because you could always use the excuse, ‘I'm young,
I'm a kid’. But now we're adults, we're all expected to live up to this image that's been created that
we're all this huge, tall, masculine people. (Connor, 19)

Hence, Connor described that while the male body image has for a long time stayed hidden in our
society and received less attention than the female appearance, ‘huge, tall, masculine’ body images
have now become a necessity to be accepted as a man and hence included in the broader social bond
of society. Connor seemed to indicate that it was acceptable for kids, or men who look young, to be
of a smaller frame; but that to avoid shame and hence exclusion, a man needs to be muscular or, as
Connor said, huge and tall. Interestingly, possible failures of interpersonal relationships, although
mentioned a few times as a source of shame and motivation to become fitter, was not among the male
participants’ main concerns in regard to their body image. Indeed, none of the male participants
specifically discussed their desire to avoid shame in the sense of fearing a loss of social bonds with
their family, girlfriends, partners or friends. Their concerns regarding loss of respect and lack of social
bonds were strongly defined by their success in attracting women. Ethan answered the question of
how he would describe the motivation behind his bodywork as follows:
I don't know [laughs]. Just to get more girls to talk to, that's pretty much it. (Ethan, 18)

Thomas, too, described his attractiveness to women as an important status marker tied to his physical
appearance. When asked why he had started to work out, he answered:
Well, for me, it is also the added component of wanting to get girls interested in me. It was also that
other thing too because of course when you are looking at trying to gain attraction from the opposite
sex, of course, that's also tied into that wanting external approval. Because if you are good in that area,
then that's something we uphold as a society. At least in guys, I mean in girls it's a little bit different.
I don't know how to put it. […] It's held up in society, if you can get that. (Thomas, 19)
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Most male participants, like Ethan and Thomas, described their attractiveness to the opposite sex as
an important status marker that was tied to their physical appearance. Men who are too muscular, on
the other hand, are perceived to be at the other end of the spectrum of normativity and as being overly
aggressive and unattractive (Frederick, Fessler, & Haselton, 2005; Grogan & Richards, 2002; Lin &
DeCusati, 2016). A few male participants specifically expressed concern regarding becoming too
muscular, especially in the eyes of women. Ryan, for example, discussed his perception as follows:
You get the perception that maybe you need to be bigger and stronger, and more alpha male-y looking
for members of the opposite sex to find you attractive etcetera, but obviously, the older I got, the more
I realized that it's just not the case. If anything, I've met a lot of female friends who are grossed out by
that really muscly look, like that really buffed huge look. (Ryan, 24)

Ryan described in his statement a notion that could be referred to as a female gaze. Based on the
female taste, the ideal male body, similar to the female body, has become narrowly defined as not
skinny yet not too big, as muscular yet lean, as v-shaped yet not to an extreme where the legs are too
skinny in comparison to the upper body. Ryan came to the conclusion that women are not attracted
to the extreme big, strong, alpha male-looking type; however, the active shaping of the body to
achieve a muscular appearance that lies within the narrowly defined boundaries of the acceptable
male body ideal and that, at the same time, still allows them to gain respect and status from their male
peers, is encouraged and signals progress, goals and work ethic (Connell, 1995; Klimek et al., 2018;
Pope et al., 2000, Smith, Hawkeswood, Bodell, & Joiner 2011). With the masculine body ideal
being defined as slender and muscular, weight lifting or muscle training, in general, can thus be
described as part of the neoliberal performance of masculinity. Efforts to build muscle were perceived
as positive by most male participants in this study; in some cases even if it helped by the use of illegal
and possible harmful substances such as steroids (see Chapter 4). I discuss in the next section how
the media helps to further strengthen this discourse of the narrowly defined male body ideal.

6.6.2 Media and the Normalisation of the Narrow Male Body Ideal
The media, particularly social media, was mentioned by most male participants, as it was by their
female counterparts, as a key player in developing a sense of the socio-cultural body image ideal,
over and above the influence of family and friends. Female participants used social media more
directly to compare themselves to models and images of bodies they saw online. Social media had
also made social comparisons more competitive for male participants as the platforms offer a vast
number of images to draw on and build a judgement of their own and others’ appearances (Fardouly
et al., 2015; Klein, 2013; Lewallen & Behm-Morawitz, 2016). Logan agreed:
It all comes from social media. Everyone wants to be -- You get a lot of these bodybuilding pages with
over a million followers and they post all these amazing bodybuilders or fitness models. I think
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everyone believes once you've been posted on one of those, then you've made it, then you're successful.
It all comes down from there. Yes, I think at the end of the day, it's all social media because everyone
does have social media. I think maybe movies as well, there's a lot of people in movies who we tend
to look up at. (Logan, 22)

James, like Logan, argued that media strongly influences how people work on their body and feel
they must look. He stated:
I think people think they should look a certain way cause they’re told that’s what they should look
like and everything else is a failure. (James, 24)

Logan and James considered a muscular physique as a characteristic that others look up and deemed
as failures those who cannot build up such an appearance. The muscular, strong male ideal is thereby
constantly reiterated and hence normalised through the media discourse, be it social media or more
traditional media outlets. However, the media does not only promote this hegemonic ideal but also
the associated narrative that this norm is associated with success and a status of pride that others look
up to. Male participant Angus, at the same time, pointed out that possessing mere physical strength
is not by itself sufficient for a man to be respected in the current social climate:
Just because a guy is built it won't make him desirable in the eyes of society. There other traits that
need to come along with that such as-- I don't know, like the traits you associate with I guess like
stoicism,65 stuff like that. All those masculine traits that we uphold. I don't want to say more like
stoicism, I think ideas. If you got a timid guy who is built, if he had that trait in a film, it wouldn't be a
character that would be someone who is desirable. They have to have other aspects as well on top of
that. (Angus, 18)

Angus was making an interesting connection between the movie hero who is usually attractive and
adheres to the ideals of the normative male appearance, and other character traits that are necessary
for a man to attain to be desirable. While he did not specifically discuss what these traits may be, he
clearly indicated that an ideal-looking body is not enough for a man to be respected and desirable.
Liam expressed similar sentiments and discussed social status more directly. He elaborated:
If you’re a [well-built] male amongst lots of other males and women like you I think you have more
leadership potential just because other males will tend to look up to you because you're able to attract
women, so and the same if you're a big guy but you're nice, are more likely to be friendly towards you
just because there's just that in-built nature to be passive towards larger animals kind of thing like when
a male is very physically large, so yeah I think it still helps yeah but I just don't think it's as dominant
as it used to be where do could just physically attack you and then they would be in charge of you after
that, kind of thing. (Liam, 24)

65

Stoicism is a school stemming from the Hellenistic philosophy established by Zeno of Citium in Athens in the early
third century BC (Sellars, 2006; Sharpe, 2013). The philosophy includes a number of central teachings of which the most
relevant in the context of this discussions is that to feel steadfast in life, one needs to be strong and in control of oneself
since we are constantly exposed to unpredictable and unsafe risks within our environments (Saunders, 2019; Sellars,
2006; Sharpe 2013).
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In line with Angus’s and Liam’s arguments about ‘other aspects’ or characteristics that make men
desirable in addition to a muscular physique, a developing debate within the growing postfeminist
literature on roles of masculinities and the relationship between gender systems and social formations
has emerged. This discussion challenges the hegemonic male attributes such as courage, aggression,
autonomy, technological skills, group solidarity, adventure and toughness in mind and body (Connell,
1995; Donaldson, 1993; Grogan, 2016; Jewkes et al., 2015). Rather, amid the shifting gender
relations, mobile technologies, blurring of public and private spheres in late capitalism, and rising
male-oriented consumer culture, the new forms of masculinities previously introduced have emerged
(Connell, 1995; Evans & Riley, 2018; Ricciardelli, 2011). Through the lens of the contemporary
postfeminist sensibility, the postfeminist man is discussed as a ‘melting pot’ or a “chameleon ﬁgure
still negotiating the ongoing impact of feminism on his identity” (Genz & Brabon, 2009, p. 143).
Hence, discursive formations of postfeminist men are connecting a variety of subject positions,
including the ‘metrosexual’ or ‘spornosexual’ man as well as the ‘new man’ who has moved away
from the strong hyper-masculinity and is instead characterised by soft and unheroic features (Bano &
Sharif, 2016; Genz & Brabon, 2009; Hakim, 2018; Rumens, 2017).
None of the male interviewees discussed any of these new roles of masculinities as desirable traits.
However, performance artist Alexander, who was particularly interested in ballet and acting,
discussed his struggles with fitting into a socially acceptable masculine role. As a child, he started
playing football to appear like a ‘real’ man and to please his parents. He elaborated:
My sports career has always been a bit sporadic, I never became too focused on that for various
reasons; first I thought 'Ah yea you need to be a guy that plays rugby', it wasn't my thing. In other clubs
I joined, drama club and stuff like that, I excelled which was great but I always wanted, eh, I thought,
'Hey you're good enough physically, but I can't join the other [guys]'. (Alexander, 24)

Alexander’s experiences show how the ‘unheroic’ man who is performing feminine-framed physical
cultures, or social roles in general, is still struggling to find social acceptance (Clegg, Owton, & AllenCollinson, 2016). This might come from the fact that these new roles of masculinities are seen as
shaping and supporting a postfeminist sensibility in which men’s power is critically debated and
rejected (Gill, 2014).
From the point of view of the male subjects, one could argue that with the plurality of postfeminist
roles of masculinities seemingly freely available to them to choose from, comes also a sense of
insecurity and confusion about what it entails and characterises to be a man within a postfeminist
environment (Clare, 2000; Donaldson, 1993; Grogan & Richards, 2002). This may result from the
fact that the different forms of masculinities are influenced by an abundance of loosely coupled
themes as well as social and cultural changes that shape, define and continuously redefine the ideal
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of masculinity (Connell, 1995; Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Donaldson, 1993; Hearn, 2004;
Jewkes et al., 2015; Ricciardelli, Clow, & White, 2010). Despite the ‘men in crisis’ argument, the
body ideal as forcefully promoted by the participants and advertising messages in particular, is still
strongly homogeneously defined and is based on ‘hard-body aesthetics’ associated with the
hegemonic or traditional roles of masculinity66 (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Donaldson, 1993;
Evans & Riley, 2018; Grogan, 2016). This emphasis on the strong, muscular body as solidifying pride
in the form of a heightened social status was described by most male participants. Hence, the idealised
masculine body in our society and as promoted by the media is, as discussed by Ryan and just as the
female ideal, one whose success lies in the constant transformation of the self and in intensive
bodywork (Brubaker & Johnson, 2008; Connell, 1995; Gill et al., 2005; Gough, 2009, 2018). These
ideal body images can be seen as a superficial solution for men to draw on and to feel safe about their
selves, their masculine role and their status in society (Clegg, Owton, & Allen-Collinson, 2016; Evans
& Riley, 2018; Jeffords, 1994; Tasker, 2012).

6.6.3 Men and the Rising Concern About Their Body
Following this social discourse around new masculine roles and its importance in the media discourse,
men are made more conscious of their bodies than ever before. Body dissatisfaction even in young
boys has been linked to the practices of body change strategies such as dieting and body bulking
(Coffey, 2013b; Grogan, 2016; Klimek et al., 2018; Ricciardelli & McCabe, 2004; Sreshta, Pope,
Hudson, & Kanayama 2017). Although the pressure and anxiety of body image concerns are still
primarily framed as female issues, it is important to recognise their presence and social importance
in men (Klimek et al., 2018; Primus, 2014; Ricciardelli & McCabe, 2004). Participant Connor
observed the significance of this pressure on men to conform to certain body ideals in his own
friendship circle:
I find a lot of my friends either they're quite open about it or talk about it, and a lot of them do try. A
lot of my friends are lifting pretty much I'd say about 70% just in general, and the rest of them either
they admit they wish they were bigger but they just can't, they just don't care, they just give it up

66
According to Sexton (as cited in Donaldson 1993, p. 644), traditional forms of masculinities stress “values such as
courage, inner direction, certain forms of aggression, autonomy, mastery, technological skill, group solidarity, adventure
and considerable amounts of toughness in mind and body”. Based on these norms, social scientists have begun to research
the connection between the social understanding of masculinity and the concept of hegemony, a notion as complex as the
idea of masculinity itself (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Donaldson, 1993; Jewkes et al., 2015). For the purposes of
this discussion hegemony can be understood following Gramsci’s Prison notebooks, in which he describes ‘hegemony’
as “winning and holding of power and the formation (and destruction) of social group in that process” (Gramsci, as cited
in Donaldson 1993, p. 644). In this sense, it is important to consider the ways in which the ruling class establishes and
maintains its domination over suppressed groups (Donaldson, 1993). In our society, hegemony in terms of gender inequality remains tied to notions of strength and phallic power, which in turn are characteristics that are strongly associated
with traditional forms of masculinities (Connell, 2000; Donaldson, 1993).
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honestly. The rest is sort of halfway there, they realise they won't get there but they still want to look
good. (Connor, 19)

Connor clearly recognised the pressure to which men are exposed to keep up with their peers and
socially constructed body ideals. Some male participants even indicated that in their perception, the
pressure to conform to social body norms weighed more heavily on them than on women, whose
struggle to get into or stay in shape is more openly accepted and discussed as problematic. Connor
agreed and said:
I feel like women are more openly accepted. I feel like women can be any size, any shape, you can't
talk anything about them but guys, on the other hand, guys are tough, you can say what you want about
them, it doesn't matter. I definitely feel like women are more open and loved, you know what I mean?
(Connor, 19)

Body shame or feeling dissatisfied with one’s appearance thus may be more openly accepted for
women than men in our society. Male body shame, even more so than female body dissatisfaction,
has to stay hidden as it is not yet accepted but instead indicative of a weak or frail man, even though
men are now exposed to the same pressure in regard to shape and work on their physical appearance.
Participant Logan, too, indicated that women ‘have it a lot easier’ to deal with body ideals, not
because of the social acceptance that they receive or the pressure they are put under, but because of
the fact that female body ideals seem to be easier to achieve. He explained:
Personally, I think girls have it a lot easier than guys. Girls just have to be-, not anorexic obviously but
not fat. It's a lot easier to lose weight than it is to pick up muscle, which guys tend to -- That's the body
goal that guys tend to chase. It takes a lot longer and harder work to put on muscle but at the end of
the day, guys still have to lose that body fat to be able to see abs, to be able to see the muscles properly.
(Logan, 22)

However, despite the indication that the normalised male body seems to be more homogenously
defined than is the female norm, most male participants—just as their female counterparts with their
ideals—perceived male body ideals as unattainable. Connor, for example, said:
I think it's really unrealistic. Most of the people pictured in magazines, they're full-time fitness models,
their career is to be fit and look great all the time. Obviously, no one else can keep up with that while
they're just living normal lives. No one else can do what they're doing, work out 6 hours a day, eat
clean, have the time to prepare meals properly and all that. It's not healthy for everyone to look out to
it but at the same time, everyone wants to be that as well.

He further explained:
I know in my head that I can't, it's going to be extremely hard to do if not impossible but I still aspire
to be it. I don't know, it's hard when you say it like that, it really points that out that I'm saying, ‘Yes,
I can't do something but I'm still trying anyway’. Which is weird. But I feel like I don't care, I'm still
going to try my best to get there. (Connor, 19)
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Connor’s statement indicates the importance men place on conforming to the media depiction of the
hegemonic muscular male body ideal, despite the fact that these ideals are difficult to achieve. These
male body ideals can, as discussed, be seen as a response to the ‘men in crisis’ discourse; and have
become especially popular with the rise of men’s magazines and social media accounts run by
bodybuilders and men in general who like to work on their body in a normative way—just like Zyzz—
to show their progress to a wider audience. In line with this newly arisen pressure and the visibility
of the male body, Featherstone’s (2010) concept of the body as a fragile object that needs to be fixed
and continuously improved—which is turning the body into a commodity—can be applied to the
‘new’ male target audience of magazines, fitness apps and social media accounts. This is done by
Alexander (2003), who discusses the concept of ‘branded masculinity’, which describes how the
expression of masculinity can ultimately only be achieved through consumption. The introduction of
a male target audience is consequently described as the shift from the man as producer to the man as
consumer (Alexander, 2003). The man has, in this sense, arrived in the same position as women have
been in for years because of their traditional role as housekeepers in charge of the purchases needed
by the entire family (Alexander, 2003). As these roles developed, shifted and changed, men became
part of the commodification of the body as well (Cwynar-Horta, 2016b; Lefkowich et al., 2017; Pope
et al., 2001; Rohlinger, 2002). The interviewed participants indicated that by being continuously
exposed to perfect male bodies, they were led into buying certain body products or doing specific
bodywork. Ryan, for instance, said:
I remember going to Future Music Festival a few years ago. I was probably one of the skinnier-looking
dudes there that didn't have his chest or stomach waxed. [laughs] I'm like, ‘Fuck it. I'm taking my shirt
off. I don't care’. [laughs] I'm pasty and hairy, a bit skinny compared to everyone else here. At least
I'm natural, man. [laughs] You'd see dudes there with their short shorts, all rolled up, orange tan and
shit. I didn't really understand that. (Ryan, 24)

Even though Ryan indicated that he did not buy into the bodywork and body aesthetics that he saw
at music festivals, he still took notice of them, which indicates how influential these visuals can be.
In his statement, Logan also addressed male bodywork practices such as chest and stomach waxing
that are often associated with the ‘new’ or the ‘metrosexual’ man. The notion of metrosexuality,
which is now accepted, liked and strongly employed by marketers, was originally created in the mid90s to ridicule everything that marketers stand for (Anderson, 2008; Bano & Sharif, 2016; Coad,
2008; Hall, 2015). For example, Simpson (1994) discusses metrosexuality by mocking
consumerism’s endorsement and perpetuation of traditional masculinity (Anderson, 2008; Coad,
2008; Hall, 2015). Here, Simpson (1994) is referring to the apparent contradiction that traditional
hegemonic strong-minded and hard-bodied men would not go to shopping malls or buy glossy
magazines or grooming products that are advertised by the consumer industry as essential to
achieving this very ideal. Hence, consumer culture in fact promotes the idea of a sensitive guy who
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goes to shops and likes spending money on products and services to improve his physical appearance
(Anderson, 2008; Bano & Sharif, 2016; Coad, 2008; Simpson, 2013, 2014). With the discursive
formations of the postfeminist masculinity, these constructions of the ‘new’ and the ‘metrosexual’
man have become embodied and to a certain extent normalised in our society (Evans & Riley, 2018;
Genz & Brabon, 2009; Hall, 2015). As discussed previously, the ideals of the metrosexual man have
become amplified and combined with a sexual component whereby the spornosexual was born
(Simpson, 2014). The ‘new man’ is required to work out and build muscles but at the same time, to
look after their skin, hair and overall appearance by using various beauty products (Anderson, 2008;
Bano & Sharif, 2016; Coad, 2008; Hall, 2015). None of the participants directly addressed any body
maintenance using specific male beauty products, but they often discussed or alluded to them
indirectly. Liam, for example, described the ideal man as follows:
Tall, not too pale, muscular, not bald, clear skin, I would have said muscular but I guess athletic yeah,
so like that's slim as well not muscular, yeah. (Liam, 24)

While Liam did not indicate whether he used any cosmetics, or which ones, he included ‘clear skin’
as one of the criteria for the ideal man. This can be seen as an indication that the use of male body
cosmetics has now become normalised and accepted as a requirement to fulfil the hegemonic male
role. Overall, the fitness culture is indicative of a new market and new product offerings that merge
a series of themes in late modern capitalism, including health, physical fitness, embodiment and
corporeal aesthetics that go beyond just ‘being muscular’ (Featherstone, 1991; Pope et al., 2001;
Ricciardelli, 2011; Styhre & Johansson, 2016). Consumerism and media, particularly social media
representations that expose men to idealised images, have consequently made them more vulnerable
to pressures of ideal appearances (Agliata & Tantleff-Dunn, 2004; Dittmar, Halliwell, & Stirling,
2009; Hargreaves & Tiggemann, 2009; Hobza, Walker, Yakushko, & Peugh, 2007; Sreshta et al.,
2017; Tod et al., 2016). This argument suggests that men may gain pride and, by association, power
and status by having the physically ideal body; failing to fulfil these norms can lead to experiences
of dissatisfaction and shame about one’s appearance and, as a consequence, oneself as a person
(Edwards, 1997; Henwood, Gill & McLean, 2005; Ricciardelli, 2011). This discussion shows how
the male body, like the female body, has become increasingly shaped through dominant social
discourses and perfected in the media, to the point where it is perceived as unnatural and
unachievable. Participant Angus expressed a similar sentiment:
Overall, it's like anything we hold up in the spirit of popular culture, they are not real. They are not a
representation of reality. To me, it's a little bit--, whereas it may have affected me before when I was
maybe 13, 14, at a younger age. Now I can look at it and be like, ‘Well, that's not actually the way the
world works. People don't actually look like this. Humans are not like this’. Therefore, to aspire to that
body type. No one is ever going to really get there, it's just a futile pursuit. (Angus, 18)
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Angus indicated that while he bought into the ideal body images when he was a couple of years
younger, he was now aware that they are not realistic but instead represent a ‘futile pursuit’.
Nevertheless, most male participants including Angus indicated that they tried to work on their body
and build up muscle mass to gain respect from others as well as various other social advantages
attached to seemingly ideal appearances. Hence for men just as for women in the postfeminist
sensibility discourse, there is an expectation to turn the body into a project of success, which is
especially evident in the way many fitspo images make explicit mention of being involved in the gym
and sport to achieve a ‘hottie status’ (Evans & Riley, 2018; Hakim, 2018; Hall, 2015; Simpson, 2014).
Overall, it can be argued that the postfeminist sensibility discourse of the body—and thus how the
body is presented in the media in terms of style, dress, shape and size—not only reﬂects socially
constructed ideals that are narrowly defined but also constitutes a sense of self for both female and
male subjects, whereby the body becomes a bearer of the self through which individuals can express
and perform the way they want to be perceived by others and arguably strengthen social
connectedness (Bordo, 1999; Harjunen, 2017; Hutson, 2016; Klein, 1993; Sassatelli, 2010). At the
same time, despite this seemingly new freedom to work on and present the body according to
individual preferences and identities, the gendered accepted body ideals remain narrowly defined.
Female participant Claire summarised concisely these mixed messages around individualism, free
choice and firmly defined ideals with the following statement:
From a young age that's how we're told to look. We are always told, ‘Yes, we are meant to be different
but equally can't you be too different from other people’. Otherwise, that's when you start having
problems at school and you get teased. Yes, you need to be different from other people, but really when
people say that they don't actually fully mean it. You got to be different within a certain range. (Claire,
19)

Hence, both men and women are asked to walk a fine line between being unique and expressing
themselves through their appearance, while remaining within the narrow spectrum of what is
perceived as socially accepted and that allows the building of social bonds with others.

6.7 Conclusion
With the strong significance assigned to the visibility and aesthetics of people’s appearance, the body
and the body culture in particular, establish a strong dualism of pride and shame in current posttraditional Western societies. As gendered body ideals are narrowly defined, seemingly impossible
to achieve and never fully met, the current discourse around body culture emphasises that
transformation is always possible and necessary when most people are constantly dissatisfied with
their appearance. This environment has resulted in the majority, including the interviewed
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participants, falling into either of the two categories, pride or shame, and rarely somewhere in
between. Most participants, especially females, were dissatisfied with the appearance of their body
and experienced shame whereby they tried to hide their physicality. Those who managed to shape
their body in a normative or ideal fashion through strict and continuous work, on the other hand,
experienced pride and tended to showcase their appearance. Between these two extremes, only a few
accepted their body in the shape and size as it was. Hence, people either experience an embodied
sensation of pride or shame, or try to avoid these feelings altogether.
Pride and shame are crucial for people’s wellbeing as these self-conscious emotions are always felt
and embodied as a reflection and evaluation of the self. At the same time, pride and shame are core
social emotions that arise through individuals’ efforts and desires to establish, preserve and
strengthen social bonds. Pride, in this sense, is the emotion that encourages actions to maintain social
connectedness while shame is the emotion that results from threatened or broken bonds, and seeks to
stay hidden. Hidden or unacknowledged shame can lead to feelings of helplessness, similar states of
which result in a number of issues. The most noteworthy of these in reference to the body are poor
self-esteem, and body dissatisfaction.
This social context of the self-conscious feelings of pride and shame is established through the
internalised looking glass or third-person perspective whereby the outward appearance becomes the
central component of one’s self-identity through its judgement by others in any social situation
(Klein, 2013; Mayes, 2015a). However, the degree to which individuals are affected by these
judgements as well as pictures of ideal bodies, and to which they engage in body monitoring practices
differs according to various factors including the social bonds they share with friends and family
members (Klein, 2013). While some participants felt anxious and concerned about the fact that their
appearance deviated from the social ideal, others indicated that they barely paid attention to whether
they met certain ideals, or were not interested in the messages the media was promoting. The
participants also differed in regard to the extent to which they tried to conform with these standards.
While some strived for perfection, others were less obsessed and simply tried to set achievable goals
and be as healthy as possible. However, almost all participants indicated that they were aware of
expectations that society holds in regard to body images and that they struggled to various degrees
with how to avoid or cope with them.
Most body-related shame thus is based on the constant reiteration and hence normalisation of a
narrowly defined gendered body ideal that establishes an expectation of how the body should appear.
In the current dominant social discourse around body ideals, women are expected to be thin and
attractive, men are expected to be strong and physical to fulfil their normative roles in society. The
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shameful fat, or simply non-normative body itself, however, stays hidden and is rarely displayed in
the media discourse. In postmodern (post-traditional) societies, shame not only remains unseen and
diffuse, it also excludes and punishes and can thereby be compared with the way Foucault describes
power as based on dominant social discourses that are hidden, yet pervasive and all-encompassing.
These gendered body ideals are, however, not only a potential source of shame but are also strongly
tied to individuals’ sense of self. The body as bearer of the self now allows individuals to acquire a
positive social reputation and hence status, even though the categorisation of status is no longer
formally established in our society to describe people’s social position. Attractive people are now
associated and attributed a higher status; they are perceived as more sociable and intelligent, and
hence have more social capital because of their physical appearance, which is also referred to as
embodied status (Bailey et al., 2016; De Graaf, 2016). Achieving or maintaining a high social status
was crucial for most participants in this study since people with low status are exposed to the risk of
being shamed, of losing their social bonds and being associated with negative values such as laziness,
lack of discipline or unintelligence. Being stigmatised over their appearance and becoming isolated
were the most frequently discussed topics among the participants in association with body shame and
social status.
The participants in this study particularly discussed a strong interest to fit into their environment with
their appearance and to build social bonds with others. While the female participants tended to follow
upwards comparisons to learn how the social ideal looks, they indicated that they were mostly worried
about their relationships with their friends, families and partners. The male participants, on the other
hand, tended to avoid upwards comparisons and strived to stand out from other males, be they
acquaintances, friends or strangers, who did not look as good or as ideal as they did. At the same
time, the male participants indicated that they were more strongly guided by the desire to attract
women than by a fear of losing the social bonds they shared with their loved ones. The participants’
elaborations reinforce that shame arises through a sentiment of being socially excluded and by a deep
desire to meet society’s expectations (Elias, 1939/1982; Probyn, 2005). The more individuals fulfil
the normative ideals, the less fear of shame and hence of exclusion they experience (Probyn, 2005;
Scheff, 2000). On the other hand, the experience of shame elicits a bodily compulsion to run away
and avoid public exposure (Probyn, 2005). Participants of both genders indicated they avoided places
such as the beach or the gym where a lot of good-, or even ideal-, looking people were present who
would make them feel ashamed about their own appearance. It thus seems that shame is closer to a
feeling of fear rather than guilt (Probyn, 2005). The concept of shame as an innate affect, a result of
the fear of losing social connections and acceptance, provides an additional layer in understanding
shame as an intersubjective, social emotion that is simultaneously expressed through physiological
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processes. Body pride has not yet been extensively discussed in the literature, or is referred to mainly
in a frame of self-acceptance rather than a feeling of personal achievement, and as a supportive feature
to acquire a higher social status to build more and stronger social bonds. In this study, body-related
pride was almost exclusively discussed by male participants, while female subjects were more
strongly concerned with merely avoiding body shame. Some male participants took it to an extreme
to transform shame or the avoidance of this emotion to pride and build a strong and pressure to
constantly transform and maintain this transformation, whereby pride like shame, can have negative
consequences even though it is framed as a positive emotion.
This development is further strengthened amid the constant reiteration of specific, seemingly
traditional gender roles that support the preservation of the male/female gender distinction that
individuals use to understand themselves, others and society but also to draw on ideals that serve as
templates or representations of those holding a higher social status. The gendered ideals of both men
and women consequently remain narrowly defined despite postfeminist sensibility’s advocacy for a
pluralisation of gender roles, traits and ideal appearances.
The role of men and masculinities within postfeminist sensibility and a culture that only recently has
become visible means that representations of the male body demonstrate the maintenance of
hegemonic masculinity that is tied into notions of strength and a muscular build (Connell, 2015;
Evans & Riley, 2018). At the same time, men are encouraged to use cosmetics, body modiﬁcation
practices and fashion advice to enhance their physical muscular attractiveness (Atkinson, 2008).
Hence, despite new social roles of men and masculinities emerging in movies, TV shows and literary
genres, the masculine body ideal is still strongly tied to the traditional muscular ideal that, in turn, is
in many ways a reflection of certain neoliberal values and discourses, such as self-responsibility and
self-management (Brierley at al., 2016; Evans & Riley, 2018; Grogan, 2016). The emerged ‘men in
crisis’ discourse is hence arguably more strongly tied to men’s social status as the strong gender and
the fear of losing this position to the newly empowered female role, rather than to a crisis that is
related to the pluralisation of new gender roles. Most male participants had embodied this discourse
and described the ideal male body in line with the narrowly defined hegemonic traditional male ideal.
Women, on the other hand, are portrayed in the postfeminist discourse as empowered neoliberal
subjects rather than sexual objects. Nonetheless, the reiterated media images are strongly reminiscent
of the heterosexual male fantasy. Sexual objectification is portrayed as something that women choose
freely in their new role as “active, confident, assertive female subjects” (Gill, 2007b, p. 153). The
postfeminist discourse appears to suggest that equality has already been achieved and women can
now act as autonomous subjects, free from the limitations of sexist power structures (Harjunen, 2017).
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From the data analysed it can be argued that women, instead of feeling empowered, are driven by
their fear of being shamed and losing their social bonds, specifically with their romantic partners.
Subjectification, in this sense, within the current power structures of the fragmented, pluralised
postmodern society, driven by individual morality and values, still demands a submissive female role,
particularly in regard to body norms. In line with this argument is the female participants’ discussions
around seeking pride—not in the form of standing out and being perceived as more accomplished,
docile, attractive and disciplined and hence more moral and valuable than other females, but instead,
just as in the traditional female role, of obedience and striving to adhere to social ideals without
transgressing norms. While the traditional female role was primarily objectified by the male gaze, the
postmodern woman is still strongly influenced by the way men perceive her and by society overall.
Hence, female’s main concerns are focused on ensuring one does not stand out negatively, is shamed,
isolated and possibly loses their social bonds.
The discussion on the postfeminist sensibility shows that despite living in a neoliberal culture (see
Chapter 5) characterised by the collapse of traditional fixed social classes, roles, traditions and
expectations, individuals are not completely free to make choices about how to work on and shape
their bodies. Free choice instead is to a certain degree forced upon individuals through compelling
power structures from their social environment that determine how the acceptable, attractive, ‘proud’
body should look and which body type is deemed as shameful and should be hidden. It is particularly
through popular media and its TV shows, books and movies that the postfeminist sensibility discourse
of the body and as such, how the body is presented in terms of style, dress, shape, and size that reﬂect
narrowly defined socially gendered body ideals as well as a sense of self, for both female and male
subjects (Evans & Riley, 2018; Gill, 2007a; Harjunen, 2017). These media images, narratives and
characters use signifiers of status directly attributed to the body, which individuals have come to
embody. They thus feel compelled to make choices to build and shape an appearance that reflects
self-worth, values, morals and overall an identity that coincides with these images depicted in the
media (Harjunen, 2017; McDonald, 2003; Shilling, 2012). The choices made to live a certain lifestyle
to achieve their implied status and receive positive evaluation, including pride and the security of
social bonds, highlights that the gendered subjects are not neoliberal in the sense that they have actual
free choice, but instead, as Gill (2008) argues, neoliberal subjects are always already gendered.
Individuals thus do not possess a great array of freedoms in the way they choose to change and work
on their body but are constrained by socially constructed yet powerful discourses around gendered
body ideals, which they are expected to follow and perform (Gill, 2008). Men and women hence feel
compelled to make the narrowly defined choices that allow them to build or maintain social bonds
and remain as accepted members of society (Gill, 2008).
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
This final chapter discusses the implications of the discussions led in this thesis and the novel insights
they provide into the field of sociology of the body. In this research work, I have focused on the
conceptualisation of non-binary, complementary dualistic dimensions of body and bodywork concepts and the participants’ engagement and navigation around these in regard to the expectations,
norms and ideals established by social discourses around health, appearance, consumerism and gender. While there is an extensive literature around the sociology of the body, it has not yet addressed
how individuals manage the often contradictory yet connected or complementary interdependencies
of different social concepts around body and bodywork practices. It also does not discuss to what
extent such non-binary dualisms are potentially felt as disconcerting to individuals’ decision-making
processes around how they want, or wish to, present themselves to others, and consequently how they
shape their self-concept through their experiences of everyday life. However, it is precisely such
dynamics that need exploring and that are addressed in this thesis. I discuss the most central findings
stemming from this analysis by referring back to the research questions introduced in Chapter 1.
At the outset of this thesis I posed the following questions:

•

How is knowledge, understanding and expectations of bodies produced through dualisms;
and how and with what intentions are these negotiated by the participants?

•

What are the key dualisms discussed by the participants, how are they negotiated and how do
they contribute to the understanding of bodies from a non-binary, complementary dualistic
perspective?

•

What are the wider social implications of this thesis in understanding and creating new
knowledge around how the body is perceived and worked on by young adults?

In the following, I address these questions individually in regard to the discussion led in the thesis.
Following this, I discuss the limitation of this study.
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How is knowledge, understanding and expectations of bodies produced through dualisms; and how
and with what intentions are these negotiated by the participants?
The discussion in this thesis has illustrated how the increasing global obsession with the size, shape,
performance and looks of bodies has elevated appearance to a central position within our late
neoliberal consumer culture—a culture that idolises certain body norms, such as the fit, lean female
and the muscular male body, while suggesting that these physical appearances are achievable for
everyone who is self-disciplined, purchases the right bodywork products and services and engages in
the required bodywork practices (Featherstone, 2010; Harjunen, 2017; Mayes, 2015a). Body
expectations, norms and ideals in this culture are produced through social discourses that are complex
and caught up in various intricate power structures, which are, nonetheless, often portrayed
simplistically through distinct concepts that build dualistic positions to simplify the complex
discourses around the body regarding its size, shape, performance and looks. Dualistic thinking thus
assumes that only distinct categories are available for decision-making processes, which can lead to
radical judgements and behaviours. This study’s participant elaborations have shown, however, that
these dualistic positions are understood and embodied not as distinct, but as connected to one another
while being in constant need of negotiation and navigation.
Thus far, the literature on the sociology of the body has been primarily concerned with disembodied
dualisms around the conceptualisation of the body itself, such as the mind/body, subject/object or
meaning/materiality dualisms. Dualisms within social discourses that individuals embody around
how the body can or should be looked after, modified, shaped and maintained in a specific
sociocultural environment—in the participants’ case, the Australian socio-cultural environment—
were, however, largely ignored. These dualisms are non-binary and complementary: they constitute
different, yet strongly connected social concepts. These non-binary dualisms are further not natural,
disembodied or mutually exclusive, but created through social disocurses around complex
sociocultural concepts of the body and bodywork practices that influence and shape individuals’
embodied beliefs and understandings around body expectations, norms and ideals. The participants’
elaborations have provided insight into how these discourses are understood not as distinct, but as
complementary and connected, and are hence in constant need of negotiation and navigation with the
intention to build a stable self-concept.
The focus of understanding bodywork practices and the construction of the body within this
argumentation thus turns to notions of ‘identity work’. The participants extensively discussed their
concerns about continuous negotiation and decision-making processes around how the ideal body
looks and has to, or should be, managed and worked on. They engaged in these processes to
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strategically shape a specific self-concept that allows to control bodily displays and encourages others
to define and affirm them in a certain way. For example, as a dominant, muscular man or a disciplined,
fit woman.
The pursuit of fitness and thinness for most female participants and of building a muscular physique
for most male participants, by negotiating and deciding to follow certain bodywork practices provides
a concrete means to construct a spcific and stable sense of self. Within these decision-making
processes, non-binary, complementary dualistic constructs are in constant competition and need for
negotiation, as the hierarchical value judgements of good/evil, which simple binary logics imply, are
not existant within the intricate dominant social discourses and power structures of the social world.
Instead, as the participants indicated, individuals have to constantly work on their body and thereby
negotiate different norms, ideals and expectations that are often competing and do not necessarily
align. The embodied moral duty to nonetheless fulfil these expectations may cause feelings of anxiety,
distress and low self-esteem. Further, the different yet connected discourses surrounding bodywork
movements, particularly the fitspo movment, and the motivational messages promoting a lifstyle of
‘having it all’—being healthy, looking and feeling good—seems to add another layer of pressure on
individuals to navigate and attain various expectations around body norms and ideals simoultaneously
in an attempt to build and maintain a desired stable self-concept.
In summarising these conclusions relating to the conceptualisation of dualisms identified in this study
around bodywork, health and appearance, I emphasise two key findings. First, body dualisms that
need to be understood and overcome are not confined to the sociological literature, which often
discusses the mind/body dualism, but also involve categories that are created for how the body should
be lived and worked on. Second, these dualisms and their social concepts are not distinct or opposed
to one another but are non-binary and complementary; and continuously shaped, changed, adjusted
and guided by individuals’ understandings, perceptions and management of their bodies and their
self-concept to control how they present themselves to others and how they are perceived by others
in social situations.
What are the key dualisms discussed by the participants, how are they negotiated and how do they
contribute to the understanding of bodies from a non-binary, complementary dualistic perspective?
The dualisms that stood out the most in the participants’ discussions around the decision-making
process in bodywork practices were first, health and appearance; second, empowerment and selfsurveillance; and third, pride and shame. These three dualisms all suggest that visual norms strongly
contribute to disadvantaging one group over another. In particular, the fit body that is perceived as
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valuable, attractive and healthy is associated with pride, worthiness of being seen and of social
connectedness. In comparison, the fat body is deemed lazy, shameful, unattractive and in bad health
condition, and managed by immoral selves who deserve to be deemed as such. To achieve the
standard of what society defines as an ideal appearance requires self-surveillance oriented according
to socially constructed health norms and measurements (e.g. step count, BMI, daily calorie intake),
which are sold through the self-tracking movement as empowering discourse for individuals to
understand and manage their bodies precisely and independently. The social rewards for adhering to
these ideal norms are the experience of pride, and the feeling of worthiness to be seen in public and
of building social bonds.
However, the way in which the differences of these three dualisms are managed differs strongly.
While most participants indicated that exercise should be focused on health outcomes, they strongly
embodied the discourse of the social significance that is currently assigned to the appearance of the
body. Beauty becomes health and health becomes beauty, whereby the lines between the differences
within this dualism are strongly blurred and the negotiation to fulfil the expectations of both
discourses has become increasingly difficult, or is seen as unnecessary as long as the outer body looks
ideal and hence healthy. The lines between empowerment and (self-)surveillance are even more
strongly blurred; indeed almost non-existent. The feeling of empowerment that most individuals seek
is established via self-knowledge achieved through self-surveillance, whereby the lines between the
differences within this dualism collapse. The negotiation of these differences is for the interviewed
participants seemingly not particularly difficult as surveillance and privacy issues are not of great
concern to them.
The third dualism, pride and shame, addressed how the ‘social constructions’ and power dynamics
around the concepts of health, appearance, empowerment and self-surveillance on a large societal
scale influenced the participants’ conduct and experiences in their daily face-to-face interactions. The
discussion around this shame/pride dualism showed that unlike in the first two dualisms, the line
between shame and pride is strongly distinct. Participants experienced either shame or pride: being a
little ashamed and simultaneously a bit proud of one’s body is difficult if not impossible to experience
based on the social construction of shame and pride as self-conscious and social emotions.
Experiencing neither pride nor shame about one’s appearance is further unlikely based on the strong
significance assigned to the body in the current social environment and the implications of these
emotions in regard to how people feel about themselves and the social bonds they can build or
potentially risk. Participants’ management of the pride/shame difference was necessary because of
these emotions’ strong individual and social expectations, characterised by an attempt to avoid shame
at any cost and if possible, achieve pride.
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The overall conclusion from these findings lies in the recognition that while the dualisms discussed
take on seemingly simplistic forms regarding their language and conceptualisation, most participants
showed strong, complex and nuanced understandings and engagement towards them and the various
social consequences, norms and expectations they entail. Hence, the way bodies and bodywork are
experienced is not based on a dualistic or non-dualistic conceptualisation of the body and bodywork
practices but instead revolves around the complex and nuanced ways individuals navigate and engage
with them.
What are the wider social implications of this thesis in understanding and creating new knowledge
around how the body is perceived and worked on by young adults?
The discussion in this research thesis around dualisms of body norms and bodywork practices provides considerable insights into the nature of corporeality and subjectivity that have not yet been
discussed within the already highly researched area around the sociology of the body. These include
research that captures how body norms and ideals are produced by non-binary, complementary dualisms within a changing social environment and simultaneously how these norms and ideals are enacted and negotiated by individuals themselves; or in other words, the bodily norms and ideals and
their required bodywork efforts are always the product of and strongly dependent on the understanding and negotiations that individuals conduct as part of various discourses within a social environment. The premise that individuals’ understanding of the body and bodywork practices is in constant
negotiation of different, seemingly contradicting or opposing, social concepts, is powerful. This perspective emphasises people’s individual mediation processes in their understanding of the body and
their decision to undertake bodywork practices; rather than seeing bodies as merely restricted, defined
and reproduced by social discourses of simple, artificially created conceptual separations. Unpacking
such mediation processes is profoundly important because they often remain unspoken or are taken
for granted. Indeed, the premise that individuals have to constantly work on their body and thereby
negotiate different social discourses that are often competing and not necessarily possible to align, as
well as the possible distress that can occur during the effort to fulfil these expectations, remains almost entirely unaddressed within the literature. However, it is important to take these struggles into
consideration as they provide novel and valuable insight into how young adults perceive and decide
to work on their body and, looking at a broader perspective, they also play an essential role in individuals’ pursuit of a sense of security, and to avoid anxiety and chaos within the wider discursive and
institutional continuities within which they are embedded. I will elaborate on this point in the following section, regarding the ontological security.
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A key finding of this research is that these negotiation processes around body and bodywork
discourses, as elaborated on by the participants, is strongly tied to concerns of achieving ontological
security. Achieving ontological security is based on individuals’ desire to order and achieve a sense
of continuity to their social experiences, particularly in regard to the social bonds they share with
others. Building a stable, positive sense of self, ties into this notion of ontological security. In particular, the participants discussed bodywork choices in regard to their desire to have some control over
how they presented themselves to others, their concern over how others perceived them, and the social
bonds they shared with friends, family and their partners. This sense of security has become crucial
for individuals within a complex postmodern environment that allows little control over various social
uncertainties and potential risks. Controlling the body and making decisions on how to work on it
consequently allows individuals to gain at least some control and sense of continuity in regard to their
experiences within the social world.
The participants’ elaborations indicated, however, that they were not entirely free in their quest of
ontological security, but instead felt the obligation to continuously make decisions that align with the
social norms around the body and bodywork that are perceived to be ideal and docile. To be perceived
in a favourable manner, the body—and hence how individuals present themselves to others—has to
match the social ideals within a society. These social understandings and consequences are manifestations of the modern form of Foucault’s biopower, which shows how power expresses itself in individuals’ perceptions of bodies in their daily practices and routines, and how they subjugate themselves to discipline and self-surveillance regimes. Aspirations to gain ontological security through
bodywork and the goal to build contiguous and stable narratives of the self, then, can obscure the
ways in which such narratives are themselves implicated in power relations. Further, the decisionmaking and navigation processes of individuals around different social discourses and concepts can
in turn cause distress and a feeling of helplessness to attain ontological security.
Last, in consideration of the wider social implications of this thesis, the discussed findings are crucial
not only to understand how individuals think about their body and bodywork practices, but also for
possible pursuits in effective community engagement strategies. Although there are many ways in
which community engagement strategies relating to health have been established, they often derive
from an academic or health service/systems perspective (O’Mara-Eves et al., 2013). Critically,
however, true community engagement should begin within the community and therefore needs to be
based on people’s concerns as well as their understanding of the world, to be able to build a
connection, interactions, participation and involvement that helps to achieve or elicit change at an
individual and social level. The findings discussed within this thesis around how young people
understand and navigate various intricate social discourses around body norms and ideals, and the
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difficult decision-making processes individuals have to engage in through their bodywork practices,
are crucial for helping young adults through the provision of support in how to understand and
navigate different social discourses around body norms, expectations and ideals. Understanding and
providing skills in how to navigate and understand these discourses and connected, yet often opposing
social concepts, may help to empower young people and improve community wellbeing. As discussed
in this thesis, wellbeing focuses not only on health but also on ontological security, which individuals
aim to gain through their bodywork practices. It is only when community engagement strategies
prioritise and understand young people’s concerns and their understanding of different norms and
ideals, rather than merely focusing on seemingly distinct concepts such as ‘health’, ‘fitness’ or
‘appearance’, that learning and effective support will take shape.
Limitations
Next to the above discussed findings, some limitations of this study should be noted, which can serve
as recommendations for future studies. First, it can be argued that one of the limitations was not
examining the literature around resilience and exploring the personal experiences of the participants
in regard to personal resilience. Focusing on discourses and how they create, form and shape the
experience of the body and bodywork can contribute to overlooking the ‘whole self’ of individuals
and their skills in facing personal crises or dealing with pressures and expectations, such as
conforming to physical ideals that do not seem to be realistic or achievable for most people. The
awareness, clarity and strength of individuals’ own values, beliefs and prejudices are essential in their
dealing, understanding and experiences of social discourses and the associated expectations for
individuals’ dealing with these sorts of social discourses, as well as the expectations and potential
conflicts they entail.
Identity and diversity are additional fields to explore as they constitute crucial embodied concerns for
many participants who live in the multicultural Australian society. Embracing diversity in the public
discourse, especially in regard to body image, was expressed as a deep desire among participants in
the minority groups, connected to a wish of feeling accepted and worthy of being seen. Those of the
majority group struggled with questions around ‘Who am I and how am I different?’, especially in
regard to the appearance of their body. Exploring the decision-making processes of dualistic
discourses in connection with these questions of identity and diversity would provide a valuable
contribution to the discussion of this thesis.
A further limitation of this study is that the social, political and cultural contexts within which
discourses and power structures—with their intended goals—are constructed, is only cursorily
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discussed. While I elaborated on some social, political and cultural discourses, particularly the
neoliberal doctrine, biopolitics and the fitspo discourse, including a Critical Theory perspective would
be particularly helpful in locating the discussed experiences, perspectives and self-identity within
wider frameworks of power. This perspective is particularly interesting because embodied
experiences, understandings and perceptions are created and reproduced within existing hierarchies
and embodied social categories of race, religion, sexual orientation, class and gender, which should
be further explored.
Finally, the relatively small participant sample and the qualitative method also bring some
limitations.While the qualitative approach that I chose in this study to address the research questions
provides various advantages that allowed me to explore and discuss the ways participants deal and
negotiate discourses around health, body image, appearance and bodywork in depth, a quantitative
approach that considers a representative sample would offer further insights into particular aspects
explored and discovered in this research study. While I do not perceive the qualitative research
approach as having shortcomings or limitations for this study—most importantly because a
quantitative study would not have provided the same level of rich data—future research applying a
quantitative approach would allow an objective elaboration and discussion of scenarios identified by
respondents, and investigation of their causalities and representability. A study with a wider scope
and a larger research sample, supported by available time and financial resources could involve
conducting interviews in other areas of Australia, or other countries, with different cultural
backgrounds. Alternatively, the use of other qualitative methods would be insightful in future
research and may further illuminate the topic of dualisms around body ideals and bodywork practices
in a different, unique way.
A quantitative approach could further be implemented to analyse and discuss the effectiveness of
health communication and community engagement strategies that incorporate the knowledge
acquired in this thesis. As argued in the introduction, to create effective health, wellbeing, fitness and
overall bodywork messages, an understanding shared between message senders and recipients around
individuals’ bodywork concerns and motivations is of key significance. A necessary theme in this
discussion is identified by one of the key findings of this thesis, which emerged amid the complexity
and nuanced understanding and engagement with dualistic discourses demonstrated by the
participants. That is, the vital socio-cultural context that plays at large in their lives and is at the same
time strongly personal in their health and bodywork behaviour. The expectations, norms and ideals
formed by the socially constructed discourses, along with their ramifications for individuals—such
as social approval, social bonds, a feeling of pride or, in negative instances, stigmatisation, social
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exclusion and a self-conscious embodiment of shame—in turn influence how people feel about
themselves and this is particularly important in this conversation.
As discussed in the analytical chapters, the literature on topics such as body pride and shame has
flourished in the media discourse, particularly around the fitspo movement; yet the implementation
of these core themes in the realm of health and medical practice has been challenging and the
navigation of different, sometimes contradictory discourses, has not been discussed in depth. The
reason for this shortcoming may partially lie in the fact that this perspective has not yet been well
researched and taken into consideration. Further, the nature of specific recommendations for health
communication, and their influence on health outcomes, is often simple at the broadest point, but
becomes strongly complex and individualistic for any given case, as is apparent from the analysis of
the participants’ elaborations around the discussed dualisms. For example, when motivating health
behaviour change it is clear that individually tailored, clear, straightforward messages and
recommendations work best; however, in practice, this means that the messenger needs to understand
an individual’s motivations and concerns regarding their feelings; their perceptions of the social
effects of their bodywork strategies; the social frame of the discussion; and the individuals’ degree
of embedment in this environment. For example, do they belong to a minority group and are not part
of the dominant body imperialism; and are they stigmatised for their appearance, which does not
adhere to the ideal? However, for the media or biomedical discourses that address a broad audience,
such messages are not easy to generalise.
In addition to this simple-in-principle but complex-in-practice reality, understanding the important
role the body plays—not only in terms of its functionality and inner health but also its outer
appearance, which assists with fitting into a social environment, building social bonds and hence
providing an island of security within an increasingly insecure social world—is also often omitted
from health communication strategies. Taking these points into account—and understanding the
concerns and difficulties experienced by young people navigating the expectations of different
discourses to manage their body in its new docility around normative forms of ideal masculinity and
femininity—provides a further crucial point of departure that has emerged in this study for future
health research and health communication strategies that are built on shared understandings of
individuals’ experiences.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Interview Question Catalogue
The following question catalogue contains the key questions that were guiding the semi-structured
interviews. The follow up questions varied depending on the topics the participants addressed and
discussed.
•

Childhood and Upbringing
o How did you grow up (siblings, family structure, hobbies etc.)?
o When, where and why did you start becoming engaged in sports and exercise?
o How often did you practice this sport/exercise regime?
o Why did you stop?
o What made you change your sport discipline?

•

Health and Body Ideals
o What does health mean to you?
o Can you describe what makes you feel healthy?
o What do you do to stay or become healthy?
o What does health mean to you?
o Where do you get your health information from?
o How would you describe the ideal body?
o What bodies do you think are considered as ideal in our society?
o What do you think of these ideals?
o Why do you think there are body ideals in our society?
o Why do you think people want to look a certain way?
o What work or habit does it take to achieve these body ideals?
o Are you satisfied with your body image?
o Why do you want to change/work on your appearance?

•

Body Work
o How often do you exercise and what is your exercise regime?
o What does exercising mean to you?
o What is your motivation to work out?
o How would you describe your lifestyle?
o What does it involve?
o Do you use self-tracking devices, if yes how do you use them and why?
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Appendix B: Questionnaire

Q1: Are you male or female?
O

Male

O

Female

Q2: What is your age?
O

18

O

19

O

20

O

21

O

22

O

23

O

24

O

25

Q3: How do you describe your ethnicity?
___________________________________
Q4: What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you
have received?
___________________________________
Q5: Are you currently a student?
O

Yes

O

No

Q6: In a typical week, how many days do you exercise?
O

I don’t regularly exercise

O

Once a week

O

2 to 4 days a week

O

5 to 7 days a week
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Q7: Are you member of a sports club?
O

No

O

Yes
If yes, what sports club(s) are you a member of?
__________________________________

Q8: What gym or fitness center are you a member of?
______________________________________________________
Q9: How often do you use the gym/fitness center?
O

More than twice a week

O

Once a week

O

Approximately once a month

O

Between 6 and 8 times a year

O

Fewer than 8 times a year

Q10: From where do you get most of your advice on exercise, health and healthy eating? (Multiple answers possible)
O

Parents and family

O

Teachers in my school

O

Friends and peers

O

Television

O

Internet

O

Gym Instructor

O

Other:
_____________________________________________________________________

Q11: How important to you is your appearance?
O

Very important

O

Moderately important

O

Slightly important

O

Not important

Q12: Would you say the pressures of body image (looking a certain way) affect you?
O

Yes
No – Skip to Q15
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Q13: What do you think is the biggest cause of your body image concerns? (Multiple
answers possible)
O

My own perception of my body

O

Peer pressure

O

Pressure from family

O

Other: ______________________________________________________________

Q14: Which of these do you relate to most as an effect of body image?
(Multiple answers possible)
O

Being insecure around people

O

Embarrassment

O

Gaining motivation to exercise, eat healthier, etc.

O

General unhappiness

O

Lowered self-worth

O

Undesirable to the opposite sex

O

Other:________________________________________________________________

Q15: Do you often compare your body to those of others?
O

Yes

O

No – Skip to Q17

Q16: Against whom do you most often compare your body? (Multiple answers possible)
O

Actors/actresses

O

Athletes

O

Friends

O

Models

O

Other:________________________________________________________________

Q17: Have you ever started to work out to change the way you look?
O

Yes, to lose weight

O

Yes, in order not to gain weight

O

Yes, to gain muscle

O

No

O

Other: _______________________________________________________________
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Q18: By whom/what do you think the idea of ‘the perfect body’ are you more influenced by? (Multiple answers possible)
O

Peers of the opposite gender

O

Peers of the same gender

O

The media (magazines, TV, etc.)

O

Other:________________________________________________________________
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